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Mr. James Cubie

*IHIS DOCUMENT CONTAlgg
-

Union of Concerned Scientists
102515th Street, N. W. P0OR QUAUTY PAGESj ,

Washington, D. C. 20005 . -- --

Dear Mr. Cubie: *

On September 1,1978, you called Vernon Rooney, Project Manager for the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station, and requested that a document be

,

! sent to you which described the resolution of certain safety issues for
: Vermont Yankee. The issues in question were identified as " requiring -

! decisions" in the NRC document dated January 26, 1971, which you sub-
sequently sent to us to facilitate our meeting your request.

We informcd you by telephone on September 11, 1978 that we were unable
to find the resolution of all of the issues in question in one document.
We also indicated that we would attempt to find various separate
records describing the resolution of these issues.

The paper listing these items is a working paper which was intended in
1971 as a reminder of items requiring decision or resolution before the
Vermon.t Yankee operating license was granted. As a reminder list it
did not require a documented close out. We have enclosed copies of the
records we have found to date.! .

Sincerely,

Q4 ..

Thomas A'.'Ippolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors -

Enclosures:
See next page .
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i

1. Memo, Edson G. Case, Director, Division of Reactor Standards, to Peter
A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, February 1,1971.

;

f 2. Memo, Edson G. Case, Director, Division of Reactor Standards, to Peter
-| A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, February 3.,1971. -

,

3. Memo, Edson G. Case, Director, Division of Reactor Standards," to Peter
. A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, February 10, 1971.'

't
'

.

4. Memo, Edson G. Case, Director, Division of Reactor Standards, to Peter'

- A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, February 11, 1971.

5. Memo, Warren Minners, Project Leader, BWR Branch #1, DRL to Roger S.
Boyd, Assistant Director, BWR, DRL, March 13, 1971, Meeting Summary ofi .

ACRS Subcommittee fleeting with Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation.''

6. Memo,}Tarren Minners, Project Leader, BWR Branch #1, DRL to Roger S.
Boyd, Assistant Director, BWR, DRL, March 30, 1971, Meeting with Vermont

.

! Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation. .

I

I 7. Letter, L. E. Minnick, Vice President, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Corporation, to P. A. Morris, Director, DRL, May 31, 1971.

,

8. Safety Evaluation prepared by DRL, June 1,1971.

9. Supplement No.1 to Safety Evaluation, prepared by Division of Compliance,
July 7,1971.

10. Supplement to Safety Evaluation prepared by DRL, July 19, 1971.

11. Vermont Yankee FSAR Figures 12.2-16 and 12.2-34.-

12. Vermont Yankee Technical Specifications ~, pages 49 and 110. .-

13. Vermont Yankee License Amendment 43 issued January 13, 1978.
. .
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Peter A. :' orris, Cirector
*

Division of T.cactor Licencin;; i
\

VERMJiT YX r.IT 1;L'CLEM. PO*;ER PLE:T, L3CET 1;0. 50-271 ,

The PSAR information cubritted bF the saplicant hns been . reviewede

cnd evaluated by the DT.C Structural Zn-ineerin, Err.sch. An eval- .

cation of the infor ation sub-itted to date, includin; A andrent 16
dcted 10/23/70, is encle:ed. Tentctive c:nclusio .s, for which con-''

fir stion is still rc. quired, are er. closed in parentheses; the sate-
risl in braci c ts erevides a se.- .try of acticas to be tchen to resolve

icsucs .=till e o..

O. + ed by -

.

..

- -
t 2dron G. Case, Director

Divirion of Resctor S :ndards

.

Enclecure:
Evaluati:n fr.r Te: ent Yanhee -

,.

cc v/ encl:
' 5. : . nme r, : .

R. hYcun: , '. .-

D. f.h:vhcit, " _ . Distribution:
R. Scyd, D%. S up pl .~-:"
R . 'ic e c a-- , ~ ~." DR RF
.,._.,_....:... D.D.S RF4 .

A. *. c eric':, _TJ SEE RF
W. :~ inners , L : bec: E. G. Case

,

R. Sh me-c';2r, '_ T_'
s...:.., +.-- .

.r, .

S
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VCPMONT YANr.EE NUCLE,n POW.R
. , _. , r ., .... . .... .-.-~

DOCKET 50'. 50-27_1
-~ -.

n,; p.;; 5, act rc' 3 '.? >
,,,

'- r ~~STRUdTURAL EVALUATION
. ,. - u' . ._nd nr.: , _

'
- t . --- -.

, ,:n. wrs! .. .n..:::,
' * ' '

* '* *''^=''"':' ' ' ' '-

.,..: .... . . ,u _. u . .
,

..
. ...,. ,. . . , ,.

CLASS I STRUCTUPIS- .- interaction of Class I and
.

- ..
,. ,

The applicant has adequately, considered the.
" !

,-

,

.

failure of an adjacent or.

Class II structures in design so that theintegrity of the Class I

. . ..
. ..

Class II structure vill not co=pronise the
-

Design Basis Earthquake.

portion in the event of en Operating or
,_

l at vere based on alice-
The Class I structural desiCn methods for this p stures and

Plastic strength design cathods for steel struc
For tornadoable stress. ncrete were not used.

ultinate strength design methods for co i ld point, and eenerete,
f I

! . leading, netals were allowed to approach their y e
~

For the Operating tesis Carthquake the stresses
its ultimate strength.

bles with no increase. for short-ters
1

-

are kEpt within ths basic Code alleva f rmed using tvice!

| The Design Scsis Earthquake analysis was per o~

s with stresses in ductile nate-loading.
| i

ths h'oriicutal and vertical accelerat on These Class I design criteris areL __

j -

rials pernitted to go to 0.90 of yield.1

3
t '~

{
adequate.

.

.
.
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The caterials, controlling stresses,.and design ther=al gradients for . -

_._2 c :. .e: . s .t ... . :.. .c- . . - . .. .2 ..:.. :. ,.._ _ ,

structural,su ports _for Class I co=ponents have been reviewed and aree
. . .

. .n :. , z. . . . . :.= = . : . g . .t.i. c .- i - . - i v.cr... :-. ' .
^ -

. . .... . . .

coesidered to be acceptable. . The reactor vessel .supp. ort detail has
-

.c. m . ..Q.:,, c.ce< . -:.e - . , .- ,.m . . w: : .,ot : ; c..... . . . . ..

*

changed fro:n the PSAR approach of the vessel skirt being bolted to a
.

-
. . .

steel' ring cirder on top of a circular concrete pedestal, to an approach

t~ .
similar to' Ment'icello wh'ere" the reactor vessel skirt is carried devn - *~

through the' steel dryvell base isto the foundation concrete. Ne consider
'

- this support design change to be acceptable.
~ ~'

- - -

.. . ..

.

>TU:QLTIO: /JO DaTIP2Nr.TAL CMSItrJJ,TI01:5

All Class I structures except the cain stack are fcunded on fir = bedrock, [
i

which is a gneiss ce=pesition. The cain stack rests on end bearing steel |- ,

r. ;
.

piles which trsasfer lead to the bedrock. The foundatica conditions were j

reviewed cnd accepted during the construction per=it review and nothing !
..

has been unenvered or reported during construction to alter.,this..
,

acceptancs.
-

: . . - - .
-

!

Oesi;;ned to withstand 300 =ph tornado vind loads' cencurrent with a 3 psi
~

-

' t e

prcssure drop are the centrol rec = building, reactor building belev the
.

refueling 1: vel, intake structure (service b ay area), turbine building {
l

self-c:nt ined diesel genereter roc =s, ternado valls at cutside cendensate ;

i

st ra;;e and fuel oil storage ta '<.s. '"he tornedo criteria cre acceptable.

4 ::tren;;-ection accelerograph -ill be 1 stalled en the fico: of the control

reon building and vill provida data which vill be of value in assessing
.
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the condition of the plant subsequent to an earthquake. Unic maintenaneo*

.

. . . . .. . . . . . . , , . , . . . . . .

a:id datia interpretation vill be hcndled in conjunction with the Seismology~ ~~
**

o

..a ,-r---,,..........., ...a ..e .o....,... . . . . . . .. a .. ,~

Division' of the .U. S. Coast'and Geodetic Survey. The seismic instru=en- _

. .

-

tation proposed is considered to be ~ adequate for Vereont Tanke' . ',
..t" y-..... .s . . a . . , .a a. , , . . . . . ..a r ..,s o. . . . . < ..

. . . . ... e

-- , .. . . . ,,

. s ,. , , . . . , . . . , . , . - . , . -
. . . . . .. ., ., , . . , . ,,

,

CO:ITAI'ME'iT DESCRIPTION, DESIGN CitITEP.IA. XiD I.OADS
'

\

,

.

The primary contain=ent is a pressure suppression systes consisting olf a
,

- . .. .. .....s.. . . .
,,

, , . .
,

..,_

.

dryvell, a pressure suppression cha=ber (torus), and a connecting vents' .
.

. -
..

..

The dryvell hcs a steel (SA-516) spherical icwer portion, 62 feetsysten.
, , . _

'

in dia=eter, and a eteel (SA-516) cylindrical upper portion 33 fciet in

diancter, with an everall hei;;ht of about 106 feet. The dryvell is designed

for an internal pressure of 62 psig coincident with a tc=perature of 231 F,

In accoi dance withplus the deed, live, ==d seismic loads on the shell.. . g.

.
the ASME Loiler and Pressure Vessel Code, the design pressure is taken as

-

55psig. Ther=al stresses in the shell due to te=perature grndients are
.- ~

-

aiso taken into eccount in the design.
- '

Eight vent pipe,' each 6.75 feet in di=2ter, connect the drTvell to a
.. .

, ,

torus with a centerline dia=cter cf 98 feet and a cross-sectional dia=eter
. .

*

- . .
- -

-.

of 27.8 feet. The vent.s ed torus are made of the same =sterial as the
-

dryvell and are designed to the came AS'-:T., Code require-ants under the

sane design loads. The design loads and criteria are si=ilar to those

previously aoproved en a nu:.ber of other scael "lightbulb" b.siling water,

resetors, ar.d are ccasidered to be accep tchie.
s

.
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-
-The p r.in.a.r.y, . con.t.aic=. e. nt- th. .e s t. eel "ligh tbulb". ,dryvell., v. ;en,ts', and .t.3

-

orus-9
;1'

y , , a ; ; ,. . .
,

- -- ..a u . e ..
- ,

has. be.e.n desi. gn.ed.. fsbr.ic.ated. .inspe..cted, and . tested in . comp,liance ,with| . , . . , . , .

.. . . . . . . . ... . ,

-

j
the re.. quire =ents of the ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsection

; :

! 3, " Enquire =ents for Class B Vessels." t* .- .
.

i .-
. . . . . . . - . .. . . . ,- -

h.
.

,The secondary contain=ent-the reactor building-was designed by t e sans-

I

I

nethods and to the.sc=e criteria as other concrete Class 1. structures. ,
.

.
..

"'he criteria are considered to be acceptable.'

previously nentioned.
,

| 20, 1970, letter to Ver= cut-

f,In response to question 12.19 of the August.

Yankee Nuclear Pcuer, it is stated by the applicant that the interaction

and shears of the s t'el dryvell base with the interior and exterior cc=-
p

~

crate are handled by bond and friction between the steel and concrete.

The applicantcontact surfaces, and the "bcul" geonetry of the dryvell.

should be asked to either (a) justify the answer gi en, (b) analy::e the

horizontal shearing stresses in the reactor vessel shirt and adjacenti
-

- - - - - - - . . .. .

; .
plates and cenernte assu=ing no (or very little) friction between the

I

steel dryvell shell and surrounding concrete, or (c) provide adequate hori-
!

zental seisnic shear espacity[/

TESTI:C N;D SL'7.vEILLX;CE

The pri=ary containeent . rill be tested af ter fr.bricetion with e pneu=sticI

test at 1.25 tires design pressure in accordance with the Ai'.I Fressure

Both dryvell and ter.:s vill be tasted at the
|

Vessel Cbde require-ents.

! An integrated Icakage rate test, with all penetraticassc=c pressure.,

r:te .-f . 5; per
1. sex 11ed, vill be perfer-ed to verify a =cinan ic:'

.

i

I
i

.
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day under pech accident condf.tions. ' **'' -

'
. .

-
. .-

Tha secondary containnent will be constantly maintained at a negative
_

pressure of at lecst cinus 1/4 inch vg. Bis will assure the lenktight

icharacteristics of the reactor building and its penetrations. '

!
, . - . .- .,

_ ,

. / Clarification should be requested as to whether the entire interior of

the electrical penetratiens shown on Figure 5.2-3 can be pressurized by 1
,

.

-

.

nesn's of the valve she*.n in the figure./ (The criteria for testing :nd
.

surveillance of the pri=ary and secondary contain=ents, as well as as-

sociated penetratices, are considered to be acceptable.) !
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P. A. Morris, Director
- - Division of Reactor Licensing'

_

VC?2:0NT YKri.EE ;~JCLD.R PCUE?. CorPO?.ATIO't, VET.''ONI YAST.EE ECLFAR
P0;.*ER STN" ION, DOCl CT !!O. 50-271,

.

The enclosed report uns' prepared by the rS Electrical Syste:.s tranch
for use in the DnL !.C".S report. "fic par ,-rs hs of the report listed

. . 'belev identify are.2s cf our revicts uhi:h are of concern and rcr.lin
unresolved:

Parserneh Sutie:t .

.

.-

II A Fttil Load ?cjectien Ca-shility
II 3 Protection Cyrtar Icet:Sility

II C Incident cud /.ccident ''urveillance
r_..,.__.._.._.v....-. .m.. ..

.:.. ,_._._, . ,
e_,. m. .e o. . s f. _.< , z.

. ... . . . ..It .> r.,. . , __ ...

Systen Chaacis
ns. c , 4. t ..

-r ,,, , 4. ,.II e . .._. n.,. C w. . . r. ., .- ._ 4 . .._......c.o. ..._i... . ._ _

.= ,~. t . c.. . '.'-~.r...'.. .. ~ . . '*coc 1~.- . ,. ,.. A c ~. 4 ~~ >
. .. , ..

Isolatien-

.e e.. ,, c ,. . .e . ., e _ y. _.,. . . _ % %.. , . .+y e. .- . _ , _
, ,

. . . . . . .

II C ~~.*. _- d. ".a _d_.'.- _.u. e .. a- - , c ,
.~ .

-

III 3 Occite ?crer
VA Seicnic Testing**

V3 T.diation Testing

VC r_ .,_. ,.-..,,..e,,.
-

. . _ . .
.. . ,

In ddition to the steve r.entioned itt:2.0, e.ur re~n t a: st. a satis ~ceterf
- docunentation of the a;;rced upon ci:n~er . S':oulp otr unde:;t ndin;: of

any of these ita=s change, ve '.ril.1 he : rep: red to re r.:rt c:cr. to the
-

Am...d .

C. *. *= * ' i'.= d h!
e.

j I- .,. t i'

*ee.p.
?.~.,1.=...

#* *_ _ . _ _ _. . ,. . ...--

.- _. .. O a .. . . _mJ
t . - - - . . . . . . ._...J__ . . . . . . _ . _ ...

.

:.: v|en:L. 3- :- 1 ::
. ../...

~
.

.. .. $g- ,_

.,,."*---e
-- .i . . . .w . . .

. = -c., nh,...v.-.._ IJ ,Jr. . . -* s -.. _ . . . . .
_ . , . __

~* -* .). ,a
..

L.C ?. a,a,". y.g.. :d
. . . . .

, .
ie. I

.

,
_ _. __ --- .

- -.. - - :t .. . . .- ...... .... . _ , . , - . . . . . _ ... _,,
- - . - - _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..
- ~

-... . . .- .. .
.

.
... .. . .

.... . .. . ,

- .;. . .. . . . . . . . . .

c_- r.. , .c > ; : u.: >_ .p . <;I;: .i ...._..',- ---
. "

. %.L./..71 i. :./11.. . . . . ..Wei t '1/3/.71 . . . d . ../11
-

-
. . . . . <
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Ver=ont Yankee ' ,1

Nuc1 car Power Station ~ j
N 0.*: w .t s iti'. Docket No. 50-271 -

i'
'
..

.

_ .. . . '.
I

I In'sti.=.cntation, Control atid ' Electric Pot.er Systens * j
-

t

2. :i..=.c m m t : m r. -

!
_

-

I. Our review encer passed the auxiliary electric power sycten and the I
, i., , , . . . ,- .- i, , 3 .

,,

plant protection systen instrtnentation. The Co =tission's proposed
.

,

.. . . - '

General OcsiCn Criteria (CDC), as published in the raderal Register..'
$

* ,
-- r - - - .-.

on July'11, 1967, and the proposed IEEE Criteria for Nucicar Pover
f f*

.
-

i..

!.Plant Protection Systc=s (IEEE 279) dated August 1963 served, where |
.

~
..- . . . | |applicable, as the hases for evaluating the adequacy of the designs. |

-

| |The reactor protection systen, as well as the instrie:entation which
i

i
initiates and controls the engineered safety features, is substan-

tially the same as those in the !!onticello Juclear Power Station. '

- '
f ..n r No. 50-263. The :'.onticello design was revicued and presented

to the A ES at its January 3-10,1970 aetin;;.

|-
_

During the course of our evaluation, we had coveral meetings with the
p
q

appife nt and his representatives. Two of those meetings vare devoted p
t

__ , to the review of elenentary diagra.s. In ' addition, a visit was made
,

'
*

j?

to the site on Dece=bdr 1 and 2,1970 for the purpose of observing b
!!
Ithe physical arr:ngenents and in:tallation of the instrumentation, ['
d
,h;control, and amiliary electrical power systen.

In our revie.r we *.:ve concentrated on ita:s unique to 7c- ent Tanhee

end on iters which rc= in as continuin; creas of reviev. Specifi-
s

celly, these ite : are:
.

*
.

e

. . - . . . . . - - .
*

- - - - . . . 3
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1.. Tull Lo:d, tejection cc6111ty..,,, -
, -

..- .

2.. Pirst Frotection Syste:n..t- ; y .' t 4 . .'

'

3. Incidest end A4 eldest Surveillsece Ir.r treertation. 1
- - j-

,

4 Tadependece of T.edu dsnt ?1.1.: Trete=tten Systen Cisu.,cig. -
.

-
.

. -

1
- . .. .

5. T.ameter core hc14 ties coolies ( CIC) a.-d Ulch Pres *.ura
-

--

Cos12nc k; rest!en (*. PCD ?ye t*-ce.
- .

6. Sts: Cy Cra Tresntce Systen.
1 I-

:
.

7. Tes t z d i' alt t**' * * * ' ** *
'| I

.

t
-

i .

I. . *luctric rc:.er CNem. I .

I

f

Idt. .tifiestice..P. Ca',la TJ:icn Selecti ine, i mtini. a .d~ ~ t

9

.

s.
O. :::isoie, ? d1-tic ::.o hvire=.7-eat:1 !es tis;? .

t |

-
-

_.-. ,
4 I

- - - p'
- - - -

4

II. I*.tst m . te:1es. i

Fall Leed 7:jection Cv;::.111ty .

|i
.
.

A.
*!t, .._ ':ho Ter=ect. Ts.:'tec pl-uc h et;Fele of cuspD-1:., a full ind , l.
.

.

jy |rejectiem withcut tre E eci is rini'.=r in t' S respect to s

n111st-c.e, nit 1. T.:o Sil b.c rcj,:- 6 f:re tre. rrevided ;
I

|j
for ;wer 1*v-3s ecer: 4 , :- c=rc de-t w-n e.c n:.is ketery |._

.

i !
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J. a. . Tutbico control Valva Fast Clemurc react:r Trip Delay Te.. tre.
. -.

b.. tod Select Insart recture. p ;-: 4.:,c r.- t .de.n L :.c Ma--. i *h 16. .

.
3

eg Av,craj;g. 7 aver T.saco. Itoottor Trip Set Ded.* .: * * i,i : : t -d
*

.
I

-

r

. .; . .- q...,,...... .

Loss of load is firce dstecto1 by tha turhtr.c-ier.erctor acenicra- ,

'

,

I

tien prett:ction dt.:vice: (!udine Control Valre Tast clostre). Tha ,.t
.

' '

i .

|
|

.

TC\TC trip is celayed by 0.1 seco ds to per=it the tudine hypass '
i

,

valvcs to c;:es. U.c turtino hyrss: valves r. nit own wichto 0.2 !. .

! !
-

.

seconds er the rer.ctor vill scra: . Be 'C'.'TC tria sig=.112 are.-

: s

alco u ed to f aitinta t'.e celect r d ir Prt end the auto: atic cat- II4
'tdove of the AP;" crip Icwel frn: 120: to 907 after a Jelt.y of 33 :.

s.
sreends.

, p-
|

. . 7 3,
'

.,,

, our cc cci.s with the full lead rejectic carr.lilite is to as..t.re h
u.thst the rec ===r pr:tectie: =v= t: : decips is not Jc, r:de;I by the 1
4

,,
- -

. .
7

.

circuit modifie=tices re.,uired by this feature. n a revie.i of :
c

E

alcre.itary diagres of the 421syed TC'.T:
.

:1, rod select i: s.:rt.7 i
_ sud .*.PC trip net.devs shich co:. prise tha f ond rejecties icature, !.. _

i
?revealed creas of deci.:;= shich do not c et the applics t's :tsted i
f

-

criterts. . The arca: of cc:.-co :plio:ca conearn tha impic:.c.etatins
;

of desir,n :cdifications to esture t!.e it,24; e...'mce of e-i-chen m'a
j

vithin the duel icgic chanscis which e.c re :~rer d to bri :7 te !

j
revic of t.. ri!L :se U fc 1 design. : re - i. t ,:- .t- 1. tt 14 d

;

1rer:rd ara d!. e:sred is t actmequent sic:fo . of cri. r. rt.s

.

.

' . -i

'l.

.b '
.
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B. Plant Protection Syste:s Testability. .,, , _ , n r . , ., .

-

_ . -...

The following is a list of the plant protection. funct.io.n.s.u.bich.
.

~

ths spplicant has orally stated.are not capable of. hein$. test,ed -

.

during pot.er " operation: . .- .,., ..,,

.

'

a. Pcin Stean Line, T.CI,C and H2CI Leak Detection Ter7erature , , .

.
-' -

. .. : ....

Channel .
.

- - - - .. . . . .
-

,

,

.

b. Safety nelief 7alve (Target 2cck) Lellows F.onitor Pressura
..

Switches . .

c. Turbine Otop "..lva Clo .ure a:d 4nerator Lend ?. ejection

channels.
. - g.

.

,
d. Scran "irchar;e relu=e Lavel S.an::els.

.

e. Prinary Contai m nt Isolation.-

~~ a applicent has 'eecn advised that the resctor protection syetem:
. .

.

and engineered safety feature instru,entstion required for plant..
. .

_

cafety .:st be testhble at power; or, that they ray subnit the

results of their analyres 53hich support their proposed test

inte: val of c- ery refueline. The enslyses rust address the influ-

enee =f e._.ti:.: i=cerval on relirM1'ty and eher t* st no ci:: ifi-

cant r:.# ::tio- in reliability i:: i eend.

-a

.

. ,

4

.

e-
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C, Incidart and Accident Surveillse.ce Instreeatation ; .- -.-.a
-.

The IT.12,rosctor protection.ar.4.angineor:4.safdty (aa,ture f=stru-
...

eentstica chastels sesorslly.use bitnd sensors .and thereforo.
-

do. net provide continuous res:!out is the esstrol re::: of t!.c. -

.

para =otars being ranitored. ""!c neutron ranitorins and usin
i

stema lien re.distic: =caithring syste=2 tra exce,st'ces. The ~

other vitsi pers=etors, bewever, are scr.itored by instrar.t
~

channels associated vitS control cysters. As s4ch, thesa infor:s-
. . .

tien rer.icut c:.:nnels are cet designe.d to sctisfy protxties nystc=

criterf s :id etc cet i=cluded in the tec::rical : ecificar'an.
,

Infor=ation redout chnels are re-;cired by the c.;erator to
,

. - y. assess 7.lset censitie.-os suhscq ent to as acci!.cet in order that.

.

ue cry dt. tar =ine nether to intervene in the cur:ttion of the*

. cto.,atic 7.clisf !7 ate:s (A S) or to icitir te CLc ontzi:rwst* s-

Spray Sys te= (CS) . Muttir. .=137. t's re ce-t NM.!c.n. tett 2,
~

bscident emphasir.ed tt:0 this resdeut infer .stior, is cec-!cd to
- . . . . . .. ... .

cici;; ate 'the ec cevesce of or tration.11 occur caces.
.. .

.

. .

Ta ' :va requested the applics=t to ida.tify : .4 info m tio: road-"

out chan-As re". wired by the exte. tor d.:.rf s; ::f c /-se-sent to ra

accide .t 2M cre" tice.Il occ2 Teace. hi? frfe m tfan 53111 Ye

r:vicred ard enhate ! te s:sure ade: user of desi : vit: remect

to rc.frmd.suc~ za.' tes t:!:011tr ::d :: ::tr' lin'.1 ~ ri::1.

sp:cifications.

.

.
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Inde;4adence bf F.edEndant Plan't Protection Systa Chenacis
,

,
.. ._ '

D.

Cai od. 'ths' eppliiant's' isfoty desif,u~ biiss'- (23) ' r'eduir'es' 'tb It
?' ' '

-

era 'chh11 t.. . .f fiele ., lectrical ced physical. . . ... .rseparatics ,'
_.. .. ..

...
.. ....

"Th.. o su =t e
....

betveas ch:hsels and totvcen losfes mnitoring the s2=c v riable

to prevent envirecrect.al factors, electriest trenstents, and
.

\

phy'sical events fren i=petrins the alility of C5e ryst== to f -'

respond correctly." Cur revi:-s of the N.'ut c.nd ele _ antary
! -

dier.re=s revested eeveral areas of the ;;otection syste=.-

The visit todc=1:es which ds cet sctisfy this recuirerent.

c' e PIsrt cite c=:. fir::cd cur fidin;s cod revealed ad.!f eto .nl

v':f.ch the 503 is not satisfied. Th:se arc == is11 fctearees i:
The first earc;.ery coscer..s ess-. - 7 three (3) rencr=1 categories.*

rcetice of redcada=r trotsetics channels to sin;1e switc' es andi

i

The scerv.d are: ca cerns!

tercir:1 be:rds is centrol roos panels.~
.

. .. .

1:st:11stion of redued t protection eyetes witches en centrol

rees pts:cis within a f=v inches of each cther and tScir viri ;;

Tbc third arcs ceccer.s the-

bussled :sd routed to.,etLcr.

ir.::t:11stien of red r.dast :rrotectirn systc= inservec=ts en the
cerr.ceted to the s te ec=rin;:

ss-c racx outside the cortral recrt,*

11c:s. and 10 mted in 4 her. tile cavirc-ment.
t

I !
s:Sich fall into t':o f i r- e c.- t t--

I:
! 1*c c'.:'. re:cire, fer t'eme arc 2: i

d to shre the;;t n. :ist te:tr er r.rl-sic or bott be perferse
9 t

;I

| e . h as s'a e rt s , er orces , vill ne t t ree - e t'.e e
r-

.!'ria -Ie f ilu: 2

.
.

I
' i

i

i

l
-

-
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IIf ningle fatinres vill pre-
syster.s fras rosponding carrectly.

'- . .

..

vest the pro;ar rc ponse of the.14 systc=s the applic.2nt vill be
.. . .

- .
... . :, . .. ~ 1 , t >. . ... .. ..

.
-

<.
'

1?.c cress' of cone.cra tAsf ch are
,. .

- , . - . . . .

< t . ._ 't. ,

required to correct his desica. *

cercred by the second cnd ti.ird catcr.ory ill :::uira sirilar 1

tests or scalyics to assure t.etilability end recpon9e in the t
~

If1c rochanical events.
hostilo er.vireccc:t a3d um!ct cic:

vill co:.-iJer
proper responte of the sysca., cannet be a-cured, we -

rc:;uir:sants for ad!itiet:1 separatie . citber by df-tsece. cr
T!.c AC':S guidence on

yrotective =nclosurer or Farriere.
.orrin dsted

Indian Tcint 7 (i.etter t. P. Tr: Icy te ?. .t..

vill be c.~. .11:!cre ' in teterrining ts st. t ete atJee 17,1770)
. - 7

ch. 9-es vill be recuire ?.1
.

of our reviev setdcr co.siderstice aadh 3.plicant Fas thi 2 e:
-

: cer.-= ent .vill re= peed in a e.bce-uce: .

i
(".0!0) and righ Pressure Coolart

., ,.
E. O,--etor Cer: Isci.-ti n 0: clin::

_

I:jecti=u (li?CI) Sy=te--s 1.c.n. Letaccias ard IacI: tion

-

C".:; rerier ef the ci, .vntery distra-e fc.r the present desirn of I

fcte= ee;; 2- Iir:e lee detection and isolation
I.'4010 ced 1: C

d -f ic ? creies :cvsecss re-anist th I:''.:r-19;

T-e is:*::les of crit %r rst.
c::3d be secer-11p'.c4 in c'e '

a.

eim-le itilur_ ir. t'.rir rtracetive fnitf t.tir.r
s

event of
,

ci:: i tr- .

.

9

t*

i
. _ _ .

r-
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The spatial dependeace of the ?.CIC and ;7CI s-estccs to pera-
' ;

.

6._'

ld,. . ,, lt' i~u the isointions of both star.ahn : rr 1 e i ..g'cou.-3*

resu
tura detectors

. supply lines frem a led. .or b..reak in one or in the mia,,,
-

f - i F 1.- i c; * .,. t. .. t , ,, s . . . . .
. ..

. -.

-
.

steen lines. . ' - .
, ' - - -,. ..

. * .s .

.

.. . . . .

i

The incorpcration of z* ten cinute time delry, follow n; a-'
ldc.

Ioak detectim sist sl, in effectin;; autcr.atic isolation cou
.

. * :. . .~-

resule is na macceptable defredstic . of ott.er pisnt protec-
.

,

f the secas er.rires-
,

tien cyste . ir.stree:catien as a result o
. _ _ ,

~
e..

.

cent,

i
e; ect ivel:.* ,

~* c redun.:.e,c high ste:c flov so..vors :-t r. iter -ia 7 i
-

d. tre c8ch ,.

lines to 'sC'CI a:4 7CTC tur!:ine:. - p the ste,s su:p17
cenrin;-

_ c=c=ced on c:c rac'<. : d are ee- .ceted to the r:-e
addressed i= a s'i.:se. ue:t7

TI:is area of concern 1:11 s.~~'~

-ection of this re;cre.

cad vill 1-c -ub-
A -- The applicant has ,Lacs advisei of eur concer:. . , .

--dra ct . .for:Sc==tur..%.
nitting 'cis redesign of chase =ysters in a.

.
.

_

(sc-s) re,-1cn .

seseety cas trestrent E-sec:y. l estacity

The SJ*$ cecsists of t.o cer: rate :d red:nJa-t fulto c2c .a ::; pri ary : r taf f:-est
This cyste=, is provtJ::c::ite . 7 'h sc:fv1 v, e d to riintst? A

ar.d r:::t .I *:uildic;- of eiri.~.7::
build M to r:friri?c tic

-:e3.stiva pressere itJ.in the re:c:c:
2

.
4

. .

.m .
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greund icrel reinsse of airborne radiosceivity. .no crates 1s.1
,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,

;
..

' initist;ed.by either low water.lsvel. hi,h contai=p.ent. precscre,-
l -

t~~

.

or high radiation sicnale from either the resetor building refuel- i

.-

ins floor area er the reactor bildic ventilatica exhaunt systen. 1
.

, . .
.

- ,;

-
. . .,

'
Cur revics of the (preitainary desi:3) elc-ente.r7 diagran has

-

revested that scither the equire.:nt fcr each train nor the control
ne .

instr _ cntatica for e.sch tr:Im are cc:.pletely independe=c.
..

.
- d

applier.ct v:s advi=cd thet t3 e lack of inderender:ce creates en ue
.

.
.

Turther, he v:s advi-ed t!-atvulacr6111ty to ef =t c fai3creni

the deci-n c':r.14 Fe cMer.ed to ::tief. the nsma basic criteris
-

Tha
of inde,ce 'acce re: tired in the reactor protectien system.1

! - - p describes his final design titich!
~ s7-lice t's ex at recent nr. cad-2n:
I

is cer catly bei=- ev21usted.i

-
, :.

..
-. . ...

asses . ,. ._ .; ,
Tcst and *ainttnence lycC.

In the desits of the instreretstion and coatr:Is for the eccircered'

.. - .

c Iety fe teres, the applic: .t has i=eldad nceusi interloct.s orI

/.djacent to ar.ch of
-

byp:.cse- in the fere of tev-le.ch cvitches.

these : itches cre lic'ets drich' indicate their position. .. .

. ..

-ori=:. the site vie!c it s es e'.cerved th:t the cere syrsy loop
2

.

rectie vr. Ire, which is wre-11- open, c%14 he cle:od by sc:iv-I
'

l T'..3s =ction veuld 1.yt m ne render
- ing '.:.ay-Ic,:h =vitch,1t aL

~ri is ::: 1*Cic.ted cr* .h

[
ine-c.r .tive the ecce c : ray Ion. 1

-uu.!:: 4 in t: e ee-:r.-1 m .
-

. .

h

-

.
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Iha applicant.iras advised that we vil1~ require a listi5g of an:
. ..

such bypasses and that annuneintion oi indiention of th'ese pro : ?
-

- -

s tcctive action bypacses be provided.

1

The applicant has this. matter under consideration and vill respo'nd

in a subsequent amendment.' '
'

--

.

. .

III. Electric 7ouer Syste:a
.-

A. Offsite Power

?over for the Veruont hnkes rover Station vin be cupplied from

a 345 k7 and 115 h7 avitchyard, and a 4.16 kV line fro the

. . nearby hydroelectric Tarnon Station. The 345 k? r-itchyard is

.
. presently arra=ged in a ring hus configurst'an and ::111 he con-

nected to the grid by two lines (Puhif e Service of *:ei ?x pchire)
-

and by an auto transfor=er, to a US kV bus. A single H5 h"

,

trs=smission line con = sets this b=s to ti.e ::ev T.n;.1r.ed ?cuer
|

'

. --- Cocpany grid. ' A second HS E7 line .-ill i c placed in service by

October 1971.
.

g
J

, -
g
.

~ A 345/115 k7 auto t:nnsfor=er is the nor al cource of power for |
I'

the 115 t~ tr'~~t s'.on line r.sd the station etsrtun transfor cr.
,

In tha evr=t that peer frca the 3'S h" s --te- is lest or ce ;

auto tra.sferrsr fails, the 115 k7 :;ste: -ill *.e sufficic .: to -

s

sup;17 st:. tion cu=ilirrv and saf-ty Io.-d requirene .tr. f.lt'.sou;h i
s

the t- e 345 W circuit: r; r a a co--- . ri.3.tw r - c- .~;r - '.is -

t:n=e cf 2.5 -ilcs :.d , ,.: '" e ?c:: c:ticut iver to'atMr. they.. ,

,

!

!

.
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-

;
.

.11. .-

,

|
-

- !
> . .

-
,

.

.

,

p

.| . t
are. .so s. pa.ce.d .tha.t .s. .t.r.us.t. ural. f.ailu.re o.f ,the .M r.f..es. t.. t..arar . .!.cu14 |

-- --

...i . . ..
.. . . .

. ..;,_. . .

=.e.t .c'.aus e.j dar.2ce n. o.r. s.n . outage, to., th..e. .I.f nes. l.o.es t. .e.d...c.a t! c..o. pposite!. -.-
~

.. . . . . . - .. . . .
... . . L

r - I
*

sida of.the rid. t-cf "eny. ;. . . , . . .

*

. . . . .
.

.. . . . - e c
v

.

u

The 5.16 kV lies fron tha Vr:rnon.Statica is p'iyateuilly and {
'

,

,
,,.

tcisctriestly indr-erdent of t[e M5 L7 and 115 kV tra.u=f:sfon 3. .

In the event thet t!.e threo norul ecrees beco=o dis-=ys tc:-s .. .

connected, the .4.16 kV line ray be ranually cenr.:cted en et ther [. - -

of t.o e:,erger.cy tuses.. The 7ernos line f.c of Oufficie.9t cr. zeityl
;
i

to s,.-,- ly s-fa s' sue.io.-s a:J f nic.c scre-used lomd resf rc :nre.
J

1 _

The etsbility of the 7 rid h:2 ben.n ensly::J cad t're appilcant
. - p

~ has report *d t' at the loss of the verrtont T2 tee unf t rill not .

I

! c:u:e i=:tchility ::d disr=:t the M5 kV or the 11.5 LY syste-=.

the 2nslysis 1=o =*:c s that the 1er: of both 215,tv lines e--
1

thr 345/115 k? cute tec=sfor:er tic rill not c:use trirpir.3 of.

.
. - - ,

tle Ver.:ont Tan).ca rencratcr.
-

' --

i - - . . . . . . . . .

- .

ne centrol of t!.e 115 E7 an'd M5 t7 evitchyard brea' nrr. i< p -

,
-

'vided by 'redssdant d-c cc: trol chr:uf ts. -he Versos 5:ation be:

its ca n :!-c tr :ler' control i:frecit. In the c ent of a ef c:-le
fathere, a total ! ass of cf f':ite N.er c':o.:Id no: 1e c:: -ir:-:ed.

n

r ,_ri-.7 nor=:1 o- cr:::an, t':e out ut of c: e u=it rc .eu ctse 1. ec -
,

: -c:ed thre.-.#. , the :- .is eec;--c-s trr.ss far er ea t -e 3 5 E7 -e h:'c -
,
.
-

.: u..! to t..: .:.: 2 r .: ! h.- :r: A ---r. Ir r' ' - c' tLe

.

.

f

-.

.

!

,

;-
- .

.
. . . .

,
.. . .
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"usit generator'i'auxiiiary yoGer for the pisnt'is autinatically

' connected 1..
fa.... ,.r..st transfe,s..r to the 'otart-up transfor:sr.~. . .. . . "Th s ' * .

_
'

. . . . . . .. ** < . ... .... .

7
.

,

: . ...~
. . . ...i

starta p transforser is also uced as a cource of po*:cr for * ~ ~
. .... . .. .

i ,

u

5tartup, shutdown, and after shutdo:,n require :ents.
-

,,1. ,

-- , .
- - ,

.

.Our review of the offsite power sten revesis that the desi;n ,

!

The area

I
does not ec=pletely satisfy.the require .ent of GDC 39. .

of non-ce:pifznce is that operster action is required to =ske. . _

the redundant offsite pot.cr source available to the esscatial

'*e *:eliave that this ree.ts draft CDC 17 and thst this istus.
Ve.

not sufficiently sie.nificant to r:ciety to require rederi;n.;

|

j therefore conclude that the cristing desi;:n is adequate.~ r
*

|
.

- .

3. Cnsite Poter

The design of the onsite e=er;;ency pecer systets utilizes the
-

split bus concept encept as notad :nd discussed inter in this

The redundant en;ineered Safety feature equipent*- report.

traics are divided bets een two 4.16 kV ece$cency buses such that
-

either ene vill supply .inir .:: safety requireneses. One diesel-
Two 430 Volt energency buses

generator is cennected to each hus.

ara c cr;ised 'c s:cpdcun tra-sfer-crs ubich are fed fron their
,

e

|

|
re.:pective t.10 E' e :er;2ncy bus.

-t
6 3

g

} . .

,
0

.
e

. . . .

1
- . . . .
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The .cucrgency.a-c gover systen',desitu.netts the requirecents of' *
.-. ..

the split ' es desigvith.the creeptics of rator control c=nter- -

. .- -
. . .-

b
|

pt0C) 63. t: hic'a is connected to redu=dast 1ases .WC23 and 'dCC95..'

Fernally, MCC vill te fed fro = ese b-n. The cut.e-stic tr:nsfer
|

feature requirad cron loss of one surt y is previded wit!- rede-#l
.

,

' e

dant interlocks t.3.tich cent the singic failure criterion 4.d should
, , - -.

._3 . . . . ..-

j
'

'

Sir 1::s arran:c-
cet pernit coumattics, redund.v.c buses tocether.

,

8 t d isolaties.

tant is requircJ to re.:er the LPCI systr . ic cet en an I

wJ c'e Po.cicello
valves ..nd is at,flar to T:rvden, P111stene,.

| serJ-n fe. cure i..-=
In the -st, our ae .eptance of t511

'esigm
- the|

i
-- required that the circui: tresker ir.terinck circ:dtry rce:Ir

-
sin;1e failure criterion and that the loede or. this hca be :strictt:J!

Wile the omlient':to these cesantial to LPCI operstien.

demis of the interlock circuitry antis fies the n'.=rla fati tre
-.._.

. .

.-- ---~ .... . ..... _

:

criteries his design docs r.st restrier 3eri essi----ent- t:. . _
.

.
* Ec. hu c5-ost.m to 1.:rily. . . . . .. .,

.

'' -- those re",uirod for LPCI e; cr tion.,

: . ~ha*

load this bus with ec,uiprest not c:=c=tial to safety.
:

.. , .

that he cdifv-

aaplicast has teen advised t':st we vill rc< sir

his desi;s ir. this retard.
-

. r.9

I= the event voltsee is lo-t av cit::cr 4.16 L' v..rg- - 1 =.:.

41csel-o---erstors vill '-e <: ~t ta .-:.e ..:::c.. I- : 2 m--e r fill te
he IcIl, ler i.-; . !:'. ;t:1

'rar:cred vit'.1- ten sece nds. O J!c e.' c..:

!

*

.

$

? . . . .
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Other si;;nals dich sutenatically- - .

M seconds after start air,nst.) . ..

,
<

start tha diccel-generators but .do not compect,,the.n to the acer- -

_

..-.

gency bus coless undstvolta;;a has occurred, include the accident - .

ci;nsis st.ich 15ttinte the core stan5y cooling syste
.e..

.
,

1.

The 'tvo redterl.2mt .diccol .pnerstorn are located in separsta vcus -
id-

tilated r.~r.1 of (ceis:.ic Class II structurs) the turbine but'
-

~he turbir htllding is the vicinity of tLa dissel senarator
[

~ ~ ft;.

drmict117 ss-dfzed isn?. strengtheced such that it is
ret -s r2:

1.u iliary

statM by the ci ., lie.snt te to of sticic cl.*:s I de::ign.
d t n::d the

.,ys ---= for th.cse :-sc5.ines are reda-lent and inderec en ,
h

e

I pertien or the inel oli su ;ly is cle eate for the ore.rs-.~ I ris:::

for 7 ds7c. The scis=5c ,

tior of a cin:;2e die:e1 fully Io.-Je:: I
!

I

ch..s I porties ef the fuel storace t==5. lece.ted cuticors is Leicr.r
'

~-

"o c.redit is t ren for the additions 1 fuel,invr.. tory ofi
cre r.d.

ap;rori=atc1* 13 d..rs Sr. the storare volu
above cround betsume 3

- .
.

-
.,.

it is vulnersble to sinsila J. :ar.e. - . . :
.

.

-

its a:plicank hks E*2cvn that the reting, (2750 W ec=tist:cius) of '
i d

the diesel-tescrecer has laen eclectte ste.h that the loads re<rc re
for tic 13A vill est er:ced the contiaucar rati=g of the diesel-

ti st :cs ,

The diessi r- .erntors are of such caracity
cc:. rator. .

63% of nenir.21.5

sge:tir.s, large load.; the veits;e vill bc ecJ.sced tI
r

{ fr. of cerecru. Tha
[T'.*a arpect of the sicsal gi.urster car:bilit7 ,

!
| '

.

C

=

C' .
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4

1
4
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.
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. - bases for this coaccrn are expressed in 5:fety cuide 9. Ita appli--

..a . - , , ,c.-
-

,
.n :, : ~ ; x .. . . . ., . .

-

c nt has' .toen advised that vo vill recintre the he s.ubst:nciate
-

-~:- .
...t c.- :-at: ^ .<.- :.. .:.a:.:.- .- . . . . . . . ..

I

by msns of test dsta the suital111ty cf this desica in this re-;aed.
. [- ,

.. . .
l..- . . . .

!

'IW full c pcity sad redunfant 125 V d-c *:stte:. s.rste-a, c:ch 1
.

vith En. assigned cL:rgar, arn pre-rided. A spare.ch:::er of cqual !
;

.

!

capacity is pr:nidad $.61ch can bc e nu:117 cer. ceted to either
d

~

u:'ach Lattery is ci:ed to :up"ly it. <-u rency losd for
systen. r-

\.eight hours t-ithcut rr c'iar;1re.. Tr.e batecry chsr;;er veuld be
4

c.t!.:51a of rechar-int tlc ba:terie. to full ru:Strse eilo sm:ely- .

!
F
t*
rir.- no ci d-e lor.ds. i

h
. - g. p*

ers =ocr.:nd cr raci.s .?si.. .. .? to .it? .cs,a the ar -e. Oc batterie:
-

-
,

em h~pothetical carthqual.e effects aM are ' e2.: sed is a si=21e ,
.i
.e

rcos eith a si:21e reati.1 tion c- .;te=. 7.~c Lc.tteries are cc prata' l'
-

.a
.

- i,

ty ..s 2-i=ch thick pertial ::: crete v:11 nic'. *-e ::;liexnt states
"

-

..
l

' vill'11ait the effect of a fire cr batt. r- c=ric:fer.. T.e ;pli- ii'

:
i,t- --- .

cant stated that .rfth<2ut -reactistica for a period of I'. d:75 the j

,

cec ::ulaties of hyd-s,cm fro: ~.e Ic J - c.:. c3 u . 5 st t eri =, v.~s1.! r.e t d, .* :- i

fexceed 4:: cc=centratica %fch he cenci;::: a barardous Icvel. Ua

v111 li-f t by ecch i= 1 c-eciff estic - t e ---iM ef ti * courf r.ued f
e- rati:-s eill F e 7- :it:ed s-irh feiltr.- -: :V - --ti*.-:f == sys t em.

5: 1. cid e.-vn ti.s: to proviJ. Call ..r::'.t.... 15 re: .;f ficier.:17 'I

,

Cf Ciific:.nt IO S f J--* 10 T ui r e r( dC - i.* .. .e c::n:034.4 t! *C EI;i2** :

,

e

.

0

|:lt
.*

* = * * * ** - .
m.-e ee-*-

.-...,s me . ...es... em . ap is e
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desip, which is siellar. to the Cyster Creek. desip, yrevidcs aJe-
_.

iquata protection for the batteries end is"ececpt.sble..e .
_

..
.

!!:t... .

.
. . . : ..

, ,
-

t -- " :.~ t *. - :. .: s . - . . : :. i. . : :. . . . ...

De applicant bs recoved the provicien for nutcr.stie c.'itel.ing
t.

..

.

of d-c circuits. *11th this ch.t:;e, ti,a d-c r,ys te-a t ects the
. . . : . y_

. ... . .- - .-
.

require.~. . cts of the split-bus de:fr.n.
*

.. ..
,

l
'Je b.wa conclu ad that the design of the onette po cr syste.:n.d

.

. .-

! vbem codified to restrf et lo:da on 72"CFJ co these required for

L?CI eperation, t- et the recuire= cats of CtX:39 e d is ec:speabic.
. .

,

l'.' . Cable l'aign, Selections. Toutin;;, sn i Idcr.tific.: tion
t

ne apolic.-:t has doctr:ented the criteria for cable ersigt., xio ctier.,I - . P .

- ,

and r=cting. Der rita visit revealed that eacept for t'ac itr=:.s'

-

s .-

identified and .:iscussed is r.he sectica of this r--.-rt on protectics..

_ .

| systea, cha:.nc1 inde;c de ce. Ct.a eriEnria ap>csr to h=vs~ becm in-le-'

,

- -

p.ented in an adequata =s=ner. /.dditi.*: ally, the critoria for i=d:N:-
; ' , . .,

..

'. dc=ce of safety reisted cirenits and c:::cacats appear to tavo *ueenI ' ' ' ' '

| .' e .

! impl e .ted is a sati: factory c.cnnar. .

.. -.

/,

I Sais=1c, radiatien, .rnd I:vtroc=estal Testing ',
; 7.

, .

I, ' f. . Teir=ic Terrin- -
-

5 e rexter *:-otetti:: n:tes, c .er e .cv elect-ic --ar r --te=,..

..
'

5:Tet- f::t.resi sad ir. t:.. sttatien med co- trols fcr t$c e:;i= .:re. * .

i J

z-d Cut.'r.r: cc-? i- s-: ten v. e 1' -tifisd a- ra.i---i o: <1tse 1*
.

ie'
4 **!' I L .". . 7 C 4. . * OMt . 3.5 r-:T. O C tO OUr C "'*.* 1 f"* .''* t ( C "*
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. . . . .

' rc=.ucaticg his desica criteria anit a descriptica of stolificatien:
_, .,

.- ... .. . . .

testing rapirerente and ahs1 ses. which 2111 *c :uro the ,espability. ...

7
- - -

.. '
i' -

.
. .

"ed'bdtists a proccetics"a'etidn"and'er:inceted *eardty feature
' '

f6cifoes ddricr. t!ic 'desi;:n ba is carthquale and follwir.g the -
.

e
seiscie disturla.ce. ne ;:lic;r..t'= rceren=e is curr~ncly hoing

* ,s.
.

cralust.sd. ~ ~ ' ' - ~*-

%
.

*
*

3. ~'adiction Testicg .,.
,

! ";"cc :r:11es-t hs stated thet "no farsal radiatien critaria h:ver
~

'l
'#cen e picred in the precurcrent of cahic, reter c;ereters or inr

j t':e d.:st::= ef i::::tr.:entstic :nd centtr'l= for the re:ctor pro-

i
te tien :ys tem and es.rincer:J safety features inside cocesinrent

,

'
7 _ _ .

: or else.hra in t!.o plaat. c.ever, re.di-tics ofrects have becu'--

i

t . cc=idered ir. c -=ter dutir. * d; ries t.5e prcitatics of proc.rre ent
.

det._ c=ts a:d dsrie:;; reviri of v.:nds,r deT.!=;s and doew.cnts."-
.

.__._._. .
:- - --'

!. Turtter, the ::plicant stated. **that during procure .cnt t' c OAT.C0
s

|f T.:teria.1 !=-ice:rSt Ogart ent sad :velezr En31=ceri:g !cp:rt:est

;g_ .. s -

p ' emsaltants, r.revi<'cd re-i._.da tio==." Die recto === f. considered
a .

i. t r:r.imfsetery.
.

.
-

-4
2

~

l. .

.

i
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C. T.nvirou ental Te ti=g
"

-
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.. . .
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_
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: The applicent has identified in a recent cend..:nt oli instrc-
. 3. .

. .
;..- r ' - . . .. . .: ...

::ents, valve crerators cad intercor.cceti: cshIcs located within
.

. .

.
primry costsic=ent and the reactor tuilding Wich cre required to i--

, - . . . .

'- operste dtseing sed subset ent to an s'ccident. -.e appliennt'sc.

,,

- - .: - . ..

.
recent m!.nent is currentir Scing cr.aI=ated in this regard.. .,

,

-
.._._

The applicent is co=itted to cad we vill require th:t he c=.::tantf ate -

vitt. t=at requits the e tit.C. ility' of his protectice s rs ten instrun-:.=ta-

ties to functico s-tisfactorily under the atova centioned s,is:.Ie, |
?

- i

. - gesdistien and envf reme e.ntal canditicv. 2. .'
i- .
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REACTOR. COOLANT SYSTEM COMPONENTS - DESICN
,

. .. . . .

(The reactor co'olant system was designed as a Class I (seismic) system to
,

withstand normal design loads of ecchanical, hydraulic and thermal origin,

including anticipated transients and the operational basis earthquake within
_

the acceptable stress limits of the applicable co' des specified belev.

Additional analyses of the reactor coolant system have confir=ad that the ~

. . _

stress levels calculated under the load conbinations, (a) operating loads
,

plus the design basis earthquake (D3E) and (b) operating loads plus the '
,

DBE plus the design bcsis accident, are within the acceptable e=ergency
'

and faulted stress limits, respectively, of current component codes.) .
. 7 -

|-

i
- The reactor pressure vessel was designed, fabricated, and inspected co

.

'
.

!
the Class A requirerents of Section III of the AS!Z Eoiler and Pressure

!~
.- t

! Vessel Code (B&PV code),1965 Edition including published addenda through '

:
" - ~ ~

and including sic =er 1967. I

- f
. , .

'

Reactor coolant system piping was designed, fabricated and inspected to the ,

i
USAS 331.1.0 - 1967 Power Piping Code. Additional nondestructive inspec- !.

tion requirements were applied in accordance with the rules of Section I

: i
-

.

. .!
I

!
'

j . .

1
'

* ,

'
i

i
t1

-

! |
:

~

. - - . . . . . . . __
., , -

_ . _ ~
__
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-
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. and Section III of the ASE B&PV Code and ASIM E-94. The recirculation .I'

- firies have been provided with a system of pipe restraints designed to N.
'

limit pipe cotion in the event of either a circumferential break or a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

longitudinal split. These tnotion restraints have been designed within '

acceptable stress linits 'to permit normal and necessary pipa cove =ents
'.-.

,

due to pressure and therrs1 expansion. -
.

Reactor coolant system valves were designed, fabricated and inspected
,

..under the rulcs of the USAS B31.1.0-1967 Code in conjunction with the

}:SS SP-66 and USAS B16.5 standards. Additional surface and volu:setric -

.

inspection of castings were applied in accordcnce with the rules of

Section III of the ASE B&PV Code. .

-

a ;. .
_ _

' r
The recirculation pu=ps were designed to the Class C require =cnts of , .~

Section III of the ASE 3&PV Code 1965 Edition, including the vinter 1967 "_ -I;h:~

Addenda. Additional nondestructive testing require =ents for radiographic, - -~

. -

ultrasonic and liquid penetrant examination of castings, forgings, velds {~ ."
- r -- -:.

and fastness were applied in accordance with the rules of Class A require- " . . . " .... p '-
cents of the Section III ASME Code - Nuclear Vessels. t "- ?_ .

.

The applicant states (Ar:end= ant 17) that all components of the Reactor .
.

Coolant Pressure Boundary caet the require =ents of the co=ponent codes }, | -

"in effect" of paragraph 50.55a of the proposed change in 10 CFR Part 50

published Never.ber 25, 1969. L'e find that the co=ponent codes and -

k.'
editions used in the design of Vermont Yankee plant rescror coolant .

.

!

!

i
*

.

-- _ . .
- _ . . _ _-

, , , - - - .
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system,are acceptable.
1

_ . [The . tentative conclusion indic:ted by ( ) 4.bove anticipates satisfactory -

~

responses to questions 12.5,12.7 and 12.8 of the August 20, 1970 letter to j '
.

-

, .
.-

the applicant and questions 12.26,12.27 and C1 through C9 of the Dececher 23, ,'
19701ceter to the applicant. These questions included cor:ments of 'the ~

[.
staff and DRS consultants, Drs. Nev. arh and Hall concerning the analytical

,,

methods e= ployed for the seismic analysis of piping and equipnent. Dis- *

cussions with the applicant (Jan. 29,1971) indicate that the seismic design .
,

adequacy of Class I mechanical ccaponents vill be demonstrated in a canner..

^similar to that ecployed and accepted for the H. B. Robinson plant.]
,..

REACTOR INTEPSALS - DESIGN b
.._

The reactor intcmals have been designed as Class I ite=s to function *_
. - p ,-

~

vithin the acceptable stress limit criteria of Article 4, Section III of
,

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,1965 Edition for all design [
~

' loading conditions of mechanical, hydraulic and thEri.21 orig'in, including~

anticipated plant transients and the operational basis earthquake. Where c.

mg..

ce=ponent design was governed by displace ent limits, design deflections
_

have been held to a maxi =t=t of one-half of the calculated deflections . C-

which could icpair the structural integrity of the core structure, or

interfere with control rod operation.
- .

.-
..

The reactor internals have been designed to provide for the =aintenance -'"

E.
.

3

.
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of a coolable core configuration and for safe shutdown of the plant
j

under the loads (a) operating loads plus the design basis earthquake, -
"

.

and (b), operating loads plus the DBE plus the design basis accident ''

~ (DBA). The DBA load calculations considered both a steam line b reak and.
c-.

3

a recirculation line break. The break which resulted in the cost severe
*

. .
_,

loading condition was used as the DBA loading for each co=ponent analy:ed.
,

. -

(Primary stress limits applied in the design of the reactor internals

under the above loading co=binations comply with the acceptable ecertency ' -

and faulted stress limits specified in the co=ponent codes.') Deflections-

,

of the fuel channels, centrol rod housings and core support structure under

the above loading co=binatiens were limited to assure control rod operation

and the preservation of core cooling gec=etry.
_,

. - y.
.

The highest peak stresses in the internals asse=bly and its supporting

structure occur during the thernal transients resulting from the DBA cad
-

subsequent startup and operation of the e=ergency core cooling systcid. '

.

Ther=al stress analyses were conducted for the shroud at the point of

highest predicted irrediation, the baffle plate which supports the jet ._

_.

punp diffusers, the diffdsers, and the various velded joints that connect

these co=ponents. In so=4 insecaces the elastica 117 calculated upper

bounds for the peak strain ranges resulting fron these ther=al stresses
c.

exceed slightly the desig= fatigue limits for 10 cycles as specifipd in j_
r-
4AS'S Section III Code. In these instances a co=binatica cf elastic nad _

{-
2

.

.
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piastic analyses were applied to verify that structural integrity of
*

. t}}ese cerbers can be maintained during and after the postulated loading
,

. _M .

conditions and that the resulting distortions do not impair core flooding [ _,

'

and cooling capabiiities. .

,

We find that the design '1oading conditions, design stress li=its, deflection

limits, and design fatigue analyses as applied to the Vernent Yankee re-

actor vessel internals are acceptable and that adequate cargins of safety

are available to provide reasonable assurance that core flooding and cooling ' , -
..

capabilities will not be i= paired under the most severe loading conditions. I

,',

[The tentative conclusion indicated by ( ) above anticipates satisfactory

responses to questions C1 through CS of the Dececher 23, 1970 letter to f;
: =. .

'

- ' rthe applicant. Discussion with the applicant (Jan. 29,19 71) indicates that

acceptable responses may be expected in his next submittal of an atend:ent

respending to our questions.] -

_,

... .... ..... ....._..... . . . .

' ' '

REACTOR VESSEL AND INTEp5ALS - SE'iSITIZED STAINLESS STEEL _

w::

_
The applicant states that the reactor vessel and. internals do not centain , .

g. -._

. any wrought furnace sensitized stainless steel co ponents which are
_. .

;{
_

cusceptible to stress corrosion craching. This has been acce=plished by
.

re=oving sensiti=ed safe-ends from 9 vessel noz=les and by apnlying type g(. . .
,.

_

. 308L veld e.etal buttering over load-bearing areas of sensitized structural 4_U
.

-
--

weld =ctal, to cover these areas egesed to reactor coolant. Additienal ---

I -.
m

z

L ..

.-

[. . _
,

t
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..

precautions taken include tests to determine veld =etal ferrite content - e
v .~ .?

in order to assure an acceptable level above 5%. We conclude that the [-.

- -. -

.-

. steps taken to avoid sensitir.ation of austenitic stainless steel'during , ' _ . . . , . -,,
-

~. . lthe fabrication of tite Ver=one Yankee reactor. vessel and internals are ,-

. .e
,

'

acceptable. The applicant further states that nitrogen bearing stainless -

, ,

~

steel. (which cay, in some cases, be susceptible to stress - corrosion .

,

cracking) was not specified or used in the construction of components for -

.

the Vermont Yankee plant.
.

.

'h.LECTROSLAG EELDING - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTDi COMPONENTS .

.

(The applicant has stated that the electroslag welding process was not

used for any reactor coolant sfstem components.) [The applicant is expected , - -

to respond to a question about the use of electroslag velding in the fabrica- ._

. - p
tion of co=ponents within the reactor coolant pressure boundary in his next

_

amendment sub=ittal. . Ua have reason to believe that this velding process ?
L

"

has not been used.] ._. -

_. -
*-

. _.

-

FOREIGN PROCUFr:ENT OF REACTOR COOLANT SYSTDi COMPONENTS -

-
;,._-.
.. , _

'

The applicant states that the reactor core support structure was fabricated t-

.
i..-

" by the Rotterda= Dockyard Cc=pany (RDM) in Holland. RDM's facilities and E-"'

qualifications have been surveyed and evaluated previously by the AEC
~ ^

_

and found to be acceptable. " '' ;
*

.. .
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.

The Division of Co pliance has revicued the program of fabrication of thesa ~

y. .

-

components at this facility by audits conducted during periodic visits to '

,_

RD5~.' Wa believe the quality levels achieved in the fabrication of. these '.~~

~

i ;- foreign procured co=ponents is similar to those obtained in components
_,

e
procured from U. S. sources. -

.
,

,

. VIBRATION TESTING PP.0 GRAM - REACIOR INTEPRALS
-

,

: The applicant states in Amendment 16 that the Ver=ent Yankee core structure -

is geometrically al= cst identical to the Monticello plant but that flow
.

- . velocities in some regions of the core, e.g., fuel channels and jet pu=ps, -

are soccuhat higher thatt those occuring in the same regions of the Monticello

core. To justify that the design of the Verrent Yankee core structure is

adequate to withstand flow induced vibration, the appliccnt plans to rely '

._ 4 c
. cginly on the results obtained from the vibration test program for the

Monticello reactor internals with additional test data for high flow regions
-

coming from the Dresden 2 and Fukushima I test progra=s.
-

[The results of the Dresden 2 costs cad the test schedules for the Ibnticello

and Fukushima I plants are not yet available. We, therefore, have no basis . , '.

,- . ,
,

for determining the acceptability of the Vernonc Yankee vibration test pro- ...
.

gram. Unless test results of the Dresden 2 and Monticello vibration test '

-.

progra=s are expected to become available before power operation of the
. .

Ver=ent Yankee reactor vessel, we believe the Ver: ont Yankee reactor inte,rnals . . ~

. . = . - _ .
.

.y=-
.

|-,

z . . .
. ;.-

.

.

.

.
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should be instrumented for a vibration test program. In any case, the

Vermont Yankee core structure should be visually examined at the cocpletion .

*

, of the hot functional test runs for evidence of excessive movement, i= pact

damage, crack'ing ~and wear which would be indicative of unacceptable vibratory
- -~

,

excitation.] .
-

1 'ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATUTIS - DESIGN -

Components for the mechanical fluid systems of the Engineered Safety Features,
'

exclusive of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, have been designed, "

fabricated and inspected in accordance with the following codes:**

Piping conforms to the requirements of the USAS B31.1.0-1967 Code '

for Pressure Piping.

-

'Pumps conform to the Class C requirements of Section III of the' , ,

!

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
,

Valves conform to the 331.1.0-1967 Code for Pressure Piping in N

Conjunction with USAS B16.5 and MSS SP-66. p-
h
n.

- Nondestructive examinations of system co=ponents beyond those required by
.

"

. ,-

- the codes censist of 100% volu=etric and surface exanination of a representa- {.
tive sampling of pipe velds, valve bodies and pucp casings to appropriate

'

ASTM acceptance standards.

.;

E.-
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We find the codes used for the design of and the nondestructive exzeina- I'

_ tions applied to co=ponents the mechanical fluid syste=s for engineered * * '

. , safety features, of the Vermont Tankee plant acceptable. ,

_

(All compenents for mechanical fluid systems of engineered safety features .

have been designed to withstand the des'ign basis earthquake without loss
.

1.

of function.) - ~~

-
,

.-
[This tentative conclusion anticipates satisfactory answers to questions

,

- 12.25,12.16,12.27, C1 through C4, C3 and C9 of thu Dece=ber 23, 1970 : .

letter to the applicant. See bracketed co==ents under Reactor Coolant -

.=
Systen.] I

i.- .
-

REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL SURVEILUICE PROGitAM ~ 1'J
. - p ;

.

The caterial surveillance program for Ver ont Yankee is consistent with
!

progrs=s that have been accepted on previous BUR plants. The reactor
~

. vessel caterial surveillaace program submitted by the applicant is
-

acceptable, including the provisions with respect to total number of [I;_
pr-

_
spec'=en " caskets placed in the reactor vessel, number of baskets to be i Jr

withdrawn and tested, and archive caterial available for additional 6-

specimens if required later in the service life of the vessel. We con- .

clude this program will adequately =enitor irradiation-induced changes in .

naterial fracture toughness properties of the ferritic raterials of the [. . ._
t .: -

Vermont Yankee reactor vessel, during its service life. (-
g. -

t.
I *
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INSERVICE INSPECTION PV,JRAM . - ,
,

[The inservice inspection program presented in Section 4.2.6 of the FSAR [~
'*

,

-

represents a progras for the first five years of plant operation. In this , . . ' -, ..
. a.

five-year interval 25% to 331/2% of the inspections will be perfor=ed -

-
.

. . . .

in accordance with the rules of ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection Code. L
~ ~ ~-

,

.

The applicant was requested to relate his program to the Section XI Rules, . . . ~ ..

- . ..

. indicating his proposed full ten year interval, and to discuss any devia-
, ,

<f'

tions from the Code. As part of our review of the Technical Specifications
.

we vill, with the applicant, generate an inservice inspection program with-
'

,.

-

. in the framework of Section XI up to the limits of accessibility of the - .

'

Vetront Yankee Station. ]
[-~ ~ . . '.-

r_
-

LEAK DETECTION EU.__.p.
.. .

. - p .-

In atendnent 17 to the FSAR the applicant included an air sampling svs tem 1

.

..

j I[- .in addition to the dryvell str.p lavel monitoring system. Ver=ent Tankee
'

.

. ~has a redundant and sensitive leak detection system which is acceptable. - ~ - -

u.. _

. . . . . .

[The applicant presented primary sys tem leak rates in the FSAR in execss ~ _ ~ _ ' . . . -
: ,, - _

of those for BWR plants recently granted operating licenses. We plan te - g: g . .:
-

_ - , .
. . , _

resolve this matter, as part of our review of the Technical Specificatiens,
--

-

in a satisfactory : * vYer.1 [--
:'..-

MISSILE P'.0"F;.c f7'/c- ~EIN CONTAI'i:ENT IC!.' . .
f.2.'.". . .

The design ot Ver=ent tekee plant includes proper use of spatial separetien, E.5 ,

h. --
#.

.-
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use of protective shielding and separate routing of pipes or cables
._,,

.

,

within the containment to assure that any single missile generated from -
-'~ '*.

- - -

- a component failure vill not remove from service more than one redundant '
.

, - -.

s'ubsection of any system important to safety. T7e find this design approach
. .. _

, .

,
* '

acceptable.
. _ ....

'

,
.. , -

- :

TUR31RE MISSILES I j f. -

,

,

Although the control room may not be adequately designed for protection '

.

from a postulated turbine nissile, the applicant is relying on re'dundant ~

.

.

plant shutdown capability, =anual operation of ECCS from outside the control
.

room, and fail safe operation of the reactor scram system to assure pro-

tection of the public health and safety in the unlikely occurrence of a
.

niss11e i= pact en the control room. e . .;..

*. - g. , e
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NUCLEAR POWER STATION -

DOCKET NO. 50-271
..r.

-
. -

, -

~ ~ - -
REVISION I - Instrum' ntation, Control, & Electric Power Syste=se

. - .
. -

-, .
.

I. Delete'the concluding paragraph of Section IIB and insert the
following: -

The rehson for the inabilit'y to co=pletely test the leak*

detection te=perature channels for the =ain steam lineg and
the steam supp'ly lines for the HPCI & RCIC syste=s is that
the sensors are located in the steam tunnel which is' ' ' ' ' '

inaccessible,duringoperation. This is aggravated by the
.'

,

fact that sensors used are bi=etallic switches which are
unable to provide continuous,infor=ation of their status- "

(blind sensors). This precludes the periodic assess =ent, , _

of =inice= channel availability during reactor operation.

Fro = oral discussi:ns uith the applicant, ne believe that he
c. will attc=pt to de=enstrate the adequacy of a test and cali-* * *

bration interval of every refueling based on the reliability
and redundancy of the bi=etallic ruitches. Additionally,

'the applicant has stated that .4 te=perature channels not
,

p related to safety =onitor this same space and provide read-.-:
-

out and alar = in the control roo=. These channels use RID's
as sensors. The operator could =anually initiate the
isolation of these stea= lines based on this infor=ation.,

'"~

Should the applicant be ,able to support the above* stated
position, we would consider the design satisfactory. However,
we suspect that the added redundancy was provided to assure

. adequate =enitoring of the total steam tunnel area. If our
suspicions are cohrect, we will pursue with the applicant the'*
possibility that the functional redundancy provided by the.

,

high steam flew instru=entatien =enitoring each of these
lines together with the existing bi=etallic ta=perature
detectors and te=perature readout channels could result in an
adequate leak detection syste=. The te=perature readout

.

channels would have to be =ade a part of the technical speci-
fications. A final decision requires additional dialogue
with the applicant.

. .
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YermontYankee : 2 .

'

.

.

- ' ~ ~ ~
The safety valve mode of operation of each Target. Rock
safety / relief valve is dependent on the integrity of a,

bellows for satisfactory perfor=ance. The integrity of --

each bellows is monitored by a pressure switch. Leskage
of the bellows is sensed by the pressure switch which
initiates an alarm in the control room. The pressure
switches ahd associated relays do not contain provisions

*

for testing during plant operation. Additionally, single
failures could negate the annunciating circuits. 'The- - 1. _ ~. applicant's oral response.in this regar'd was that. tests of.,

the pressure switches are not needed er. cept during shutdown /
,

refueling, The applicant has been advised that we require,

a non-ambiguous and a more frequent means to assure the
' *

availability of these valves for the safety mode of operation., . . _

They will be required to add test featuces similar to those '

provided in the Millstone & Monticello designs.

The circuitry for rhe turbine step valve, generator 1 cad
rejection, and scram discharge volu=e level channels as *
well as portions of the pri=ary containment isolation
circuitry do not incorporate features which would pernit *

i. - g- non-ambiguous testing during operation. We believe the ;

applicant will respond by stating that detailed written
*

,

procedures requiring manual interference with the circuits
* '

(remove fuses) will per=it periodic testing. We have accepted-

this in Millstone and Monticello. Ecuever, we will require
~

that preli=inary procedur'as be available in ti=e for pre- .

operational testing and tiiat final procedures be co=pleted i

prior to core loading. We will ask the Division of Cc=pliance
to review these procedures to assure that random faults are

,

detectable during periodic testing.
|'' - - e.

, ,
_

*2. Add the following.to Section IIC:

We believe, based on discussions with the applicant, that he
will list cs a =inimum the following infor=ation readout ;

channels as necessary for monitoring the reactor vessel and !

pri=ary contain=ent: ,

.
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V'ermont Yankee __ ..3

..

',':..'
.. : - -

,*
-

-- -- -
1._ Full Range Drywell (Containment) Pressure,

.* s
*\~

..

..2. Full Range Reactor Water Level
-

.. .;-

s
s._

3. Reactor Pressure ' - .

N* * "
~- 4.' Torus Water Level

.

- 'N 'N 's,5. Torus Wacar Temperature ., .., . .

G. Drpell Te=perature
. ,

,. 7. Torus vacuum , .
'

~~
.

8. Neutrca Monitoring Systems '

9. Control Rod Position Indication.
.

This listing is consistant with that contained in the
Dresden 2 application for reactor vessel and primary
containment instru=ent channels. We will require a j

~ .,I
-

minic:.m of two channels of instru=entation =cnitoring '

each parameter and that the channels monitoring each
para:eter be i=ne to single failures and be capable

~*
-

,

i
of being calibrated and tested during operation at a i
frequency consistant with. the reactor protection system.

' We would censider diverse' means for monitoring plant ;-

conditions such as rod position by neueren nenitors and ;
*

rod positica indicators as cecting this recuire=ent for *

redundancy. Additionally, the technical specification - '

n4"4-" conditions for operation will also be consistant
with that- of the reactor protection system.,--

3. Delete the last paragraph of Section IIC and insert the fol- '
lowing:

.

We believe that the applicant generally agrees with our
position as stated above and will undertake to i= prove the

-

' ' , design in this regard. However, General Electric will
probably resist any changes in their control panel design
even though it does not satisfy their stated criterion en
separatien and independence. They are, houaver, incorpo- -

, rating these changes in their 19c9 product line. This
-

whole area is presently under consideration by the appli-'
-

cant and it is not possible to esti= ate his co plete reaction
.

s

on this problem.

.
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4. Delete the last paragraph of Section IIF and insert the following:* -

-

\... ._ .

. Our review of the discussion and the elementary diagrams
presented in A=end=ent 17 revealed that the design of,

~
- . instrumentation and controls satisfy the stated criteria -

with one exception; The design includes a mod'e switch of
the "stop-pull to lock" type for each of the redun' dant and-

. . - independent equip =ent trains. The operation.of the mode
- switch would bypass one of the tuo redundant equipment

trains. We,cannot determine whether or not this bypass is . '
indicated or annunciated in the control room. Our require-, ..

- ments in this regard are expressed in Paragraph IIG of this
,

report.
'

i

5. Delete the- last sentence in Paragraph A of Section ,V and insert ~

the following as a new and separate paragraph:-

The applicant's response as docucented in Amendment 17 is
ambiguous and ince:ple:e. We hace been able to deter =ine
that there is a definite problem with scme of the instrh-
mentation racks, panels, and cecponents under the General
Electric (GE) scope of supply. Test data or test results

'

on the equipments and co= pone.tts under the Ebasco scope of
' , I supply wesenot provided.

.

From A=end=ent 17, we believe that so=e ce=ponents under*

GE scope of supply cay have to be replaced by like co=ponents
? - less susceptible to seisWie dicturbances. Le will require..-

that the applicant re=ove all ambiguities and co=plete his
response by providing test data or test results on protection
systecs, and engineered safety features including e=ergency
power systecs. It is difficult at this time to assess the

. . gravity of this area of our review;

6. Add the follcwing paragraph to Section V3:
.

.

We feel rather certain that the applicant will be able to
- document fron the existing technical literature test results ;

which will substantiate the adequacy of his co=ponents and
equip =ents to operate in the expected radiation environ =ent.

, ,

Therefore, we anticipate no problem in this area of our review.*
..,. .

.
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Verr.5nt Yankee
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V,,as well- - . . - .

Delete the last sentence 1n Paragraph C of Section
-

\ ~

new paragraphs:'

i

as the concluding paragraph and add the follow ng
.

' 7.
.

.

h

It is not clear from the applicant's response whether t ef sustaining
equipment and co=ponents liseed are capable ovironment
a combined teeperature, pressu.c, and humidity en

.

d t

for the required tice during and subsequent to an acci en{
The Dresden 2 incident hasf these paraJr

or operational occurrence.
resulted in the revision of the magnitude oIt is suspected that certain components and equ p-

i.

i to satis'fy
ment cay have to undergo qualification test ngbined environment../

.

meters.

the higher value of te=perature in the comIt is not possible to assess this problem area unti
l the ,

i

applicant cakes clear the current informat on. .
- - ,

.

closely related to this subject is the need for qualifi-erators

cation tes:ing of contain=ent isolation valve opble per-

(motors and solenoids) to shew that they are capaforming their function should the breach of contain=en
*

t

h a valve is i

result from a break in the pipe line in whicThis whole area is presently under consideration',
i his. , ;, ,~ r ~

by the applicant and it is not possible to est mate
,,

installed. |
~

~

complete reaction on this problem. t
#-
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Roger S. Boyd, Assistant Director, BWR, Division of Reactor Licensing
aid F. Knuth. Chief, BWFel, Division of Reactor Licensing

THR O f. /W
MEETING SUMMARY ON ACRS SUBCCFMITIEE MEETING WITH VERMONT YANiTE NUr". '.50-271
POWER CORPORATION, VERMONT YASKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, DOCKER NO

The. items discussed at the March 3,1971 subcoc:nittee meeting at 1717 H Street,
N.W. , Washington, D. C. are sue =arized in the following paragraphs.

Emereenev Core Cooling _ .

The parametric study of peak clad te=peratures following the design basis
. . _

LOCA was discussed vita the staff. The parsmeters studied (the film boiling
heat transfer coefficients after the MCHFR decreases to less than one during

the nucleate boiling coefficient during lower plenum flashing,flow coastdcwn,
and the fuel assecbly channel box wetting ti=e after core spray initiation) |_are the three most significant pat -.%rs for which nonconservative valuesAs shown in the table, the basis for accepting .

were assumed in the GE analysis. e
the ECCS in VY is that with very conservative values of these para eters the
calculated peak clad temperature following,the LOCA assuming only core spray
with no flooding due to accumulation of water is less than 23000F.

GE DRL

Analysis Basis
-

21. h during flow coastdown 0 BTU /hr-ft ,o7
when CHFR 1.0 190

IE'
2

2. h during lower plenum 500 BTU /hr-ft - F lh
.s 1000 ?-flashing

40 sec 240 sec
3. Channel wetting ti=e

22 W F [.1860 F
4. T .max

Fuel Pin Damace Li g
f.'

The verification of the 28 kw/ft da= age li=it was discussud with the staff. i;.
to the co=mittee. f--The staff restated the conclusion given in the report

[:.
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.
Effects of Fuel Assembly Blockage _

The effect that blockage of flow into a fuel assembly might have was discussed
with the staff. The staff sum =arized the GE topical report " Consequences of . ,
a Postulated Flow Blockage Incident in a Boiling Water Reactor." The GE report .

concluded that complete blockage of an assembly would result in melting fuel,
but that the fuel would melt through the channel wall and be quenched with 5

*

"

water without causing a steam " explosion." The staff believes this to be an
unwarranted conclusion since the mechanism of the molten fuel-water reaction
is not amenable to analysis and no experiments were performed as promised.
However, based on the state =ent in the GE report that with partial but tearly '

~

complete blockage, fuel clad melting will not occur; the staff recommends
furth'e'r study of methods to assure some flow through alternate paths even
if the orifice is completely blocked.

Pice Whio
.

The applicant revealed to the subco=mittee his proposed method of protecting
the containment from pipe whip. The applicant investigated four methods
which yould be adaptable to the existing structure and would not make inservice
inspection more difficult. Three were rejected. The first method was to
couple adjacent pipes. However, the thermal expansion of lines during operation
produces relative motions which could cause failure of the pipes if they were
coupled. The second method considered anchoring the pipes to the contain=ent
floor or wall. However, this method was rejected because the high local
stresses at the anchor points endangered the containment wall. In addition,

the anchors interfered with each other. The third method considered anchoring

the pipes to the biological shield. However, the shield is not strong enough
to carry the loads and cannot be strengthened since it is already built.

~ '

The fourth method, and the one adopted, consists of lining portions of the
inner surface of the drywell with corrugated metal tornado siding which acts
as an energy absorbing =aterial. The siding is 3/16 inch thick high strength
sheet steel corrugations between steel plates to form a nine-inch thick sandwich.
Portions of the spherical part of the drywell would be lined to protect the
containment from whipping of the feedwater or steam lines (HPCI, RCIC, and
main), but not the core spray or LPCI injection lines. The cylindrical portion
of the drywell wculd be unlined, but a pipe striking the wall in this area
would have insufficient energy to penetrate.

The applicant estimated the total cost to design and install the siding to be -

approxt=ately $100,000. The schedule for installation has not been defined.
__

....e*****''
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Steamline Isolation
.

The staff summarized its concerns with the RPCI, RCIC and main steamline
isolation instrumentation. 'The temperature switches in the steamline tunnel
which sense small breaks, cannot differentiate between breaks in the different
lines. A flow greater than three ti=er rated in any line causes ic=ediate " ',isolation of that line. Any high temperature signal causes i==ediate isolation
of the main steamlines. However, the applicant proposes to delay closure

-

'

of the RPCI and RCIC isolation valves on a high temperature signal so that
the operator can determine which line is broken and take appropriate action. .

This could result in the release of up to 260,000 pounds of steam. A low
'dise will result if no liquid carries over and the iodine partition factor is
so=e nominal value. Since the applicant submitted this information only
recently, the staff requires further discussion with the applicant in order
to effect a resolution. The applicant presented no new information on
this subject.

The staff's second concern is that only half of the 48 temperature switches,
, angnoneofthoseinthesteamtunnel,aretestabeduringoperation. The

applicant proposed to the subcom=ittee to insta'.1 heaters so that 12 switches
in the tunnel and the 12 switches in the turbine luilding could be tested.
Therefore, all switches would be testable during operation.

.- The . staff's second concern is that although each steamline has two flow
sensors, both are connected to the steamline by a single pair of instru=ent
lines, and therefore, the flow sensing system is not i==une to single failures.
The applicant proposed to the subco==ittee to inrtall an additional pairof instru=ent lines and elbow taps for each steamline. .

. _.

Seoaration and Indeoendence Protection System

The applicant proposed to the subcoc=ittee to investigate the design of the
LRM bypass, APRM bypass and =ain steamline isolation valve reset st itches '

to determine if =echanical tarriers can be provided to separate radundant
protection system channels. If a suitable replacement can be foand the
present switches will be replaced.

|Test and Maintenance Bvuasses

The staff stated that our original desire was for an automatically actuated
annunciator on the control panel which would indicate the status of the core
spray and LPCI suction valve keylock switches. The applicant proposed.that

.

administrative procedures would require manually switching on an annunciator ;

on the control panel whenever any ECCS system was inoperative due to tests,
_. .

=aintenance or ether causes. The staff stated that the increased coverage -

provided by -he applicant's proposal outweighed the lack of automatic actua- .

'

!tion and was acceptable.
"j

-
.
i

. .
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Protection System Testability
.

, -

The staff stated that the applicant had proposed and wehad accepted as adequate
the concept of testing the primary containment isolation system, the turbine ,

stop valve fast closure scram, and the generator load rejection scram by <

procedural means. However, we wish to see the detailed procedures.
J '.

The applicant stated that, as discussed with the staff, on-line testability
,of the scram discharge volume scram would be provided by the addition of

valves in the pipe legs containing the level switches. '

The applicait proposed to add fittings to the relief valves which would..,
. permit pres surization of the relief valve bellows integrity pressure monitoring !switches b- a portable air supply. All four switches would be tested'in place j
at least c tce every six months. The staff stated that a testing frequency
equivalent to that required on Monticello would be required.

E=ernency ac Power Swine Bus

i
The applicant stated that, as discussed with the staff, the arrange =ent of

- Icads on the swing bus had been reevaluated. Rearrange =ent was considered
undesirable since these loads were required to maintain plant operation af ter
a loss of offsite power. However, the control room air conditioner and dry-
well cooler load would automatically drop off the bus upon loss of bus
voltage and could only be restored manually. Since the staff is uncertain~ ~ ~

if this proposal is acceptable, the subco=mittee directed the . pplicant to
continue to discuss this problem with the staff.

'Seismic. Radiation and Environmental Testing
!

_ IVe applicant is still devt.oping information on the seismic testing '
of protection system co=ponents which will be submitted to the staff. This
item remains outstanding.

_

f
Post-Accident Instrumentation

The staff has not examined the latest infor=ation concerning instru=entation
in the control room to =enitor incidents and accidents. This item re=ains
ou ts tanding.

Post-Accidenc Evdrogen
-

The staff restated the position given in the report to the co==ittee. In_ -- -

response to the.subec=mittee's questions, the staff indicated that venting
results in high doses. The subject was not discussed with the applicant.

.

. _ . . . . . . .. _. ..
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- Vibration Monitoring
_

.

T*ae applicant stated that no vibration testing instruments would be instal' led .
}and that the adequacy of the design would be based on the results of thetesting at other Gr reactors.

Although Yankee inspected the internals of
all other Yankee plants, which are all FWR's, the Vermonc Yankee internals
will not be inspected after pre-op or startup testing. ,.1

.

'

I

Dr. Hendrie made a strong plea for development and use of some method ofinservice vibration monitoring.
considered. The applicant stated that it had n6e been .

-

Environmental Monitorine

The subcommittee observed to the applicant that
for analysis of specific nuclides in the environmental monitoring program asthe omission of the requirement
has been required in all other plants, would have to be based on very strongreasons.

{
Io

Containment Leak Rate
i. - g
iThe ~ applicant

stated that he wished to leak test the containment at a low
*

f requency (once/four years) and reduce the margin in the allowable leak rate
The proposed frequency is based on the expectation that the system to monitor.

the integrity of the containment during operation will be as effective as~

si=ilar systems in other Yankee plants.
,are-

the results of the CVTR containment The decrease in margin is based on |

with a stea=-air mixture is less than with air alene. leak tes s, which show that the leak rate
i

The staff stated that ,

the leak rate would be specified in the Technical Specifications at a valueco==ensurate with the current Safety Guide... . .
.

Radwaste .

The applicant
stated that 820C gpm of liquid wastes containing 300 microcut .

are expecced to 'be discharged frem the plant each day. as

limited to 1% of 10 CFR Part 20 on an annual average basis.The release will be
!

Ice i=preved gaseous holdup system is expected to be installed prior to the
first refueling, and will reduce the activity released by a factor of 20and the offsite dose by a factor of 50.

.

Drvuell Air Samoline Leak Detection Svstem
The applicant stated'that

this system will be installed prior to startup. -~~

.

4
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Anticinated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) -

The subcommittee inquired as to the possibility of four specific common mode
failures causing a failure to scram. The first mode could be induced by dirt jand corrosion in the air supply to the scram pilot valves. The applicant jstated that he was aware of problems with air systems, and that the Ver=onc ? I ;
Yankee system contained filters.and' dryers and was the same as systems in '
other Yankee plants which had operated satisfactorily. GE noted that |'
although the two pilot valves on each drive had to act simultaneous; the ~

de solenoid backup scram valves, although not claimed as part of the safety !
'-

system, would permit the rods to scram, albeit a slewer rate, even if the | -

pilot valves on some or all of the valves failed.

.

GE stated that welding the reactor protection system reset contacts, as shown
.

in Figure 7.2.4, would not affect the. system's ability to scram.

The applicant did not know if collapse of the control rod guide tubes was
,

possible or cculd prevent insertion of the rods.
,,

- Therapplicant stated that incorrect setting of the set point on the turbine
first stage pressure scram bypass would not prevent the scram system from

.

functioning. !

.

Plutonium Fuel
,

'The staff stated that loading of plutonium test asse=blies in the Vermont

Yankee core would not be permitted at least until we had reviewed the question.
-.

Damage Limit *

., .
_

The applicant stated that since' the peak specific power averaged over the
hottest pellet in Vermont Yankee was only 114 cal /g:-UO , there was sufficient I2
margin to the da= age limit of 170 cal /gm and the observed point at which i .

damage occurred' in the SPERT tests. |
.

APRM Ooeration '

in response to the question posed by the subco==ittee at the last meeting, the
applicant stated that the quote from the abstract of the thesis by the student
of Dr. Lanning is misleading. The thesis confirms GE's analysis and gives
correction facters,for the APRM outputs for both nor=al and assymetric flux
conditions vt.ich .are in good agreement with GE values.

-
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Recirculation Line Valves
-

_. ,

The applicant stated that the valve canufacturer, Darling Valve, did not i i
have docu=entation showing that the valves did not haw the specifled * '

'vall thickness. The valve wall th*-kness, therefore, was inspected with
a special fixture and found to be undersize on two valves. These areas 1

,

have been repaired with weld over' lay.
i

/~ W b^m \:-
i

Warren Minners, Project Leader i. .-

Boiling Water Reactor 3r. #1 ,
Division of Reactor Licensing
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i

Roger S. Boyd, Assistant Director, BWR, Division of Reactor Licensing
~

THop ignald F. p ut , Chie,f, 3WR-1 Division of Reactor Licensing
_L.) t@ ~R- T- nM

MEETING WITH VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEA "'rR CORPORATION, VERENT YANKEE
NUCLEAR PCWER STATION, DOCKET NO. ~0-271

-

A meeting was held,at Bethesda with Vermont Yankee Nuclear PowerCorporation on March 24, 1971.
Technical Specifications were discussed.The items in the ACRS letter and the

The ACRS items included
schedule for installation of the advanced gaseous radwaste systee;

'
.

program for surveillance of instrument lines; schedule foc submittal
of ATWS study; program for inspecting inaccessible welds; requirement
for primary system leak detection system; requirement for post-accident
hydrogen control and containment inerting; additional information on

*

ECCS, pipe whip, instrumentation and electrical systems, dropped
fuel cask and vibration testing. During the recainder of the meeting,
items in the Technical Specifications were discussed. They includedrequirements for containment leak testing, RCS leakage limits, inservice
inspection, pressurization temperature, environ = ental monitoring,
safety co==ittee, plutonium fuel, and industrial security.

m.e

The following items of the ACRS letter were discussed:

Caseous P.adwaste

The applicant stated that the advanced gaseous radioactive waste treat-ment system will be installed by the time of completion of the first
scheduled refueling. We requested that the design be submitted so as
to permit adequate time in which to review it. The applicant expects
to have co=pleted his design studies by April 1, 1971. We also noted
that we evaluate accidental releases from Class II equip =ent to Part 20
limits and those from Class I equipment to Part 100 guidelines. Because
of the applicant's limited control of the restricted area

a two-stage
release limit will be set, one limit to apply when the restricted area is
unoccupled and the second applies when it is occupied.

Instrument Lines

We noted that
surveillance of the excess flow check valves in order toassure that they are o

and pressure sensors. pen was proposed for only the reactor water level
Surveillance of all safety related instrument

lines including steam flow sensors will be required.
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Common Mode Failures -

,

The common mode failure study NEDO-10189 has been submitted. GE stated .
,

that the ATWS study will be submitted by the end of April. t

Inservice Insoection
3

.\-

The applicant will submit a summary description of the program to
develop methods of inspecting welds which are currently inaccessible. '

'

Prinarv Svstem Leak Detection .

,

'ihe information submitted is adequate.

Post- Accident Hvdrogen Control

Guidance on what the applicant should submic concerning post-LOCA
hydrogen control was discussed.

,

. . Containment Inerting
:

The applicant will submit an amend =ent describing inerting methods and
equipcent.

!

E=ertenev Core Cooling System--
;

i
No additienal infor=stion relating to ecergency core cooling is required _-
from the applicant. The additional infor=ation to be contained in the .

'GE topical report should be sufficient.
-

Pice tibio
.

The applicant will submit an amendment describing structures which are i

to be installed to protect the contain=ent against rupture by whipping
pipes. The applicant stated that it is not claimed that these structures
will provide absolute assurance that contain=ent integrity will be
=aintained if a pipe fails. '

'Listru=entation and Electrical Svstems

The applicant will submit an amendeent to document the proposed changes.
s
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_ . - Droceed Fuel Cask'
.

..

|

cask 40 feet.onto the spent fuel pool floor will result iThe applicant stated that calculations show that dropping
_~ '' ~

of a 65 ton
'

of the concrete will occur. penetrating 1.25 feet of the 9 foot thick floor and that no cn the cask

A summary of the analysis will be submitted.Therefore, a negligible amount of waterrackingwill be lost.

Vibration Testing - J.

The applicant proposes to perform a confirmatory vibratisimilar to that proposed for Dresden 3. on test program
will be installed. motion of the jet pu=p riser brace, jet pump throacoutInstrumentation.co monitor-

, and core shroud
full range vill be performed in addition to transient co di iTests in which the flow and power vary over their

--

as pump trip and startup. n t ons such
evaluation of the information supplied in the Quad-Cities ' AThe DRS representatives stated that if theNo. 19 showed it to be correct, mendment

CE was urged to set up an early meeting to discuss the infthe proposed program was acceptable
the Quad-Cities ' A=endment No.19 with the staff

.

ormation in
. .

I

' The following infor=ation relating to Technical Specificati. - p

ons was discussed:_Containrent Surveillance

The containment
.

The leak test will be performed three ti=es within each 10 leak testing will be changed to conform to the proposednew rule."'

year period (i.e., every 40 months t 12 months) with one test at th
;

end of the period. ~

a test reveals an unacceptable leak rate.No increased testing frequency will be required if
'e

each four conths if cpen frequently, or after opening if i fThe airlock will be testedleast once a year. . n requent, but
|

at~-

will be applied to the testNo correction for temperature or gas constantleak rate. i
_RCS Leaksee I

,

The specification will be changed from 5 and 50 gpm to 5 i

provided in the specification for other BWR's. and 25 gpm as
f
f

. Inservice Ins getion

N-2) will be indicated.The inspections to be perfor ed in the second five years(e.g., L-2 and
than the RCS to the proposed Sectiens A & B of ASME SThe applicant will inspect the systems other
basis for ekeepting inspection of E-1 welds will be provid dection XI. The

e '.

.
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I.e- -. -
Pressurization Temeerature ..

The applic' ant will change the temperature below which the vessel will -* *

not be pressurized from 1500F to 160 F as recommended by DRS.
.

Environmental Monitoring .-

The report on the preoperational environmental monitoring program will
be submitted within two wetiks. The applicant will provide additional
information describing experimental methods, instrument sensitivity,
limits of detection and the possible pathways through which radioactivity
might reach man.

.

Nuclear Safety and Audit Cor:mittee
"

.

The authority and responsibilities of the coc=rittee will be more clearly
stated. The co=mittee's fir,t meeting will be next month. The com-
position of the co=mittee and the suitability of the Vice President of
Vermont Yankee as the appointing authority were discussed.

Plutonium Fuel .

. . 7
--

~

Means of reviewing and approving the use of experi= ental plutonium fuel
assemblies were discussed. The need for ACRS review was explored.

Industrial Security
-

The applicant will submit additional infor=ation to present a complete ,
picture of his industrial security program. The applicant will (1)
define the nature of the threat for which the program is designed, (2) a ,

discussion of how the plant design, arrangement and engineered safeguards
,'

provide protection, (3) a description of the organization of the security -
force, (4) how personnel selection policies prevent hiring of unsuitable
personnel, (5) how access to buildings, controls, etc., is controlled,

,

(6) description of alarm and monitoring systems, (7) relationship between
emergency plans and industrial security program, (8) program for conttoring
status of vital equipment, and (9) liaison with law enforce =ent agencies.

-

,
.

fd2/* 4.AA-- d&.

Warren Minners, Project Leader
,

Boiling Water Reactor Branch No. 1
Division of Reactor Licensing
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Dr. Peter A. Morris, Director'

,
. ,

y ' . -tDivisien of Reactor Licensing "* .
,

'U.S. Atomic Energy Cer=ission ,,1 iM .,
'' '

W,; ( , '- Washington, D. C. 2C5h5 -

- W,s J
\/ ,'in g."ysDea 2: Dr. Morris: -

-
- . .. :q~.=.

This letter is intended to provide clarifying details on several
commitments made to the Division of Reactor Licensing and T.he Adviscry
Cc=ittee en Reactor Safeguards. Generally, these details provide in-
formation which is normally not, incl'aded in the FSAR but rather, iss

found on detailed d anings. All of this infor=ation has been provided
previously through verbal cc==unications.

.

y Control Panel Medifications
.

,
-- . ,

A. Control Roen Panel 9-3

1. . HPCI Steam Line Isolation 7alve Centrol Switches 23A-S2
and S3 - The panel wiring associate:i with these switches
will be separated and run to the rescective terminal
boards in a. flexible =etal sheath (s'eal tight) .-

- .
.

Control Rocn Panel 9-h
.B.

' 1. RCIC Steam Line Isolation Valve Control Switches 13A-S1
and.S2 - The panel wiring associated with these switches- .
will be separated and run to the respective terminal:

, boards in a flexible metal sheath (seal tight).'

2. Cleanup System Isolation Valve Control Switches 16A-S15
,

and S16 - The panel uiring associated with these switches
,

vill be separated and run to the respective terninali boards in a flexible metal sheath (seal tight).
.

.

C. Control Roon Panel 9-5

1. Reactor Mede Switch 5A-S1 - The panel wiring associated*

with this switch will be run to four separate. terminations'

,

via four separate routings.

.

.
. .

, '

23G2; -

7s _,
. . ..

.... .
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e
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2. APRM Bypass Switches 7A-S3A and 3 and IRM Sypass Switches {' ~ ' --

7A-ShA and 3 - Sarriers will be installed between the .
- ,

sections of'these three Jection switches. The panel board E

wiring associated with these switch sections will be routed h
to the terninal boards via separate paths. The viring to t. .

- these switches will be replaced with shielded cable- T
-

.

p -. _

3 Main Steam Isclatien System Reset Switch 16-S32 and Iso-
- ;

.

lation System Reset Switch 16-533 - Ear-iers will be
installed.between'the sections cf these two-section y

,

switches. The panel board wiring associated with these L
switches will be rcuted to the terminal boards via separate v

paths. The ui-ing to these switches will be replaced with ('
shielded cable.

- f/
('.

II. Testin2 of Stea iline Scace Te-ceratu-e. Switches
v

.

.-. .
+

Some of the temperature switches that monitor steamline space temp- g
eratures for the detection of steamline breaks a e inaccessible i
during plant operation. A remotely-coerated heating source is E.-

being added to each of these inaccessible switches to allow the E
switches to be functionally tested during, power operation. O

J.
#

III. Steamline Fleu Sensers - g'

.

tTo i= prove the separation of the HPCI and RCIC steam flow sensors,
fy one of the two sensors in each system is being relocated from its

Nxisting instrument rack to a separate location. A new elbow tap 5. .

will be added on each steamline inside the primary containment and (
new sensing lines will be run from the elbow taps to the relocated E.

t.

sensors. .

_ n
. {.-

IV. Test and Maintenance Alarms c

L
.

Indication of protective instrumentation. systems which are in a test i,

or maintenance status is being provided by the centrol room annun- F

ciator. A switch for manual actuation of the individual annunciator ,.

windows is being installed in the control rocm for each of the sub- f

syst, ems listed below.
, ;--

g
- e .

a. Core Spray . |[i

b. High Pressure Coolant Injection p.
.

c. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling.
[

d. Low Pressure Coolant Injection
P

e. Primary Containment Isolation
6. .

f. Control Red Block
.

Redctor Building, Ventilation sad Standby Gas Treatment (
.

g.
h. Air Ejector Off-Gas ;

r:--

V. Loading of the h80 Volt Swing Bus
*

The h80 volt swing bus, MCC-89, supplies certain emergency valve '.

loads and a limited number of non-emergency loads which are' essential f

.

L

. .
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to plant operation including two reactor building dryvell cooling ~

units and the control room air conditiening system. The non-emer.- ?"
gency loads are autenatically tripped when power is lost to MCC-89, '

and when power is restored, these leads are reconnected :r.anually' 6

as required by plant conditions. The ncn-energency loads do not I? -
jeopardize the electrical integrity of MCC-89 Cecrdination studies k
show that the breakers that feed the leads en MCC-89 are coordinated f
with the breakers supplying the MCC, and that a fault occurring. in t. _

any of the loads w.m be isolated by the tripping of the load breaker, , [.
thus maintaining the inte!;rity of the bus for the energency valve P,

' 'loads. .

\. c
r

. VI. Pine Wie Protection for Reacter Containnent h"
y.~

Vermont Tankee has scheduled the i.stallatien of liner material &
to ec::nience in mid-July with the target cc=pletion date being - h, -
prior to fuel loading. g

- q~.

Very truly ycurs, [>
,

'm ' ''
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1.0 INTRODUCTTCN

The Vermont Tankee Nuclear Power Corporation (VTNPC or applicant) filed

with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC or Coenission) an application

dated November 30, 1966, for an AEC license to construct and operate -

tha Veant Tankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) at a site at Vernon

(near Brattleboro), Vermont. The information contained in the appli-

cation, which includes the Plant Design and Analysis Report, as amended

by Amendments 1 through 7, was evaluated by the AEC regulatory staff

and the Advisory Connaittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS).- Both concluded"

that the facility could be constructed without undus risk to the health
,

and safety of the public.

After the regulatory staff and ACKS review, public hearings were held

in Brattleboro, Vermont on August 1-2 and Septe=ber 6-7, 1967 before an

atomic safety and licensing board designated by the Cortmission to

consider whether a provisional construction permit, the first of the

requisite AEC licenses necessary to construct and operate a [uclear power
~

planc, should be issued to VYN'C. At the hearing and later in letters,

to the board, the applicant proposed to install cooling towers at the

plant and provided supplemental information on the design of the towers

and their effec't on the plant. Both the AEC regulatory staff and the

ACES reviewed this additional information, concluded that the use of
~

cooling towers was acceptable in terms of safety, and reaffirmed their

previous conclusion that the facility could be constructed without undue

-1-
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risk to the health and safety of the public. In an Initial Decision dated

December 8,1967, the atomic safety and licensing board authorized issuance
..:s

of a Provisional Construction Permit and granted the applicant an interim U

exemption from the financial qualifications requirements of the Commission's * ~

hregulations. On December 11, 1967, a provisional construction pemic was
'

gj
issued on condition that sufficient information on the financiai resources j,M-

.

be supplied by December 8,1968. The facility has been under construction I, -
since the date of issuance of the permit.

,,

.

The applicant submitted additional information on financial qualifications,

which were considered by the staff and the board. The atomic safety and
*

g
licensing board conducted hearings on January 28 and February 15-21, 1969 4

Q ,1

relating to financial qualifications. At the request of the board, the p
. y. J

Commission requested the views of the parties on questions raised by the
.

yboard. After the Securities and Exchange Cormission issued findings and ,)
-d

opinion on June 30, 1970, the intervenors contesting the financial issue -- |

,
.

and on October 14, 1970
. !

._ ..
withdrew their intervention on August 24, 1970,

, ,g;4 -
the Commission ordered the terminatioa of financial qualifications .

ig.g
]_ y: 'hearings and authorired the Director of Regulation to amend the con- !

struction permit.
.

$. [. -
.

F.d

In Amendment No.10 to the application dated December 31, 1969 VYNPC 2 M,
,,

filed a revised application and the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)

and requested that an operating license be issued authorizing operation '

- -

..'.4,

of the VYNPS at thermal power levels up to 1593 Mi. The information -"'

was subsequently supplemented by amendments No.11 through 26 to the -}
- i- 3 e

application. ~%T

[-2-
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The FSAR, as amended, is available for public inspection at the AEC

Publjc Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.; the office

of Mr. Raymond H. Puffer, Chaiman, Board of Selectmen. Vernon, Vemont
^

and the Brooks Memorial Library, 224 Main Street, Brattleboro, Vemont. _

Our safety evaluation of this application for an operating license is

based on amendments 10 through 26 to the application. However the

information submitted in anendments 20 and 25, which requested authori-

zation to incibde four plutonium recycle assemblies in the core, has- ,

not been considered in our safety evaluation. Prior to any use of these

.
assemblies in the VYNPS core, we must complete a review of this infor-.

mation and supplement our safety evaluation.

In the course of our evaluation, we have held numerous meetings with the

applicant and his contractors to discuss and clarify the material sub-9 mitted. In addition to our review, the ACES reviewed the application

and met with both the AEC regulatory staff and the applicant to discuss

the facility. The ACRS report, dated March 9,1971, to the Commission

on the results of its review of the VYNPS applicition for operating

license is attached as Appendi:c A to this Safety Evaluation.

2.0 FACILITT DESCR PTION

The plant is owned and will be operated by the Vermont Yankee Nuclear

Power Corporation, which is a multi-company organization whose principal
'

stockholders are the Central Vermont Public Service Corporation, the

-~3 -
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Green Mountain Power Corporation, and the New England Power Company. The

General Electric Company supplied the reactor and other equipment making [
up the nuclear steen supply system, the turbine generator and some ),

. ,

~

auxiliary equipment. The reactor pressure vessel and the primary ?. i -

5
- containment (drywell and torus) were both assembled at the site by the %

.p
-

Chicago Bridge and Iron Company. Architect-engineering services and $ ]
,

'

overall construction services were supplied by EBASCO Services

,'[eIncorporated. ' i
~

.
*

The station is located on the west bank of the Connecticut River, five , IM
m:

afles south of Brattleboro, Vermont. The station consists of a turbine Nd
'

.L
building, reactor building, control room and radwaste building, river $.M!

vater intake and discharge structures, two forced draft cooling towers. |p-
and electrical conversion, switching and transmission equipment. The u

turbine building houses the power conversion system including the turbine, '

the generator, the condenser, the condensate and five stage feedwat,er . . '
hNating systems, and auxiliary equipment. The reactor building and primary .*

y

. .x
containment vessel, which is enclosed within the reactor building, form a T
double barrier arou=d the reactor. The reactor building is a reinfor".ed h'''

%.concrete structure up to the level of the refueling pool. Above that level I

.h - 7is a steel frame structure covered with corrugated siding. The building .ts
: 3

houses, in addition to the primary containment, the spent fuel storage ' .Qe.
.s~s

"

. . JR(ypool, and other sur111ary and safety systems. The primary containment ;
~

consists of the drywell, a light-bulb-shaped steel pressure vessel
,.{;y.s .

'

. ly "

g 6
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connected by vent pipes to the doughnut-shaped steel water-filled

g
suppression chamber (torus). The reactor vessel and the recirculation

system piping, valves and pumps are housed in the drywell. The reactor
,

is a direct-cycle, forced circulation, boiling water system which produces
-

steam at 1000 peig. The reactor core uses slightly enriched uranium

dioxide fuel in the form of pellets contained in Zirealoy tubes. Water,

which serves as both the moderator and coolant, is pumped upward through

the core where it boils due to the heat produced in the core. Two recircu-
~

lation loops, each with a pump, provide the driving flow. The resulting

steam is supplied to the turbine, which is directly coupled to the

generator. After passing through the turbine, the steam is condensed,

pertially reheated and returned to the reactor.

3.0 SITE AND LWIRONMENT

3.1 Site Description

The plant is located near the village of Vernon, Vermont, slight 1y less
_

__
than four miles north of the Massachusetts state line. It is on the-

west bank of the Vernon Pond. The pond is formed behind the Vernon

Hydroelectric Station dan one-half mile downstream on the Connecticut

River. The west bank of the river forms the boundary between the states

of Vermont and New Hampshire flows in a southeasterly direction in a

narrow, steep-eided valley through the Pisgah Mountains. The terrain

rises steeply from the valley floor in the vicinity of the plant and
-

reaches the same elevation as the plant stack at a point 6300 feet from

the plant. The site is bounded on the west by the village and on the

-5-
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east by the Vernon pond. The site is a 125-acre strip of land, I
e

~

approximately 4000 feet long, and tapering in width from 1600 feet at
.pgthe northern end to 1000 feet at the southern end. The nearest site wi- .<,- -.

boundary is 910 feet to the west of the reactor building. k
;x .

-

The restricted area, as defined in per. 20.3a of 10 CFR Part 20, is the I.-)
:.';

ares surrounding the plant, access to which is controlled for the purpose T'

of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation during normal [
'

,

operation of the p1' ant. The restricted area chosen by the ap'plicant -

i
includas the fenced area surrounding the plant and a portion of the

river adjacent to the plant. The chosen area meets the requirements a,
i r

of 10 CFR Part 20 and is ac..ptable. J
<? ,

fc
The exclusion area, as defined in par.100.34 of 10 CFR Part 100, is c$

@
the area surrounding the plant from which individuals can be removed

_.,

and excluded to protect the public health and safety in the event of d
Si.

an emergency. The exclusion area chosen by the applicant includes "El $
^

of the site land area and the full width of the river adjacent to the ...;g'

*

; 44
site. The mini =um distance to the exclusion area boundary is 910 feet. ,,12

.- 4
The chosen area meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 and is 'f[!q
acceptable. - :)

<Q
.e

3.2 Populacion and Land Use -
-

The site is adjacent to the village of Vernon. The nearest house, ...
:-

1300 feet from the reactor building, is one of several along the improved $4|-
?
.

_.
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mad just west of the site. An elementary school with approximately 120
from the\ pupils is located on the opposite side of the road,1500 feet'

,

I. reactor building. ,
-

,

I _

.

The area within the five mile radius of the low population zone, although\

'\
generally rural with a population of 7400, contains several small villages

; and part of the city of Brattleboro, Vermont (pop. 9500). The village of
;

4 Hinsdale across the river in New Hampshire has a seconduy school with an*

Outsideenrollment of about 900 which is located 4000 feet to the east.

the city and villages, the area contains rural homes, fields and pastures.
.

Crops are mainly dairy feed products.

The area within twenty-five miles of the site, contains three urban

centers in addition to Bractieboro. They are Greenfield, Massachusetts

(population 15,000) 14 miles to the south; Keene, New Hampshire

(population 19,000) 16 miles to the northeast; and Athol, Massachusetts

(population 10,600) 20 miles to the southeast. Eighty percent of the

land within twenty-five miles of the site is undeveloped and less thaa

160,000 people live within it. The nearest city with a population of

more than 25,000 is Northhampton, Massachusetts, which is 30 miles to
.

the south.

The above population estimates were for 1970, and_were based on the 1960

census and projections contained in a 1964-65 study prepared for the
-

Corps of Engineers. These population projections predict a 70 increase

in total population by the year 2000. However, the projected increase

-7-
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of the urban center population is less than the overall prediction
,

i !and Brattleboro is expected to increase in population by less than 25..
,

-

,;

Based on the population surrounding the site, we conclude that the

distance to the low population zone boundary and the nearest population )k _y -

Jl
center meet the guidelines specified in 10 CFR Parc 100.

-

3.3 Meteoroloey c.
f

The clinate at the site is that of a continental type with long, cold dj
. p,y

winters and short, hot sunumers. The temperature ranges from -33*F 9
j,!

to 100*F. The total annual precipitation averages 43 laches and is < c;:,

f,, {;
g

rather evenly distributed throughout the year. During the winter the 0;; r

.gg
annual snowfall may be as little as 30 inches or as much as 118 inches.

.[
p

Severe thunderstorms, with wind speeds of over 60 knots, occur throughout *p '

hr
Ycthe year. In the past 50 years less than 20 tornadoes have been reported S.Ifr3in the four surrourd. g counties, an area within approrfmately 30 miles J

;'-of the site. ,-

h[H
j

A >
- eThe site diffusion climatology is typical of a deep i'nland river valley. ^gy g..

There is a relatively high frequency of occurrence of low wind speeds [51 k:
>jp; T

g
coupled with inversicus. The winds are channeled by the valley and

|}*

blow most frequently and persistently downriver from the north-northwest t,s c .

"5.
j.'.')

.and somewhat less frequently upriver, toward Bractieboro. The controlling :
..

diffusion conditions are such that elevated releases either rapidly mix '(f[-

downward or form narrow elevated plumes which impinge on the valley walls. ,h

3'd f,i
,
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Meteorological data have been collected at the site for a period of one

The instruments recording the data were mounted on the meteoro-year.

logical tower at an elevation of 140 feet. Based on these data, we and

our consultant, the Environmental Sciences Services Administration (ESSA),
-

now renamed National Oceanic and Atmoopheric Administration, have concluded
,

\

\ that for periods less than two hours following postulated accidents in
\ which activity might be released from the 318 foot high stack, the appro-
;

\ priate diffusion parameters to be used in calculating potential doses are
*

\
.

those designated Pasquill type "F" with one meter per second wind speed.'

In evaluating postulated rod-drop, a steamline-break, or instrument-lina-

break accidents, for which a ground level release might occur, we have

used the more conservative diffusion parameters corresponding to Pasquill

type ''F" conditions with a 0.5 meter per second wind speed. Both we

and ESSA conclude that the meteorological data also form an adequate

basis for calculating stack emission linics for routine releases of

gases. The report of ESSA is included in Appendix 3. -

*

3.4 Geology and Seismology ,

We and our consultants have reviewed the geology and seismology of

the site with respect to foundation conditions and intensity of earth-

quakes. Our consultant, the IT.S. Department of Interior, Geological

Survey, studied the geology of the site during the review of this,

facility prior to the issuance of a construction permit. Their report

was attached to our previous Safety Evaluation dated July 7,1967. They

concluded and ae agreed, that the sound bedrock underlying the site
.

9--
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'
provides adequate founding for the facility buildings and structures.

No information was developed during excavation or construction to

change our conclusion.
,

~ -

4-
Our consultant, the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, evaluated the ,v

*

4j.seismicity of the area around the site and their report was also ,;;
' ?l,

attached to our previous Safety Evaluation, dated July 7,1967. Both I"i
ve and our consultant agreed with the applicant that an acceleration *

of 0.07g adequately represented the ground motion from any earthquakes 5
#
1that are known from historical reports to have affected the site. -I

b
yBoth we and our consultant also agree with the applicant that an s
.

$acceleration double this value (i.e., 0.14g) would be adequate to
7;d-

represent the ground motion from the maximum earthquake likely to .!
.'

affect the site. Both of our consultants also noted that ' he geo-t

logical conditions of the area would not be expected to localize ..
w

earthquakes in the immediate vicinity of the site. We and our con - 3
- sultants believe that these values of acceleration provide an accept- . " .,

able basis for design of the facility as described in Section 10.0. '

1

We required the applicant to install a strong-socion seismograph in

the facility to record data related to ground motion in the event of

a seismic event at or near this site. These data would be employed
, _ . .

in subsequently evaluating the effects of the seismic event on the
-

continued safe operation of the facility.
.
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3.5 Hhrology

3.5.1 Ministna Stream Flow _

Under normal conditions the river flow is regulated by operation of the

\ hydroelectric stations and by the ~ reservoirs and lakes which are upstream ,

j of the site. The average weekly flow has been as low as 1,033 cfs and
\
j average daily flows have been less. However when the VYNPS goes into
\

service, the flow will be regulated as required by the State of Vermont
,

\
Water Resources Board to produce an assured minimum river flow of

, -

1,200 cfs past the plant site.'

3.5.2 Flooding"

he grade level at the site is 252 feet .above mean sea level (MSL) and

the entrances to buildings are six inches higher. At a river stage

near 240 feet MSL, the circulating water system would'be flooded and

the station would have to be shut down. The worst recorded flood

occurred in March 1936 and had a peak discharge of 176,000 cfs and a

Other floods in 1927 an'd'1938stage of 231.4 feet (MSL) at Vernon.

reached elevations of 229 and 226.6 feet (MSL), respectively.

We evaluated the requirements for flood protection of the facility

during both this current review and during our review prior to issuance
,

of the construction pemit. At the time of the construction pemic

review, the applicant analyzed the " Standard Project Flood" and con-

cluded that this flood would yield a discharge of 230,000 cfs at the
~

. _ _

The resultant river stage would be 235.1 feet MSL leavingplant site.

- 11 -
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. : p
a margin of 15 feet to plant grade. Currently, we evaluate flood.

~ ~ ' '

protection using the Corps of Engineers " Probable Maximum Flood" (PMF). f.T.
;

g
This flood is based on a hypothetical storm which produces the probable ff

:,1,'
*

maximum precipitation and is oriented relative to the river basin such ;p
g-

that the maximum amount of rainfall is directed to the river. Sh

The applicant has provided additional information on the' river discharge ::4;
'Tr

A$flow rate and water level during the PMF. S e applicant estimated that ~}( ?. .
the PMF will produce a maximum discharge of 480,000 efs at the sita and .I -

~

/ *'
'

a corresponding stage of 252.5 feet MSL. This maximum oceurs eight days'
,

'

af ter the start of the rainfall causing the flood. We consider it
,

possible that another storm or synoptic weather system with sustained
Q.Mwinds of at least 45 mph could follow the original storm and be at the 4 ?|7w

site at the same time that the peak discharge occurs. If the winds came
.h4

from the most effective direction, waves two to. four feet high could
result. These waves would break at the river bank, but could produce $2

- %.-

- plant flooding at elevations as high as 254 feet MSL. Therefore, the s

:-[[u -.

<

applicant will be prepare l to emplace sandbags so as to protect vital
,

..p.,

systems from flooding at elevations up to 254 feet MSL. Based on our ',$1
ci

review of the results of the flood analysis, we conclude that acceptable j5,

esasures will and ,can be taken to assure safe shutdown of the planc even ~.]
'

' :

in the unlikely event that floods as large as the PMF should occur.
. ,

'' '

,.

3.5.3 Water Use *

'
.

The applicant has stated that there are no known direct nunicipal water
. . . .

intakes on the Connecticut R1ver d% stream of the site. There is,

~1t.
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however, a proposal to divert a portion of the river flow during periods

of high flow to the Quabbin Reservoir which serves the metropolitan

j Boston area. During nomal operation, the , control of discharges of

i affluents, as described in Section ' combined with the river flow -

i

1

v111 limit activity in the river to small fractions of the limits given'

in 10 CFR Part 20. In the event of an accidental release, the time it

would take for the activity to reach the downstreza intake is sufficient

that diversion of water to the reservoir could be halted sed any con-
,

tamination prevented. Several municipalities and private individuals

in the vicinity of this site use ground water as one source of water*

supply. Because the river is the natural icw point and drainage channel

for the region, the ground water will nomally flow into the river.

River flooding can, however, cause a temporary reversal in the flow

of ground water. Because of the direction of the flow it is unlikely

that any radioactivity, either nomally or accidentally discharged from

the plant would mix with water supplies in the area. Even during periods

of flooding, the greater dilution resulting from the flood would greatly
,

reduce the concentrations of any material that might six with the ground

In addition, issnitoring of water supplies, as ' discussed inwater.

Section 8.5, wiIl provide verification of the distribution of any

activity release.

m.

4.0 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM .-
4.1 Ceneral

The nuclear steam supply system for the Vemont Yankee Nuclear Power

Station consists of a forced circulation, direct cycle, light-water-

G - 13 -
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moderated, boiling water reactor. The matarials of construction,,

arraogement of systems, and the principal design features, except for

the thermal design, are the same as those of the Monticello NucIsar

Generating Plant (Docket No. 50-263) which has been licensed for oper- /
I

ation by the Connaission. This plant is also similar to other operating [
boiling water reactors designed by the General Electric Company (G.E.).

The fuel and heat source consists of slightly enriched uranium dioxide
,

ceramic pellets contained in sealed zirconium alloy tubes of labout one- Pj
half inch diameter. These fuel rods, which are over twelve feet long, j

.

are assembled into fuel assemblies each consisting of 49 rods within a '

'

i
square open-ended zirconium channel box. Three hundred and sixty eight

of these fuel assemblies form a roughly cylindrical reactor core which

is almost eleven feet in diameter.

Control of the fission reaction within the core is achieved by the
-

movement of neutron absorbing cruciform-shaped, control rods. Individual
~

hydraulic drives permit the control rods to be axially inserted to any
,

degree desired or to be inserted fully and swiftly upon receipt of a

trip signal (scram). Control is also achieved by varying the flow rate

through the core and thereby changing the steam fraction and moderator

density.

m.

The reactor core is cooled by water which is recirculated by jet pumps
-

and enters the bottom of the core and boils as it flows upward along

- 14 -
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the fuel rods. After exiting from the top of the core, the steam is
.i

The steamseparated from the water by steam separators and dryers.

flows to the turbine through the main steam lines, is condensed and

heated and then returned through the feedvater lines. The core, its
-

supporting structure, the steam separators and dryers and the jet pumps

are all contained within the reactor pressure vessel. Connected to the

vessel are the main steam, feedvater, recirculation, and various auxiliary

and safety system piping. The recirculation system consists of two loops
-.

.

external to the vessel, each with a variable-speed, motor-driven pump

that provides the driving flow to the reactor vessel jet pumps.-

4.2 Core Design

The design of the core, except for the ther=al design and minor changes

in dimensions, is substantially the same as the design used in Monticello

(Docket No. 50-263), Millstone (Docket No. 50-245), Dresden Units 2 and 3

(Docket No. 50-237 and 238), and other operating boiling water reactors.

- 'Because of the similarity in design features between VTNPS and these

reactors, we have relied in part on our review of these reactors'in

reaching conclusions regarding the design of VYNPS.

4.2.1 Fuel Design,
*

.

The design of the fuel assemblies is similar to that of the referenced

reactors which were reviewed and found accehtable. Changes from these

previous designs include an increase in the fuel pin gas plenum length
pellacfrom 11.24 inches to 16 inches, a decrease of 0.001 in. in UO2

- 15 --
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Nk .
diameter with a corresponding increase in the width of the gap between

the pellet and the cladding, and an increase in the density of the pellet 'i<

s.. *

from 93% of the theoretieni maximum density, to 95%. All of these changes ' ' .. ,;i-

..y s3. .

can have an effect on the operational performance of the fuel, but have [.
-

,

?. ,

an insignificant effect on safety. j
. ,<

:,.e
..

Of more significance is the increase in the number of different U-235
.

"

enrichnents from the three used in previous reactors to four. As a h.
$

consequence, the peaking factor, which is the ratio of the maximum local Q
.Gpower generation to the average power generation has been reduced from ' c.
.f

approximately 3.0 to 2.6. As discussed later, this results in improved "

4.
thermal performance. Since this change has little effect on the core

.hnuclear characteristics, the methods of analyses which were proven in ',._y

'*GUprevious operating reactors and used to predict power peaking and Wt
G ;.[2reactivity effects are adequate to predict the physics characteristics

_4of this reactor. In addition, the design basis peaking factors will ' ng,;
~

, L.
be confirmed by measurements during the reactor start-up program and T~ ,''

-v
~

eenitored by measurement during operation. . ' jia
f},:;

DW.
4.2.2 Thermal and Hydraulic Design

. g,y,'gg. :' ti/
Although the VTNPS. core has higher peak and average power densities, j,.Q

:;;G*the thermal and hydraulic design has been evaluated on the same basis Mg
-

.and meets the saea criteria as the thermal and hydraulic design of
. , , .' .l.

,

the Monticello, Millstone, and Dresden 2-3 reactors. All these cores ''
- .

.

are designed so that no fuel eladding damage should occur during nornal f,f_ :

operation or in the event of anticipated transient conditions, .

g .; ,
-ss

.,; .) |.
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Fuel cladding damage can result from overheating of the clad or

excessive strain caused by expansion of the fuel pellet. Overheating

vill not occur if the mode of heat transfer . remains in the nucleate

boiling regime. Therefore, one fuel damage limit is defined as the
-

critical heat flux at which the departure from nucleate boiling occurs.

Excessive strain vill be precluded if the temperature, and therefore the

thermal expansion of the fuel pellet, is limited. Since the temperature

of a fuel pellet is directly related to the power generation rate per
.

.

unit length, the second fuel damage limit is defined as the value of

the linear heat generation rate which results in excessive clad strain.
.

4.2.2.1 Critical Heat Flux _
.

The departure from nucleate boiling at the critical heat flux, (CHF)

which is one damage limit, is not a directly observable parameter in an

operating reactor and therefore must be calculass3. The CHF is calculated

using the correlation reported in APED-5286, " Design Basis Critical Heat_

Flux Condition in Boiling Water Reactors". This correlation is based

upon experimental data taken over the range of conditions representative

of boiling water reactors. The design basis for normal operation is that

the minimum critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR) calculated for any point, is

greater than 5.9 during normal operation and greate_ than 1.0 during

anticipated transient conditions. These limits provide considerable

margin between expected conditions and those required for actual fuel
-

clad damage for two reasons. First, since the correlation is based 'on

- 17 -
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a limit lina drawn below all of the available experimental data points,

a calculated MCHFR of 1.0 represents a condition for which a departure
..

from nucleate boiling has not been observed expcrimentally. That is,
'-the value of heat flux at which a departure from nucleate boiling

would be expected to occur would be larger than that calculated using '

#

the correlation. Seccad, although heat transfer effectiveness would
. . ~

decrease if the critical heat flux were exceeded, the resultant increase :

in clad temperature would be onif about 500*F and would not necessarily f.
f

~

.

result in failure of the clad. |

.

We have reviewed the methods used to calculate the MCHFR, the experimen-
-

tal basis for the calculation, its validity as a dmage limit and the -

applicant's analyse s of normal operation for this and previously reviewed

reactors and have concluded that the design provides adequate margin to

protect against fuel damage. However, because of the modified power

distribution which results in a larger fraction of the VTNPS core oper-
_

,
ating near the maximum thermal conditions and a slightly reduced margin

between peak condition in the VYNPS core and the fuel damage limit,

additional information concerning the performance of the core was

submitted. This information consisted of an investigation of the

accuracy of the measurements and calculations used to determine the

ICHFR. We have reviewed this additional information and reaffirm our

conclusion that it is improbable that any portien of the core will
T

experieace critical heat flux during normal steady-state operation.

- 18 -
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We have also reviewed the analysis of the various transients and

abnormal operating conditions that could occur during operation of the

plant. For all of these conditions, the calculated MCHFR is greater
~

than unity. In the wvest case, the improbable instantaneous seizure -

of one of the two recirculation pumps during operation at design power,

the MCHFR decreases momentarily to 1.04.

The calculation of the critical heat flux is based on the premise that

the flow and heat flux are e, table. Analyses, experiments, and operation

of previous boiling water reactors have not revealed any tendency toward

flow or power instabilities and since the Vermont Yankee reactor is not~

significantly different from these reactors in any respect other than

power distribution, no instabilities would be expected in the VTNPS

To further support this conclusion, we will evaluate the resultscore.

of the forthevming stability experiments which are to be performed

during startup testing of the Dresden 3 reactor.
-

,-

4.2.2.2 Linear Heat Generation Rate
_

The linear heat generation rate (MCR) is directly related to the local

neutron flux distribution. This distribution is measured during startup

of the reactor and monitored periodically during operation. The LHCR

at which the calculated cladding strain would exceed 1% is 28 W/f t

for fresh fuel. Since critical heat flux will occur at design flow

when the LHCR exceeds 23 W/f t, CHF will occur before excessive clad strain.

However, the fuel pellet expansion is also a function of radiation exposure

- 19 -
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and thermal history. Since irradiation causes swelling of the pellet,

the LHGR damage limit decreases with exposure. Experience with BWR
4
7.,

Zirealoy- clad UO fuel pellets has shown that they can be operated -g

with a high degree of integrity at an LHGR which is near the ==w4=um d~s

- U".:value expected in the VYNPS core if the exposure is low. In addition, f,
s2

some experimental capsules have been tested at high LHGR with a long . f,5;
-va:

exposure. However, there is uo experience for production fuel which
.

,

has experienced both an LEGR and an exposure representative of the ,]
.

.

VYNPS core. . }
.

Even though performance of fuel at conditions representative of VYNPS *

.

has not been demonstrated conclusively, the safe operation of the core

will not be affected since any increase in cladding failure will be

detected by an increase in coolant activity before the release becomes

excessive. There is no evidence, either analytical or experimental

to indicate that there is a threshold for sudden catastrophic failure
,'c

.
of fuel cladding as a consequence of exposure or LEGR. Tests in which -

fuel has been operated with perforated cladding have shown that ' -

the only significant effect of the perforations is the release of addi- .-

tional activity to the primary coolant system. We conclude that the -
,

limits on primary coolant activity and ou the release of radioactive

gases and liquids contained in the Technical Specifications provide

acceptable means of detecting and limiting fue.1. failures before the

release of fission products becomes excessive.
..
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4.2.3 Reactivity Control

The reactivity control systems consist of the control rods, control

curtains, and the Standby Liquid Control System. The control rods are
~

used to vary the core power level through the full range from shutdown -

to full power operation, to shape the core power distribution, and to

compensate for changes in rea:tivity. The control curtains will be

used to compensate temporarily for the excess reactivity of the first

loading of fuel and vill be removed at the first refueling. The Standby

* Liquid Control System provides a means which is independen't of the

control rods to shut down the reactor and maintain it suberitical.
.

4.2.3.1 Control Rods

A control rod assembly consists of a set of sealed, stainless steel

tubes filled with baron carbide powder, arranged in a cruciform which

is sheathed with stainless steel plates. Each control rod moves axially

in the gap between four fuel assemblies. The rods are of the same design

as used in previously reviewed boiling water reactors. Each control rod

is connected to a separate drive, which is a hydraulic piston. A conson

pump and control system provide hydraulic pressure for insertion or

retraction during normal operation. Hydraulic pressure to rapidly

insert the rods (scram) is provided by the reacto* system pressure,

or, if the reactor is at icv pressure, individual hydraulic accumulators

provide the pressr e. Except for the relocation of an internal filter.
-

the control rod drives are the same as used in operating reactors.

- 21 -
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Because proper operation of the control rod drives is essential, we

have included a requirement in the Technical Specifications that a

representative sample of the drives be tested at stated' intervals
'

during the first operating cycle. Based on our review of the drive -

system design and of operating experience of similar systems. in

other plants, and on the required testing program, we conc 1'ude that

the control rod drive system of the VTNPS is ecceptable.

If it were assumed that a control rod fell or was ejected from the core, ,

a nuclear excursion and release of fission products from the fuel to the
*coolant could occur. This type of accident is prevented, or the conse-

quences limited, by design features that prevent rapid withdrawal of

a control rod and operating procedures which limit the reactivity

worth cf individual rods. In the unlikely event that a control rod

drive housing should fail, ejection of a red is prevented by the control

rod housing support structure located underneath the reactor pressure
a-

_.

This structure limits the distance that a ruptured controlvessel.

rod drive housing could move to no more than three inches. This
~

incremental rod motion would not introduce sufficient reactivity to cause

fuel rod failure.
.

To limit the rate that a control rod might fall from the core by

gravity (if it somehow became separated from its' drive and the drive

were subsequently withdrawn), the rod is equipped with a cone-shaped ,

velocity limiter which does not impede insertion, but increases the
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fluid drag such that the downward velocity in free fall cannot exceed . .

G Therefore, the race of reactivity insertion and the resulting5 ft/sec.
nuclear excursion are limited in the event that a control rod drops from

the core. The potential consequences of' a postulated control rod drop

accident are discussed in Section 12.3.

4.2.3.2 control Curtains

The control curtains are stainless steel plates containing boron, The

curtains are installed in the gaps between fuel assemblies that do not
*

contain control rods. The curtains are necessary to p'rovide additional.

reactivity control for the initial fuel loading, which contains only
,

fresh fuel. At the first refueling, the curtains will be removed since

subsequent cores will have partially used fuel and lower reactivity

control requirements. The design of the control curtains is the same

as for other operating reactors. Based on our review of the design

9 and of operating experience with control curtains in other plants, we

conclude that the centrol curtains are acceptable. -

4.2.3.3 Standbv Liouid control Svstem .

The Stanfoy Liquid Control System consists of a tank containing a neutron-

absorbing solution of sodium pencaborate, two positive-displacement

pumps, anii the necessary piping and valves. In the unlikely event that

a sufficient number of control rods cannot be inserted to shut down the

reactor, the Standby Liquid Control System can be ir.iciated manually
*

to pump the solution into the reactor vessel. The amount of boron
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injected and the rate of injection are sufficient to shut down the reactor'

- - -

and to prevent it from returning to a critical condition as the system
.e d-

is cooled and depressurized. Based on our review of the design and k
,. .g;'. _

:

testing experience with the same system in other operating reactors, .y
-

q5
we conclude the VYNPS Standby Liquid Control Sys:em is acceptable.

.

$$[..

4.3 Reactor Coolant System *n
7. .- 1

'if*R4.3.1 Ceneral

'..'$!i$
The principal components of the reactor coolant system are the reactor ' ; "f.

pressure vessel, the safety and relief valves, the two recirculation $i'
L

loops, and the other piping connected to the vessel un to the second ')
(-
-:isolation valve, including the main steam and feedwater lines. All -

C. icomponents of the system were designed to the applicable codes in ,]
effect at the time the components were ordered. NI

$'
An inservice inspection program for the reactor coolant system is

described in the Technical Specifications. The program complies with y
_ W

~~the 1970 AS1!E Section XI, " Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear *$!i
~

:5!
Reactor Coolant System," to the extent per:aitted by.the existing des 1gn. ''O

* " %.-

Because the plant was not designed to acco=modate inservice inspection, .; .,

and some areas are inaccessible, the applicant proposes exception from
.

*

.&.
the code requirements for inspection of some vsids. The applicant will

review the program with us after five years of reactor operation and '

modify it as necessary based on experience gained during operation.
- .

As remote systems and new techniques for inspection are developed by
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the industry, we will require that, where practical, they be incorporated

into the inservice inspection program, with particular ariphasis on the

presently excluded areas. We conclude that. the inservice inspection

program, with provisions for continuing review, is acceptable for this
-

plant.

As an additional means of monitoring the integrity of the reactor

coolant system, several methods are available for detection of leakage

from the system. These redundant methods include monitor.ing the con-
,

tainment atmosphere for radioactive particulates or gases, unicoring

the flow in the drywell floor and equipment su=ps, monitoring the'

cooling water temperature of the drywell atmosphere coolers, moni-

toring the drywell temperature and pressure, and monitoring the

reactor water level. These systems are sufficiently sensitive to
f.

detect leaks in the reactor coolant system that would be indicative

of incipient failure. We have concluded that these leak detection
, _ , -

._

systems are acceptable.
.

.

4.3.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel

The reactor pressure vessel is of substantially the same design as the

Monticello Npelear Generating Plant vessel and was. field-erected by

the same company that erected the Monticello vessel, the -Chicago

Bridge and Iron Company. Some minor changes were instituted, based

Theon the experience geined in fabricating the Monticello vessel. ,,

cylindrical vessel has an internal diameter of 206 inches and is

.
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fabricated from five-inch-thick, low alloy, carbon steel plates.

Including the hemispherical top and bottom heads, the internal height

is slightly over 63 feet. The top head is removable and secured with>

64, 5-1/16 inch diameter, studs. 111 ' internal surfaces are clad with -

a 1/8-inch-thick stainless steel weld deposit.'

.

The VYNPS vessel was designed, fabricated and inspected to the

Class A requirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

vessel Code,1965 Edition including published addenda th, rough and

including the sm=*r of 1967. The design pressure and temperature '

h

#are 1250 peig and 575'F. Our acceptance of the design is based on

the review of the Monticello reactor pressure vessel both by our-

selves and independently by the Teledyne Company.

4.3.2.1 Sensttized Scainless Steel

The stainless steel safe-ends of nine of the reactor vessel nozzles

- were sensitized as a result of the heat treating procese used for

the vessel. Stainless steel that has been sensitized has an increased

susceptability to stress-corrosion cracking. These safe-ends have

been removed, and neither the vessel nor the vessel internal structures

now f.antain any loads - .%g wrought stainless steel components that

are known to be in a sensitized condition. The repairs were performed

after the vessel had been erected at the site, and consisted of '

removing the sensitized safe-ends and applying type 308L weld natal e

to cover load-bearing sensitized areas which would be exposed to
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reactor coolant. We conclude that the modifications have resulted

in the elimination of exposed sensitized stainless steel and that

the vessel is now in an acceptable condition.

-

-

4.3.2.2 surveillance Program

The material surveillance program for Vermont Yankee is consistent

with programs that we have accepted for previous BVR plants. The

reactor vessel material surveillance program submitted by the

applicant is acceptable, including the provisions with respect to
,

total number of specimen baskets placed in the reactor vessel,

number of baskets to be withdrawn and tested, and archive meterial-

available for additienal specimens if required later in the service

life of the vessel. We conclude that this program will adequately

monitor radiation-induced changes in meterial fracture toughness

properties of the ferritic meterials of the Vermont Yankee reactor

vessel during its service life.

- ,-
.

- 4.3.2.3 Fracture Tourhness

on the basis of our review of the data submitted in tre applicant's

Rasctor Pressure Vessel Desige Haport we concluded that the pressure

within the reactor coolant pressure boundary should not exceed 250 peig

unless the system temperature is greater than 160*F. Our conclusion

is based on the available fracture toughness data submitted by the

applicant, and includes consideration of the size effect on the nil

ductility transition temperature. The applicant had proposed that
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the pressurization temperature of the reactor vessel be 100*F, based

on Charpy test data. We required that the Technical Specification
a , ,4_a...

~11nic be set at 160*F. This limit may be reviewed for possible |.
-

j..;;(3-revision, when the data are available from the material surveillance

progran following the first capsula withdrawal. . i'-
. , .

e s
4.3.3 Reactor Internals I"

46:h
We have reviewed the structural loadings on the core internals that j
might result from the occurrence of an earthquake during. normal

'?Poperation or in coincidence with an accident. We have determined :yl
,.

that the calculated stresses under these conditions are within the ,' #
'

; .,limits of the ASME Section III code, and that the resultant deflec- ' ' * .

tions of the internals would be limited so as to assure operation of
.

y
the control rods and preservation of the core geometry. . We find that

,g

the design loading conditions, design stress limits, deflection limits,

and design fatigue analyses applied to the ver=ent Yankee reactor
Q.

~ '3vessel internals are acespeable and that adequate margins of safety
3

. .M
are available to provide reasonable assurance that the capability for 9$

!
-

shutdova, flooding, and cooling of the core will not be inpaired under
.

-

''

the most severe loading conditions postulated. ' ' . . .

T-
. .

,

-
. . .Flow-induced vibrations during operation of the reactor have been

considered as part of the mechanical design criteria during the

detailed design of the reactor internals. However, because of the
.

'
.

difficulty in predicting analytically the vibration response of ~

complicated structures, vibration test programs are being conducted

. ..

* e
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on similar plants such as Monticello, and Dresden 3. The results

of these tests are generally applicable to the VTNPS reactor, but

because of minor differences in mechanical design and flow rates,
. .

we required that selected portions' of the VYNPS internals be -

instrumented and monitored during the reactor startup.

4.3.4 Pipinst

The piping connected to the reactor vessel includes the two, 28-inch-

dimeter recirculation loops; the four,18-inch-dianeter mein steam
.

lines; the two,16-inch-diameter feedwater lines; and the two, 8-inch-
.

diameter core spray lines. Also branching from these lines are
,

mnH11ary and instrument system lines. All of these lines, except

the recirculation loops that are entirely within the drywell, are

equipped with isolation valves at the points where they penetrate the

drywell.. The piping was designed, fabricated, and inspected in9 accordance with the USAS B31.1.0 - 1967 Power Piping Code. Additional

- nondestructiva inspection requirements were applied in accordance with
.

the rules of Section I and III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code. Based on our review of this and previous designs, we conclude

that the reactor coolant system piping is acceptable.

4.3.5 Pressure F lief System

overpressure protection for the reactor coolant system is provided ,

by two types of valves, safety and relief. The two safety valves
..

are spring-loaded and are similar to those used at other BWR plants.
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These valves are 1ccated on the main steam lines inside primary --

containment and discharge directly into the drywell. The capacity

of each valve is approxi:sately 925,700 lbs/hr, or slightly more

than 14% of rated steam flow. '

,

The four relief valves are the dual-purpose Target Rock type which

were first used in the Monticello and Millstone plants. These valves

are also mounted on the main steam lines inside the dryvell, but

discharge to the suppression chamber. The capacity of each valve is
s

approximately 807,000 lbs/hr, or slightly more than 12% of raced
.

steam flow. These valves serve a dual f metion, and in addition
,

to being self-actuated at the set relief pressure, they may be

actuated either manually or automatically at lower pressures.

Although not the primary means of providing overpressure protection,

ether devices are also provided to limit pressure increases. An

anticipatory scram is ini-iated upon fast closure of the turbine
-

control valves. The rapid power reduction produced by this scram

reduces the pressure rise that would otherwise result. from a turbine

trip. The VYNPS airo has the capability to accommodate a 100% load

rejection without scr=n=4ng the control rods. This is accomplished

-

by the operation of a set of turbine bypass valves which can direct

as much as 110% of the full-power turbine steam flow directly to the

condenser. A " select rod insert" feature functions in conjunction
.-

with these valves and makes reactor scram unnecessary in the event

30 -
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of a turbine trip. These additional features make the operation of

O
, , , ,

the safety valves less likely and provide additional overpressure

protection.
.

The applicant has provided analyse's of the pressure transients that -

would result from a turbina trip assuming that the bypass valves,

anticipatory scram, and the select rod insert feature do not operate.

The resulta of these analyses show that the ASME Boiler and Pressure

vessel Code limit of 1375 psia peak vessel pressure would not be
.

exceeded. We conclude that the safety and relief valve system, in

conjunction with the reactor protection system, will prevent over--

pressurization of the reactor coolant system.

4.3.6 Auxiliary Systems

4.3.6.1 RCIC System

The function of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC) is

to supply 400 gpa of water to the reactor vessel so that core does

not becoce uncovered in the event that the vessel is isolated from
The RCIC is designed to Class 1* (seismic)the feedvater system.

standards, but is not considered to be an engineered safety feature

and is not designed to withstand single component failures without

loss of fudctida. The RCIC design is the same as that of the

Monticello plant.
,.

* Class I has been defined as those structures and components whose ,

failures could cause significant release of radioactivity or which
are vital to a safe shutdown of the facility and the removal of decay
heat.
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Normally, upon isolation of the reactor from the feedwater system, the

relief valves and the RCIC system would be actuated manually to remove
.g,

f.2:'.
the core decay heat through blowdown of steam and concurrently to f

maintain water level in the reactor vessel. .
- [t:.

If not manually actuated, . . . . , -
;

the RCIC system would be actuated automatically if blowdown through
.fx

..w.

4 *1

the relief valves caused tha water level to reach the low water level .[
: p.y.sat point. -

u-

.'' c4.3.6.2 RER System F,

.uk-

The function of the Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) is to remove -

f
'

bthe heat produced in the core by radioactive decay so that the (
'u.reactor may be serviced and refueled. Portions of the system also ;
s.

have a safety function. The system consists of two redundant loops,
[~

each with a heat exchanger and a pair of pumps. The system is placed

in operation after the initial phase of cooling the reactor system has

been accomplished by dumping steam to the condenser. We have reviewed

the design of sin 11ar systema on other operating reactors and conclude
.

.
'

that the system is acceptable. -

.

4.3.6.3 Reactor Water Cleanun System

The reactor water cleanup system purifies the reactor coolant water

by continuously ' filtering and demineralizing a small bypass flow. The

system consists of two pianps, two heat exchangers and two filter-

demineralizers. We have reviewed similar systems on other operating
,

reactors and found them acceptable.
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5.0 CDNTAINMENT SYSTEM
-- - -

5.1 Ceneral

The VYNPS containment system is the same type as used ou previous

operating reactors and consists of.a low leakage primary containment
-

,

vessel enclosed in a controlled leakage secondary containment build-

ing. The purpose of the containment is to prevent the escape of

radioactivity and fission products to the environment in the unlikely

event of a rupture of the rear.cor coolant piping and fuel elements.

The primary containment is a velded steel pressure vesse.1 which~

houses the reactor. Should an accident occur, the valves in the pipe
.

lines that panetrate the containment would close automatically and

the steam, water, fission products and any other radioactive mate- .

rials that might have been released into the containment volume would

be contained. The secondary containment is designed to collect any

G small leakage from the primary containment and process it through

._

filters and charcoal beds prior to release to the environment.,

.

5.2 Primary Containment .

.

5.2.1 Design

The primary containment is a pressure suppression system similar to

that provided on other boiling water reactors and consists of a

drywell, a pressure suppression chamber (torus), and a connecting

vent system. The steel "lightbulb-shaped" drywell has a spherical

lower portion, 62 feet in diameter, and a cylindrical upper portion -
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33 feet in diameter, with an overall height of about 106 feet. Eight

vent pipes, each 6.75 feet in diameter, connect the drywell to a

torus. The torus has a centerlina dissater of 98 feet and a cross-
-

sectional dianeter of 27.8 feet.
_.

The applicant has calculated that the peak pressures that might be

reached in the dryvell and in the torus as a result of the desi,gn

basis loss-of-coolant accident are 43.5 psig and 27 psig, respec ively.
.

These pressures were calculated assuming a hypothetical instantaneous h

break of one 28-inch recirculation line, with the equalizer line 'd
between the loops open and unobstructed flow from both ends of the

broken pipe. The analytical methods used are the same as those used

for Monticello and have been checked by comparison with the results

of tests performed at the Moss Landing test facility. Based on our

review of this application and of the similar Monticello design, we

conclude that the primary containment design bases are acceptable.
_

a-

~

The primary containment has been designed, fabricated, inspected and
,

tested to the Class B requirements of Section III of the ASME Eoiler

and Pressure Vessel Code. It is designed for a maximum internal

pressure of 62 psig coincident with a temperature of 281*F. Live,

dead, and seismic loads in conjunction with thermal stresses have
''been considered.

:-
_

.
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5.2.2 Missile and Pipe Whip Protection

The possibility that the containment might be damaged by the impact

of missiles generated by the failure of system components, by the move-

ment of broken pipes or by the force of fluid jets has been considered
-

as described in this section.

The applicant has considered the effect of missiles ranging in size

from nuca and bolts to valve bonnets, and concludes that no mf ssile

would have sufficient energy to penetrate the drywell. wall. In addi--

tion, where possible, components are arranged so that the direction of

'

flight of potential missiles is away frm the containment wall.

If a high pressure pipe were to rupture within the drywell, the

containment shell might be damaged in three ways. These are direct

impingement on the wall of the jet of fluid issuing from the broken9 pipe, the reaction forces of the jet acting on containment penetra-

tions, and impact of a pipe that is moved by jet forces (pipe

whipping). The VTNPS design includes provisions in the design to

reduce the possibility of containment failure as a result of these

effects.

The direct impingement of a jet on the containment wall has been con-

sidered in the design of the containment, and adequate strength has

been provided to prevent failure as a result of such impingement.

Reaction loads acting on containment penetrations have also been
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considered in the design, and anchors 'd limit stops located outside

the containment have been provided to limit pipe movement and prevent .,

'if '
failure of the containment. To prevent pipe whip from causing 'l

failure of the containment, two design approaches have been taken.
-

'

-

In the first approach the reactor coolant system recirculation lines g

have been provided with restraints which will prevent these lines from -[
9

whipping in the event one ruptures. This design approach was not
.

-

applied 'a the other lines within the drywell, such as the steam and .

feedvater lines. However, in the lower spherical portion of the
~5.

-
. .

,.

2

drywell the wall is protected by energy absorbing material. The mate-
/.

rial is a corrugated steel place sandwich which can plastically deform

to absorb the energy of a whipping pipe. This material provides

protection against whipping of the main steam or feedwater lines.

However, protection of the containment against the other lines has not

been provided. The probability of failure of these lines is very

small because of the inservice inspection program planned for these ~

lines and because any small leakage can be detected in ti=e to permit
.

corrective action before complete pipe rupture could occur. We

therefore conclude that since the majority of the piping in the con-

tainment is either restrained or the containment is protected against
'

its failure, and the remainder of the piping is of high quality,

frequently inspected and continuously monitored for leakage, the

probability of violating the integrity of the concainment is -

acceptably low.
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5.2.3 At=csobere Control

In th( unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident hydrogen could be

generated within the primary containment. either by the radiolytic
'

decomposition of the reactor cooling vatar or by chemical reaction of
-

the water with overheated zirconium fuel rod cladding- 1x hydrogen

and oxygen are available in sufficient quantities, combustion of the

hydrogen can occur at rates rapid enough to lead to a significant

pressure increase in the containment. This could cause dutage to the
.

containment and an increase in the leakage race of fission products

that might be present in the containment atmosphere.
,

Hydrogen from a sirconium-water reaction would be evolved during the

first few minutes of a loss-of-coolant accident. In order to preclude

the possibility of a flammable mixture of this hydrogen with the

oxygen in the containment, we have required that during reactor

operation the containment atmosphere be predominantly an inert gas
.-

- with an oxygen concentration below the flar::mability limit. The

applicant believes that inerting of the containment atmosphere is

unnecessary since, in his opinion, the actual amount of hydrogen that

would be produced by zirconium-water reaction in the avent of a less-

of-coolant accident would be insignificant. De applicant also

believes that inerting would hamper access of personnel into the drywell

during reactor shutdown periods and consequently would decrease the

probability for the detection and orrection of small leaks. We
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recognize that inerting makes inspection of the reactor coolant

system more difficult. However, an inert atmosphere v1H allow a

margin for unanticipated amounts of metal-water, reaction and win

extend the time available to cope with the hydrogen evolved from -

radiolysis. We have concluded that these considerations outweigh the

operational inconvenience that may result. We have required contain-

ment inerting for all previous boiling water reactor pressure suppres-

sion containments (i.e. , Humboldt Bay Unit 3, Oyster t. cent, Nine Mile
.

Point, Minstone Unit 1, Mencieello and the 3resden Station).

.

Hydrogen that would be produced by the radiolytic decomposition of the

reactor cooling water exposed to hign levels of radiation folloving a

IDCA win be evolved more slowly that that produced by zirconium-

water reaction. Consequently, in the absence of any metal-water

reaction, any hydrogen from this source alone would not exceed the

flanusability limit tastil a few days after the postulated accident. ,

,
The applicant proposed to monitor the hydrogen concentration inside

the containment and if the flameability limits are approached, to

vent the containment atmosphere through the Standby Gas Treatment

System filters and charcoal and thence out the stack.

.

We and the ACRS have concluded that a hydrogen control system in

addition to the purging system proposed by the applicant should be

provided to keep the hydrogen content within sc.fa limits; that is, '

less than 4 volume percent. In its report, the ACRS further suggested
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that a reasonaale time period be allowed for design of such a system-

The applicant is
and appropriate review by the regulatory staff.

currently studying this matter which is comon to all recently licensed
-

(Yor example, see the AEC Safety Guide 7,water reactor plants.

#e have concluded that this study need not bepublished 3/10/71.)
We

completed prior to issuance of an operating l'' cense for VYNPS.

will continue to discuss the resolution of this matter with the ACRS

as our study progresses.
.

5.2.4 Isolation valves

Isolation valves in pipes that penetrate the primary containeene are
Linesclosed automatically when containment isciation is required.

that penetrate the containment, but cocimunicate only with the con-

are equipped with at least one isolation valve locatedtainment,

Process system lines that penetrate the
.

outside of the containment.

_

containment, but communicate with the reactor coolant system, such

as the main steam lines, are equipped with two isolation valves, one
Instrument lines, which comuni-

inside and one outside containment.

cate at various locations in the reactor coolant system to instruments

outside the containment, have only one isolation valve located outside
' the applicant has added orifices incontainment. At our request,

these instrument lines so that in the event a line were to be ruptured

the quantity of coolant discharged from the reactor into the secondary
the amount of radioactivity released tocontainment is limited so that
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the environment is limited. The calculated offsite doses from such an

natruaent line failure would be on the order of annual non-occupational

exposure limits. Based on our review of the VYNPS design, we conclude
-

that the isolation valve design is acceptable.
-

.

5.2.5 Testing and Surveillance

During construction, the primary containment vessel was strength-tested

at 1.25 times the 56 psig design pressure. The design leak rate is

0.5% of the contained air per day. After installation of all penetra-
.

tions, integrated leakage tests will be conducted at selected pressures

up to 44 psig (the predict 3d peak accident pressure) to establish

reference data for use in evaluating later periodic surveillance tests

at 24 psig.

The Technical Specifications require that the primary containment

leakage race measured at a pressure of 44 psig not exceed 0.8 veight
.

per cent of the contained air per 24 hours. Weusedthisleadge -

rate in our calculations of the potential offsite doses for the design

basis accidents discussed in Section 10.0. Loca leakage tests will

also be performed to assure that leakage from individual testable -

penetrations,and valves, including the main steam line isolation

valves, does not exceed the Technical Specification limits. Based on

our review and the experience at other operating plants, we conclude

that the VYNPS testing program will assure maintenance of adequate con- #

tainment integrity throughout the service life of the plant.
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5.3 Secondary containment

The secondary containment (reactor building) encloses the primary

containment vessel and contains the refueling facilities and other

reactor equipment. The portion of the building below the refueling
-

floor is constructed of reinforced concrete, and the portion above

the floor is a steel frame covered with corrugated steel sheeting.

In the event of an accident, any leakage from the primary containment

into the reactor building would be processed through th.e filters and~

-

charcoal beds of the Standby Gas Treatment System (SCTS) prior to
-

release to the environment. The SGTS consists of two parallel,

redundant trains, each with a fan, filters and charcoal beds. Each

train can process a gas flow race of 1500 cubic feet per ninute (cfs)

which is sufficient to e.aintain' the reactor building at a negative

pressure of 1/4 inch of water.

- The filters will be tested to demonstrace a removal efficiency for

particulates of not less than 99%. The charcoal beds will also be'

tested to demonstrace that their iodine removal efficiency is not

less than 99%. A test program will be conducted both before and

during operatisn to demonstrate the design capability of the secondary

containment.

. . .

Based on our review of this and other similar systems we conclude
'

that the design and testing of the reactor building and SCTS are

acceptable.
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6.0 EMERCENCT CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

This section will be published at a later date.
.

7.0 INSTRINENTATION, CONTROL AND ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
_

. 7.1 Ceneral
~

We evaluated the auxiliary electric power system and the. plant

protection system instrumentation, including the initiating and

control systems for the engineered safety features. The proposed
_

IEEE Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Protection Systems. (IEEE 279) . 'c

dated August 1968 served, where applicable, as the basis for evalu-
'

#ating the adequacy of the designs. The VTNPS reactor protection

system, and the instrumentation that initiates and controls the

engineered safety features are substantially the same as those in

the Monticello Nuclear Power Station, Docket No. 50-263 and are

accep table. Certain features which were not included in or differed

significantly from the Monticello plant were revie= ad separately.
'

. These features are discussed in the. following sections.

"

As further confirmation of the adequacy of design, we and the ACRS

have asked the reactor supplier, Ceneral Electric, to study means of

preventing common mode failures from negating scram action and design

features to mitigate the consequences cf failures to scram during

anticipated transients. GE has submitted the'results of these studies

in two topical reports, NEDO-10189, "An Analysis of the Functional -
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Common Mode Failures in GE BWR Protection and Control Instrumentation"

dated July 1970 (submitted October 26, 1970), and NEDO-10349, " Analysis

of Anticipated Transients Without Scram" dated Pfarch 1971 (submitted

May 4, 1971). These reports are now under review by the regulatory -

staff. We and the ACRS believe it is desirable to expedite these

studies, and implement such design modifications as are found to

improve the safety of the plant significantly.

One area which has not been satisfactorily resolved is that of adequate

docu=entation to demonstrate that all vital instruments and equipment -

have been type tested using suitable seismic and environmental condi-

tions. Until we can conclude that this testing has been done, we

will restrict thermal power to 515(.

7 Full Load Reiection Capability

92 be Vermonc Yankee Plant is capable of sustaining a full load rejection

without scram and is similar in this respect to Millstone, Unit 1. The

full load rejection feature, provided for power levels above 45 :, is

dependent upon the satisfactory operation of the 'following parts of

the protection and control systems:

a. Turbine Cont i Valve Fast Closure Reactc; Trip Delay Feature.

b. Rod Select Insert Feature.
,_.

Average Power Range Monitor Trip Set Down.c.

-
--
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Loss of load is first detected by the turbine generator acceleration

protection devices. Signals from these devices actuate the turbine

Control Valve Fast Closure (TCVFC) trip signal. The TC7FC trip is .
,

delayed by 0.1 second to permit the turbine bypass valves to open.

If the turbine bypass valves do not open within 0.2 second, the TCVFC

trip causes reactor scram. The TCVFC trip signals are also used to
.

initiate the select rod insert feature and the automatic setdown of

the average power range monitor (APRM) trip level from 120% to 90%
.

.'

after a delay of 30 seconds. -

As a result of our review of the elementary diagrams of the turbine

control valve fast closure circuits, the select rod insert system

and the APRM trip setdown feature, we requested that the applicant

modify the design regarding the independence of instrument channels.

The modified design satisfies the applicant's protection system

design criteria and the criteria of IEEE 279, and we conclude that
,-

.

"he control system for the full load rejection feature is nowt

acceptable.
.

.

7.3 Plant Protection Svstem Testability

We have reviewed the reactor protection system and the instrumentation

that initiates and controls the engineered safety features to deter-

mine that they can be tested during operation of the plant. We have

reviewed the schematic diagrams to determine that the entire circuit, -
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from sensors to actuated component, and including bypass provisions,!

i

can be tested during reactor operation. Although an integrated

system test cannot be performed during reactor operation, individual

components or portions of the system can be actuated f;t a manner that
-

Durin;;adequately tests the action required on accident conditions.

our review we found that several systems (steamline leak' detection

temperature channels, safety / relief valve bellows monitor pressure

switch, turbine stop valve closure and generator load injection channels,

scram discharge volume level channels, and primary containment isola-

tion circuits) could not be unambiguously tested. At our request the

applicant either has modified these systems or has provided detailed
We conclude thattest procedures so that the systems can be tested.

acceptable means of completely testing the reactor protection system

and engineered safety feature actuation circuits during reactor opera-

tion have been provided.

-
-

7.4 Incident and Accident Surveillance Instrumentation
The BWR reactor protection and engineered safety, feature instrumenta-

tion channels generally are non-indicating and do not provide

continuous readout in the control room of the parameters being

monitored. The neutron monitoring and main steam line radiation

monitoring systems are exceptions. The other vital parameters, how-

ever, are monitored by instrument channels associated with control
*

Such information readout channels are not designed tosystems.
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satisfy protection system criteria and availability and testing

requirements are not nor:nally included in the Technical Specifications.

Some information readout channels , ce required by the operator to assess -

plant conditions subsequent to an accident in order that he may determine

whether to intervene in the operation of the auto-depressurization or

to initiate the Contah merte Spray System (CSS). This readout

information may also be needed during operation of systems used to

mitigate the consequence of opert lonal occurrences. The information - #

readout channels required by the operacor during and subsequent to an
>

accident or operational incident include the pressure and water level

in both the reactor and containment, the core neucron flux, and the

control rod positions. For the above reas ma, we have required that

the Technical Specifications indicate a sufficient number of these

channels that must be operative during reactor operation. We conclude

that sufficient information necessary to initiate and control engineered

safety features will be available to the operator.
-.

7.5 Electric Power System

7.5.1 Offsite Power

Power for the V,ermont Yankee Power Station will be supplied from a

345 kV and 115 kV switchyard, and a 4.16 kV line from the nearby

hydroelectric Vernon Station. The 345 kV switchyard is presently

arranged in a ring bus configuration and will be connected to the '
.
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i grid by two lines (Public Service of New Hampshirs) and by an auto-

transformer, to a 115 kV bus. A single 115 kV transmission line

connects this bus to the New England Power Company grid. A second
_

115 kV line will be placed in service by October 1971.

A 345/115 kV auto transformer is the nomal source of power for the

115 kV transmission line and the station startup transfomer. In

the event that power from the 345 kV system is lost or the auto-

transfomer fails, t!ie 115.kV system will be sufficient to supply*

station auxiliary and safety load requirements. Although the two

345 kV circuits share a common right-of-way for a distance of 3.5

miles and span the Connecticut River together, they are so spaced

that structural failure of the highest tower should not cause damage

to the lines located on the opposite side of the right-of-way.

O The 4.16 kV line from the Vernon Station is physically and electrically

independent of the 345 kV and 115 kV transmission systems. In the event

that the three nomal sources become disconnected, the 4.16 kV line may,

be switched nanually to either of two emergsney buses. The Vernon line

is of sufficient capacity to supply safe shutdown and minimum safety

feature load requirements.

The stability of the grid has been analyzed and the applicant has

reported that the loss of the Vemonc Yankee unit will not cause
.

instability or disrupt the 345 kV or the 115 kV systems. The
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analysis also shows that the loss of both 345 kV lines or the 345/115

kV auto-transformar tie will not cause tripping of the Vermont Yankee,

1

generator. .,

-
_

\

] The control of the 115 kV and 345 kV switchyard breakers is provided

) by redundant d-c control circuits. The Vernon Station has its own

d-c breaker control circuit. In the event of a single failure, a

total loss of offsite power should not be experienced.

During normal operation, the output of the unit generator is connected,

'

through the main step-up transfomer to th6 345 kV switchyard and to,

:

the unit auxiliary transformer. In tripping of the unit generator,;
j
; auxiliary power for the plant is automatically connected by fast

transfer to the start-up transformer. The start-up transfor=er is

also used as a source of power for startup, shutdown, and post-shutdown

requirements.

- On the basis pf our review, we conclude that the design of the offsite

power system meets the requirements of General Design Criterion 17 of

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 as published in the Federal Register on

February 20, 1971, and is acceptable.
.

.

7.5.2 Onsite Power

The redundant engineered safety feature equipment trains are divided

between two 4.16 kV emergency power buses such that either one will.,
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'-supply minimum safety requirements. One diesel-generator is connected'

to each bus. 'Dro 480 volt emergency buses are energized by stepdown .

-
transformers which are fed from their respective 4.16 kV meergency bus.

_

%

The two emergency a-c power systems are independent, except that one
"

. .

motor-control center which supplies power to the LPCI system injection .

and isolation valves can be connected to either of the redunc' ant and
.

otherwise independent buses. Normally, this motor-control center will

be fed from only one bus. However, if power in this bus should be lost,

the motor-control center would be transferred automatically to the

other bus. The automatic transfer feature includes redundant interlocks

to prevent the independent buses from being connected together. However,

in the initial layout, equipment not essential to safety was connected

to the motor-control center. Because this equipment represents a sub-

stantial electrical load, its transfer under the above conditions might

jeopardize both emergency a-c power supplies. We required the applicant

to automatically disconnect all loads on the motor-control center except

those required for LPCI system operation in the event power to the bus

is lost. The applicant has modified the design and we now conclude

that it is acceptable. .
.

In the event voltage is lost on either 4.16 kV emergency bus, both

the diesel-generators will be started automatically and power will

be restored within ten seconds. A diesel can be fully-loaded within v

30 seconds after a start signal. As a further protective measure the
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dissals are also started at the sam. time that the emergency core

cooling systems are started, but are not connected to the emergency

buses if the normal auxiliary power is availab.le.

_

The two redundant diesel-generators are located in separate, ventilated

rooms of the turbine building. The turbine building in the . vicinity

of the diesel generator rooms was analyzed for dynamic loads and

,

strengthened. The applicant states that it is designed to Class I

seismic criteria. ~ The auxiliary systems for the diesel-generators are .*

redundant and independent, and the Class I portion of the fuel oil

.

supply is adequate for the operation of a single diesel fully loaded

for 7 days. The portion of the fuel storage tank designed to Class I

seismic sesadards is located outdoors below ground. Although not

considered in the safety evaluation, additional fuel inventory of

approximately 10 days is available in a storage volume above ground.

IVo full-capacity, redundant 125 7 d-c battery systems, each with " ~

an assigned battery charger, are provided. A spare charger of equal

capac1 7 can be connected manually to either system. Each battery is

sized to supply its assigned emergency load for eight hours without

recharging. The, battery charger would be capable of recharging the

batteries to full recharge while supplying normal d-c loads.
..

The batteries are mounced on racks designed to withstand the design
-

basis earthquake effects and are housed in a single room with a
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j single ventilation system. The batteries are separated by an 8-inch ., ,

t

thick partial concrete vall which the applicant states will limit.the'

effect of a fire or battery explosion. The applicant stated that if

the ventilation syeten should be out of service for a period of 16 days,
,

the accumulation of hydrogen from the lead-calcium batteries would not
~

exceed 4% concentration, which he considers a hazardous level. We

have required tLac the Technical Specifications include a linic on

the period of time continued operation will be permitted with failure

of the ventilation system. We conclude that this design, which is
.

similar to the oyster Creek design, provides adequate protection for

the batteries and is acceptable.*

We conclude that the onsite power systems have sufficient capacity,

independence, redundancy and testability to perform their safety

function even in the event of a single failure and are acceptable.

8.0 CONTROL OF RADIOACTIVE EyFLUENTS
. . , . _

8.1 General
.

The radioactive vaste systems of the VTNPS are designed to collect ar.d

process the radioactive vastes which ars byproducts of reactor opera-

tion. Solid, liquid and gaseous vastes are either reused, stored, or

discharged. If feasible, which is the case for most of the liquid

wastes, the vastes are treated and returned to the plant for reuse.

Other vastes, primarily solid material and acekvity removed from
'

liquid stremas and retained on desinaralizar resins, are stored and
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eventually shipped to an offsite disposal facility. The remainder of

the wastes are discharged, et ther as gases or liquids, after dilucion

and a time delay for radioactive decay. All wastes discharged from
,

'

the plant to the environment will meet the concentration limits set ,-

forth in 10 CFR Part 20 on an instantaneous basis. All releases will ' . ' "
~ .j

be less than one percent of the liquid limits and, after installation sly
of proposed modifications, two percent of the gaseoua limits on a

; ,'jyearly average basis. In addition to limiting releases, the applicant -

will also conduct an environmental radiation monitotinit program in '

.;

order to assess the effect of these releases on the environment.
.

8.2 Liould Radvaste System

The liquid radwaste system consists of the tanks, piping, pumps,
.

''

process equipment, and instrumentation necessary to collect, process,

store, analyze, monitor, and discharge any potentially radioactive

wastes from the plant. Liquid wastes are collected according to
"'

chemical purity. High purity wastes are filtered and demine liaed
- . . . -

r.and then returned to the condeneate storage tank for reuse. Low *

purity wastes, including detergent vastes, which usually also have -

low activity, are filtered, collected in the floor drain collector

' and sample ,enda, and after sampling, released into the condenser

cooling water discharge. If the plant is running on the closed

cycle cooling tower mode with no condenser beer being discharged to

the river, one of two available 20,000 gpm pumps can provida dilution ''
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waters. Chemical wastes, such as decontamination solutions and

laboratory drains, will be neutralized and either discharged if

activity concentrations are low or treated as solid wastes, if con- .

~

centrations are high. -

ne design of the system limits the possibility of accidental release

of liquid radwaste. First, vaste cannot be discharged directly to

the river, but must first flow tc the sample tanks. Release of

liquid from the sample tanks requires starting the sample , pumps,
,

opening the valves, and starting the dilution pumps. In addition, a

radiation monitor on the disenarge line will alarm if activity levels-

are too high.

Rupture of the storage tanks is not likely to result in release of

activity to the river, since the tanks are within dikes or concrete

buildings. In addition, the quantity of radioactivity that may be

stored is limited by the Technical Specifications to that amount

which, if released, would result in concentrations in the river less

*

than the 10 CFR Part 20 limits.

8.3 Caseous Radwaste System

ne normal gaseous radwaste system collects gases from the main con-

denser air ejector effluent, steam packing exhaust effluent, startup

vacuum pump effluent, and gland seal effluents. During normal opera-

'
tion the air ejector off-gas is the major contributor to the activity
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in the plant's off-gas release. Se air ejector off-gases entering

this system are mainly non-condensable gases from the main condenser.

May consist primarily of nonradioactive hydrogen and oxygen formed

in the reactor by radiolytic decomposition of' vater, air in-leakage
_

to the turbine-condenser, water vapor, radioactive activation products,

and some radioactive fission gases (mostly the inert xenon and krypton

gases).

The present system consists of a 30-minute holduo line, high efficiency
*

.
.

particulate filters, dilution fans, and the plant main stack. The

system piping, from the air ejector outlet to the stack inlet, is ,

designed for a pressure of 350 psi to contain a possible explosion

resulting from the hydrogen and oxygen present. The off-gas filter

system which is located in the base of the stack, consists of two

parallel sets of full-flow, high efficiency, particulate filters. The

spare set of filters provides backup and assures availability of

" filtration As in Monticello, a failed filter retainer designed 'to.

prevent the dispersal of contaminated filter fragments in the system,

has been installed. The dilution fans are also located in the base of

the plant stack and supply dilution air to reduce the hydrogen con-

centration in the stack and meintain suitable exit velocities at the

top of the stack. Vermont Yankee vill nodify this system in the future
~

to include an advanced holdup system and a hydrog'en-oxygen recombiner

that will provide a 5 to i reduction in volune flow. The addition
.
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will provide a reduction by a factor of at least 20 in the activity'

released and of at least 50 in the off-site dose. The design of the

system is currently in progress and fabrication and installation will

be completed on a timely basis. The system design will be provided
.

for our review and installation is anticipated by the time of the

first scheduled refueling.

Continuous radiation monitoring of the off-gas system provides the

means to demonstrate compliance with the stack release rate limits.

Radiation monitors are located before and after the holdup system.

If radiation levels in excess of the allowable instantaneous release

rates were detected before the holdup system, an alarm would be actu-

ated followed by isolation of the off-gas system from the stack, and

thus from the atmosphere. Thus, any high activity radioactive gas

would be confined in the holdup system and would not be released to

the stack until it could be assured that the stack release rate limits

- would not be exceeded. If corrective measures ta reduce the activity

level could not be made within the time delay period of the holdup

system, then under the conditions of the license the plant coerator

would be required to shut down the plant.
.

8.4 Solid Radwaite

Since both the condensate and reactor water cleanup systems use the

pre-coat Powdex type ion exchange resins, which are not regenerated,
'

most of the radioactivity from corrosion products is collected and
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retained on these resins. In addition, activity removed froc the high
" "

purity wastes by the liquid radvaste system demineralizer are also

retained. Therefore, the bulk of the solid radioactivity usstes con-

sists of spent ion exchanger resins. The ' remaining solid wastes consist
_

of filter sludges, air filters and miscellaneous paper and rags.

.

Ion exchange resins are devatered in phese separators and placed in

shielded casks. Dry wasces are compacted in drums. No solid wastes

will be stored permanently at the VYNPS site. All solid wastes ultimately
-

6

will be shipped offsite for disposal at an AEC licensed disposal site.
'

'

4
8.5 Environmental Monitoring a

In order to ascertain the radiological impact of station operation on

the environment, the applicant initiated an Environmental Radiation

Monitoring Program on July 1, 1970.

The applicant has conducted a preoperacional environmental monitoring

- program and has collected more than one year of environmental ionitor,

ing results. We consider that this preoperational monitoring program

has provided an acceptable basis for the proposed operational monitor-

ing prcgram, and has provided sufficient background radiation data for

the VYNPS facility area prior to plant startup.

The requirements for the applicant's environmental radiation monitor-

ing program are specified in the Technical Specifications. This
c

program will include the monitoring of airborne particulates; gamma
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background 2diation; fallout; river water, including bottom sediments;
~~ '

aquatic vegetation; fish; wells; and terrestrial samples, including

field vegetation.

Recommendations from our consultant ' the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, -

have been taken into account in the applicant's environmental radiation
..

monitoring program. The report of the Fish and Wildlife Service is

attached as Appendix C. We have reviewed the proposed operational
.

environmental monitoring program in terms of types of samples and

'

sampling frequency, and conclude that the program will provide an

acceptabig basis for evaluating the effects of plant operation on the
.

environment.
; .

9.0 OTHER SYSTEMS

9.1 control Room

The :ontrol room contains all necessary controls and instrumentation

for operation of the reactor, the turbine-generator and some
;,..

.

auxiliary systems. Although the reactor protection system and

engineered safety features are automatically actuated, the l'nstruments

needed to monitor, control, and manually operate these systems are

also provided in the control room. a

.

The control room is designed to be occupied during design basis

accidents, as well as during normal operation. . The room is in a

C7. ass I building and can resist earthqua'ces, tornadoes, finods and
,

. .
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other natural phenomena. The radiation shielding and ventilation

system will limit doses to occupants of the room to less than 5 Rem

whole body or its equivalent to any part of the body during; the tourse

of any design basis accident. Howe'ver, the plant is so designed thel -

it can also be brought to a safe shutdown condition from locations

outside the control room. We conclude that the control room design

is acceptable.

9.2 Fuel Handling and Storage
'

Fuel handling and storage facilities are provided for storage and

transfer of new and spent fuel. New fuel is stored dry in racks which *

are spaced to preclude attaining criticality. Spent fuel is stored

undervater in the spent fuel storage pool which is located adjacent to

the reactor. During refueling, the drywell and reactor vessel heads

are removed and the cavity over the reactor is filled with water.

Spent fuel is then transferred underwater to the fuel pool. Sub se-

'

-~ quently, spent fuel is transferred to a fuel shipping cask which is

submerged in the fuel pool. After loading, the cask is removed from

the pool, placed on a railway flaccar and shipped to a fuel reprocessing

plant.

.

A cooling and demineralizer system is provided to remove the radio-

active decay heat produced by the spent fr 2blies and maintain

the water purity. The pool is designed so th. , there are no pipes
,

Penetrating the pool which, through failure or maloperation, could

-
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7''drain the water to below approximately 10 feet above the top of the

active portion of the fuel btmdies.
.

The applicant has stated that if the spent, fuel cask should be dropped
~

into the pool, calculations indicate that the pool floor may be damaged
-

.

to such an extent that the water level could not be maintained. Several

methods of precluding this accident, including equipping the spent fuel

cask crane with double cables or providing a shock absorbing pad on the

bottom of the pool, are being studied. Since there is ample time in
'

which to complete thase studies and make any indicated changes prior to

storage of fuel from the first refueling, we conclude that this study

need not be completed prior to issuance of an operating license for

VYNPS. We will require satisfactory resolution of this matter prior to

storage of any irradiated fuel.

9.3 Service Water System

The scation service water system supplies cooling water to che Residual
_

,

Heat Removal (RHR) system heat exchangers, the diesel coolers, and,-

via the Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW) heat exchangers,

other essential equipment. The system consists of two rehndant

systems which can be supplied with water from ei;.her the river or the

cooling tower. Normally, water is supplied to each system by a pair

of 3,350 gps, vertical, turbine-type pumps located in the intake

structure adjacent to the condenser circulating water intake. Utrer

is returned to the river through the circulating water discharge

structure. These pumps supply river water to RBCCW heat exchangers,

the diesel coolers, and the RER Service Water booster pumps. When
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the reactor is shutdown the booster pumps circulate the river water ' '

through the RHR heat exchangers to cool the reactor coolant. The

booster pumps maintain the pressure of the service water in the RHR

heat exchangers above the pressure of the reactor coolant so that if
-

any leaks occur, leakage will be inward and no radioactivity will be

released. In addition, radiation detectors monitor the service water

discharge and alarm in the control room if a high radiation level is

indicated.

-
.

As an alternate to the river, service water cau be circuldted through

one of the eleven cells in cooling tower Number 2 by the RHR Service a

Water booster p mps. This cell is designed to Class I (seismic)

standards and provides a redundant heat sink. Makeup to the cooling

tower would not be required for well over a week, since the seismic

class I,15-foot deep, concrete basin under cooling tower Nunbsr 2

holds 1.6 million gallons of water.

-

Based on our review of this system, we conclude that the VYNPS

service water system will provide reliable cooling and is acceptable.

10.0 DESIGN B ASIS FOR STRUCTURES AND EOUIPMENT

The applicant has . categorized as Class I, those structures (e.g. ,

primary and secondary containment building), and those components

(e.g., reactor pressure vessel and internals, and the emergency core

cooling system), whose failure could cause significant release of "'
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radioactivity or which are vital to a safe shutdown of the facility
- ''

and the removal of decay heat. We have reviewed the applicant's

classification of structures and components and we conclude that all
'

structures and components have been classified appropriately.
-

In evaluating the design of the Class I structures, systems, and

components, our seismic design consultant (Nathan M. Newmark Con-

sulting Engineering Services), whose report is attached as Appendix D,

considered the following general aspects: (1) the ~. logy and nature
,

.
.

of the subsoils; (2) design loads and load combinations; and (3) the

seismic design parameters and methods of analysis. Because we have*

not been able to conclude that the methods of analysis used by the

applicant lead to an adequate margin of safety, we have required the

applicant to perform a re-evaluation of the seismic derign of piping

and equipment. Until this re-evaluation has been completed and

reviewed by us, and any required modifications have been made, we will

' limit the reactor to operation at less than 5 MW(t). We conclude, as
.

we have on other reactors, that an operating license can be issued.

and startup testing commenced while any deficiencies that may be

revealed by the re-evaluation are corrected.
.

We also reviewed the effects of wind loadings and the potential

missiles resulting from tornadoes. With the exception of the main

plant stack, Class I structures will be designed for cornado loadings

that assume a 300 mph tangential wind speed, and a 3 psi differential
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; pressure drop. The plant stack is designed to withstand the design -- - -

basis earthquaks; however, it is not designed to withstand tornado wind

loadings. The 318-foot-high stack will be located more than 218 feet

from any equipment necessary for the, safe shutdown of the plant, and

thus its failure would not be expected to jeopardize this equipment.
_

We conclude that stwetures and equipment have been adequately designed

against the effects of tornadoes. ?"

11.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE -

/
Our r6~1ew of the Vermont Tankee Quality Assurance (QA) pr'ogram was

based on the information presented in Appendix D of the FSAR, the - *

response to questions regarding its implementation and results, and

infornation obtained from the inspection program of the Commission's

Division of Compliance. The following areas were emphasized during

our evaluation:

..

The qualifications and organization of the groups responsible fora.

QA within the participating organizations.
.

b. The activities conducted by the applicant in implementing the Qk

pro gram.

c. The programs for vendor audita, doctament control and retention,
.- quality control at the site, review and approval of the various

preoperational, startup, and post-operation procedures.

d. The effectiveness of the overall QA program as indicated by reports
,,

of inspections by the Division of Compliance. '
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The provisions for cont nu=nce of the QA program during operation ofia.

the station.

Based on the aforeutntioned evaluation and' subject to a favorable final
_

report by the Div'_sion of Compliance, we conclude that the Vermont Tankae

QA program has provided reasonable assurance that the quality of _this

facility is acceptable.
,

,

12.0 ANALYSES OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSECUENCES FROM DESIGN BASIS ACCIDE:TTS
.

Four major postulated accidents were considered as desig$r basis accidents

to explore possible means by which fission products might escape from
,

the facility, and to assess the adequacy of the VTNPS engineered safety

features to control and einimize the potential escape of fission products.

The design basis accidents are: (1) control-rod-drop, (2) refueling,

(3) steamline break, and (4) loss-of-coolant accidents. In addition,9 we ommined other postulated accidents that might result from pipe or

- component ruptures within emergency core cooling subsystens such as the

core spray, LPCI, and HPCI systems. Our evaluation of these other

accident situations indicated that effective core cooling could be

maintained and that the resultant potential radiological consequences

would be signifi'cantly less than those calculated for the design basis

accidents.
.

The results of our analyses, and the assumptions used in the analyses

of the design basis accidents, are summarized in the following sections.

Ihe calculated potential doses that night result from these postulated

accidents are well within 10 CFR Part 100 guideline values.
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12.1 Loss-of-Coolant Accident

In calculating the potential consequences. of the loss-of-coolant

accident, we have arbitrarily assumed that in spite of the operation
~

of the emergency core cooling system, fission products vould be -

released from the reactor fuel. The fractions of the total core

fission product inventory we assumed to be released from'the core are

those given in AIC Safety Guide 3 (published 11/2/70), i.e. ,100% of

the noble gases, 50% of the halogens, and 1% of the solids. In addition,
' "

50% of the halogens released from the core are assumed to plate out

onto internal surfaces of the containment building or onto internal
,

coc:ponents. The primary containment was assumed to leak at a constant

rate of 0.9 percent of the containment volume per day for the duration

of the accident without consideration of the mitigating effects of

ai easing pressure during the post-acca. dent interval.

We have assumed a 90% halogen removal efficiency (compared with the
.-

~ minimum of 99 percent measured during semi-annual tests) for the

charcoal adsorbers of the standby gas treatment sy, stem in the secotid-

ary containment building. In our analysis, we adopted the conservative

aarweion that leakage from the dryvell goes directly to the standby

gas treatment > system without mixitg in the reactor building and then

passes to the environment via the 318-foot stack.

Fusigation conditions were asstuned for the first half hour exposure
,

at the 6 le boundary, followed by the most conservative unstable
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meteorological condition. In calculating the doses at the low population --

distance for the first eight hours, we used a dilution factor based on

the curves for the various Pasquill types of atmospheric diffusion

parameters for a zero effective release h'eight, which produces the
_

highest calculatad dose at the 318 foot elevation on the hillside 1.2

miles away. This condition was assumed to continue for 24 hours, but

the plume was assumed to spread uniformly in a 22-1/2 degree sector.

For the next three days, the wind was assumed to continue blowing
.

into the same sector, but variations in stability and higher wind

velocities were also assumed. After four days, the same diffusion
.

conditions were used as in the period from one to four days, he the

wind was assumed to r===4n in the sector only 1/3 of the time.

Based on these assumptions, we calculate that the marimum radiation

dose after two hours exposure would occur at the hillside, which is

1.2 miles away, and would be 148 Ram to the thyroid and 5.7 Ram whole
_,

body. The calculated dose for exposure during the entire course of the
.

accident at the low population zone boundary would be 113 Ram to the

thyroid and 2.9 Ren whole body.

12.2 Refueling Accident

In evaluating the postulated refueling accident the applicant assumes

that during fueling handling operations, .i fuel bundle falls with suf-

ficient force to damage (perforate the cladding) 111 fuel rods. In

our evaluation of. the offsits doses resulting from this postulated
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accident, we assumed that 20% of th a noble gases and 10% of the --''

halogens from the damaged rods are released into the reactor building. '

Ninety percent of the halogens released from the perforated fuel rods

are assumed to remain in the refueling water. The remaining airborne
-

fission products (20% of the noble gases and 1% of the halogens

contained in the fuel) within the building are assuned to be discharged

to the atmosphere through the standby gas treatment system (with a

charcoal adsorber iodine removal efficiency of 90%) and through the

s tack over a two-hour period. It is assumed that the accident occurs =

24 hours afser shutdown. The meteorological conditions assumed are
.

the same as described above for a loss-of-coolant accident.

The maximum radiation dose after exposure for two hours at the hillside

1.2 miles away would be 36 Ram to the thyroid and 1.8 Ram whole body.

Exposure during the course of the accident at the low population zone

boundary (5 mile) would be 7.5 Ram thyroid and 0.3 Ram whole body.

12.3 Control-Rod-Dron Accident

In the postulated control-rod-drop accident it is assumed that a

bottom-entry control rod has been fully inserted and has stuck in this

position unknown t- the reactor operator. It is then assumed that the

drive becomes' uncoupled and withdrawn from the rod. Subsequently, it

is assumed that the rod falls out of the core , inserting an amount of
.

reactivity corresponding to the worth of the rod.
..
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O Hot standby is the worst operating condition at which the accident

could happen both because a higher energy release is calculated for

this condition and because a path for the unfiltered relesse of fission

products could exist thr.sugh the mechanical vacuum pimip attached to the -

condenser. A rod reactivity worth of 2.5% Ak, the highest rod worth

permitted by the Technical Specifications, was assumed in the analysis.

This reactivity addition would result in a peak fuel energy density of

about 223 cal /gs (average across the peak fuel pellet). Perforation of

the cladding of about 330 fuel rods is predicted from analyses reported
~

in the TSAR. These analyses indicata that the calculated total

excursion energy would be distributed in the core such that 330 fuel

rods would as- e energy densities greater than 170 cal /gn, which is

estisate' to be the threshold energy density required to cause fuel

e cladd?.ag damage.

We have evaluated the consequences of the control-rod-drop accident
,

assuming that 330 fuel rods fail, releasing 100 percent of the noble

gases and 50 percent of the halogens from the affected rods to the

primary system. Of the halogens released from the affected rods,

90 percent are assumed to be retained in the primary system and one-

half of the rehning halogens are assumed to be removed by plateout.

Two and one-half percent of the halogens would be released from the

primar/ system through the condenser vacuum pump system to the atmo-

sphe te at an assumed race of 0.5% per day. A ground level release was

assumed with Pasquill Type F conditions and a wind speed of one meter
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per second for the two-hour doses at the site boundary. At the low

. population distance, these conditions were assumed to continue for

eight hcurs, followed by spreading of the plume into a 22-1/2 degree

sector for 8 to 24 hours. For this accident, the 24-hour time
-

incarval is the full course of the accident.

An automatic isolation valve has been installed on the discharge

side of th condenser vacuum pump which woulc'. be closed by a high

radiacio 4 signal from the steamline monitor to confine fission pro- .

ducts released from the fuel to the primary system. The pump would
*

also be tripped by these signals, thus providing a second barrier tn

the release of fission products. These features were considered in

the calculations, and the resulting doses are well within 10 CFR

Part 100 guidelines.

The criculated dose resulting from exposure for two hours at the

exclusion zone boundary (0.16 miles) would be 40 Res to the thyroid
.

and one Ram whole body. At the low population zone boundary (5 miles)

exposure during the course of the accident would reshe in a 1.6 Ran

thyroid dose and less than 0.1 Ram whole body.
.

12.4 Steamline P eak 'Outside Containment

The break of a main steamline outside of the drywell represents a

potential escape route for reactor- coolant from the vessel to the
-

atmosphere without passage through the standby gas treatment system.
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This escape route would exist only for the few seconds required

to sense the break and close thet ster.iine isolation valves.

The occurrence of a steamline break would as sensed by either high
_

staan flow or increased centurature in the pipe tunnel if the break

occurred in this region. The stean31ne isolation valves would start

to cicae within 0.5 second after the steamline break is sensed. The

valves are designed for a closure tic.es chich is adjustable from 3 to

10 seconds. In o'ur analysis, we have assuned that valve closura time-

is set at 5 seconds as required in the Technical Specifications. The
' meteorological considerations assuned for this accident are the sama

as for the control-rod-drop accident. In our analysis, the nass of

prinary coolant released in 5 seconds is assuc. a to have a total

iodine fiasion product specific activity of 20 nicrocuries per cubic

centimeter, which is the maximum coolant activity permitted by the

Technical Specifications.
,-

The applicant has provided analyses that show that fuel rod cladding

perforations would not occur as a result of a steamline break if the

isolation valve closure times, including instrument delay, are less

chau '.5 seconds.. To assure that fuel failures will not occur dur-

ing the transient before the valves are closed, the Technical

Specifications require a valve closure time of not greater than 5

seconds.' -
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The does resulting from exposure for two hours at the exclusion zone

boundary would be 34 Ram to the thyroid and less than 0.1 Ram whole

body. At the low population zona botazdary, exposura for the course
,

_

of the accident would result in a 0.3 Ram thyroid dose and a negligible
~

,
vhole body dose.

12.5 conclusion

on the basis of our evaluation, the calculated potential radiological

doses that might result. from any of the design basis accidaits are well '

within the guideline values given in 10 CFR Part 100.
.

13.0 DfERCENCT PLANNING

The applicant has prepared a plan that describes the emergency organiza-

tion, assignments of authority and respons1F ~ . ties of riant pesonnel

and offsite support groups in the unif tely event of an accident which

might affect the general public. Detailed step-by-step procedures to
-

confirm and reduce hazards in order to protect the health and the
.

safety of the general public and onsite personnel vill become an

integral part of the VYNPS Operations Manual. Arrangements to deal

with radiological emergencias have been made with the responsible state

. d local officials.' In addition, technical assistance is available..

through the Radiological Emergency Assistance Team Program of the AEC.
,.

Members of the applicant's onsita staff v111 cooperats with state and

local officials in providing technical advice concerning the potential
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offsite effects throughout the course of any accidents affecting the

general public. The applicant possesses the capability for providing

offsite monitoring. Adequate emergency consuunications and associated

auxilian power sources have been installed to provide uninterrupted _

liaison between onsite personaal and offsite support groups and

agencies in the event of an accident.

The applicant has made arrangements with a local hospital which has

agreed to provide medical services for injured contaminated personnel,

and to nahe available such support as might be required in the event

of an accident.*

We have concluded that the arrangements made by the applicant to cope

with the possible consequences of accidents at the site are both

reasonable and prudent, and that there is adequate assurance that

.
9 such arrangements will be implemented satisfactorily in the miikely

-. event that they are needed. -

_

14.0 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS ,

The Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station vill be operated by.a staff of

approximately sixty employees diviced into six groups (Operations,

Chemistry & lleal'th Physics, Maintenance, Instrrmentation & Controls,

Eesctor Engineering, Computer Engineering) repotting to the Plant
"

Superintendent and his assistant. In addition, an administrative

.-

group reports to the Plant Superintendent. The operating staff super-

viscrs have experience ranging from four to twenty-two years and
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averaging twelve. On the average, three-quarters of the supervisors'

experience is related to the construction, testing or operation of

nuclear reactors. Approximately half of the supervisors have experi-

ence in the nuclear navy and the other h'alf have utility experience, -

some of it with other Yankee plants.

The qualifications of all operating staff personnel throughout the

service life of the plant meet or exceed those defined in the ANS

Proposed Standard for Selection and Training of Personnel for, Nuclear ,

- Power Plants (July 3,1969) . The Operations Supervisor and the members
*

of the shift operating crew will be licensed operators. The Operations

Supervisor, the Shift Supervisors and the Supervisory Control Operators

will hold Senior Reactor Operator licenses, while the Control Room

Operators will hold Reactor Operator licenses.

Operating personnel for the plant have received a two phase program

of training consisting of background training, and on-site training.

Staff members, as appropriate, attended CE courses in Nuclear Engineer-

ing Instrumentation and Control, and Computer Maintenance &

Progranating, in addition to the GE Sinnlator Course. The on-site

training was conducted by fourteen Vermont Yankee staff supervisory

personnel and consisted of a course in reactor operation; operating

procedures, instrumentation control, equipment and clant description;

emergency systems and procedures: radiation control and safety. The ..

34-veek course was taken by the ten Supervisory Control Roca Operators
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O and the Control Roos Operators. The operating staff has also participated

in the pre-operational testing of systems and the writing of procedures.

The Plant Superintendent is responsible for maintaining the level of

staff necessary for the safe and economic operation of the plant.
-

Replacament personnel will be selected and trained to meet the minimum

qualifications of the assigned position. The retraining program will

be based on a two-year cycle to coincide with each individual's

license renewal application. The retraining vill consist of a review.
,

of plant op ration and emergency procedures.
.

During startup of the VTNPS, the normal operating crew will be augmented

by six GE and two EBASCO personnel. The GE and EBASCO groups will

parallel the Vernout Yankee operating organization. Although Vermont

Yankee, as represented by the Plant Superintendent, has overall and

9 final responsibility and authority for direction of the program,

- administration will be provided by a Joint Test Group which consists
' of representatives from Ver:nout Yankee, GE and EBASCO'.

.

Writtan operating procedures, in the form of an Operations l'mual, will

be prepared for each phase of plant startup, operation, shutdown and
'

refueling. Tis procedure will cover all normal and abnormal, reasonable

and foreseeable operating conditions. All operating procedures will be

reviewed and approved by senior members of tne plant staff, the Plant

Operations Review Committee, the Plant Superintendent, and the Manager

of Operations, Yankee Atomic Electric Company.

?a ,.
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The applicant will use a two-level cossaittee structure to perform

review and audit of plant operations. The first of these comed.ttees,

the Plant Operations Review Connaittee, which is comprised of the

senior members of the onsite operating staff, acts in an advisory
_

capacity to the Plant Superintendent. Independent review and audit

of plant operations is provided by the Nuclear Safety Audit and Paview

Connaittee, which is advisory to the Vice President-VTNPC. The respon-

sibilities and authoritias for these cessaittees are delineated in the
e

'

Technical Specifications. We conclude that the review and " audit ,

strt.ctura proposed by the applicant is acceptable.
.

On the basis of the above considerations, we conclude that the applicant

is technically qualified to operate the plant and has established effec-

tive means, through the use of an independent review and audit organiza-

tion, for continuing review, evaluation, and improvement of plant

operational safety.
._

,.

- 15.0 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Technir 31 Specificatiows in a license define cadain features,

characteristics, and conditions governing operation of a facility that

cannot be changed without prior approval of the AEC. We have reviewed
:

the applicant's proposed Technical Specifications in detail and have

held numerous meetings with the applicant to discuss their contents.

Modifications to the proposed Technical Specifications submitted by
.
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the applicant were made to describe more clearly the allowed conditions

for plant operation. The finally approved Technical Specifications will

be made part of the proposed operating license. Included are sections
-

covering safety linits and limiting safety system settings, limiting

conditions for operation, survaillance requirements, design features

and administrative controls. On the basis of our review, ve conclude

that normal plant operation within the limits of the Technical

Specifications will not result in potential offsite exposures in excess

of 10 CFR Part 20 limits. Furthermore, the limiting conditions of

operation and surveillance requirements will assure that necessary

engineered safety features will be available in the event of

malfunctions within the plant.

16.0 REPORT OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFECUARDS (ACRS)

The ACRS reported on the results of its construction permit review of

the VYNPS fz.ility in letters dar;. June 15, 1967 and October 12, 1967.

- We consider that the applicant has.been responsive to the recommendations

of the ACRS as indicated in these letters, and we conclude that the

matters raised have been satisfactorily resolved during the design and

construction of,tr.e VYNPS.

The ACRS completed its review of the appliention for an operating
'

license for the Vermont Yankee facility 'during its 131st meeting

held March 4-6, 1971. A copy of the ACRS letter, dated March 9, 1971,

is attached as Appendix A.
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The ACRS, in it,3 letter, made several recommendations and noted several ....

items to be resolved by the applicant and the staff either before plant

operation or on an acceptable time scale subsequent to initial operation.

These items have been considered in our evaluation and include: a
,

gaseous holdup system of advanced design (Section 8.3), orificing of
_

.

instrument lines (Section 5.2.4), means for preventing counca failure

modes from negating scram action and features for coping with failures

to scram during anticipated transients (Section 7.1), means of improv-

ing inservice inspection (Section 4.3.1), supplemental leak detection *

methods for the reactor coolant system (Section 4.3.1), conerni of
.

hydrogen concentration in the containment following a loss-of-coolant

accident (Section 5.2.3), performance of the emergency core cooling

systems (Section 6.0), installation of structures to protect the con-

taimt from pipewhip (Section 5.2.2), the effects of a dropped fuel

cask (Section 9.2), and vibration monitoring of reactor vesseli

internals (Section 4.3.3). ,

.

The applicant has agreed to implement the recommendations of the ACRS.

We will follow implementation of the reconnendations of the ACRS

during operation of the facility. The ACRS concluded in its letter

that if due regard is,given to the items mentioned above, the VYNPS

can be operated at thermal power levels up to 1,593 .W without undue

risk to the health and safety of the public. ..

.-

$
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17.0 COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY

The application reflects that the activities to be conducted would be

within the jurisdiction of the United States and that all the directors
'

and principal officers of the applicant are citizens of the United -

States.

The applicant is not owned, dominated or controlled by an alien, a

foreign corporation or a foreign government. The activities to be

conducted do not involve any restricted data, but the applicant has

agreed to safeguard any such data that might become involved in

accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. The anplicant

will rely upon obtaining fuel as it is needed from sources of supply

available for civilian purposes, so that no diversion of special nuclear

material from military purposes is involved. For these reasons, and in

the absence of any information to the contrary, we have found that the

activities to be performed will not be inimical to the common defense
*~

,

and security.

.

18.0 FINANCIAL OUALIFICATIONS
-

We have reviewed the financial information contained in Anendment No. 23

to the application and in the 1970 Annual Reports of the member companies

of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation to determine the finan-

cial qualifications of VtNPC to engage in the activities authorized by

an operating license. The funds necessary to meet the estinated average
**

.

annual cost of $26.8 million for the first five years of operation vill
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come from operating revenues. Information contained in these documents -

indicates that these revenues will be ample to cover the estimated cost

of operating this facility for five years as well as to cover the

estimated $2 million cost of permanently shutting down the facility and
-

the additional annual costs of $200,000 to maintain it in a safe condi-

tion, should such actions become necessary. On the basis of our review

of this information, we have concluded that VYNPC is financially

qualified to engage in the activities which would be authorized by the

provisional operating license. Attached as Appendix E is ,a more .

detailed analysis of the financial qualifications of VYNPC.

.

19.0 FINANCIAL PROTECTION AND INDEMNITT REOUTREMENTS

Pursuant to the financial protection and indemnification provisions of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Section 170 and related

sections), the Commission has issued regulations in 10 CFR Part 140.
.

These regulations set forth the Commission's requirements with regard

- to proof of financial protection by, and indemnification of, licenses

for facilities such as power reactors licensed mder 10 CFR Part 50.

.

19.1 Preocerational Storage of Nuclear Fuel

The Commission's regulations in Part 140 require that each holder of

a construction per$ tit under 10 CFR Part 50, who is also to be the

holder of a license under 10 CFR Part 70 authorizing the ownership

and possession for storage only of special nucbar material at the
.

__ ' reactor construction site for future use as fuel in the reactor
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0 CFR Part 50), shall,
.(after issuance of an operating license under 1

n

during the interim storage period prior to licensed operation, have
000,000 and

and maintain financial protection in the amount of $1,
Proof of finan-

execute an indemnity agreement with the Cocaission.
-

cial procaction is to be furnished prior to, and the indemnity agree-
Part 70 license.

ment executed as of, the effective date of the 10 CFR

Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.

The Ver=ont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation is, with respect to
i

Vernant Yankee Nuclear Power Station, subject to the foregoing requ re-
h

ments, and has taken the following steps with respect t ereto.

The Company has timely furnished to the Cocaission proof of finan-
in the forn of a Nuclear

cial protection in the amount of $1,000,000,

Energy Liability Insurance Association policy (Nuclear Energy Liability

Policy, facility form) No. NF-189.

" Purther, the Company executed Indemnity Agreenent No. 49 with the
the effective date of its pertinent

en-musion as of November 30, 1970,
' The Company has paid

preoperational fuel storage license, SNM-1217.
i l fuel storage.

the annual indemnity fee applicable zo preoperat ona
.

operatinE ' License19.2 hr

Under the Commission's regulations,10 CFR Part 140, a license aut o -
e issued until proof of

izing the operation of a reactor may not "

financial protection in the amount required for such operation has
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* been furnished, and an indemnity agreement covering such operation (as -

distinguished from, for example, preoperational fuel storage only) has been

executed. The enount of financial protection which mst be maintained

for reactors which have a rated capacity,of 100,000 electrical kilowatts
.

or more is the maximum amount available from private sources, i.e., the

combined capacity of the two nuclear liability insurance pools, which

amount is currently $82 million.

Accordingly, no license authorizing operation of VYNPS will be issued
,

until proof of financial protection in the requisite amount ha's been

received and the requisite indemnity agreement executed. -

We expect that, in accordance with the usual procedure, the nuclear

liability insurance pools will provide, several days in advance of

anticipated issuance of the operating license document, evidence in

writing, on behalf of the applicant, that the present covert.ge has

been appropriately amended that the policy limits have been increased
.

to the 82 million figure to meet the requipments of the Commission's

regulations for reactor operation. Similarly, no cperating license

will be issusd until an appropriate amendment to the present indemnity

agreement has been executed. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

will be required to pa'y an annual fee for operating license indemnity

as provided in our regulations, at the rate of $30 per each thousand
-r.

kilowatts of thermal capacity authorized in any operating license.
.

9
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G 19.3
- -Conclusion

On the basis of the above considerations, we conclude that the presently

applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 140 have been satisfied and that,

prior to issuance of the provisional operating license, the applicant
_

vill be required to comply with the provisions of 10 CFR Part 140

applicable to operating licenses, faciuding those as to proof of finan-

cial protection in the requisite amount and as to execution of an

appropriate indemnity agreement or amendment thereto with the

Cocmission. . ,

20.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on our evaluation of the application as set forth above, we have

concluded that:

1. The application for facility license filed by the Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corporation, dated December 2,1966 as amended

-

(lmendments Non.10 through 27, dated December 31, 1969, March 9,
-

1970, April 22,1970, July 10,1970, July 29,1970, August 20, 1970,

October 21, 1970, January 11, 1971, January 22, 1971, February 4,

1971, February 11, 1971, February 25, 1971, March 31, 1971,

April 16,1971, April 27,1971 and May 27,1971) complies with the

require [nents of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amendad (Act), and

the Connission's regulaticus set forth in 10 C7R Chapter 1: and

2. The construction of the Vermont Yanket Nuclear Power Station (the -

facility) has proceeded, and there is reasonable assurance that

81 --
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it will be completed in conformity with Provisional Construction

i Permit No. CPPR-36, the application as amended, the provisions of

the Act, and the tules and regulations of the Commission; and
_

3. The facility will operate in conformity with the application as
_

amended, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations

of the Connaission; and

4. There is recsonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
-

.,

by the operating license can be conducted without endangering the

health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
,

will be conducted in compliance with the regulations of the

Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1; and

5. The applicant is cachnically and financially qualified to engage

in the activities authorized by this operating license in accordance_

with the regulations of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1;
__

and

.

6. The applicable provisions of 10 CFR Part 140 have $een satisfied;

and

7. The issuance of citis license will not be inimical to the coninon

defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Prior to any public hearing on the matter of the issuance of an operating
.

license to VTNPC for the VTNPS, the Con: mission's Division of Compliance
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| will prepare a supplement to this Safety Evaluation which will deal with

those matters relating to the status of construction completion and con-

formance of that construction to the construc. tion permit and the appli-

cation. Before an operating license will be issued to VTNPC, assuming _

such a licanse is authorized following the public hearing, the facility

must be completed in conformity with the construction permit, the appli-

cation, the Act, and ths rules and regulations of the Comission. Such

completeness of construction as is required for safe operation at the
- .

authorized power level must be verified by the Comission's Division
.

of Cogliance prior to issuance of a license. The staff will recommend
.

that the authorized power level be set at 5 Mr(e) until the outstanding

items discussed in sections 7.1 and 10.0 are completed.

9
- _
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APPENDIX A .

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS' .

; *

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION . , . ..

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20543+

.

March 9, 1971

.

. -
%

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Cot: mission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Subject: REPORT ON VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

*

Dear Dr. Seaborg:

At its one hundred thirty-first meeting, on March 4-6, 1971, the
Advisory Cou:mittee on Reactor Safeguards completed its reviev of
the application by Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation for
authorization to operate the Vermonc Yankee Nuclear Power Static,n.
This project was previously considered at Subcomittee meetings
held at the plant site on October 22, 1970 and in Washington, D. C.
on December 22, 1970, February 23, 1971, and March 3, 1971. During
its review, the Cou:mittee had. the benefit of discussions with rep-
resentatives and consultants of Vermone Yankee Nuclear Power Cor-
poration, General Electric Company, EBASCO Services Incorporated,
and the AEC Regulatory Staff, and of the documents listed below.

. The results of the Committee's review of this project at the con-
struction permit stage were given in reports to you on June 15,
1967 and October 12, 1967.

~

The Ver=ent Yankee Nuclear Power Station is located about five miles
south of 3rattleboro, Vermont, on the west bank of the Connecticut
River in the town of Vernon. The Vermont Yankee reactor is a single
cycle, forced circulation boiling water unit with a design power
level of 1593 MW(c) . The reactor is generally similar to that of the
previously review'd Monticello Unit 1, but with a core average powere
density about 25 percent greater. The Vermont Yankee reactor has
the highest power density and linear heat generation rate of any
boiling water reactor revicwed for operation._,

Forced draft cooling cover- have been provided and the condenser ,

cooling system arranged so that waste heat may be rejected to the
atmosphere or the river, as recuired to meet temperature limitations
on cooling water returned to the river. The applicant plans to
process all of the radioactive liquid wastes from plant operation
and to recycle the low conductivity fraction to the reactor coolant
supply system. The Comittee recomends that maximum use be made of

9
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg -2- March 9,1971 -

the installed liquid waste creat=ent systems so that releases to
the river are limited to very low levels with regard to both the
concentration _and the total amount of radioactivity. The applicant

~proposes to supplement the installed conventional boiling water
reactor gaseous waste treatment system with a holdup system of
advanced design ec6 reduce offsite doses by an additional factor of
at least 50. This system should be ins u lled by the end of the
first refueling outage.

'

The contain=sne is penetrated by a number of small diame'ter instru=ent
lines. The applicant proposes to install flow-limiting orifices in
these lines inside the contain=ent so th . the reactor building, ,,

which serves as a secondary containment, would not be damaged"and the
building filters would not be bypassed in the event of instru=ent line
failure.

.

The applicant is continuing to study further means of preventing
coc=on mode failures from negating reactor scram action, and of design
features to make tolerable the consequences of failure to scram during
anticipated transients. The Com=ittee believes it desirable to expedite
these studies and to implement in ti=e'ly fashion such design modifica-
tions as are found ro icprove significantly the safety of the plant in
this regard. The Cor-.ictee wishes to be kept infor=ed of the resolution
of this matter.

The inservice inspection progran proposed for the reactor primary
system for the first five yc_rs of operation complies with the recently-
adopted inspection code to the extent permitted by the existing design. ~

The applicant has prepared for inservice ' inspection by such measures
as grinding of hand-deposited welds and by making a reference inspection
of the as-built vessel and primary piping to provide a basis for
cocparison for future inspection results. The Coc:mittee believes the
proposed program is adequate for the first five years of operation,
but recoc= ends that the applicant study additional means of improving
access to various pressure ' vessel welds and to other =ethods of assuring
vessel integrity. '

The applicant proposes to supple =ent the installed.pri=ary system leak
detection =echods, which are based on measurements of su=p accumulation
race and drywell te=perature and pressure, with an air. monitoring
system. The new system will ss=ple the contain=ent atmosphere for -

analysis for radioacpive gases and particulate matter.

'The Coc:mittee has coc=enced in previous reports on the development of
syste=s to control the buildup of hydrogen in the containment that
night follow in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The
applicant proposes to use a purging technique after a suitable ti=c
delay subsequent to the accident. The Cec:mittee believes that pur;ing

O
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg -3- March 9, 1971

.--

~ capability should be retained, but tLac the primary protection in
this regard should utilize a method of hydrogen. control other than
purging. The applicant should submit, on a reasonable time scale,
a proposed design for hydrogen control for review by the Regulatory -

Staff. ' The Committee wishes to be kept infor=ed of the resolution
of this =atter.

The Coc=ittee believes the contain=ent should be inerced during
operation of the reactor. The Committee recognizes that inerting
makes inspection and repair of the primary system more difficult,
and believes it acceptable to de-inert during operation just prior
to a shutdown and to re-inert during startup and operation 'following
a shutdown. It is recom= ended that the need for inerting be reviewed
periodically as operating experience and further knowledge from
current development work are obtained, and as other =eans of coping
with the hazards from accident-generated hydrogen are found.

Perfor=ance of the e=argency core cooling system has been evaluated
for the higher power density of the V,ermont Yankee reactor core.
The effects of possible variations in heat transfer coefficients
and other parameters have been analysed with regard to fuel clad
temperatures. Additional studies are underway by the applicant and
his contractors to provide further assurance that postulated loss-

O of-coolant accidents, as analysed with conservative assu=ptions,
will not lead to peak clad temperatures which exceed lisits accept-
able to the Regulatory Staff. The Co==ittee believes that these
studies should be expedited and the =atter resolved in a manner -

satisfactory to the Regulatory Staff prior to routine operation at
full power. The Coc=ittee wishes to be kept infor=ed.

The applicant proposes to install protective structures to further
essure the integrity of the containment in the unlikely event of
railure of large pipes within the containment.

The applicant has. proposed several changes in the plant instrument
and electrical systecs to i= prove the ability to test instru=ents
during operation, to increase the separation of redundant protection
system elements, and to increase the reliability of instru=cne and
electrical power syste=s. The details of these changes should be
reviewed and approved by the Regulatory Staff.

.

Further studies should be made of the possible effects of a dropped
fuel cask on the integrity of the spent fuel pool. Means of reducing
potential damage should be examined and measures taken, if necessary,
to provide the needed degree of integrity. This matter should be
resolved on a reasonable time scale in a manner satisfactory to the
Regulatory Staff.

O
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg -4- March 9, 1971

An extensive integrated program for measuring vibration of reactor
vessel internals is being carried out on several previously-licensed
boiling water reactors. The committee believes that some confirmatory
vibration measurements are desirable for Vermonc Yankee, as for all -

reactors. The Regulatory Staff should review the results of vibration
measurements on other plants with regard to their applicability to
Vermonc Yankee and should determine the confirmatory measurements to
be made.

The Advisory Cc=mittee on Reactor Safeguards believes that, if due
regard is given to the items mentioned above, and subject to satisfactory

^

coupletion of construction and pre-operational testing, there is
"reasonable assurance that the Ver=ent Yankee Nuclear Power Station

can be operated at power levels up to 1593 MW(c) without undue risk
to the health and ' safety of the public.

.

S ely yours,

Spencer H. Bush
Chairman

References

1) Amend =ent Nos. 10 - 22 to the application for the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Stat:.on

_.
. .'

2) Environmental Report dated September 1, 1970, Ver=onc
Yankee Nuclear Power Station

.
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APPE.NDIX B .;. .
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C - nts en

Ver=cnt Yankee Nuclear Pcwer Statica .

Final Safety Analysis Report
Volu=es I tbrcugh IV dated Dece=ber 31, 1969 _.-.,

:4.

Prepared by

Air Rescurces Env.4rer--ntal Laboratory
Envirec= ental Science Services pa-4"4 *tration

June 2, 1970
..

'

The diffitsien cli=atolog7 as indicated by the analysis of cne year of ensite
-

data represents a typical 4aland deep river valley locatien with a relatively
high percent of Icw wind speeds coupled with a high fregency of inversicns.
As defined .by the te=perature lapse rate =easured en a IAO-ft =eteorological
tcwer, inversiens cccur 50 percent of the ti=a with 22.A percent classified
as "=cderately stable" which we assu=e to be equivalent to Pasqt41' Type F.
The fregency of winds 3 ~4 or less was 32 percent of which 5 percent was
categcrized as cal =. The .icint fregency cf =cderately stable ccnditions
and winds 3 =ph or less was 11.4 percent en an annual tasis. 54-41*e17 for
unstable cenditions (Type A) and winds of 3 =ph cr less the frequency was

9 5.5.percene.As is usually the case in a river valley, the centrc1'*ng =eteorological~

diffusion conditien for the shcrt-ter= (0-2 hrs) accidental elev2ted release
is either a rapid nixing detreard or a narrow elevated inversica v1"-=

- 4-ainf'ag upcn the valley walls parallel to the river. In the fo$=sr case
with a stack height of 94 n the concentration,5 asst =ing Type A and a wnd
speed of 1 =/sec, reaches a m-r'- of 2 x 10- 3ee 3 ; at a distance of 7-

~

4C0 n (nearest site boundary is 277 m). In the case 'of the elevated inversien
rl"-a the terrain 1900 s to the west rises sharply to the height of the stack.

,

Thus assu=ing an effective stack height of zero, Type F diffitsien and a 1 n/see
wind speed, the resulting concentration is 2.5 x 10-4 see n-3 Since this
situatica is dependent upcn wind directicn the prcbability of cccurrence is i
less than 5 percent as cc= pared to the prev 4cusly stated frequency of.

11.A percent for =cderately stable and. 3 =ph wind speed, regardless of
direction. ..

For the case of a short-tem release at building level a ground source shculd
be asst =ed taking into acccunt the aerodyna=ic effect of the b 24' diag._ ,

The frequency of Icw wind speeds at building height shculd, on the average,
be lcwer than at ik0 feet which is the height at which the ensite winds were
=easured. Extrapolating to the 5 percent frequency level we have assu=ed
inversien conditiens (Type F) and a 0.5 =/sec wind speed with a f4ctor of 3
for building wake effect, resulting in a concentraticn of 4 x 10-> see s-3
at the neare.it site bcunda:7 cf 277 =.

O
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The average annual cencentratica for an elevated release appears to be
a -*:2 in the prevailing wind direction which is about 20 percent frcs
the north, northwest with the average unstable category (Type B) being the
centro 1 N g ecnditien. We have t.ssu=sd a 150 s effective stack height,
a joint frecuency of 5 percent cf unstable ecnditiens'and a north
wind directica (see Table G-X7II) and an average speed of L n/sec, northwest -

At a.

distance of 1190 e.which is the site boundary in the downwind direction, the
resulting average annual concentration is 9 x 10-8 see n-3

In sun =ary, for the cases listed, we cc=pute the centmlli g concentrations
at offsite locations to be as follcws:

Elevated, C-2 hr release: 2.5 x 10 sec d
4 x 10-3 sec dGround, 0-2 hr release :

Elevated, arsual release: 9 x 10 see d.
' "

The highest shcrt-tern cencentration given by the applicant is 9.1, x 10-5 ,,, g

see s 3,14.8-2) and the highest armin1 cen-for a 30-c elevated release (~ee Tabla '

4 both of which are abcut a factor ofcentratien given is 2.9 x 10
-

3 lcwer than we c m,. ate.
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-w - y, UNITED STATES
w ..

. CEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, p. g. .;
,d,\::S FISM AND WILCLIFE SERVICE

' BUREAU CF SPCRT FISHER!ES ANC WILDLIFE
WAsHINGTcN. D.C. 22/O ,

JAN 20 E71 -

Mr. Harold L. Price
Director of Regulatica
U.S. Atc=ic Energy C~--d ssicn
Washington, D.C. 2C$5

.

- Dear Mr. Erice: -

This is in respense to Mr. Scyd's letter of January 16, 1970,
trans=itting for cur esc =ents the applicatics by the Ver=cnt Yankee
Nuclear Pcwer Ccrporatics for an cperatin: license for the Ver=ent
Yankee Nuclear pcwer statica, AEC Docket No. 5C-271. We have re-
viewed the Final Safety Ana.ysis Report and its a=end=ents prcrided
by subsecuent letters. As a part of this review, the cc=nents of the
Center for Estuarine and Ma^aden Research, National Marir.e Fisheries
Service, Depart =ent of Cc==erce, vere cbtained and are included herein.

The statica is lccated at the Vernon peci cf the 7ernen Hyd:celectric

9 Project en the Ccnnecticut River in Wi~" a= Ccuntf, Ver=ent. The
plant will use a boo bg water reacter designed for a net capacitf of
$0 megawates. The construction per=it for the project was issued by
the AEC in Decer.her 1957 Cc==ercial cperatien is scheduled te be-in

,

in the fs11 of 1971. A radicactive waste disposal syste= and related
~

en-site facilities required for a ec=plete and operable nuclear pcVer-
plant will be previded. Two nechanical draft ecoling tcwers will be
used and operated en closed, helper, and total cpen cycle =cdes of
operatica to cool the ccndenser ccM 4,g water.

During the open cycle =ede abcut' 815 c.f.s. of cooling water would
be pu : ped frc= the Vernen pool thrcugh an intake structure with travel--

ing screens an'd a trash rack to the condensers, then passed over a
river bank aerater and returned to the pool thrcugh a discharge struc-
ture located about 9CO feet devnstrea= frc= the intake structure. The
net heat rise of the water returned to the pool would be about 180 F.
The apprcach velocitf of the water at the intake structure will be
.79 f.p.s. ,

During the closed cycle =cde, all of the cendenser cooling water
would be diverted to the towers. The discharge frc= the tcwers would
be returned to the intake structure for recirculatien to the cenden-

DurinC the helper cycle = ode, a portien of the cendenser dis-sers.
charge water would be diversed to either or both cooling towers. The

O
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tower effluent will be mixed with the water not diverted and will be
passed cver the aeration structure and back, to the poc1 through the

'

discharge structure.

About 27 c.f.s. of water would be pu= ped frc: Vernon pool through the
intake structure and usec in the plant sertice water syste=s and for
'nisceM *eous cooling purposes. Eis neated effluent would be dis- -

charged to the condenser cocling syste= then tc the pool or used for
syste:s =akeup and blowden during cooling tcwer operation.

Closed cycle cperaticns would require the use of chlorine, sodiu:2
carbonate, sulphuric aci:1, and other che=icals in the cooling syste=
to centrol scale, grcwth, and wood detericration.

De flow regi=e of the river will be re-regulated by upstrea= da=s to
provide a -d aim.us ficw of 1,200 c.f.s. thrcugh the Vernen Proj-et pool. -

The pre-cperaticnal r:diological =enitoring progra= is in progress and
post-operaticna.1 =enitcring is planned. Public access te a pertien of
the project included in the restricted area vill be denied. ,

t e Connecticut River in the project ares supports fisM -- for large-
=outh bass, s-'" cuth bass, chain pickerel, ncrthern pile, walleye,
yellow perch, white perch, channel ca fish, black crappie, brown bull-
head and carp. Histe fically, anad:c=cus fishes, inc1"dd g Atlantic
sal =en and A=erican t...ad, awended to the upper reaches of the
Connecticut P.iver. Shad new ascend the river to the Tur.ers Falls Dam
located appr * -a ely 2C =iles dcwnstres= frc= this project.

De Anadrc=cus Fish Act (P.L. So-3C4), appreved Cetober 30,196,
authorices the Secretar/ cf the Interier to initiase cooperative pro-
grams with the States for the censervatien, develep=ent, and echance-
=ent of the natien's anadrc=ous fishes. Under the authority of this

*

Act, a plan is being developed for a coeperative fish restoratica pro-
gra= for the restoration of anadrc=ous fish runs to the Ccenecticut
River Basin. De Bureau of Spcrt Fisheries and *Hid'4fe, the National
Marine Fisneries Serrice, and the States of Cennecticut, Massachusetts,
New Ha=pshire and Ver=cnt are ccordinating in this effort. Cbjectives
of the progrs= are to develcp the full potential for anadro=cus fish
resources in the river. Operatic: of the Ver.cnt Yankee Dm'aar Pcuer
station eculd interfere with the orderly restoration of anadrc=cus
fish pcpulattens to the Connecticut River Basin. B erefore, any studies
to evaluate the effects of the plant shculd be coordinated with the
cocperative fisher / restoration progra= for the river.

.
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With the = odes of cperatics of the cooling towers, tL ere is a possi- ", ''

bility that the heated effluent =sy the.._slly stratify in Vernen
pool .r.d cause va= surface waters to flow into any fish passage
facility than cay be construe en in the future. To identiff' this
possibility, the =ccitoring progrs= shculd be expanded to include
water temperature profnes in Venen pool between the discharge canal
outlet and the da=. Also, water temperatures ap the downstres= foot
of the dc= shculd be nenitored. We understand that the State of New
Ha=pshire, eich has jurisdictics over a portien of the lee and
waters in the project area, does not consitier *dng :enes as_ a legit-
i= ate means of treating ther-*' or other fo=s of pollution.

B e apprcach ic1ccity of .79 f.p.s. through the trash rack at the
intake structure may attract significant nu=bers of fish into the
structure. Further . investigations should be cenducted by the appli-
cant in cooperation with the Eureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
and the cence = ed State eccservation agencies to review this prcble
and to determine whether corrective =easures are needed.

The che=icals used i= the ccoling syste= to centrol scale, grcwth,
and voed detericratien and discharged to Venen pool =ay be ha=fal

_ rther studiesMto aquatic life in the pool and the river downstres=.
should be ccccucted by the applican; in eccperaticn vi:n the Sureau
of Sport Ficheries and Wiv'''e and the cencerned State conser ratics
agencies to dete=ine .he possible adverse effects of these che=icals
en aquatic life and to develop such corrective nessures as needed to

O life frc. danage.

reduce che=ic 1 d:.:enarges to acceptable levels to protect aquatic

A public beat launching rs=p located at Ve=en pool near the rev ,

Ha=pshire State Hi;hvay No.119 is included in the project restricted .

area and public access to it and' water area it cerves will be denied.~

The restricted area shculd be = edified to pe=it public access to this
facility and the watere fcr fishing and hunting if censistent with
public safetf.

Be planned =ini=u= centinueus flow of 1,200 c.f.s. through the Vernen
project =ay nct be adequate to carry cut the Anad:c=cus Fish Resters-
tien Progrs= for the Cennecticut J4.ver. Our studies indicate that
about 1,550 c.f.s. Vill be requirea for this purpcse. This =atter
should receive special censideratica in the operatien of Vernen proj-
ect and the Ver=cnt Yankee Unclear power station. *-

The post-operational radiological =cnitcring pregram shculd be ex- ,

panded to include sa=pling of brown bullhead, an important gn=e fish, -

and benthic fauna iac1"M as ~ayfish, cla=s, and aquatic insects.

3
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O .. ..Althou#. this project could have a si? ''icant adverse i= pact en the
fish and vd W''e rescurces and the envirc=ent, we believe that by
careful design and cperatic: cf prcject facilities =ajor difficulties
can be avoided. Cherefore, we have no cbjectica to the issuance of
an operating license provided that the conpany undertakes appropriate
studies and provides adequnte assurance that the fish and wildlife
and enviren= ental proble=s cutlined above will be resolved. -

In view of the i=portance of fish and wildlife resources and the
envirec=ent in. the prctect area, it is i= perative that every effert
be =ade to protect these valuable resources frc= pessible ds= age frc=
heated water, losses into the intake structure, che=icals, and radio-
active conta-dtation. Therefore, we recc=nend that the Ver= cat Yankee
Nuclear Pcwer Corporatien be required to:

.

e-.

1. Continue to cooperate with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wild'''e, other concerned Federal agencies, and the
apprcpriate State agencies in develeping plans for radio-

\logical and ertiren= ental surreys.

2. Centinue to cenduct u t su: refs to deter _. ire the effects
of the plant on tae e- ,, cent and prepare a repcrt cf the
pre-cperatienal sur- and previde ecpies of thes tc the
Directer, Sureau of Sport Fisheries and W'w''e fcr evalu-
aticn pric to reac cr cperatien.

3 Ccnduct pcst-cperatiensi eccicgical and radicicgical
surreys fc11c. tin; plans develcped in cocperation with the -

Eureau of Sport Fisheries an:1 Wi'4'4fe and othe- Federal
- and State a encies, analy:e the date, and prepare and '-

sub=it repcrts an*"a'' ,- until it has been cenclusively
,

de=cnstrated that no significent adverse condition: exist. .

Ccpies of these reports should be sub=itted to the Director,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and W4 W 4 fe for evaluaticn.

4 Make =cdification in project structures and operations
as =ay be deter- * ed necessarf to protect the existing fish
resources, to restere anaire=cus fishes, and to protect trild-
life resources and the extiren=ent as a result of the radio-
logical and ertirec=cntel surre/s.

The opportunity for providing our cc=ents is apdreciated.

,
Sincerelf yours,

-

i s
.

t -1..
, , .

'r >> %*
.

9.-t {a.3 Director
k
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REPORT TO THE AEC REGUI.ATORY STAFF
~

STRUCTURM. f4EQUACY'
_

0F

- VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATICN

by N. M. Newnark and V. J. Hall

INTRCOUCTICN

This repo't is concerned wi th the structural adequacy 'of tha fr

containment structures, piping, equipment, and other critical components for
\

the Vement Yankee Nuclear Power Station for which appilcation for a construction

permit and an operating Ileense has been made to the U.S. Atomic Energy Connission

by the Vemont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation. The facIIIty is located on the

west shore of the Connecticut River, innediately upstream of the present Vernon

Hydro Electric Station in the town of Vernon, Vemont.

This report is based on a review of the ' ' sal Safety Analysis Report

and amendments thereto (Ref. I) . The report also is based in part on discussions .

and inspection resul ting frert the visit to the site on 19 October 1970 by W. J.

Hall in conjunction with Mr. W. Minners of DRL/AEC, plus additional discussions

with the appI! cant, nis consultants, and DRL/DRS AEC personnel. A discussion

of the adequacy of the structural criteria presented in' the Preliminary Safety

Analysis Report is contained in our report of June 1967 (Ref. 2).

The criteria for Class I canponents for this plant call for a design

to withstand a Design Sasis Earthquake of 0.I4g maximum horizontal ground

acceleration, coupled with other loadings to provide for containment and safe

shutdown. Also, t5e plent was to be designed for an Operating Basis Earthquake

of 0.079 maximum horizontal ground acceleration simul taneously with other

loadings feming the basis of contain: ent design.

O
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COMMENTS ON ADEQUACY OF DESIGN.

'

Found y'gggs, ,_

_

The answer to question 12.22 indicates that all Class I structures

except the main stack are founded on firm- bedrock. The bedrock in the area,

as described in Section 2.5 of the FSAR, consists of hard, strong, massive

quart:-monzonite biotite gneiss, possessing unconfined compressive strengths

generally in excess of 15,000 psi. The main stack rests on end bearing steel
'

pilas which transfer the load to the bedrock. The types of foundation employed

are satisfactory.

Ovnanic Analvs-s

Reactor Sulldino -- A brief description of the analyses carried out

for the reactor building are presented in Appendix A-2. Further information

concerning the analytical procedure employed in performing the ' time-history

analysis for the structure is presented in the answer to question 12.3. It is

, Indicated that the N 69 V conponent of the 1952 Taft, California earthquake,

- normalized to 0.07g, was used for the time-history analysis for the CBE design.
'

The crite. ion for safe -nuedown was taken as twice this value. ' I t is also

indicated in Appendix A-1 that a vertical acceleration of 2/3 the horizontal

ground acceleration was employed. With the exception of the handling of the

vertical earthquake excitation, as discussed later, the approach adoptsd is

satisfactory, and is consistent with that outlined the PSAR originally.

Picat Stack -- A description of the analysis of the plant stack is
'

contained in Appendix A-4. Further information concerning the design of the

stack, particularly with reference to the foundation conditions and the

allowable stress values, is contained in the answer to question 12.9. The
.

stack has not Nen designed against tornado loading. However, it is noted

by the applicant that any loss of function of the stack will not impair theS
D-3
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safe shutdown of the station, and the stack is located such that any structural

failure wIll not aff ect any. vital equipment or structures. On the basis of the

information provided, the stack design is satisfactory.
_

Control eufIding -- The approach followed in the design of the control

building is described in Appendix A-5 and with the exception of the handling

of the vertical earthquake excitation, as discussed later, the approach adopted

is satisfactory.

Intake stru tures - The approach followed in the design, of the intake

structures Is described in Appendix A-6 and with the exception of the handling
\,

of the vertical earthquake excitation, as discussed later, the approach adopted

is satisfactory.

Alternate Coolino Cell - The general approach followed in the analysis

of the alternate cooling cell, Cooling Tower No. 2, is described in Appendix A-7

It is Indicated that Cell No. I of Cooling Tower No. 2 es designed as a Class I

structure and Cell No. 2 has been designed to serve as a buffer for Cell No.1.

The general approach described is adeqtate.

Suporession chamber - In the information presented in Sections S 'and

12 of the FSAR It is indicated that the suppression chamber is restrained by

supports which transmit vertical and seismic loads to the reinforced concrete

foundation slab of the reactor building. The design approach, as described in

Amendment 19, is satisfactory.

Desfon for Vertica! Seismic t. cads

In the analysis of all Class I structures the appIIcant employed a

constant vertical seismic * actor of 2/3 the maximum horizontal ground acceleration;

the applicant notes on page 1.2-163 of Amendment 19 that the approach may not be

equally conservative in all cases. We believe that In the design of items

affected by the vertical earthquake motions, the vertical responses prcducs

O
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only a small portion of the total design stress, ano therefore the safety of

the design for all the significant cmbinations of loadings is within the range

we consider to be acceptable. In the ca'se of piping and equipment, the
_

re-evaluation to be carried out, as described next, should lead to a design
.

resistance for vertical motion more nearly eminensurate with tt>e seismic

hazard and expected response.

proine and Ecutoment -- The loading criteria for GE supplied Class I

emponents is presen:ed on pages C.2-1 et seq. In the FSAR. The appIIcant
,

advises in the answer to questions C3 and C4 of Amendment 19 that the criteria

employed are more conservative than Code allowable, and on this bas is we concur

in the de-Ign approach adopted.

The presentation on page C.2-22 indicates that t% recirculation loop

piping and main steam piping were analyzed by the respons. Spectrum method wi th

one-nalf mercent critical damping. The procedures describeo ere used to identify9 frequencies and mode shapes for cases where piping supports are considered to be

rigid. The appl.icant Indicates, in the answer to question 12.6, that in the

case of piping systems extending between two structures the effect of the

differential seismic displacements was evaluated and th'e stresses resulting

frcro displacement were ascertained to be negligible, and it is understood frcrn

the appIIcant that the same approach was followed with respect to Class I piping.

Piping and equipment, other than that just described, were analyzed

using various techniques described in the FSAR. It is not clear whether the

approaches employed lead to an adequate margin of safety. Therefore, the
-

appIIcant has agreed, as documented in Amendments 19 and 20, to undertake a

re-evaluation similar to that used for the H. B. Robinson Unit No. 2 plant

(AEC Docket No. 50-261). It is assumed that the vertical seismic excitation

will be apprcpriately included in the total seismic stress value (as described

O
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on page 1.2-163 of Amendment 19), that the appropriate damping will be used,

and that supports and snubb_ers will be installed for piping, valves, and

equipment as. required, In !!ne with the referenced H. 8. Robinson Unit No. 2 -

approach. It is our reccrnmendation that the results of the re-evaluation and

fixes be reviewed as a follow-on item. If the re-evaluation and necessary

fixes are carried out properly, we believe that an adequate design will result.

Class T Instrumeneatten - The criteria appI! cable to the design of
'

Class I instrumentatlon are presented in Section C.2.8. The des ~cription of the F

handling of the input to the supporting racks and f rames Is discussed in Section
Y

C.2.8.1, as revised in Amendment 19 The approach ao.,pted for this plant is

sa ti sf actory.

SUMMARY CCt*MDf75

After review of the FSAR and amendments, and in the light of the

cer:rnents above, we make the following statenent as to the design of the Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Station. Af ter the re-evaluation of piping and equipment,

and after the fixes are properly ccmpleted, we believe the design is within the

range we consider to be acceptable In terms of provisions for safe shutdown for

a Design Basis Earthquake of 0.14 , and to withstand otherwise the effects of an9

earthquake of half this magnitude.

To confirm the margin of safety, it is our recomendation that the

re-evaluation of the piping and equipment, and required fixes, be reviewed as

a foIIow-on Item. ' - - -

REFER ENCES
,

.

1. ' Final Safety Analysis Report - Vol. I-4, and Amendments 11, 12, 13, 15
through 20, plus Reactor Pressure Vessel Design Report", Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, AEC
Occket No. 50-271,1970 and 1971.

2. " Adequacy of the Structural Criteria for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, Oceket No.
50-271", by N. M. Newmark and W. J. Hall, 5 June 1967
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FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS

The' Cocmission's regulations which relate to the financial data and informa-

tion required to establish financial qualificati'ons for an applicant fo.

operating licenses are 10 CFR 50.33(f) and 10 CFR 50 Appendix C.
-

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Corporation's applicacica for the construction
~

permit and operating liccuse and Amendment Nos. 23 and 24 thereto,

with the accompanying certified annual financial statements, provided

the financial information required by the Cocmission's regulations.

*

These submittals contain the esti=ated operating cost for each of the

first five years of operation of the Vermont Yankee facility plus the

esti= aced cost of permanent shutdown and maintena.2ce of the facility in

a safe condition. The total estima ed costs to operate the facility,

including interest and esti=ated income taxes, are S30.3 million for

the first year of operation, $32.1 million for the second year, $31.7

. million for the third year, $30.7 million .for the fourth year and
.

$30.0 million for the fifth year (Amend =ent No. 23). Such costs

include operation and maintenance, fuel, depreciation, taxes and

interest. The applicant's estimate of the cost of per=anently shutting
'

down the facility and maintaining it in a safe condition, if and when

it might occur, is about $2 million plus an annual expense of $200,000.

"The Division of Operations Analysis ac Forecasting has reviewed the

detailed estimates contained in Exhibit A of Amend =ent No. 23 and finds

these costs to be reasonable and in line with operating costs experienced

by San Onofre and Connecticut Yankee.

O
.
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The funds for these estimated costs will be obtained from the operating

revenues derived from the sale of the total output of the plant to the
_

applicant's 10 sponsors under the terms of the Power Contracts. ~Under

these contracts, the ten sponsor companies are obligated to 'take their

share of the total capacity and energy of the plant for at least 30

years and to pay the entire cost to Vermonc Yankee of producing that
'

I
power, including an appropriate return on investment. Accordingly, if

the sponsor companies fulfill their commit =ents under the existing ,

power contracts, there is little question that Ver=onc Yankee is

financially qualified to operate the facility and to engage in the

activities authorized by the operating license.

We have examined the carrified financial state =ents of the 10 stockholder

sponsors of Ver=ont Yankee, as well as those of Ver=onc Yankee itse1f,
_

- to determine whether the Company is financially qualified to meet these

.

estimated costs as stated in Amendment 23. -

a. In previous proceedings in this matter, the staff has found Ver=ont

,_

Yankee financially qualified to construct the nuclear facility

subject to the sale of $80 million of its first mortgage bonds.

These bonds were sold on November 12, 1970. Our enmfn:ncion of

Vermont Yankee's certified financial statements for 1970 (Amendment 23)

discloses no adverse development sufficient to raise a reasonable

question as to the applicant's fina eial ability to complete the

construction of this facility.

E-2
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b. Each of the ten stockholders of Vermont Yankee is an operating

public utility of long standing in New Englind. Based upon the

certified financial statements for 1970, each campany is adequately -

financed, each is in sound financial condition, and each has adequate

resoure s at its coc: mand. The Dun and Bradstreet credit rating for

each company is "high," and Moody's ratas the bonds of each

company (except for two companies owning a total of 22.57. of the4

applicant's stock whose bonds are privately placed) as " higher
..

mediu:n grade" or better. The combined total assets of the members

amounted to $2,721.5 million; the combined annual operating revenues

were $691 million; and combined net income for the year was $97.7

million. Our financial analysis of the sponsor companies leads us

to the opinion that each ccmpany is financially qualified to meet

its cocmitments to Vermont Yankee as stated in the application and
_

amendments thereto. A copy of the staff's financial analysis of

each of the sponsor companies is attached.

Our evaluation of the financial data submitted by the applicant,
'

,.

summarized above, results in the staff's conclusion that there is

reasonable assurance that the applicant possesses or can obtain the

necessary funds to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.33(f) with
*

respect to operation of Vermont Yankee.

O
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FINANCIAL ANALYSES - STOC.UOLDERS OF
VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION .. -

AS AT DECEiBER 31, 1971

(Dollars in Milliens)

CENIRAL GREEN NEW
TorAL _ VEMd.ONT M0tRTAIN ENCIAND

100% 35% 20% 20% -

Long-ters debt $1,281.7 $ 52.3 $ 22.9 $ 220.0
Utility plant - net 2,361.9 67.6 31.5 393.1
Ratio - debt to fixed plant .543 .774 .727 .560

Utility plant (net) 2,361.9 67.6 31.5 393.1
Capitalization 2,418.5 94.8 38.5 4 13 . 6

Ratio - net plant to capital. .977 .713 .818 .950
'

;Stockholders' equity 1,137.0 42.5 15.6 193.6
:fTotal assets 2,721.5 100.2 46.2 455.6

Proprietary ratio .418 .424 .338 .425 i
'YEarnings available to cocson 82.5 2.3 1.1 11.2 g

Cec =on equity 810.0 33.1 12.1 122.6
Rate of earnings on co==on 10.2% 6.9% 9.1% 9.1%

Net income 97.7 2.7 1.3 16.4
Stockholders' equity 1,137.0 42.5 15.6 193.6
Rate of earnings on equity 8.6% 6.4% 8.3% 7.4%

Net inccme before interest 171.1 6.5 3.4 27.6
Liabilities and capital 2,721.5 100.2 46.2 455.6

Rate of earnings on total inv. 6.3% 6.5% 7.4% 6.1%

Net income before interest 171.1 6.5 3.6 27.6,_

Interest on long-ters debt 61.7 3.7 1.2 10.4 .

- No. of ti=es fixed charges earned 2.77 1.75 2.83 2.65

Net inceme 97.7 2.7 1.3 14.4-

Total revenue 749.9 28.3 L5.8 15 0 . 1

Net inec=e ratio .130 .095 .082 .096

Operating Expenses 555.4 21.9 12.4 99.2
Operating Revenues 691.5 25.9 14.6 122.5.

Operating Ratio .80 .85 .85 .8L*

Utility plant (gross) 2,933.1 83.5 38.7 450.3
Utility operating revenue 691.5 25.9 14.6 122.5

Ratio of plant to revenue 4.24 3.22 2.65 2.86

-Capitalisation:

Long-ters debt $1,281.7 $52.3 $22.9 $220.0
Preferred stock 326.9 9.4 3.5 71.0
Common stock 810.0 33.1 12.1 122.6 -

Total $2,418.6 $94.8 $38.5 $413.6

O
s
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CZNTRAI, HARITCRD C.ut3 RIDGE Id.0:ITAUP
~

cts? MAIrE F*rR ELICTRIC - ELEC*RIC ELECTRIC t;MECO

6' 4*. 4% 3.57. 2. 5". 2.57. 2.57.
_

-

$ 365.6 $ 153.1 $ 142.3 $ 179.9 $ 11.8 $ 26.8 $ 107.0 .i
'

630.8 260.3 244.4 381.5 27.9 48.9 215.9 ,-

.529 .588 .582 471 423 .548 495 Y
-b

690.8 260.3 244.4 381.5 27.9 48.9 215.9
'

697.4 290.3 250.3 354.9 24.4 52.0 202.3
*

.991 .897 .976 1.07 1.14 .940 1.07 ,
,,

331.8 137.2 108. 1 175.1 12.6 25.2 95.3 - *

773.2 314.0 275.1 418.0 37.8 62.2. 239.2 -5,,
* . Y

429 437 .393 419 .333 405 .398
i;

23.6 11.1 10.0 13.7 1.1 1.6 6.8 h

226.8 101.6 78.3 118.9 12.6 23.7 80.3 >

10.4% 10.9* 12.8% 11.5% 8.7~ 6.8% 8.57. -

<
'

28.5 12.5 11.4 16.7 1.1 1.7 7.4

331.8 137.2 10 8.1 175.1 12.6 25.2 95.3

8.6*. 9.17. 10.5% 9.5% 8.77. 6.77. 7.87. .

'

'

'*7 . 5 20.5 18.4 26.9 2.3 3.4 14.6

773.2 314.0 275.1 418.0 37.8 62.2 239.2

6.17. 6.5% 6 . 7". 6.4". 6.17. 5 . 5*. 6. L7.

9 47.5 20.5 18.4 26.9 2.3 3.4 14.6

17.1 7.1 6.0 8.8 .6 1.2 5.6

2.78 2.89 3.07 3.06 3.83 2.83 2.61

28.5 12.5 11.4 16.7 1.1 1.7 7.4 .
*.

191.8 80.5 73.9 '104.2 16.2 27.6 61.5 --

.149 .155 .154 .160 .068 .062 - .120 g'
#

144.3 59.7 55.5 77.3 14.0 24.2 46.9

180.7 76.5 71.8 99.9 15.8 26.6 57.2

.80 .78 .77 .77 .89 .91 .82 -

842.4 357.6 307.8 465.1 46.5 76.6 264.6

-

180.7 76.5- 71.8 99.9 15.8 26.6 57.2.

4.66 4.67 4.29 4.65 2.94 2.88 4.62 *y'
>

$365.6 $153.1 $142.3 $179.9 $11.8 $26.8 $107.0
1.5 15.0

105.0 35.6 29.7 56.2 -

226.3 101.6 78.3_ 118.9_ 12.6_ y 80.-3

$697.4 $290.3 $250.3 $355.0 $24.4 $52.0 $202.3
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I INTRODUCTION

This supplements the Safety Evaluation dated . Tune 1, Igrfl, preper-d '

by the Division of Reactor Licensing of the Atomic Energy Commission

(Co= mission or AEC) in connection with its review of the application

of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Company (licensee) for an operating

license for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (Vermont Yankee-)

located in Vernon in Windham County, Vermont. ~

,
-

,

The AEC regulatory program is founded in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

as amended, and on implementing regulations and policies adopted by the

Commission. The Congress of the United States has establishe'd a sys-

tem of licensing privately owned and operated nuclear facilities.- -

Inherent in the concept of private activities subject to licensing

and regulation by a Covern=ent agency is the fact that the lic_ensee'

is held responsible for meeting all of the requirements' imposed' by"

the licensing and regulatory process. For facilities under construci

tion these requirements are found in the construction permit; the

application, as amended; the provisions of the Act; and the rules and
'

regulations of the Commission. '

The objective of the Compliance inspection program is to provide

reasonable assurance that licensed activities are in accordance with

, all of these requirements and ars not or will not be inimicr.1 to the

health and safety of the public or to the common defense and security.

O
;
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The Division of Compliance, as an integral part of the Commission's . g. ..
.;. :.

regulatory staff, is responsible for conducting the field inspections ,

.,
9.-

; of the AEC licensees and applicants for licenses. Division of
$[6.'f:f! Compliance inspections of nuclear power reactors under construction M

. .
.:.-

pursuant to an AEC construction permit provide the basis for findings ~.?h.2;9
%I,as to the status of completion of facility construction and the. con- -s p
' K.e

formity of that construction to che requirements noted above. .g
U::

=.i .-

The Division of Compliance inspection program is conducted from five
,

'kregional offices with each office having responsibility for the in- ,;-
p

spection of all AEC licensed activities within an assigned geographical
,

*~'
-

The inspection program at Ver=ont Yankee is the asponsibility'area.

of the Division of Compliance, Region I office located in Newark,, ..

,

New Jersey. A senior. reactor inspector, who reports to the Regional '.

-

...
Director, is responsible for supervising the inspection program carried - ' '

out by the various' reactor inspectors. Technical direction of the in-

spection program is provided by the Division of Compliance Headquarters

staff, which gives direction to the Region with respect to the conduct

of inspection activities, gives technical support to the Region when
~

necessary, keeps the Region informed concerning inspection experiences 3

in other Regions, evaluates adequacy of inspections and inspection

results, and maintains liaison with other Divistorsof the AEC

regulatory staff on matters which affect the inspection program. -

O
.

7 '.
- 34
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Division of Conpliance inspection personnel are experienced and
_

,

,

knowledgeable in the practical aspects of construction and operation

of nuclear reactors. In addition to the Region I inspectors, who

Pri=arily carried out the inspection progran at Vernost Yankee ~,"spe1
- . .

cialists in appropriate fields of engineering and technology, who are

assignedtotheDivisionofComplianceHeadquartusstaffand'boother

divisions of the regulatory staff, were uM142ed in the inspection ,

program. Consultants to the -AEC also provide assistance as required.

4D4=

The principal activity of the inspectors 'has involved periodic inspec-

tions at the construction * site. '. These site inspections' vere c'oEducted

at non-regular intervals with the inspection frequency, dependent. og

the activities which wer.e in progress at the site. In addition,to
.:,.. .. --

site inspec*h, thera were inspections at the shops of najor, equip-
. . . - .. ..-

~

nent suppliers (vendors). There were also inspections at the off, ices

of the licensee an'd of his contractors for the purpose of inspecting
' ^ ,. . . . . . :-

construction' records, procedures and engineering reports relat'e'd to';,

construction natters.
. - .e- : & a 'w a

--

The Division of Comp 14-e'. inspection activities were directE 'toward ,

verifying, on a planned sampling basis, 'that the conpleted' faelIity
. . , . .,.,

,'

.would conforn to AEC regulatory requirenents. Systens and components

of the facility were selected for sanpling inspection on the basis of

the AEC regulatory staff's decernination as to their inportance..to

v >. .

.
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'. . :the safe operation of the facility. These inspection activities in- g .-

e6cluded the following:
. - -

.:y,.

1. F-4 nation of the licensee's and selected major contractor's , ;;

, overall quality assurance and quality contro.1 programs and their -
;,.
-r.; -.

. A.Vimplementation. ~ e

g;
3
'2. Inspection of quality control records, such as cone ete strength -;

;

test data, material test reports for plate and ' piping, supplier
.N)5 '-

_ certifications for piping, valves and fittings, and nondestructive ' . .-+

test records for velding.

O3. Observation of construction work in progress; e.g., concrete place-

- ment, velding associated with vessel construction or piping tal-
"

lation, equipment. alignment and installation, and, nondestructive
-

. . -

-

tes ting.

4. Emination of construction procedures; e.g., velding procedures

and nondestructive testing procedures.

5. Witnessing thu performance of major construction tests, such as
-

hydrostatic tests of piping and the pressure test of pri=ary

containment.
.

6. F-4 nation of the licensee's program for functional testing of

systems and equipment; including the tests planned, the test

procedures, and the test results.
.,

e *

4.! -
. e-3--
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7. F - inition of the licensee's preparations for facility operations;

including organization and staffing plans, training, and'the pro-

gram for operating procedures, fuel loading and startup testing.

.

8. Inspection of routine operating procedures, maintenance procedures,
'

"
'

radiation protection procedures, and emergency procedures.

Compliance performed a special quality assurance inspection of the fa-

cility in addition to other inspection activities,"to determine whether

an adequate quality assurance program had been developed by 'he w

licensee and was being implemented to the degree considered necessary

for construction activities in process or being initiated. Comptinnee

periodically reinspected throughout the life of the project to ascertain

that continued application and implementation of the licensee's quality

assurance program was be ug effectively admin 4=tered. r

o..

The special quality assurance inspection included the following:
- .,

.

1. E m ination of the licensee's documented programs for the purpose
.:.u.e

of comparing the requirements and controls actually imposed by
. . , - . , , . ,

the licensee on his activities with the conmitments made in his
.;*

.

application. -

.
*

2. Determination by discussions with cognizant licenree and contractor

personnel; by direct obser.ations in the working environment of the

O
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.

licensee's organization and of the site contractor organizations;

and by direct and random == 4 nations of documents, procedures, and

records, whether applicable portions of the quality assurance pro- -

gram had been implemented. The applicable portions included areas

such as the system for the conduct of vendor inspections perfor=ed

by the licensee or his contractors, the existence of appropriate
'

. quality assurance orgnizations, the corrective measures taken or
_

.

. planned to i= prove qualicy, and the actual performance of manage-
'
-

.. (.-

ment and the quality assurance organizations.

..

3. A determination of whether onsitie work in progress was being

conducted in accordance with prescribed e-Micy control procedures

-- and practices. "~

.

g. n
n.

'

The periodic reinspection of the quality assurance program were similar

but, on these inspections, the major emphasis was placed on actual site

activities and inspections of selected cceponents.

.

Inspection activities were carried out at the ven, dors' shops with the

same objectives. These inspection activities were simiinr to those

set out in the quality assurance inspection including observation of

work in progress, inspection of quality control records, and review of

procedures.

O
. . .

, .>
dr?'/d'

--
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The licensee is required to develop and carry out a comprehensive
-

preoperational testing program. The procedures developed under this

program are namined by Compliance inspectors and comments are discussed

with the licensee. The performance of selected preoperational tests

are witnessed by Cor.tpliance inspectors. The results of the tests and

the licensee's evaluations are reviewed by the inspectors. This test-

ing of the plant, to the extent feasible prior to the loading of fuel,

demonstrates whether plant systems and components are capable of

performing their intended functions under both normal and abnormal

conditions. These tests also serve to danstrate the adequacy of

plant design and operating procedures. Satisfactory completion of the

preoperational testing program is an important part of the basis for

our findings of plant completion.
,

II RESULTS OF INSPECTION OF CONSTRUCTION WORK .

Since the issuance ~ of Provisional Construction Permit No. CPPR-36 to

the licenseer authorizing. the construction of Vermont Yankee, inspec.-
~

tions by the Division of Compliance have been conducted at the construc-

tion site, at the vendors' shops, and at the licensee's offices. A

chronology of these inspec' ions is' attached as Appendix A. The resultst

'

of the inspection of Ver=ont Yankee conducted through June 20, 1971,

are discussed by systems in the same order as presented in the Safety

Evaluation dated June 1,1971, prepared by the Division of Reactor

Licensing.
-

O
.
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A. Nuclear Steam Supply System"
--

1. Fuel Rods

The fuel rods consist of slightly enriched uranium dioxide pellets

contained in sealed zirconium alloy tubes. The fuel rods are

mounted in a 7 x 7 array to make a fuel asse=bly. Four different
_

uranium 235 enrichments are employed and are strategically placed

in the fuel assembly to control temperatures within the fuel as-
'

sembly. General Electric Company, manufacturer'of the fue1, has
m

determined that t! . rud cods may contain an improper fuel enrich- "

ment. The fuel : ods have bee.2 returned to General Electric for

verification of :''uel enrichment and any corrective measures that

may be required.
.

~
-

Comolecion Statt s_: Correct fuel enrichment in each rod will be

assured by the licensee before fuel is loaded into the reactor

vessel. Satisfactory resolu:. ion of this problem will be verified

by the Division of Compliance prior to licensing.

2. Primary CoeLant System

a. Primar- Pressure Boundarv Piping

The praary pressure boundary piping includes the two pri-

mary recirculating loops, the main steam piping downstream

from the reactor vessel to and including the main steam

isolation valve outside the containment, and those portions

G
.

:.
= , < .

h *
.. -- _
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cf all piping systems cpunected to the recirculating
_

system and the reactor pressure vessel out to the second

isolation valve in each system.

Our inspection program was directed pri=arily coverd in-

specting the fabrication, erection, and nondestructive

testing of the reactor coolant pressure boundary components

e.nd piping. This effort included inspections at the con-

struction site, at some of the vendor shops, offices of

licensee's contractors, and the licensee's corporate

offices. The ASME code requirements for hydroscatic testing

of the primary boundary at 125% of design pressure, have

been met satisfactorily. Portions of this test were ob-

~~
served by Division of Compliance inspectors and records of

test results were amined to assure compliance with the

applicable codes.

As a result of our inspection program of the primary pres-

sure boundary piping, several progra==atic deficiencies

with the quality assurance program were detected; however,

a-4 nations of representative quality control records of ,.

installed piping and components and visual observations of

installed piping indicated that the piping and components

net the applicable codes and standards with the exception

O
.
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.

that certification of material' fabrication of some of the -

jet pump riser piping has not been verified. We will pursue

this matter to confirm that the piping complies with the
,

design specification and is adequate for the intended service.
.

The. licensee and his contractors have commenced a review of

the quality control records for all of the equipment and

material in the primary pressure boundary.
,

Comolecion Status: Construction of the primary pressure ,

boundary piping is essentially complete. Installatico of
'

insulation and pipe hangers remains to be completed. fatis-

factory completion of this work will be verified by the

Division of Compliance prior to licensing.
. . ,

b. Reactor Pressure Vessel .

The reactor pressure vessel was assembicd in the field from
~

.

shop fabricated components by the Chicago Bridge & Iron - -

Company (CB&I).
.

Division of Compliance pressure vessel specialists and con-

sultants have ynmined material iptality and nondestructive

test data; observed field machining, velding and erect 16n -

practices; observed nondestructive testing; and observed the

field hydrostatic testing of the vessel. We have inspected

the installation of selected core internals, including ;

O
. :x.
* " | ty-

. C%
;%56-
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selective namination of storage, fabrication and welding
_

procedures, and observation of fitup and nondestructive

testing. No deficiencies were detected.

Completion Status: Construction of the reactor pressure

vessel and core internals has been complaced.

~

. .

3. Recirculation Svstem Valves

We inspected the installation of the recirculation system. valves.

Discrepancies were found between the valve =arking and applicable

code requirements. Wall thickness measurements taken by the

licensee revealed thicknesses less than the design specifica-

tion. Weld buildup was performed on the thin walled valvesO to meet design specifications. We will pursue this matter to
. . -

__

confirm that the valves are adequate for the intended service.

Completion Status: Construction and installation of these -

valves have been completed. Confirmation that the valves are

adequate for the intended service will be verified by the

Division of Compliance prior to licensing.

"4. Pressure Relief and Safetv Valves

We have verified by inspection of records that critical structural.

areas of the pressure relief and safety valves have been up-

graded from Class 3 requirements of ASTM E-71 to Class 2 require-

ments which satisfies current code and AEC requirements and

standards.

G
.

#.3
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Comolecion Status: Fabrication of the pressure relief and safety -

valves is complete. Installation and testing of the valves re-

main to be completed. Satisfactory completion of this work will

be verified by the Division of Compliance prior to licensing.

Conclusions: Based on the results of inspections to date, we

conclude that there is reasonable assurance thst pri=ary

coolant systems will be substantially completed in accordance

with the construction permit; the application, as amended;
.

the provision of the act; and the rules and regulations of the

Cot =nission (AEC regulatory requirements).

B. Contaic=ent System

1. Primar- Containment
,

The primary containment which includes the drywell and the torus

was field assembled from shop fabricated sections by CB&I. Our

inspection program included the selective ave 4 ation of mate-

rial records and fabrication procedures, observation of field

fabrication work and nondestructive testing, selective , inminn-

tion of onsite quality control records"and witnessing of the

overpressure test. s

A selective av* 4"' tion of the containment isolation valves

indicates that the isolation valves have been installed accord-

ing to design drawings. The licensee intends to add orifices

- ,

..

,e

a .
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in the primary system instrument lines inside containment to .

_

limit releases in the. event of a line rupture. In addition,

.

the containment inerting system has not been installed.

Comolecion Status: The system will be complete when the inte-

grated leak rate test has been performed. Installation and

testing o5 the . containment inerting system and the addition of

orifices in the instrument lines will be completed prior to

licensing. Satisfactory completion of this" work will be

ve'rified by the Division of Complinm e prior to licensing.

2. Secondarv Containment
,

The secondary coneniment system consists of the secondary con-

tainment structure and the ventilation and standby gas treatment
r

systems. We have nantned construction procedures and concrete

quality and test data for the secondary containment structure.

No significant deficiencies were found in these areas.

Comolecion Status: Construction of the secondary containment

structure is essentially complete. The secondary containment

system leak rate test will be performed following completion of

construction, completion of other activities inside containment,
-

and the removal _ of construction equipment. Testing of the char-

coal filters is scheduled as a 3srt of the preoperational test .

program for the standby gas treatment system. Satisfactory

O
_
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_
.-

completion of this work will be verified by the Division of -

Compliance prior to licensing.

Conclusions: Based on the results of our inspections to date,
,

we conclude that there is reasonable assurance that the contain-
.

ment systems will be substantially completed in accordance with
'AEC regulatory requirements. *

--
,

C. Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) '

The Ver=ont Yankee ECCS consists of the high pressure coolant in- . ' .
-

:( ,a..
jection system (HPCI), auto-depressurication system (ADS), cure ''

spray system (CS) and the low pressure coolant injection system
. . ,

(LPCI).
'

..

%We have inspected the construction and selectively mmined quality ,L . ;

, . .; & r- -

,

control records for the ECCS. With minor deficiencies, which have P.97If
? . v. s.;. . .,

been corrected by the licensee, our inspections indicate that the '' ]"!{-

,
. .-

..

installation of these systems is in accordance with applicable . .|,
.. .:-%

codes and stanifards. Furthermore, the licensee is reviewing the '!.
i
; .i -

nondestructive testing records for the material and equipment in

the primary pressure boundary., Satisfactory completion of this
#review will be verified by the Division of Compliance prior to

.

Licensing.

The licensee has developed a program for verifying flow rates, valve ,.
'

.,

sequencing, electrical separation of redundant components and the -

O
. * . ..

:f: 'U. ~

..k
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adequacy of installed instrumentation to assure that these systems
_

~

operate in accordance with design. The results of this test pro--

gram will be e7amined by the Division of Compliance.

Comolecion Status: Installation of _he ECCS is essentially complete.

Installation of insulation and pipe hangers remains to be completed.

Sati=fac W c'ompletion of this work will be verified by the Division

or Compliance prior to licensing.

Conclusions: Based on the results of our inspections to date,5e

conclude that there is reasonable assurance that the insen11a'.Lon

of the ECCS will be substantially completed as described n the

application.

O
D. Instrumentation, Control and Electric Power Systems

,
These systems include the reactor protective, control, safety and

nuclear instrumentation systems; the normal power supply system; and

the emergency ~ power supply systems. We have inspected the quality

of electrical and instrumentation installation, the adequacy of

selected cosponents, elactrical separation and redundancy of key

safety circuits, identification and routing of cable trays, con-

duits and wirevays. knaddition,wehaveeynmfnedthecabletray
-

loading criteria, the cable arrangement in cable trays, conduits

and wireways, and the applicable nondestructive tests of cables

and components. As a result of our inspection program of the

O
. . ,

. *

;$
- 71 %
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instrumentation, control and electrical power systems, deficiencies ~

were observed in the following general areas: (1) inadequate

separation in instru=ent and power cables, (2) procedural deficiencies

for setting and adjusting relays and for condestructive testing of

cables and terminations, (3) inadequate protection of electrical
~

components from construction damage.

The licensee has corrected most of these deficiencies. We will

verify that these deficiencies are resolved prior to making a finding

that the systems have been completed.

Comolecion Status: Installation of the instrumentation, control-

and electric power systems is 90% complete. The two 345 KV power

transmission lines and towers have been completed. The emergency
. -- _

,

power systems have been installed and tested. We will review the

test results prior to licensing. - '

Conclusions: Based on the results of our inspections to date, we

conclude that there is reasonable assurance that the instrumentation,

control and a'uxiliary power systems will be substantially completed

in accordance with AEC regulatory require:4ents.

E. Control of Radioactive Effluents '

.

1. Licuid Radwaste System

The liquid radwasta system includes holdup tanks, pumps, deep

bed demineralizer, filters, interconnecting piping, process
.:

.

.

. :$|-
.-$

V 'iW
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. .

instrumentation, radiation monitoring instrumentation, and cask _

filling and handling facilities for the wet vastes consisting of

demineralizer resins and filter sludges. Compliance inspections

did not disclose any unmonitored release paths in this system.

Comolecion Status: Construction of the liquid radwaste system
~

is essentially complete. Installation and calibration of all

icotrumentation and electrical components remains to be com-

pleted. Satisfactory completion of this work will be verified

by the Division of' Compliance prior to licensing. .

2. Gaseous Radwaste System

The gaseous radwaste system consists of hold up piping, high

efficiency particulate filters, dilution fans, ths main stack,
_

air ejectors, and the radiation monitoring system. Compliance.

inspections did not disclose any unmonitored release paths in

this system. ,

Comolecion Status: The gaseous radwaste system is essentially
_

complete with the exception of the radiation monitoring equip-

ment. Satisfactory completion of this work will be verified by

'

the Division of Compliance prior to licensing.
.

Conclusions: Based on the results of our inspectionsto date and

the licensee's planned action, we conclude that there is reason-

able assurance that the systems for the control of radioactive

O
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effluents will be substantially completed in accordance with
_

AEC regulatory requirements.

F. Conduct of Overations and Technical Qualifications

The conduct of operations and technical qualifications includes the

organization and staffing, the preparatic.a a ud review of procedures,

and the administrative directives which the applicant has developed

to conduct the functional test program and subsequent operations at

the Vermont Yankee facility.

We have observed that the applicant has established operational

review and audit committees .which are actively engaged in activi-

ties relating to plant startup. We have verified that the applicant

.

has developed a program for functional testing of systems and

equipment and we have examined the available test procedures. We

have also selectively enmined the results of those tests which

have been completed and we plan to similarly examine other test

results when they become available.
..

,

We have initiated our anmi,ation of the program and procedures for

fuel loading, power ascension testing and plant operation. The
-

applicant is preparing procedures to cover the following general -

areas : operations; administration; maintenance; instrument and

control; surveillance and testing; reactor engineering; ce=puter

.

O
..

*

. :~
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.

engineering; chemistry; health physics; and emergency conditions.
~

We plan to amine these procedures on a selectiva basis when their -

preparation has been completed.

_Cemolecion Status: Freoperational testing is incomplete and our

review of the test results is continuing. Satisfactory completion

of this work will be verified by the Division of Compliance prior
*

'.

.to licensing.
~

Conclusions: Based on the results of our inspections to date, we

conclude that there is ressonable assurance that the conduct of

operation and technical qualifications will be substantially in

accordance with AEC regulatory requirements.

III CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of our inspections of the Vermonc Yankee facility,

we conclude that, subject to the conclusion of the outstanding matters

noted in this report, there is reasonable assurance that VY vill be sub-

stantially completed in conformance with Provisional Construction

Permit No. CPPR-36, the application as amended, the provisions of the

Act, and the rules and regulations of the Connission.

. .

_
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF COMPLIANCE INSPECTIONS
VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR' POWER' CORPORATION

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION -

Date Type of Inspection Scone of Insnection

4/17/68 Site Reviewed construction and quality
control organization.

5/20-21/68 Site Reviewed the field fabrication of
*

the reactor pressure vessel. In-
~

spected QA organizational assign-
ments, material properties,
procedures and, record system.

5/20-21/68 Site Reviewed procedure for curing con-
crate and record keeping system.-

10/24, 30-31/68 Corporate Reviewed quality assurance and
Office - Site quality contro) organization. Re-

viewed concrete batching and place-
ment activities.

9/17-18/68 Site Reviewed field fabr1.:ation of the
reactor pressure vr.ssel. .F m hed
quality control records of field

-

work for bottom dome. Witnessed ,
machining of top head flange.

11/24-25/68 Site Witnessed overpressure test of dry-
~

well and torus.

4/7-9/69 Site Witnessed stub tube welding. Reviewed
-

component storage and installation
records. Reviewed vendor inspection
reports. Reviewed environmental
monitoring program.

5/7-9/69 Site Examined reactor vessel field fabri-
cation records.' Discussed specif1-

'

cations and procurement problems
relative to stainless piping and
fittings.

~

O
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Date Type of Inspection - ' Scope of Inspection
_

6/3-5/69 Site Reviewed results of concrete compres-
sion tests. Reviewed procedures for
quality control of piping, site storage
segregation, and inspection of equip-
ment. Reviewed weld quality control
records.

8/27-29/69 Site Reviewed reactor vessel fabrication *

. records. Reviewed vdid data reports.
Inspected storage of equipment and
materials. Reviewed quality assurance
activities.

9/23-24/69 Site Witnessed reactor vessel hydrostatic -

test.
.

-:

10/6-8/69 Site Reviewed quality assurance and quality
control manuals. Inspected fabrication
records for fuel storage pool and con-
densate storage tank. Reviewed speci
fications and installation procedures'

for reactor core spray system and main
_ steam system. - -

.t .s2/9-13/70 Site Reviewed quality control manuals. -w-
Inspected fabrication records on con-

,'dens -te storage tank. Reviewed weld
data reports for main steam piping.
Reviewed design of flow restrictor.
Inspected field conditions of concrete ' . ''

placement.-

,
.

4/13-15/70 Site Reviewed quality control program. In-
,

spected welds on piping. Reviewed
quality control surveillance. Reviewed

,

mill certificates of main steam piping.
Inspected recirculation system valves
for code requirements.

6/1-5/70 Site Inspected weld data reports for core [
spray piping. Reviewed installation y
records of CRD hydraulic piping. Re- Je
viewed fabrication records of main -5--

steam isolation valves. Icspected field N#.
conditions of reactor vessel and drywe

. ,: 74.

.$' W
*

-

...-

~?5
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Scope of InspectionDate Tree of Insoection
,

7/26-30/70 Site Reviewed quality control procedures.
-

8/11-12/70 Inspected weld data reports for core
spray piping. Reviewed quality con-
trol procedures relating to electrical
and instrumentation conponents and cables.

8/17-19/70 Site Reviewed installation records of feed-
water and core spray piping. Reviewed

. quality control records for CRD hydraulic
. piping. Reviewed quality assurance

manual for installation of reactor
internal,s.

'

9/1-3/70 Site Reviewed quality control program for
piping installation. Inspected instal-
lation records of reactor internals.

Reviewed documentation for RHR, HPCI8/12-13/70 Corporate.
' and RCIC pumps. Reviewed procedures9/16-17/70 Office - Site

for component installation and cable

O NDT. Inspected installation records
of reactor vessel safe end replace-
ment. Inspected shop fabrication

- records of feedwater, standby liquid
control and reactor core spray piping.-

10/5-8/70 Site Reviewed quality control procedures fer
pipe installation. Inspected welds on
recirculation system piping. Reviewed
corrective measures of quality control
program for reactor internal installa-

.

.
tion. Reviewed preoperational test
programs. Reviewed weld data reports
of feedwater, core spray and standby
liquid control piping. Reviewed re-

~ ceipt reports for same. Inspected
field conditions of piping. Reviewed
qualification records for quality con-
trol inspectors.

O
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Date Tyne of Insnecti g - . Scope of Insnection -

11/17-19/70 Site Reviewed procedure for setting protec-
12/1-2/70 tive relaying. Reviewed documentation

of corrective measures taken on weld
data reports, receipt reports, and shop
certificates for core spray, feedwater
and standby liquid control piping.
F m ined reactor internals installation

. records. Reviewed storage records for
. RHR beat exchanger. Reviewed quality

control procedures for cleaning relz/s.
Observed field conditions of cable trays.
Reviewed and discussed design considera-
tions for instrumentation and electrical
components and cabling.

'

12/15-17/70 Site Reviewed documentation of core spray
valve repair. Reviewed documentation
of recirculation system bypass line
welds. Inspected cable runs for re-
dundancy and separation. Observed
recirculation system valve casting
thickness measurement.

_-

2/2-5/71 Site Inspected weld data reports of standby
.

liquid control piping. Inspected
instrumentation and electrical com-
ponent installation and documentation.
Verified specific relays were cleaned.
Reviewed repair records of core spray
valves. Verified containment renitor-

*

ing readout.-,

2/9-12/71 Site Witnessed reactor vessel hydrostatic
test. m.

2/22-26/71 Quality Assurance / Team inspection to evaluate implemen-
Quality Control tation of quality control statements

'

Audit at Site, contained in FSAR and inspect field
ESASCO Engineering work of BPCI ano core spray system
Offices piping.

O
*

. ,.
'* ;s

..a..
..m

~._?, * f
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Date Type of Inspection Sc' ope of Insoection.

_

3/26/71 Management Discussed results of quality casurance/
Meeting quality control audit in February 1971.

Discussed inspection program for pre-
operational, startup'and operational
testing.

4/13-16/71 Site Inspected installation and receipt re-
ports of certain power cables and com-

- ponents. Reviewed corrective measures
- for deficiencies in quality control

program. Reviewed records of upgrading
of main steam relief valves. Inspected
code identificdtion of recirculation
system valves. Observed relocation of
condenser low vacuum test switches and.

rewiring of reactor mode switch. Re-
viewed documentation of fire in pipe
shop. Reviewed weld data records of
standby liquid control piping. Re-
viewed corrected records of motor con-
trol centers.

5/4-7/71 Site. Inspected installation and audit ree-
- ords of electrical and instrumentation

cables. Reviewed corrective measures
taken in quality assurance / quality
control relating to vendor drawings,
materials reports, quality control
authority, rejected material and audits.
Reviewed repair records of core spray
pump nozzle..

'.

5/19-20/71 Site Discussed preoperational testing
procedures.

n.

5/25-27/71 Site Performed initial inspection of health

physics program, emergency plan and.,
environmental monitoring program.

.

O
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NOTE

This Supplement to the Vermont Yankee
Safety Evaluation provides Section 6,
Emergency Core Cooling Systems, that

,

was not included in the Safety Evalu-
ation dated June 1., 1971.

.
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6.0 ENERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
'

6.1 General - - -

In this portion of our Vermont Yankee Safety Evaluation the emergency
-

core cooling subsystems are individually described and an evaluation of the

functional perfor=ance capability is presented. The acceptability of the

Vermont Yankee ECCS, using calculational techniques and assumptions described

in the Commission's " Interim Acceptance Criteria for Emerge $1cy Core Cooling

Systems for Light-Water Power Reactors" is discussed in Section 6.6.7.

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) for the Vermonc Yankee plant is

the same, except for increased flow capacity, as the design previously

reviewed and accepted for Monticello. There are two high pressure sub-

systems, the high pressure coolant injection system (HPCIS) and the auto-

depressurization system (ADS); and two low pressure subsystems, the core spray

system.(CS) and the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system.

The piping, pu=ps and valves of the E=argency Core Cooling System have

been designed, fabricated and inspected in accordance with the require-

ments of the USAS B31.1.0 - 1967 Code for Pressure Piping; Sect.on III,

Class C, ASME Boilet and Pressure Vessel Code, USAS B16.5 and MS3 SP-66.
.-

In addition to the nondestructive examinations required by the codes, a

representative sampling of pipewelds, valve bodies, and pump casings in

the systems were subjected to 100". volumetric and surface examinations to

appropriate ASTM acceptance standards. An inservice inspection program, similar
~

to that applied to the reactor coolant system will also be applied to the

emergency core cooling system.
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6.2 Migh Pressure Coolant Injection System ~#

The high pressure coolant injection (HECI), sys~ tem consists of a 4250 gpm
_

punip driven by a steam turbins. The steam is supplied from the reactor

and exhausted to the torus. Cooling water may be drawn either from the ,

condensate storage tank, which is the preferred source, or from the torus.

The water is injected into the vessel via the feedvater system. In the .

event of a loss-of-coolant accident caused by the rupture of a small pipe,
i..

the HPCI system is designed to provide adequate core cooling unassisted.

For intermediate size pipe breaks the HPCI would act in conjunction with

either of the low pressure core cooling systems. For large si=a pipe '~?[
3, s .

breaks , the HPCI system is not required, since depressurization would -l'

occur rapidly enough to permit operation of the low pressure cooling systems. ,

6.3 Auto-Decressurization System
[

*

s-

. .y . . <g.-,

The auto-depressuri=ation system (ADS) consists of four dual-purpose ' },%
,

''

safety / relief valves which are also part of the Pressure Relief System 9.y, ('' ','
...g..

c.

described in Section 4.3.5. The system does not :tself provide cooling, :

but operation of the valves would depressurize the reactor in the event -

that the HPCI system could not maintain water level after depressurt:ation '

so that the low pressure coolant systems could operate. All four valves

would receive signals to operate, but only three valves are required to
-

perform the required depressurization. At our request, the original system

has been modified to include an interlock that prevents automatic actuation
'

iof the ADS unless one of the pumps in the low pressure subsystem is operating. -

eh,

9
m .e.

.p". U,i
'

.c ,- y -
'

c.Q W Q.
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6 .4 Core Sorav system

The core spray system consists of two , subsystems. Each subsystem has

one 3000 gym pump to spray water drawn from the torus onto the top of the
_

reactor core. Each subsystem is designed to provide adequate emergency care

cooling independently. In the event of accidents involving breaks of inter-

mediate size pipes, the core spray system functions after one of the high

pressure subsystems has reduced the reactor pressure. For large breaks, the
'

system is designed to previde adequate core cooling unassisted. As discussed

in a following section, additxonal tests of the core spray effectiveness

have been completed since our evaluation of this system at the construction

permit stage.
,

.5 Low ?ressure Coolant Iniection System

The Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCI) can inject 2orus water

into the reactor vessel through the recirculation loops to reflood' the

reactor core in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The system pumps

are the same four 7200 gym.pu=ps used in the RER system. Three of the

four pumps can provide adequate core cooling unassisted for large breaks,
'

'

or in combination with operation of one of the high pressure systems for

intermediate breaks. However, single failures in either the diesel
,.

generator system or the LPCI crossover valves might cause malfunctioning

of the system. Additional tests of the effectiveness of flooding in cool- '

ing the core have been completed since our evaluation at the construction

permit stade. These tests are discussed in the following sections.

. . ..
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6.6 Functional Performance
,

6.6.1 The emergency core cooling systems are designed to deliver cooling water -

to the core automatically in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant acci-

dent. The systems are designed to provide adequare core cooling for any

size pipe. break even if any single active co=ponent of the ECCS fails.

The systems will run.with either offsite or onsite electrical power.

While the ECCS performance will be improved if offsite power is available,

the performance is evaluated assuming that only onsite electrical power is

available.

'

Although the emergency core cooling system as now installed in the Vermont

Yankee plant is substantially the same as that evaluated at the construction

permit stage of review La that the size, capacity and performance of equip-

ment is unchanged, we originally evaluated the performance of the ECCS using
.

calculational models and analytical techniques different from the models and

techniaues currently used by the applicant (and GE). Since that time

additional information and results of tests to assess the adequacy of the

ECCS have also become available. As discussed in the following sections,

we, the ACRS, and our consultants, the Idaho Nuclear Corporation (INC),

have met with GE on many occasions and reviewed thI codes, models, and

''
analyses used in the current analyses, the test results and their appil-

cation to the Vermont Yankee design.

For the purposes of analyses, the time-history of a loss-of-coolant acci-

dent may be divided into five time periods. The periods are characterized

. O
e

.3:
E..~:

--*% * es"=",
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by changing thermal and hydraulic phenomena during the accidant. The

first period is the flow coastdown period, during which the reactor ~

partial?.y depressurizes and the core flow decreases. During the second

period the flow is stagnant and the core is assumed to be uncooled. The

third period commences when lower plenum flashing causes a temporary re-

surgence of core flow. The fourth period is a period of core heatup

after the core flow and cooling again diminish and while the depressuri-

zation is completed. The fifth and final period cocceaces with the

initiation of ECCS flow from the low pressure cooling systems. In the

following sections we discuss each of these periods. Although we evaluated

the performance of the ECCS for all size pipe breaks, the subsequent

discussion is mainly descriptive primarily of accidents involving the

largest size postulated pipe break which results in the highest calculated

fuel clad temperature.-

.

.

6.6.2 Flow Coastdown Period

During the first few seconds after a postulated pipe break, the reactor

coolant system pressure decreases rapidly and flow through the core is

diminishing (called " flow coastdown") . Initially conditions are nearly

the same as during normal operation and nucleate boiling continues

undisturbed. At some later time, the core flow and pressure decrease

sufficiently that nucleate boiling cannot be sustained and the heat trans-

fer rate decreases markedly. In previous analyses a "d.y-out" model

9
_. -
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was used to calculate the time that the degradation in heat transfer

This model was based on the results of tests in which the -
occurs.

flow in a heated test section was stopped simultaneously with initiation
of depressurization.

Because the f' v in a BWR core after a pipe break

is expected to coastdown rather than to stop instantly, degraded heat trans-

fer will occur later than would be predicted using the " dry-out" model.

In the current analyses', the time at which the departure from nucleate boil-

ing occurs is determined using empirical ccrrelations based on the results

of steady-state critical heat flux (CHF) tests.

We requested additional information to confirm the conclusion that the

use of a steady-state correlation is appropriate. GE has perfor=ed

transient tests to demonstrate the validity of their steady-state CEF

correlations during transient conditions. fue tests were performed with
.

flow and pressure reduced separately and concurrently. Comparisons of

the CHF measured in the tests with the CHF predicted"by the steady-state

correlation show that the use of the correlation gives results that are
conservative. .

_

6 6.3 Flow Staenation Period
.

Tha flow coastdown period ends when the water level in the downcomer

falls to the level of the jet pump inlet. Even though flow actually would
-

continue at a very reduced rate, in the anrlysis the flow in the core is

assumed to stop at this time. During this period of flow stagnation the
&

O
.

.'
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the net heat transfer from the core is assumed to be zero. From our

review we conclude that heat transfer during this period is conservatively -

calculated.

6.6 4 Lower Plenum Flashing Period

Lower plenum flashing is a flow phenomenon during the blowdown taerein

a sudden transient increase in core flow occurs in the period between

5 and 10 seconds after the break. The flow transient begins a few

seconds after the core flow has decayed to near zero and the heat trans-

fer is in the critical heat flux regime. The increase in flow is a result

of the liquid level in die, vessel dropping below the recirculation line

suction nozzles, causing the flow out the break to change from a liquid

9 phase to a steam phase and increasing the race of depressurization of the

-system. This increased depressurization rate in turn causes a faster rate

of boilin5 in the lowcr plenum. The increased amount of steam bubbles in the

lower pienes water produces a larger volume of fluid and bubbles which can

only escape up through the core and the jet pump diffusers. Calculation

si the phenomenon depends on the knowledge of the flashing process, the

effect of flow naldistribution, the resistance to flow of a two-phase

mixture through the core and jet pump diffusers',' and the rate of olowdown

through the break. <

We have reviewed these parameters and conclude that their accuracy has

been confirmed by laboratory and in-plant tests. However, we do not

consider that the heat transfer mechanism assumed in the GE analysis is

sufficiently conservative. During this period of increased flow, GE

.----
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assumes that nucleate boiling is re-established and that relatively large ~

heat transfer coefficients result. Al~though nucleate boiling m2y be re- -

,

established, there is insufficient experimental evidence to support this -s

$Lassumption. Therefore, we have required GE to perform the analysis with - '

the assumption that only stable film boiling with greatly reduced values
1

of heat transfer coefficient occurs during the period of lower plenum -

'

'

flashing. This assumption is sufficiently conservative co assess the
.

effects of lower plenum flashing.

6.6.5 Core Heatup Period '
-

4 s-

Following the period of lower plenum flashing the conservative analysis
.

assumes that no convective cooling occurs. Heat generation produced by the

radioactive decay of the fission products t.ad thermal radiation between the
:,. .efuel rods causes the core to heat up. We have reviewed the calculations . !(C -~

* .-x;.:.
for th'is per4d and conclude that the heat transfer during this period 41. ?'

. h[b,
is conservatively calculated. . pp-

, ' .7--

6.6.6 ECCS Initiatien f. ., b,
,.
_

Although the loss of water level or increase in drywell pressure result-
,,

ing from a pipe break are sensed immediately and the ECCS is signaled to -

start, injection of wa:er by the low pressure systems is delayed 30 to

40 steonds. The delay is necessary to permit the diesel generators to start

and accept load, the reactor pressure to fall below the ECCS pung dis-
; .-e .

charge pressure and the ECCS pumps to come to full flow. Water is injected -{,(.)
~. t :. ninto the reactor through both the LP"I system and the core spray system.

,
?[ ,4'

.

Awas
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The two limiting cases considered, assuming a single active failure, are

either the operation of both core spray systems only or operation of one -

core spray system in conjunction with half of the LPCI pumps.'

GE has recalculated the fuel rod temperatures during the design basis

LOCA, using a new core spray model and heat transfer correlacion, based

on the data from spray cooling tests of electrically-heated full-length

fuel assemblies. The results of these tests of full-length assemblies are

summarized in the report submitted by GE and titled " Effects of Cladding

Temperature and Material on ECCS Performance" (NEDO-10179). The purpose

of the tests was to demonstrate the effectiveness of top spray and bottom

flooding in cooling full-sized BWR assemblies at temperatures and powers

9 representative of the Vermonc Yankee core.

._-

In order to accomplish this purpose nearly 150 tests were run at condi-

tions and with bundles that were as nearly representative of the expected

accident conditions and core configurations as possible. The tests did

not simulate the blowdown phase of a LOCA, but used the expected conditio'as

at the time of initiation of the low pressure core standby cooling systeas

as initial conditions for the tests. Most of the tests were run using

either top spray or bottom flooding alone, although some tests were run
'

.

using both modes concurrently.

Because of the combination of (a) inconsistencies in the results of top

spray tests using stainless steel bundles and (b) the lack of data for

Zirealoy-clad bundles, estimates of the peak clad temperature based only
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on extrapolation of the test data are uncertain. The tests do demonstrate

that the top spray is effective in cooling stainless steel bundles at -

temperatures and power levels equivalent to those expected in Vermonc

Yankee, but do not provido a direct demonstration of this for Zircaloy
bundles.

.

Because the test results could not be used directly to predict the per-

formance of the core spray for Zircaloy-clad fuel, GE developed a heat

transfer correlation based on data obtained in the stainless steel bundle
te s t.2. This correlation is reported in the GE topical report " Loss-of- .

Coolant Accident and Emergency Core Cooling Models for General Electric

Boiling Water Reactors" (NEDO-10329). The correlation accounts for the red

heat transfer in the central pins of an assembly more realistically than

previous correlations, predicts the clad temperatures more accurately,
~

.>

and forms the basis for applying the stainless steel test results to '

.

Zircaloy bundles. We have reviewed the GE correlation and its applica-

tion, and a core spray model developed independently by the T.laho N2 clear

Corporation (INC). 'In both models, heat transfer by thermal radiation from

the rods is the controlling phenomenon in cooling of the rods, and heat
..

transfer by convection plays only a small part.
<

The convection portion of the heat transfer is inferred from the results

of the tests on stainless steel bundles by subtracting the thermal radi-

ation heat flux from the total heat flux as measured in the tests. The themal

O
..
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radiation flux is calculated using the, geometrical view factors and
_

experi=entally determined emissivity. In the GE analysis a value of

. 0.6 was used for the emissivity of both the stainless steel rods and

channel box. Subsequent tests made to measure the emissivity of the

stainless steel bundles indicated that a value of 0.9 would be appropriate.

Since the use of the larger value of test bundle emissivity. results in smaller

values of the empirical convective heat transfer coefficient, we have

re ,2 ired GE to perform the analysis of the accident using convective heat.

transfer coefficients derived using the larger value of emissivity.

Since the cooling is ma' inly by thermal radiation, the peak clad tem-

O
peratures reached are strongly influenced by the temperature of the

Zircaloy channel. Until the channel quenches by action of the spray, it

is at a high temperature and is a relatively poor heat sink. GE a'nd INC

use different heat transfer coefficients derived from the same data to cal-

culate the cooling of the channel prior to quenching. GE uses a correlation

based on theoretical analysis to calculate the time to quench. INC esti-

mates the quench time from available data and predicts significantly longer

ti=es to quench. The net result of this difference is that in the cases

of interest, INC predicts peak clad temperatures which are 107. to 157.

higher than those predicted by GE.
~

In order to assure that the channel quench times are conservatively

calcula ced, we have required GE to calculate the fuel rod temperatures
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using a channel quench time suich is 60 seconds longer than that deter-

mined by the theoretically-based correlation,
-

6.6.7 Current Regulatorv Staff Acceptance Criteria

The Regulatory Staff has for some time been reevaluating the theoretical

and experimental bases for predicting the perfor=ance of light-water reactor

emergency core cooling systems to assure that the predicted performance is

being determined conservatively. On June 19, 1971, the AEC issued an

interim policy statement containing conservative interim criteria for,

the performance of emergency core cooling systems in light-water nuclear
power plants.

Following publication of the interim policy seacement the applicant and

GE performed additional loss-of-coolant calculations using the cri::eria and

assu=ptions set forth in the interim policy statement, particularly

Appendix A, Part 2 which describes a General Electric evaluation model
acceptable to the Commission.

This evaluation model is based on the GE topical report, NEDO-10329 cud

its supplement, with the following exceptions which are listed in

AppendixA,Part2oftheinterimpolicystatemenI:

1. During the period of flow coastdown after the minimum critical heat
-

flux ratio at the hot spot is less chan one and until the top of

the jet pu::rps uncover, the heat transfer coefficient should be

calculated using the D. C. Groeneveld correlation (AECL-3281,
'

equation 5.7).

.

,.g

... -

.
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2. During the period of lower plenum flashing until the core becomes

uncovered, the heat transfer coefficient should be calculated using
-

Groeneveld's correlation as in 1. above.

3. The heat transfer coefficients associated with rated core spray flow

should correspond to those derived from experimental data, assuming

the cladding and channel box emissivity is eesal to 0.9.
,

4. It should be assumed that channel wetting does not occur until 60

seconds following the vetting time calculated using the Yamanouchi

analysis.

5. A range of conservatively calcula ted peaking factors should be studied

and the combination selected which results in the most severe thermal

transient for the break spectrum and combinations of systems analyzed.

6. The decay heat curve described in the proposed ANS Standard, with
.. a-

- a.207. allowance for uncertainty, should be used. The fraction

of aecay heat generated in the hot rod should be. considered to

be 1007,of this value unless a smaller value is justified. The

effect of voids ca reactivity during the blowdown may be taken into

.

account.

The applicant and 2 have performed these analyses for the entire break

spectrum, up to and D :luding a double-ended severance of the largest pipe .

of the reactor coolant pressurc boundary and submitted the results in

Amendment 28. In the limiting case of a pos M aced double-ended break

0
'

--
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of a primary coolant system recirculation loop pipe with the simultaneous
-

failure of the LPCI system, the calculated maximum clad temperature is

less than 22800F and less than 0.27. of the fuel rod cladding reacts

chemically with water or steam. For smaller breaks the calculated

maximum clad teerperature is less, for example, a break of a three inch
~

pipe would result 1n a calculated maxime clad temperature.of 15600F.
.

6.7 Conclusion

On the basis of all the information we have reviewed, we conclude that

the Vermonc Yankee emergency core cooling system is acceptaole and the

calculated course of tfie loss-of-coolant accident is limited such that

(a) the calculated maximum fuel rod cladding temperature does not exceed

23000F, (b) the amount of fuel rod cladding that reacts chemically with water
.

or steam dcas not exceed 17. of the total amount of cladding in the reactor,
.; _

(c) the clad temperature t.ransient is terminated at ,a time when the core ''-- -

geometry is still amenable to cooling, and before the cladding is so

embrittled as to fail during or after quenching, (d) the core temperature is

reduced and decay he'at is removed for an extended period of time, an required

by the long-lived radioactivity retamining in the core.
--

.
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TABLE 3. 2.6

POST-ACCTT!]E TMSTRUMENTATTON

'
..

Minimum Number of
Operabic Instrument Instrument i

*

Channels Parameter (Nat.c 3 ) Type of Indication Rante |

2 Drywell Atmospheric Temperature Recorder #16-19-45 0-300*F
. Recorder #TR-1-149 0-300*1 ,

2 Drywell Pressure Recorder #16-19-44 0-80 psia
Torus Pressure 0-80 psia

2 Torus Water Level Meter #16-19-46A 0-3 ft
Meter #16-19-46B 0 -3 f t

2 Torus Water Temperature Meter # 16-19-48 60-180*F

2 Reactor Pressure Recorder #6-97 0-1200 psig
Meter 06-90A 0-1200 psig
Meter #6-90B 0-1200 psig

'

2 Reactor vessel Water Level Meter #2-3-91A (-150)-0-(+150)"il 0
Heter #2-3-918 (-150)-0-(+150)"li 0

1 Control Rod Position (Note 2) Meter 0,-48" RPIS

1 Neutron Monitor (Note 2) Meters
> 0-125% Rated Fluxt

1 Torus Air Temperature Recorder #TR-16-19-45 0-300'F
Note 1 - From and after the date that one of thsse parameters is not indicated in the control room,

continued reactor operation is permissible during the next seven days. If reduced to one ;
. indication of a parameter, operation is permissible for 30 days.

Note 2 - Control rod position and neutron monitor instruments are considered to be redundant to
,

each other, e F44
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3. The baseline data required to.cycluite
the conditions in S,nceifications 4.6.i:.1
an.' 4.6.F.2 shall be acquired each ,

operating cycle. |
;

.

_

I-
.

.
|

.

- ,
- ,

,

f
!

G. Sins;1e Loop 0,cration ,i

1. Operation with a single recirculation
-

.

loop is permitted for 24 hours unless
.

*the recirculation loop is s oner made
- 2

-o
operabic. If the loop cannot be made

'
'

;

operabic, the reactor shall be in cold
- |*

t*

shutdo m within 24 hours. 29 '
,,

.

H. Re~ circulation System .

1. Valves in the equalizer piping
between the recirculation loops
shall be closed d.tring reactor ..

operation. .

;

!. .

!
,
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UNITED STATESg
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMisslON

-
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MOVE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

-
i

%, ,/ January 13, 1978

.....

77j p // b &
Docket No. 50-471

fyf[ JLT -

.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company
ATTN: Mr. Robert H. Groce .

Licensing Engineer
20 Turnpike Road
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581

Gentlemen: ~

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 43 to Facility
Operating License No. DPR-28 for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

This amendment consists of changes to the license and theStation.
Technical Specifications and is in partial response to your submittals
of January 31, March 18, July 14, August 18, September 13, and
Wovember 30, 1977.

This amendment adds a license condition relating to the completion of
facility modifications for fire protection. It also revises the
Technical Specifications to incorporate limiting conditions for opera-
tion and surveillance requirements for existing fire protection systems

The enclosed Technical Specifications
and administrative controls. 30, 1977
have been somewhat modified from those proposed in your November

These Technical Specifications, as modified and agreed tosubmittal.
by your staff, shall become effective 30 days after the date of issue-

One requirement that was not agreed to by your staff relates to the minimum
size of the fire brigade. In your submittal of November 30, you recom-

As discessedmended a minimum size for the fire brigade as three persons.
in our Safety Evaluation, we have concluded that the minimum size of theIn order to achieve expeditiousfire brigade should be five persons.
implementation of the fire protection program, the Technical Specifications
being issued at this time specify a minimum number of three for the on-However, you are requestedsite fire brigade members as you proposed.
to let us know within 20 days whether a requirement of a minimum fire
brigade size of five is objectionable. If you object, you should specify

=

, .

4
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Yankee Atomic Electric Company -2-

your reasons and the technical bases therefor. If you have no objection
to this specific requirement, it is nonetheless important to let us
know within.20 days. If we do not hear from you on this subject, we
will act to issue the change on the basis that assumes your agreement. _

Your submittals dated September 13 and November 30, 1977, provide
additional information in regard to some of the items identified in

Thesethe Safety Evaluation as requiring additional information.
submittals are under review and the results of that review will be
included in a supplement to the enclosed Safety Evaluation after com-
piction of our review. You must also submit the remaining information
of Section 3.2 of the Safety Evaluation by Jemary 31, 1978.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation, Notice of Issuance, and the report of
-

our fire protection consultants (BNL-NUREG-23698) are also enclosed.

Sincerely,

Karl R. Goller, Assistar.t Director
(''s for Operating Reactors

-

'- Division of Operating Reactors

Er. closures:
1. Amendment No. 43 to DPR-28
2. Safety Evaluation
3. Notice
4. BNL-NUREG-23698

cc w/ enclosures: See next page

.
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cc w/ enclosure (s):

Mr. S. D. Karpyak Brooks Memorial Library

Vermont Yankee Nuclear 224 thin Street
Power Corporation Bractieboro, Vermont 05301

77 Grove Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701 John R. Stanton, Director -

Radiation Control Agency
Mr. Donald E. Vandenburgh Hazen Drive

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Vice President ' n
Vermont Yankee Nuclear

~

Power Corporation John W. Stevens
Conservation Socitcy ofTurnpike Road, Route-9 ?

Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 Southern Vermont
P. O. Box 256

John A. Ritsher, Esq. Townshend, Vermont c5353
-

Ropes & Gray Mr. David M. Scott
'

225 F anklin Street '

Boston, thssachusetts 02110 Radiation Health Engineer
'

Agency of Human Services
Division of Occupational HealthGregor I. McGregor, Esc.

Assistant Attorney General P. O. Box 607
Department of the Attorney General Barre, Vermtat 05641

State House, Room 370
'\. Boston, Massachusetts 02133 New Englar.d Coalition on

Nuclear Pollution
Richard E. Ayres, Esq. Hill and Dale Farm
Natural Resources Defense Council

West Hill - Faraway Road
917 - 15th Street, N.W. Putney, Vermont 05346

Washington, D.C. 20005
Mr. Raymond H. Puffer

Honorable M. Jerome Diamir.d Chairman
Board of SelectmanAttorney General Vernon, Vermont 05354

John A. Calhoun
Assistant Attorney General Chief, Energy Systems
State of Vermont Analyses Branch (AW-459)109 State Street
Pavilion Office Building Office of Radiation Programs

Montpelier, Vermont 05602 U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency

Room 645, East TowerAnthony Z. Roisman, Esq. 401 M Street, S.U.Sheldon, Harmon & Roisman
102515th Street, N.W. , 5th Floor Rashington, D.C. 20460

. Washington, D.C. 20005
.
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Yankee Atomic Electric
.

-
Company

~. s ....

U. S. Environmental Protection ''

Agency
Region I Office
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR

,

JFK Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203

_

,

cc w/ enclosures and cy of VY's

PublicServiceBoar], 3/18, 7/14, 8/18, 9/13, & 11/30/,77filing dtd.: 1/3

State of Vermont
120 State Street .

Montpeller, Vermont 05602
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1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMisslON .

I C WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555
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VERMONT YAtlKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

DOCKET NO. 50-271 _
*

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POUER STATION 3

AMENDHENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSC

.

Amendment No. 43
1.icense No. DPR-28

.

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Corporation (the licensee) dated March 18, as
supplemented and revised July 14, and November 30, 1977,
complies with the standards and requirenents of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the
Comiss. ion's rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR
Chapter I;'

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Comission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities
authorized by this amendment can be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public, and
(ii) that such activities will be conducted in compliance
with the Commission's regulations;

D. The issuance of this amendment will no'.. be inimical to
the common defense and security or to the health and
safety of the public; and

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with'

10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and all
applicable requirements have been satisfied.

A
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Accordingly, Facility Operating License No. DPR-28 is hereby
amended by changes to the Technical Specifications as indicated2.

in the attachment to this license amendment and by the following
additional changes: . _-

~..

A. Change paragraph 3.B. to read:

B. Techni ca,l_ Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices*

A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 43 , areThe licenseehereby incoroorated in the license.
shall operate the facility in accordance with.the

,

Technical Specifications.

B. Add paragraph 3.F. as follows:

The licensee may proceed with and is required toF.
complete the modifications identified in Paragraphs
3.1.1 through 3.1.20 of the NPC's Fire Protection
Safety Evaluation (SE) on the facility dated

~T
January 13, 1978. These modifications shall be

n Table 3.1 of the SE. In
completed as specific
addition, the licen2.e shall submit the additional''

information identified in Table 3.2 of this SE in
accordance with the scheduled contained therein.
In the event these dates for submittal cannot be
met, the licensee shall submit a report, e:, plaining
the circumstances, together with a revised schedule.

This license amendnent becomes effective 30 days after the date of3.
issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIRSION,- ~ _

k &.g
t.. . s.

Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical

Spbcifications
-

Date of Issuance: January 13, 1978 s .

I
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ATTACHMEflT TO LICENSE Af!Ef!DMENT N0. 43

FACILITY OPERATIflG LICENSE NO. DPR-28
.

DOCKET NO. 50-271 _

Revise Appendix A Technical Specificat'ons as follows: ;

Remove Pages Insert Pages

4 4
'

~

- 187-b - 187-1

190-a .

190-a

191 & 192 191 & 192

197 1 97
-

, . 200 200i,
'

210 210

214-

The changed areas on the revised pages are shown by marginal lines.
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W. Shutdown - The cactor is in a shutdown condition Z. Surveillance Freq,uency - Unless otherwise stated *
-

,

shan the reactor. node switch is la the shutdown in these specifications, periodic surveillance tests, -

mode position and no core alterations.nre being checks, calibrations, and examinations shall be -

performed. When the mode switch is placed in the performed, within the specified surveillance intervals.
shutdown. position a reactor scram is initiated, These intervals may be adjusted plus 25%. The total

power to the control rod drives is removed, and maximum combined interval time for any three consecu-

the reactor protection system trip syctems are tive tests shall not exceed 3.25 times the opecified
interval. The operating cycIc interval is consideredde-energized. m
to be 18 months and the tolerances stated above are
applicable.

1. Hot Shutdown means conditions as above with
reactor coolant temperature greater than 212 F. -- AA. Surveillance Interval - The surveillance interval is

the calendar time between surveillance tests, checks,

2. Cold Shutdown means conditions as above with calibrations, and examinations to be performed upon
reactor coolant temperature equal to or less an instrument or component when it is required to be

than 212 F. operable. These tests unless otherwise stated in
these specifica'tions may be waived when the.instru-

3. Shutdown means conditions as above such that ment, component, or system is not required to be
- the effective multiplication factor (K,ff) of operable,but these tests shall be performed on the

the core shall be less than 0.99. instrument, component, or system prior to being
required to be operable.

X. Simulated Aut.a.' tic Actuation - Simulated auto-
matic actuatiou naans applying a simulated signal BB. Vital Fire Suppression Water System - The vital fire
to the sensor to actuata circuit in question, supprassion water system is that part of the fire

suppression system which protects those instramcats,
Y. Transition Boiling - Transition boiling.means the components and systems required to perform a safe

boiling regime between nucleate and film boiling. shutdown of the reactor. The vital fire suppression

Transition boiling is the regime in which both system includes the water supply, pumps, and distri-

nucleate and film boiling occur intermittently bution pip'cg with associated sectionalizing valves,

with neither type being completely stable. which provide immediate coverage of the Reactor
Building, Control Room Building, and Diesel Generator
Rooms.

.

.
.
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4.13 Surveillance Requirements .

3.13 Limiting Conditions for Operation

4.13 Fire Protection System
Fire Protection System3.13 -_

Applicability:
Applicability _:

Applies to the surveillance requirements of the
Applica to the operational status of the fire fire protection syutems.
protection systems,

_ Objective:
Objective:

To verify the operability of the fire protection
To assure adequate capability to detect and

systems,suppress a fire which could affect the safe
shutdown of the reactor. .

Specification:
Specification:

A. Fire Detection
A. Fire Detection

1. Each of the sensors specified in 3.13.A.1i

1. Except as r,pecified in Specification and their associated instruments including
3.13.A.2 below, the minimum number of the supervisory circuitry shall be
fire dainction sensors and their demonstrated operable at least once per
associated instrument for each location

-

6 months.shall be operable in accordance with
*

Y~able 3.13.A.1, whenever the equipment
protects is required to be operable.it

'

2. From and after the date that less than .

the minimum number of sentors or their
asscciated instruments are found t', be

operabic, a fire watch shall be established
,

go inspect the location with the incperable
sensor or instruments at Icast once every*

-

Restore the required number ofhour.
sensors and instruments to operable status
within 11. days or submit a report within
the next 30 days to the Commission as
specified in 6.7.C.2 outlining the cause ,

_ of malfunction and the plans for restoring
the instrument (s) to operable status.

187-b .

- - ., . ;

. .,
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4.13 Surveillance Rec.uir'enents
3. Lini:ing Conditions for Operation -

' -- .

F 3:0c
B. Vital Fire Sun 9ressien W::ct ,

"' ca'.1*i ce. Su mrncaf on I? ate r Syst e -3. .

The vital fire suppressi:n water system1.
Except cc specified in Specifiention 3.13.B.2 sha.l be: demonstrated opers.51e:'

1. and 3.13.3.3 below, the vital fire suppression
a. At least once per r.cinth by startingwat'cr, system shall be operable with. for 15cach pu ap and operatin;; it

Two fire pumps operable and lined up to cinutes.a.
the fire suppression loop.

once each c: th by verifyingb. A: IcastRiver.
b. Water available from the Cennecticut each valve in the flcv path is in its

correct position. (F:: electrically

An cperchie flow path capabic of taking supervised valves, adacuate verifi-c.
suction from the Connecticut River and is a visual check of electricalcation.
transferring the water through the distribution indic :ior.) '

piping with operable sectionalizing control
or isointion valves to the yard hydrant least once each yc.ar by per forsacec. Atcurb v.;1ves und the hose station of a system flush of the yard fire 1 cop,'

isolation valves.
once pc . ., .hu b,,, cy:1.<._.,t

2. Fren and after the date that less than tha d. A,a. east . . . ..

each testable valva ir. the flow path
above required equipment is oparable, restore or.c complete cycle cfthrough at leastthe component to operabic status within 7 days
or submit a report within tha next 30 days t full traval.

the Comission as specified in 6.7.C.2 out-
e. At least once each 18 ncnths:linin!; the plans and proceduras to be used t,

provice for the loss of redundancy in this Cy performing a system function:.1 '1) by simulating scquentialSYSL""' test
automatic stsrt of the fire persps

With the fire suppression water supply system as appliccble to naintain the vita 2.3.
inoperablo; fire suppression water system'

pressure of at least 125 psig.Establish a backup fire sup;ression water *

a.
system within 24 hours; and 2) Sy verifying th.: each pump uill

in 6.7.C.2; de/ clop a flow of at least 2503 ges
,

b. Submit .a Special Report as specified
a discharge pressure of at le a's tat1) ty telephone within 24 h ura, 115 psig corrceted for river water

2) Corfirmed by telegraph, mailgran, or level.
facsimile transmission no later than ,

the first working da/ fc11owing the I

Ievcat, and'

137_c .-

Amandecnt "a. 43-

'
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'..-) 4.13 Surveillance Requirer.:ents (_ '
*

3.13 Limit:-3 Ccnditiens for Operation

3) In wri.Ing uithin 14 days fol'ow-
3) Cycling each valve in the flow path'

ing tha cvent, outlining tha act' ion that is not testacle during plant

taken, the cause of the incpera- operation through at least one
bility and the plans and schedule complete cycle of full travel.

for restoring the system to operabic
status, or

.

2 a. above cannot be fulfilled, placec.
the reactor in llot Standby within the f. At least once per 3 years by performing
next six (6) hours and in Cold Shut- a flow test in accordance uith Chapter

'

down with the following thirty (30) 5, Section 11 of the Fire Protection
hours. I!andbook, 14th Edition, published by

the National Fire Protection Association

2. The fire pump diesel engine shall be demon-
strated OPERABLE-

a. At least or.cc per n.vnth oy verifying;

1) The fuel Otorage tank contains at
least 150 gallons of fuel, and

2) The diesel starts from ambient con-
ditions and operates for at least
20 minutes.

b. At_least once per quarter by verifying
that a Gample of diesel fuel from the

g
fuel storage tank is within the accept- |

. able limits specified in Table 1 of
ASTM D975-68 with respect to viscosity,
water content, and sediment.

c. At least once per 18 months
.

d
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3.13 Lin.::~ .c Condicians for Oparation 4.13 Surveillance Requirements .

.

by /crifying tha diescl starts from
ambient conditions on t;ic auto-

start signal and operates for >*

20 minutes while loaded with the
fire pu-,.

.

3. The fire pump diesel starting 24-volt
battery bank and charger shall be demon-
strated CPERASLE:

.

a. At least once per week by verifying
that:

1) The electrolyte level of each
battery is above the plates, and

2) The overall battery voltage is
> 24 volts.

b. At least once per quarter by verifying
that the specific gravity is appro-
priate for contir.uac service of the
battery.

c. At least once per 18 months by verify-
ing that:

1) The batteries, call plates and
. . battery racks show no visual

indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration, and

2) The battery-to-battery and ter-
ninal connections are clean,

tight, free of corrosion and
coated with anti-corrosion

. '

material.

i

137-c
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4.13 Surveillance Requirements ,,
.

3.13 L_..: ting Conditicr.s .cr Operation .

_

C. Fire !!ose Stations
C. ' re Mose Y' a ci..

Each fire hose station shall.be verified to1.
1. Execpt as specified in 3.12.C.2 b::cv, be operable:

all'huse stations inside the Recttor
a. At least monthly by visual inspectionBuilding, Turbine liuilding, and those

inside the 1,d=iniceration Buildhr,which of the station to cssure all equipment
provided coverage of the Control Ruon is availabic. .

Euilding unsil oc operable wnanever
equipment ir. the creas protectcc by least once cach 18 months by removi Sb. At

the hose fo'r inspection and replacingthe fire hcwc: stations is required to
be operable. degraded coupling gcshots and reracking.

2. k'ith cna or nare of the fire hoss stations least once each year by hydro-c. Atspecified in 3.13.C.1 above inoperabic, statically testing each hose as follows:route en additional equivalent capacity
.

fire hose to the unprotected crea(s) from -

an operablu hoca station uichin one bour. ', 1) Single jacketed hose to 150 lbs.

2) Double jacketud hace to 250 lbs.
D. High Pressure CJ9 c.vstem

lcart once por 3 years, partiallyd. At
.xcept ns specified in Specification 3.13.D.2, open hose station valves to verity1. i
the CO, synten located in the cabic vault valve perability and no blockage.
shaII Ee operable, whenever equipment 'in
the cable caalt is required to oc operable. D. High Prebsure C09 System

2. From and after the date that the CO., systen in - The CO., system located in the cable1.
the cable W. ult is inoperable, csr.a511sh a vault shall be demonstrated operable.
continuous fire watch with backup fire suppres-
sion equip:: cat. Restore the cyctcm to operable

a. At least rnce per six conths by,

status withia 14 days or submit a report within verifyin ,each Cardox cylinder
the next 30 days to the Commissica as spacified

-
weighs no more than 10 lbs. lessa

in 6.7.C.2 catlining the cause of incperability than its original ucinht.
and the plans for restoring the system to
operable stctus.

.

4
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'4.13 Surveillance Requirements

3.13 Limiting Conditions for Operation *
.-

*

b. At least once per operating cycle by.ver-
ifying that the system, including associ-
ated ventilation dampers, actuates auto-
matically to a simulated actuation signal.

.

.

c. At least once per operating cycle a
'. flow path test shall be made to

verify flow through each nozzle.

E. Viral Fire llarrier Penetration Fire Seals
E. Vital Fire Barrier Penetration Fire Seals

1. Vital fire barrier penetration fire seals
1. Except as specified in Specification shall be verified to be functional by. 3.13.E.2 below, vital. fire barrier visual inspection at least once per

penetration seals protecting the Reactor operating cycle and following any repair.
Building, Control Room Building and
Diesel Generator Rooms shall be intact.,

2. From and efter the date a vital fire
barrier penetration fire seal is not*

-

intact, a continuous fire watch shall
be established on at least one side
of the af fected penetration within 1
hour.

.

187-g
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Table 3.13.A.1
.

.

Fire Detection Sensors
:11nimum Sensors Operable

.

Sensor Location IIcat / Flame Smoke
'-<

0 5
1. Cable Spreading Room & Station Battery Room

.

0 11
2. Switchgear Room

3. Diesel Generator Room (A) 0 '2 -

0 2 :
4. Diesel Generator Room (B) .

2 1
5. Intake Structure (Scrsice water)'

,

0 3
6. Recirc Motor Generator Set Area

(Instrument Racks and Safety Related

Cables) .

$

e

J

$

187-Ir
.

.
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Bases:

3.13/4.13 Fire Protection Systems ,

Vermont Yankee received a letter from the NRC requesting that an 'in-depth evaluation ofon May 11, 1976,
the existinr. fire protection systems be performed using Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSU 9.5-1 as a guide.

In an effortConcurrent with this evaluation a fire hazards analysis of the entire plant complex was required. Enclosedto clarify the BTP an Appendix A sas subsequently issued to specifically addresa operating plants.
with this Appendix the NRC requested that proposed Technical Specifications on fire protection also be submitted.

and the following specific ba es are those specifications evolving from thesesThe subject section 3.13/4.13
efforts.

The smoke and heat / flame detectors provide the early warning fire detection capability necessaryA.
to detect problems in vital areas of the plant. Surveillance requiremaats assure these sensors
and their associated instruments to be operable. When the equipment protected by the detectors is not
required to be operable, specifications covering the sensoes and instruments do not apply. When Table
3.13.A.1 lists a hazard area which does not specifically identify the equipment protected, the equipment
protected is shown in parenthesis.

B, C & D.The Vital Fire Suppression Water System and cable vault C0 system specifications are provided to7
meet pre-established levels of system operability in the event of a fire. Thesc systems provide

Periodic surveillance testing providesthe necessary protection to assure safe reactor shutdown.
assurance that vital fire suppression systems are operable.

Vital fire barrier penetration fire seals are provided to assure that the fire resistance ratingE.
of barriers is not reduced by c. penetration. Surveillance inspections shall be performed to
insure that the integrity of these seals are maintained.
The diesel fire pump has a design consumption rate of 18 gallons of fuel per hour; therefore, 150 gallons
provide for greater than 8 hours of operation. Additional fuel can be delivered in about one hour and,

additional fuel is on site. When the equipment protected by the CO2 system is not required to be
'

operable, the specificatbns governing the CO2 system do not apply. .

.
-

Amendment No. 43
~ 1871L.
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The Plant Health Physicist shall meet or exceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8,5.
Revision 1 (September 1975). t

This excludesA Fire Brigade of at least 3 members shall be maintained onsite at all times.
2 members of the minimum shift crew necessary for safe shutdown of the plant and any personnelE.

required for other essential functions during a fire emergency.
..

.

..
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WESTBORO OFFICE OF THE YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRICCOMPANY
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;
d. Power Plant Design ,

'

,.
.

Reactor Engipcering . - .
-

c.

f. Radiation Safety

g. Safety Analysis
.

. h.. Instrumentation and Control ,

i. Metallurgy

Semi-annually and as required on call of the Chairman.
-

3. Hecting Frequenev_:

Chairman or Vice Chairman plus four' members or designated alternatives.4. Quorum;

5. Responalbilitice_

Review proposed changco to the operating license including Technical Specifications.
a.

Review minutes of meetings of the Plant Operation Review Committee to determine if'
matters considered by that committee involve unreviewed or unresolved safety questions.b.

'

Revtew matters including proposed changes or modifications to plant systems or equipment
having safety significance or referred to it by the Plant Operation Review Committee cic.-

by the Plant Superintendent.
In addition, audits of the facility fireConduct periodic audits of plant operations.

protection program and impicmenting procedures shall be performed under the cognizance
d.

of the Committee.
Investigate all reported instances of violations of Technical Specifications, reporting
findings and recommendations to prevent recurrence to the Hansger of Operations.e.

Perform specini reviews and investigations and render reports thereon as requested by the
f.

Manager of Operations.-

Review proposed tests and experiments and results thereof when applicable.
.

g.

Review abnormal pe.:formance of planc equipment and anomalies.h.

197
-
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6.5 PL.<T OPERATING PROCEDURES _,

Detailed written procedures involving nuclear safety, including applicabic check-off lists and instructions, *
.

.

A.
covering areas listed below shall bo prepared and approved.

All procedures shall be adhered to. .

1. Normal startup operation and shutdown cf systems and component: of the facility.

2. It0 fueling operations.

3. Actions to be taken to correct specific and forescen potential malfunctions of systems or components,
suspected primary system Icaks and abnormal reactivity changes.

Emergency conditions involving potential or actual release of radioactivity..4.

preventive and corrective maintenance operations which could have an effect on the safety of the reactor. .5.

6. Surveillance and testing requirements.
I

7. Fire protection program implementation including minimum fire brigade requirements and
training. The training program shall meet or exceed the requirements of Section 27 of
the NFPA Code 1976. Training sessions will be scheduled as plant operations permit but
will be completed in specified subjects annually. Initial fire brigade training shall

be complete by March 13, 1978.
s

B. Radiation control standards and procedurcs shall he prepared, approved and maintained and mudo available to
all station personnel. These procedures shall show permissible radiation c.sposure, and shall he consistent,

with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20. This radiation protection program shall be organized to acct the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.
1. Paragraph 20.203 " Caution signs, labels, sig'nals, and controls". In lieu of the " control

device" or " alarm signal" required by paragraph 20.203(c)(2), each high radi etic,n area in
which the intensity of radiation is 1000 mrem /hr or less shall be barricaden and conspicu-
ously posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto shall be controlled by requiring
issuance at a Radiation Work Permit *. Any individual or group of individuals permitted to
enter such areas shall be provided with one or more of the following:

,

-
"

.

a. A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the radiation dose rate
'

in the area.

b. A radiation monitoring device which con'inuously integrates the radiation
dosa rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is received.

,

1:ntry into such arcas with this monitoring device may be made af ter the dose
rate levels in the area have been established and personnel have been made

,
*

knowledenable of them. -
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3. Ilonthlv Oncratinr, Ecoort

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience shall be submitted en a
monthly basis to the Office of Management Information and Program Control, U. S. Nuclear'
Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, with a copy to the appropriate Ecgional

, Office, to arrive no later than the fifteenth of each month following the calendar month. . ,

covered by the report. These reports shall include a narrative summary of operating
cxperience during the report period pinich describes the operation of the facility and i*

any inajor safuty-related maintenance.
.

B. Reportable Occurrences

Reportable occurrences, including corrective actions and measures to prevent recurrence, shall be
reported to the llRC. Supplenental reports nay be required to fully describe final resolution of
occurrence. In case of corrected or supplemental reports, a licensee event report shall be completed,
and reference shall be made to the original report date. Events involving systems o'r components

described in Section 3,13 and 4.13 do not require reporting under the provisions of this section.
Such events will be reported as required in Section 6.7.C.2 below.

.

.
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Where required by Section 3.13, special reports shall be submitted to the Commission f ollowing ~

the discovery of certain inoperabic scusors, instruments, components or cystems in the vital
-

.-2.

fire protection system. >

irstruments, coipon'ents orRoutine surveillance testing or design modification of sensors,NOTE:
.

syste.1s which Jead to operation of sensors, instrum(nts, components or sys. tams in a degraded
', mode do not require special reporting except where tests.themselves reveal a degraded mode.

.

6.S FIRE PROTECTION INSPECTION

fire protection and loss prevention inspection and audit shall be pc'rformed annuallyAn independent
utilizing either qualified off-site licenocapersonnel or an outside fire protection firm.A.

intervals
An inspection and audit by an outside qualified fire consultant shall be performed atB.
no greater than 3 years,

t

.

.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Following a fire at the Brown's Ferry Nuclear Station, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission initiated an evaluation of the need for improving the fire protec-
tion programs at all licensed nuclear power plants. As part of this continu- -

-

ing evaluation, the NRC, in February 1976, published the report by a special
review group entitled " Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry Fire,"
NUREG-0050. This report recommended that improvements in the areas of fire
prevention and fire control be made in most existing facilities and that
consideration be given to design features that would increase the ability of
nuclear facilities to withstand fires without the loss of important
functions. To implement the report's recommendations, the NRC initiated a
program for reevaluation of the fire protection programs at all licensed

-naclear power stations, and for a comprehensive review of all license
applications.

The hRC issued new guidelines for fire protection programs in nuclear power
plants which reflect the recommendations in NUREG-0050. These guidelines are
contained in the following documents:

- " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
uclear Power Plants," NUREG 75/087, Section 9.5.1, Fire Protection, May

,

1976, which includes " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear PowerI. _,
~ Plants," (BTP-APCSB 9.5-1), May 1, 1976.

" Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," (Appendix A-

to BTP-APCSB 9.5-1), August 23, 1976.

" Supplementary Guidance on Information Needed for Fire Protection Pro--

gram Evaluation," Septemaer 30, 1976.

- " Sample Technical Specifications," May 12, 1977.

" Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities, Administra--

tive Controls and Quality Assurance," June 14, 1977.

All licensees were requested to: (1) compare their fire protection programs
with the new guidelines; and (2) analyze the consequences of a postulated
fire in each plant area.

We have reviewed the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (the licensee)
analyses and have visited the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (the
facility) to examine the relationship of safety-related components, systems ,
and structures with both combustibles and the associated fire protection and
suppression systems. Our review has been limited to the aspects of fire
protection related to the protection of the public from the standpoint of

,
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radiological health and safety. We have not considered aspects of fire'
+

protection associated with life safety of onsite personnal and with property
~~ "

'''

protection, unless they impact the health and safety of the public due to the
release of radioactive material.

This report summarizes the results of our evaluation of the fire protection
program at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Peuer Station. The chronology of our
evaluation is summarized in Appendix A of this report. _

By letter dated January 31, 1977, the licensee submitted their fire protec-
tion review program which was supplemented by letters dated March 18, July 14,
August 18, September 13. and November 30, 1977.'
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2.0 FIRE PROTECTION GUIDELINES

- 2.1 Overall Objectives

The overall objectives of the fire protection program in a nuclear power -

plant are to:

(1) reduce the lik'elihood of occurrence of fires;

!

(2) promptly detect and extinguish fires when they occur;
'

(3) maintain the capa 'ity to safely shutdown the plant when fires occur;
and .

.

(4) prevent the release of a significant amount of radioactive material,
when fires occur.

2.2 General Desian Criterion 3 - Fire Protection

The Commission's basic criterion for fire protection is set forth in General
Design Criterion 3, Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, which states:

p
k' " Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed

and located to minimize, censistent with other safety requirements, the
probability and effect of fires and explosions.

" Noncombustible and heat resistant materials shall be used wherever
practical throughout the unit, particularly in locations such as the
containment and the control room.

" Fire detection and protection systems of appropriate capacity and
capability shall be provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects
of fires on structures, systems, and components important to safety.

"F' ire fighting systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture or
inadvertent operation does not significantly impair the safety capability
of these structures, systems, and components."

Guidance on the implementation of General Design Criterion 3 for existing
nuclear power plants is provided in Appendix A of Branch Technical Position
9.5-1, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants."

We have used the guidance in Appendix A where appropriate for the existing
conditions. We have also evaluated alternatives proposcd by the licensee to
assure.that the overall objectives outlined in Section 2.1 are met for the

1
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3.0 SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS AND INCOMPLETE ITEMS

~

3.1 Modifications

The licensee plans to make certain plant modifications to improve the fire -

protection program as a result of both his and the staf f's evaluations. The

proposed modificati.ons are summarized below. The implementation schedule for
these modifications is in Table 3.1. The licensee has agreed to this schedule.
The rections of this report which discuss the modifications are noted in
parentheses.

Certain items listed below are marked with an asterisk to indicate that the
NRC staff will require additional information in the form of design details,
test results, or acceptance criteria to assure that the design is acceptable .

prior to actual implementation of these modifications. The licensee has
agreed to provide this information. The balance of the other modifications
has been described in an acceptable level of detail.

3.1.1 Fire Detection Systems

Smokc detection will be provided in the following areas to actuate control
room alarms:

p
At the opening in the top of the walk-through control boards and elec-'-
trical equipment enclosures in the control room (5.13);

At the ailing of the control room (5.13);

In the office enclosures within the control room (5.13);

In the reactor building corntr rooms enclosing residual heat removal
equipment and reactor core isolation cooling equipment (5.6, 5.7);

In the feed pump room (5.11);

In the combustible waste area of the radwaste building (5.18);

In the cable penetration area in the rtactor building (5.5);

In the high pressure coolant injection equipment room (5.8);

In the ventilation supply to the control room (5.13);

In.the torus area (5.9); and

s
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TABLE 3.1

IMPLEMENTATION DATES FOR LICENSEE

_
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS

Item Date -
'

3.1.1 Fire Detection Systems End of 1978 refueling outage ,

^
3.1.2 Fire Water Supply September 1977

,

3.1.3 Hose Stations End of 1978 refueling outage

3.1.4 Water Suppression Systems End of 1978 refueling outage
,

3.1.5 ' Foam Suppression Systems End of 1978 refueling outage -

*
3.1. 6 Gas Suppression Systems

3.1.7 Portable Extinguishers July 1978

3.1.8 Fire Barrier Penetrations End of 1S/9 refueling outage

c .1.9 Fire Doors September 19783

U 3.1.10 Supervision of Fire Doors September 1978

*3.1.11 Fire Dampers

3.1.12 Protection for Structures End of 1978 refueling outage

3.1.13 Portable Ventilation Equipment July 1978

*3.1.14 Air Breathing Apparatus

3.1.15 Access to Fire Areas End of 1978 refueling outage

3.1.16 Testing Emergency Lighting September 1978

3.1.17 Cable Tray Fire Stops End of 1979 refueling outage

3.1.18 Control of Combustibles July 1978

3.1.19 Hose Houses End of 1978 refueling outage

3.1.20 Protect, ion of Essential Power Sources July 1978

'

* Schedule dependent on equipment availability (not to exceed end of 1979 refueling
outage).
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At elevation 345 feet in the reactor building (5.1).

,,

Fire detection will be provided in each diesel generator day tank room (5.12).

In situ tests * will be conducted with a suitable smoke generation device to
verify that the products of combuction from a fire would be promptly detected
by installed smoke detectors and ttat ventilation air flow patterns in the
area do not significantly reduce or prevent detection response. Bench tests * _

will be conducted to verify that smoke detectors will provide prompt response
and have adequate sensitivity to the products of combustion for the combusti-
bles in the area where smoke detectors are installed. If any fire detection
systems are found to be inadequate, appropriate modifications will be made to
provide adequate detection system performance (4.2).

3.1.2 Fire Water Suoply

All shutoff, isolation, and sectionalizing valves which would isolate the
water supply to hose stations or fixed suppression systems in the fire water -

system will be either electrically supervised, locked open, or provided with
tamper proof seals. These valves will be periodically checked to insure that
they are not closed (4.3.l(c)).

3.1.3 Hose Stations

Hose stations will be added at each elevation of the reactor building to
_

insure that all areas are accessible with fire hose streams (5.1 to 5.6, 5.8,
(_,s 5.9).

Calculations or flow tests * will be made to verify that sufficient pressure
can be provided for the most hydraulically remote hose stations (4.3.l(d)).

When fire hoses require replacement, a hose suitable to existing racks will
be used (4.3.l(d)).

3.1.4 Water Suppression Systems,

A manual dry pipe water sprinkler system * will be provided in each diesel
generator room (5.12).

An area preaction water sprinkler system * will be provided at the cable pene-
tration area at grade elevation in the reactor building (5.5).

The turbine building lay-down area used for parking motor vehicles will be
protected by an automatic sprinkler system * or motor vehicles will not be
stored in this area (5.11).

The diesel driven fire pump will be isolated from the electric motor driven
fire pump and service water pumps by the addition of a noncombustible wall
equivalsnt to a one-hour fire rating with the top opening protected by an
automatic water sprinkler system (5.17).*

s
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].l.5 Foam Suppression System

An automatic foam suppression system * will be provided to protect the recircu-
lation pump motor generator sets in the reactor building (5.4).

'3.1.6 Gas Suppression Systems
'

The CO, system * for the cable spreading area and enclosed battery room will be -

modified to make it an automatically actuated system (5.14, 5.15).

An automatic CO, suppression system * will be provided in the switchgear room
(5.16). This system will be used to provide a backup manually actuated
system for the cable spreading area (5.14).

"

The diesel driven fire water pump day tank room will be protected by an
automatic gas suppression system (5.17).*

will not beThe CO, system for the battery room will be modified so that C0
-

7
discharged directly on the batteries (5.15).

3.1.7 Portaole Extinguishers

Portable extinguishers rated for Class A fires will be provided in the con-
trol room. Two 100 lb. CO r equivalent Halon extinguishers will be provided
in the control room (5.13)2

.l.8 Fire Barrier Penetrations'

Piping penetrations in the diesel driven fire water pump day tank room will
be sealed (5.17).

Siping penetrations in the wall between the two diesel generator rooms will
be scaled (5.12).

Electrical cable penetrations * of fire barriers will be replaced with penetra-
tions which have been tested and rated for protection equivalent to the fire
barrier or a maximum rating of three hours (5.6, 5.8, 5.12, 5.14, 5.15,
5.16).

Protection will be provided for the glass windows in the control room wall to
provide three-hour fire rated protection (5.13).

Piping penetrations within the berm enclosing the recirculation pump motor
generator sets will be sealed (5.4).

3.1.9 Fire Doors

The steel waterproof doors from the reactor building corner rooms to the
torus area will be sprayed with a flame retardant mastic to increase their
fire r~esistance (5.6). s
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The flood protection door between the circulating pump area and the service_j
water pump area in the intake building will be modified for tight closure --

(5.17). -

The fuse link fire door at the entrance to the high pressure coolant injec-
tion pump room will be modified to relocate the fuse link at the door opening
and to replace the closure rope with a noncombustible material (5.12)._

Doors in fire barriers will be r!placed with three-hour rated doors or lesser
-

rating where appropriate for a specific area (d. 12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16).

A Class C fire door and a berm will be provided for the diesel driven fire
water pump enclosure if direct access is provided to the enclosed area
(5.17).

3.1.10 Supervision of Fire Doors

Fire doors protecting safety-related areas will be electrically supervised or -

locked closed to insure that they will be effective to limit fires from
spreading between fire areas (4.9).

3.1.11 Fire Dampers

Ventilation openings in fire barriers protecting safety-related areas will be
.

modified to provide protection equivalent to the fire barrier or a maximum
fire rating of three hours (5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.17).

s

3.1.12 Protection for Structures

Structural steel supporting the walls and ceiling of the diesel generator
rooms will be coated to provide three-hour fire protection (5.12).

3.1.13 Portable Ventilation Equipment

Portable ventilation equipment * will be provided and procedures will be
developed for it ase by the fire brigade such that smoke can be vented from
enclosed areas ta permit access for manual fire fighting (4.4).

3.1.14 Air Breathing Apparatus

The capability to maintain a supply of breathing air for a fire emergency use
will be upgraded to cover a minimum time interval of six hours (4.4).*

Self-contained breathing apparatus, including spare bottles, will be placed
for ready access by control room personnel (5.13).

3.1.15 A; cess to Fire Areas

Ccvers kill be removed from cable trays and risers in the cable spreading
area to increase the effectiveness of the fixed en suppression system and
manual fire suppression capability (5.14). >
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[]) Manhole covers in the switchgear room will be replaced with covers made with ....
' a lightweight material (E.16).

_

Outside access will be provided to the service water pump area in the intake
structure by restoring the existing door to an operable condition (5.17).

3.1.16 Testing Emergency Lighting
-

A plant operating procedure will be developed for testing and maintaining the
battery operated emergency lighting at regular intervals (4.6).

3.1.17 Cable Tray Fire Stops

Fire stops will be installed in nonsafety-related cable trays which are
routed between different divisions of safety-related cable trays (5.14,
5.16).

.

3.1.18 Control of Combustib1:s

The storage of combustibles will be controlled and will be eliminated from
areas which could threaten safety-related systems (5.1 to 5.4, 5.11, 5.18).

! The control room plastic lighting panels will be replaced with a noncombusti-
ble material (5.13).

The combustible construction used to partition off' support areas from the
-,

remainder of the control room will be replaced with one-hour fire rated
noncombustible construction (5.13).

Air flow supervision will be provided for the battery room exhaust with a
control room alarm to warn of conditions conducive to hydrogen accumulation
(5.15).

The Armaflex pipe insulation will either be replaced with a noncombustible
substitute to remove this unnecessary addition to the combustible loading in
areas where used or covered with metal sheathing (non-aluminum) (5.2).

A positive means will be provided to keep hydrogen cylinders upright in the
storage area (5.20).

The oil drain line for the reactor building motor generator set will be
capped and the drain valve locked closed to prevent an inadvertent oil spill
(5.5).

Proper storage location will be provided for wooden ladders in the reactor
building (5.5).

Berms will be provided at doors or in the following areas to prevent the
spread of flammable liquid fires:

'

.

i
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]'; At the door connecting the two diesel generator rooms (5.12); ,, ,

At the door to the high pressure coolant injection pump rooms (5.8);

At the door between the service water pump area to the circulating water
pump area (5.17);

At the door to the diesel driven fire pump day tank room (5.17); and _

Around and between the recirculation pump motor generator sets in the
reactor building (5.4).

A guard pipe will be provided to protect the exposed fuel oil supply line to
the diesel driven fire pump (5.17).

3.1.19 liose Houses
*

Hose house shelves will be modified to remove the obstruction that they
present in the opening of the hydrants (4.3.l(c)).

Hose house number 5 will be modified to remove the interference it presents
to operation of the curb gate valve (4.31(c)).

3.1.20 Protection of Essential Power Sources

An administrative procedure will be established to insure that the alternate
,

DC feeds to switchgear are deenergized at the DC distribution panel which is
~~ z. different separation division from the normal DC supply.,'

3.2 Incomplete Items

The licensee has committed to take action on incomplete items as noted below.
The staff's review of the licensee's response to these items and any further
proposed changes to the fire protection program will be addressed in a supple-
ment to this report. The schedule for the completion of the licensee action
on these incomplete items is given in Table 3.2. The sections of this report

which discuss these items are not<td in parentheses.

3.2.1 Protection of Essential Power Sources

The licensee will review the electrical power distribution system and routing
of nonessential load cables connected to essential power sources required for
safe shutdown to verify that the integrity of redundant power supplies is not
dependent upon operation of isolation devices operated by fault currents
resulting from fire damage (4.10).

3.2.2 Flame Retardant Coatings

The us_e of flame retardant coatings on electrical cables in trays and risers
it: the switchgear room has been recommended by the staff. The licensee will
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- TABLE 3.2

-- ' '

COMPLETION DATES FOR LICENSEE INCOMPLETE ITEMS

- Item -
Date

3.2.1 Protection of' Essential Power Sources January 1978 _

3.2.2 Flame Retardant Coatings January 1978"

3.2.3 1 ire Water Loop January 1978
.,

3.2.4 Frimary. Containment Analysis January 1978

3.2.5 Gas Suppression Systems January 1978
,

3.2.6 Radiological Consequences of Fires January 1978
-

3.2.7 Administrative Controls January 1978

3.' 2. 8 Shutdown Capability January 1978

. m.
'
- /

J

)

r
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']) evaluate the impact of flame retardant coatings on cable derating to determine .. ..

.f sufficient design margin exists to use this method to improve the fire
resistance of electrical cables (5.16).

3.2.3 Fire Water Loop
.

The licensee is evaluating the alternatives to maintain an at quate supply of
fire water in the event of a failure in one of the fire water feeds which is. -

located next to and may damage the redundant feed to the underground loop
(4.3.l(c)).

3.2.4 Primary Containment Analysis

lhe fire hazards analysis for the primary containment w.s not completed since
unlimited access could only be obtained during a refueling shutdown. Following
the receipt of a fire hazards analysis of this area, an evaluation of this
area will be made by the staff (5.10). ,

3.2.5 Gas Suopression Systems

The licensee will provide the details for the actuation of automatic C09

systems. including those interlock features incorporated to disable the systeT
when personnel will be working in the area (5.14, 5.16).

3.2.6 padiological Consecuences of Fires

i The licensee will evaluate the radiological consequences of fires in the
radwaste and advanced off gas building. Following the receipt of this infor-
mation, an evaluation will be made by the staff (5.18, 5.19).

3.2.7 Administrative Controls

The licensee will provide a description of his administrative controls for
fire protection. Following the receipt of this information, an evaluation
will be made by the staff (6.0).

3.2.8 Shutaown Capability

The licensee will provide a summary of the analysis which demonstrates.that
safe shutdown systems can be placed in operation independent of fire damage'

to electrical circuits in either the control room, cable spreading area, or
The procedures for Iccal operation of valves and equipment,switchgear room.

including the use of any measurements required to effect local manual safe
shutdown have been requested for staff review (4.1).

1
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4.0 EVALUATION OF PLANT ARRANGEMENT

4.1 Safe Shutdown Systems
-

There are several combinations of safe shutdown systems, which are capable of
shutting down the reactor and cooling the core during and subsequent to a
fire. The combinations available in a fire situation will depend upon the
effects of the fire on such systems, their power supplies, and their control
stations. To assure the safe shutdown of the reactor plant, those systems
and associated components which: a) insert negative reactivity into the
reactor core, b) control cooldown of the primary reactor coolant system, and
c) maintain reactor coolant inventory, should be protected in the event of a
fire and maasures should be taken to insure their availability.

.

There are two independent systems with the capability to insert negative
reactivity to shut down the reactor and bring the plant to a safe shutdown
power condition. These systems are the control rod scram system and the
standby liquid control system. The former is an inherently fail-safe system
in that a loss of electrical control power initiates the safety action. The

standby liquid control system requires power to operate and there is a redun-
dancy of active components in the system.

There are three alternatives that can be utilized to provide water cooling inn
1. bringing the plant from a hot shutdown condition to the safe shutdown condi-

tions. The first alternative includes the use of the following systems and
components:

(1) high pressure coolant injection system,
(2) residual heat removal system,
(3). residual heat removal service water system, and
(4) service water system or alternate cooling system.

The second alternative includes the use of the following systems :nd components:

(1) nuclear system pressure relief valves,
(2) reactor core isolation cooling system,
(2) residual heat removal system,
(4) residual heat removal system service water system, and
(3) service water system or alternate cooling system.

The third alternative is the normal means to shut down the plant includes the
use of the following systems and components:

(1) steam dump to condenser via bypass valves,
(2) circulating water system,

,
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^) (3) feedwater and condensate system, ~~

(4) residual heat removal system,'

(5) residual heat removal service water system, and
(6) service water system or alternate cooling system.

Under conditions for which offsite power is unavailable, the diesel genera-
tors and station batteries provide the electrical power required to insure
safe shutdown. ,

The majority of the system components required for safe shutdown are located
in separate fire areas to preclude fire damage to redundant systems. In
other areas of the plant, physical separation of redundant safe shutdown
systems is adequate to prevent fire damage to redundant systems. Where
physical separation alone does not assure that redundant safe shutdown systems
could not be damaged by fires, automatic suppression systems and manual fire
fighting supported by fire detection and manual suppression equipment are
used to limit fire damage. ,

.

There are three areas of the plant wherein the physical separation and the
capability of fire protection systems do not provide assurance that redundant
safe shutdown systems would not be damaged by a fire. These areas are the
control room, cable spreading room and the switchgear room. The licensee has
stated that the r.apability exists for local control of equipment such that
the aforementicoed safety related systems including the emergency onsite
diesel generator power sources can be operated to assure safe shutdown inde-
pendent of fire damage in either the control room or cable spreading area.
With regard to the switchgear room, the capability for safe shutdown which is7,

(- independent of potential fire damage within this area, is provided by
the use of the reactor core isolation cooling system.

We have requested the licensee to provide a summary of the analysis which
demonstrates that safe shutdown systems can be placed in operation independent
of fire damage to electrical circuits in either the control room, cable
spreading area or switchgaar room. The procedures for local operation of
valves and equipment, including the use of any measurements required to effect
local manual safe shutdown, and those used for operation of the reactor core
isolation cooling system, have been requested for staff review.

We find that, subject to our review of the safe shutdown analysis, the capa-
bility for safe shutdown satisfies the objectives identified in Section 2.1
and is, therefore, acceptable.

4.2 Fire Detection and Signalina Systems

A' number of fire detection and signaling systems are provided which transmit
alarm and supervisory signals to the control room. Supervisory signals are
provided to indicate the location of affected areas or units. A backup power

source js available to all but one system in the event of a power failure.
This system is located in the intake structure.

3
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) Iire detectors used include fixed temperature, infrared, and smoke detectors.
""

Smoke detectors alarm locally as well as in tne control room, the remainder'

alarm only in the control room. Heat detectors are used to actuate deluge
and preaction water suppression systems. Actuation of deluge systems also.
annunciates in the control room.

-

The plant presently does not have a complete fire detection coverage and some
areas containing or exposing safety-related systems do not have fire detec- _

tion systems. To protect these areas, the licensee has proposed providir.g
the following detection systems. Smoke detectors or heat detectors will be
iastalled in areas. housing safety-related pumps. Smoke detectors will be
installed in safety-related areas where additional detection capability has
been determined to be warranted.

In situ tests will be conducted with a suitable smoke generation device to
verify that a fire would be promptly detected by installed smoke detectors
and that ventilation air flow patterns in the area do not significantly

-reduce or prevent detection response. Bench tests will be conduct.ed to
verify that smoke detectors will provide prompt response and have adequate
sensitivity to the products of combustion for the combustibles in the area
where smoke detectors are installed. If any fire detection systems are found
to be inadequate appropriate modifications will be made to provide adequate
detection performance.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
-

the fire detection system satisfies the objectives identified in Section 2.1
of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

,

4.3 Fire Control System

4.3.1 Water Systems

a. Water Supply

Fire water is obtained directly from the Connecticut River at a single
intake structure. Two automatic vertical fire pumps are provided with
each taking suction from a separate bay in the intake structure. The

water is pumped from the intake structure to the underground mains.

We find that the water supply satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

4
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b. Fire Pumps
,

_. ,

Two vertical shaft, centrifugal fire pumps are provided and are located
in a room of the intake structure. Each pump has a design capacity of
2500 gpm @ 125 psig. One pump is diesel engine driven with right angle
drive with an eight-hour fuel supply from a day tank isolated from the

~ remainder of the building by a concrete block wali enclosure. ihe
license has stated that the diesel fire pump is inspected in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations as appropriate for the class -

of service. The second pump is electrically oper ated and is supplied

power from a 480 volt emergency bus.

Supervisory pressure in the fire main system is maintained at 100 psi by
a small interconnection (restricted orifice) to the service water system.
Both fire pumps start automatically when the pressure in the main drops.
The electric pump starts at 85 psig and the diesel fire pump starts at
75 psig. Both pumps can be manually controlled at the. intake structure.
The local controllers are approved for fire pump r rvice. .

We find that the fire water pumps are adequate to meet the plant's fire
water needs, satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this
report, and are, therefore, acceptable.

c. Fire Water Piping System
,

Each of the two fire pumps has a separate 12-inch discharge line supply--

I ing the 12-inch underground fire loop which encircles the entire plant.!

Valving is arranged so that a single break in the discharge piping will
not remove both pumps from service. Within the pump house, isolated
connections are provided to the service water discharge mains to provide
a backup source during any required maintenance of the fire water pumps.

The underground discharge lines from the pumps ar.. routed within one
foot of eacn other before they connect to the underground fire loop. A

failure of ona of the underground discharge lines might affect the other
resulting in a total loss of the fire water supply. One of the lines
should be relocated such that a failure'in one line will not affect the
other or an alternate means should be provided to maintain an adequate
water supply to the fire mains. The lic.?nsee i, evaluating the alterna-
tives and the resolutions of this concern will be addressed in a supple-
ment to this report.

All yard fire hydrants, automatic and manual water suppression systems
and interior fire hose lines are supplied by the fire loop. Sectional-
izing valves of the pcst indicator type are provided on the fire loop to
provide flexibility during an impairment of the loop. Separate interior
loops and headers are provided for automatic fire suppression systems
and manual fire hoses.

Vafvesoutsidethebuildingwillbesealedopenandadministrative
controls and inspections will be made to insure that the valves are s

maintained open. Valves inside the building will be electrically

.
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supervised, locked open, or provided with tamper proof seals and inspec-'

-l tions will be made to insure that all valves are maintained in the open
_,,,

position.

Yard fire hydrants have been provided at approximately 300-foot inter-
vals around the exterior of the plant. An auxiliary gate valve is
provided on each lateral to permit hydrant isolation and maintenance
without removing a portion of the fire loop from service. Each hydrant _

has a hose house equipped with various lengths of 2-1/2 in. hose, 100
ft. of 1-1/2 in. hose and other manual fire fighting tools. The hydrant
hose threads are coinpatible with the local fire department.

Because of the manner in which a number of the hose houses were erected
in relation to the hydrant, the hose shelf obstructs 360 degree rotation
of the hydrant wrench interfering with the opening of the hydrant. Hose
house number 5 obstructs the use of the hydrant curt; gate key. These
deficiencies will be corrected.

,

The licensee will flush the fire water system on an annual basis.

We find that, subject to implementa!..on of the above described modifica-
tions, the fire water piping systems satisfy the objectives identified,

in Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefore, acceotable.

d. Interior Fire Hose Stations

[ A total of 29 interior hose stations, each equipped with 75 ft. of 1-1/2
in. woven jacket rubber lined hose, have been provided through all~

portions of the plant except in the primary containment, torus area, and
HPCI area. Many areas of the reactor building cannot be reached by the
existing hose stations, however, the licensee has proposed the addition
of hose stations such that sufficient hose reach is provided to protect
all areas of the reactor building.

Due to the length of pipe runs feeding hose stations, frictional losses
to the hose nozzle may be excessive. Without sufficient .ater pressure,
the hose stream will be ineffective. Calculations or flow tests for the
most hydraulically remote hose stations will be made to verify that
sufficient pressure, 65 psig or greater, can be provided at the hose
nozzles. Modifications of the fire water piping system will be made if
adequate pressure cannot be provided to hose nozzles.

Hose racks normally used for unlined hose are being used to store rubber
lined hose. However, hoses are periodically inspected and tested and
the licensee has committed to use a hose which is suitable for this type
of hose rack when hose replacement is required.

We. find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifica-
tions, the interior fire hose stations satisfy the objectives identified
in Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefore, acceptable.

,
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~} e. Automatic Sprinkler Systems . .

A total of 10 water suppression systems have been provided to cover
specific hazards, a portion of the turbine building, the warehouse and
outdoor transformers. These consist of automatic deluge systems actuated
by pneumatic rate-of-rise fire detection system, manually actuated
deluge systems with fusible link heads and open heads, an automatic wet
pipe sprinkler system, and pre-action sprinkler systems actuated by heat -

detectors. All deluge valves are electrically supervised with alarms in
the control room.

Water suppression systems are supplied by connections either from the
plant undergr. und water main or from headers inside the buildings which
are fed from each end and are independent of manual hose standpipe
connections to the water supply.

Automatic sprinkler systems were installed in accordance with the NFPA
~standards which were in effect at the time specifications were issued

for the systems. Since installation, annual NELPIA inspections and
yearly testing of the automatic sprinkler systems have Deen performed.

We find that the design of automatic sprinPler systems satisfy thet
objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefore,
acceptable.

, f. Foam Suppression System,-s
'' A manually-operated foam maker with permanent storage tank is located on

the ground floor of the turbine building. Sufficient hose is provided
to reach the 75,000 gallon outdoor fuel oil storage tank, the diesel
generator day tanks and the diesel generator rooms. A nozzle with
inductor is also included to provide mobility and use in areas where the
foam maker with hose cannot reach.

We find that the foam suppression system is adequate for its intended
Lse, satisfies the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report,
and is, therefore, acceptable.

g. Effects of Suporession Systems on Safety Systems

The licensee hat indicated that inadvertent operation of a fire protec-
tion system will not adversely affect safety-related equipment with the
exception of one instance where modifications are proposed by the licensee
for the 20 system in the battery room (see Section 5.15.6). A low flow
capacity h,se station with hose nozzle shutoff will be provided at theo
entrance to the switchgear room to provide a water suppression capability
which will mirimize the potential for water damage to electrical equipment
ip this area. .

*
t

T
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-] We find that, sQject to implementation of the above described modification, -

the protection prov;ded to protect safety systems from the effects of suppression
system operation or fire water damage satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

_
4.3.2 Gas Fire Suppression Systems

A total flooding manually-actuated high pressure C0 system protects the -

7cable spreading room and battery room. Upon actuatTon of the system the
entire 2800 cu. ft. of CO, is discharged in a little over three minutes. A

50 percent concentration 6f CO, is reached and can be maintained for ten
ninutes. This is a single shot system. The power for the system actuation
is fs'om the 120V Vital A.C. Bus. Ventilation dampers between the computer
rcom and cabla spreading room close upon actuation of the CO system.

2

We find that the design of the gas fire suppression system satisfies the
objectives identified in Section 2.1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

,

4.3.3 Portable Fire Extinouishers

Portable dry chemical and carbon dioxide fire extinguishers have been distributed
throughout the plant. The fire extinguishers meet the requirements of the
National Fire Protection Associatior.

We find that the portable fire extinguishers satisfy the objectives identified
in Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefore, acceptable.

'~ 4. 4 Ventilation Systems and Breathing Equipment

Normal ventilation systems are available in most areas to exhaust smoke.
However, the Japability of the exhaust system for smoke removal in each area
has not been analyzed. The licensee has proposed to provide portable ventila-
tion units at strategic locations to allow fire fighters to exhaust smoke
f-om areas for access. Procedures would be developed for the use of this
equipment.

A sufficient number of self-contained breathing units are provided at the
facility to meet the needs of the operating crew and fire brigade in a fire
situation. Ten spare bottles are provided as back-up. The licensee has
proposed to provide a recharging capability or new apparatus which has a
greater service life to insure a supply of emergency breathing air for a
period of six hours.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modification
to extend the supply of breathing air, these measures satisfy the objectives
identified in Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefore, acceptable. We
find that, subject to implementation of the above described modification:, to
provide, portable ventilation equipment for fire fighting access, the means to
exhaust ~ smoke areas satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this
report'and are, therefore, acceptable.

,
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, '4. 5 Floor Drains .. .

j

Floor drains have been provided in areas containing sprinkler and deluge
systems. Drains have also been provided in most areas where manual hose
lines are likely to be used, with the exception of the control room. The

water in the control room would flow out the doors.

Plant areas containing combustible liquids are designed to either contain any -

liquids, or these areas are provided with drains which route the liquid to
one of three oil separator manholes located outside the plant buildings.
These drains a sociated with each oil separator manhole have been examined.
The licensee found that a fire will not spread throughout the drain system.

All potentially contaminated drains are sampled and' analyzed prior to dis-
charging to the environment.

Where floor drains are not capable of handling the expected fire fighting
water flow, the shutdown equipment is mounted on pedestals or has curbs above

~

the floor to protect from any possible water damage.

We find that the drain system used to protect safety-related electrical
equipment in areas where water suppression would be used for fires satisfies
the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore,
acceptable.

4.6 Lighting Systems
s

The nurmal lighting system receives its power from the station auxiliary
transformers. Upon the loss of these sources, standby sources are made
available from the station batteries and the diesel generators to provide an
uninterrupted supply of power. These features insure that lighting is con-
tinuous for all emergency conditions. The licensee has further insured the
availability of adequate lighting.by providing sealed beam self-contained
battery operated units at strategic locations throughout the plant. A pro-
cedure will be used to test and maintain this backup lighting source.

We find that the emergency lighting provided for both operating personnel and
the fire brigade to deal with emergency conditions satisfies the objectives
identified in Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

4.7 Cnmmunication Systems

Normal communication within the plant is provided by two installed systems.
The first is a four party page and answer system with stations located through-
out the plant. Backup power is provided for this system. A second system
consists of sound powered head sets with suitable connection stations located
throughout the plant. Portable walky-talky units are also provided for the
emergegcy use.

.

I
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', We find that the communications provided to coordinate fi e fighting and safe ,,

shutdown activities satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this'#

report and are, therefore, acceptable. -

4.8 Electrical Cables

The cable insulation used in the plant consists mainly of butyl ru' ber insu-
lated conductors and neoprene jacket for power cables and cross-linked poly- -

ethylene insulated conductors with flame retardant polyvinyl chloride jacket
for control and instrument cables. The flame test standard for cables, IEEE

Std 183-1974, was not in effect at the time cables were purchased and installed
at Vermont Yankee. Flame retardant coatings have not been used on cables for
fire protection, with the exception of the recommended application for cables
in the switchgear room. Appropriate fire suppression systems will be provided
where large concentrations of cables consisting of both divisions of safety
systems coexist such as the cable spreading area and at the cable penetration
area for the reactor building. In these and other areas, fire detection

systems exist or have been proposed and existing facilities in such areas are -

conducive to effective manual fire fighting conditions. A rapidly developing
fire is limited by the use of covers on most cable trays and the licensee has
proposed to install additional smoke detection systems.

We find that, subject to implementation of the modifications proposed by the
licensee as identified in Section 3.1 of this report, an acceptable alternative
to the use of flame retardant coatings for cables has been provided. This
satisfies the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report, and is,.s

therefore, acceptable.'

.

4.9 Fire Barrier Penetration

Fire barriers such as walls, floors and ceilings are penetrated by ventila-
tion ducts, electrical raceways, mechanical piping systems and doors. Both
Class A and Class B fire doors have been provided as well as some unrated
doors in fire barriers. The licensee has proposed to upgrade doors in fire
barriers such that the fire rating of doors will be commensurate with the
raquirements of the fire area involved.

Administrative procedures are used to assure that all un.ocked fire doors are
kept closed to assure that the fire protection afforded will be effective.
To further insure that fire doors are not willfully and accidentally left
open, alarms will be added to unlocked fire doors adjacent to or protecting
safety-related areas.

Ventilation openings in fire barriers exist with and without fire damper
protection. Three hour fire rated dampers or lesser rating where appropriate
for a specific fire area will be provided at the ventilation opening in fire
barriers.

Electrical cable penetrations in fire barriers are typically sealed by the
use of flame retardant coatings applied over a filler of fire resistance.

1
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1 insulating material. Tests have not been performed to establish that the
fire resistance rating of fire barrier penetrations are commensurate with

''

- '
that required of the fire barrier. The licensee has proposed to replace the
cab,'e penetrations with a barrier which has a demonstrated fire rating equiv-
alert to that required for the fire barrier.

Fire stops are used for electrical cables which penetrate the barrier for
boundaries of fire zones within a fire area. Such applications include the

_

fire stops installed as cables penetrate the floors at each elevation of the
reactor building. Fire stops are also utilized on vertical cable runs with a
maximum spacing of. ten feet between fire stops. Fire stops are constructed
to the same specification as used for the present fire barrier penetration
seals for cables.

We find that, subject to implementation if the above described modifications,
the fire barrier penetrations satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1
of this report and are, therefore, acceptable.

.

i4.10 Separation Cr teria

The licensee's separation criteria relies upon vertical separation of five feet
and horizontal separation of three feet for cable ' trays. Their criteria also
relies upon that protection afforded by coaduit, sheet metal barriers, and
the use of metal covers for cable trays. The physical separation cri; ria
in itself is inadequate to provide protection for redundant safety-related
systems from the standpoint of potential fires. Section 4.1 addresses the
adequacy of separation and its effect on the safe shutdown.'

There are a few situations in the switchgear and cable spreading rooms where the
continuity of combustibles exist between redundant electrical cable systems.
This results from the routing of nonsafety-related cables in and between two
different divisions of safety-related cable trays. Where such conditiort
exis,t, app _ropriate fire p.rotectio.n_has.not _been provided. The licensea
has proposed to provide fire stops in the cable trays which cross between~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

divisions of redundant cable systems. Fixed suppression systems will be
installed in these areas as noted in Sections 5.14 and 5.16. These

sections address the adequacy of the fire protection in the cable spreading
and switchgear rooms.

_

One crea where the goal of separation is compromised is in provision for and
t'ie use of alternate power sources. The essential switchgear for each safety
division is supplied DC control power from the battery assigned to that divi-
sion. An alternate DC feed is provided from the redundant division battery.
These feeders from redundant batteries connect to a throw-over switch which
selects the power source for DC control power. Neither the supply cables
within the switchgear or the internal switchgear wiring are separated for
these circuits. Fire related damage within the switchgear could reflect back
on the integrity of the DC power sources. Circuit breakers which operate on
fault. currents do not provide adequate protection in terms of preventing un-
acceptable influences in other circuits. In this case a short to ground

4-10 .
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3 could cause the loss of DC distribution system since its source breaker would ...

# see the same fault current as the individual feeder c.rcuit breaker. The
licensee has proposed to establish an operating procedJre whereby the alter-
nate DC feeds would be normally deenergized. This wotid be accomplished by
placing the supply breaker at the distribution center in the open position

.

until such time as the alternate feed is required by a temporary or forced
cutage of the normal supply. We find that these proposed administrative
controls satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report and -

are, therefore, acceptable.

Similar problems arise for nonessential loads which are connected to essential
power sources since the separation criteria did not require that the electrical
cables for these nonessential loads be routed only in that division associated
with these estantial power sources. The licensee will review the electrical
power distribution system and routing of nonessential load cables connec'ed
to essential power sources for any cases whereby fire-related uamage cou'd
Lffect the integrity of redundant power sources required for safa shutdown.
The results of this review and any appropriate actions taken to resolve any -

problems therein will be addressed in a supplement to this report.
-

4.11 Fire Barriers

The licensee's fire hazards analysis addressed fire barrier requirements /ay
consideration of the combustibles in each fire area. The potential energy
releasa for all combustibles in an area was calculated. This value wa7
divided by the floor area to obtain a relative combustible loading for the,

With the exception of fire barrier penetrations noted earlier inarea.
- Section 4.9, the licensee's fire hazards analysis concludes that the fire

barriers consisting of walls, floors, and ceilings are adequate for the
coubustible loading in the area.

We find that the fire barriers satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1
of this report and are, therefore, acceptable.

4.12 Access and Egress

Access to all areas of the reactor building above grade elevation is provided
by two stairwells at opposite corners of the building. One stairwell is
enclosed by structural steel and concrete construction and is provided with
self-closing 1-hour rated fire doors. Lower elevations of the reactor
building are accessible by open stairwells at eacF corner of the reactor
btilding. There are two separat; entrances to the reactor building. |

.

In the service building an enclosed stairwell of steel and concrete construc- :
tion, with self-closing 1-hour rated fire doors, provides access to the
control room, cable spreading area and battery rooms, and the switchgear

Additional access to the control room and switchgear room is providedroom.
from th.e turbine building. The switchgear room has an additional exit to
ground level outside the building, and access to the cable spreading and
battery rooms may be gained by a door opening to the roof of the radwaste

4-11
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building. Access to the diesel generator room is by doors opening to g**de ,, .
''

level in the turbine building, with an additional access deor between the"''

diesel generator rooms. Access to the service water pu 1 in the intake
building is via the circulating water pump room. The ~ scensee has proposed
to provide direct access to the service water pump room via a flood door
whicn has been bolted closed from the interior of this area.

We find that the access and egress provided for manual fire fighting and -

evacuation in all safety-related areas satisfy the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and are, therefor.- acceptable.

4.13 Toxic and Corrosive Combustion Products
i

The products of combustion for many plastic materials, most con' n being
cable insulation and jacket materials, are toxic to humans and - arrosive to
metals. Prompt fire detection and extinguishment are relied upon to minimize
the quantities of such products. Additional means of smoke removal will be
provided as an aid in fire fighting access as noted in Section 4.a. The fire -

brigade is provided with, and trained in the use of emergency treathing
apparatus for fighting fires involving such materials.

We find that the precautions taken to minimize the effects of toxic and
corrosive products satisfy the objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this
report and are, therefore, acceptable.

I: '
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5.0 EVALUATTON OF SPECIFIC PLANT AREAS,']} ,

5.1 Reactor Building - Elevation 345 Feet
'

5.1.1 Safety-Related Eauipment

This area is the refueling floor of the reactor building. The spent fuel
pool is located in this area and an overhead bridge crane is provided for
refueling operations. No equipment is located in this area which would be -

used for safe shutdown.

5.1.2 Combustibles

The combustibles in this area consist of wood, paper, cardboard', nylon,
plastics, cotton, and 15 gallons of cleaning fluids.

5.1.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression
.

A fire in this area would not affect systems required for safe shutdown; however, "
undesireable combustion product contanination of the reactor building would
r esul t.

5.1.4 Fire Protection System

Fire protection is provided by portable fire extinguishers and a hose station.
Two stairways, one enclosed, provide access to this area.

(]5.1. 5
Adequacy of Fire Protection

One hose station does not provide adequate protection for this area. No fire
detection is provided for this area.

5.1.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. The combustible
loading in the area will be reduced by improving housekeeping and the removal
of unnecessary wood products. An additional hose station will be provided so
that adequate fire water coverage xists for this area. Smoke detectors will
be provided which will provide a meins to detect fire at this elevation.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.2 Reacter Building - Elevation 318 Feet
5.2.1 Safety-Related Equipment

The safety-related equipment at this elevation' includes the emergency core
cooling. system uninterruptible power supply (batteries, chargers, inverters),

,

.

}
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'' the standby liquid control system, and electrical cables. The standby liquid
'# control system would only be used as a backun for reactivity control.

,, .

5.2.2 Combustibles

Combustibles at this elevation include wood (crates for storage), plastic
- (battery casings), cable insulation, Armaflex piping insulation and some

grease and oil. -

5.2.3 Consequences if No Fire duur'ession

A fire in one inverter of the uninterruptible power supply (UP3) would not'

likely spread to the other inverter unit. Fires in other areas at this
elevation would not affect both divisions of safety-related equipment or
electrical cables.

.

5.2.4 Fire Protection Systems
.

Fire prc'.ection is provided by a manual hose station and portable fire extin-
guishers. Two stairwells, one enclosed, provide access to this area.

5.2.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

Manual suppression would be adequate to control a fire in this area. One
hose station is not sufficient to protect all areas. Fires at this elevation
would be detected by smoke detectors at the upper elevation of the reactor
building.

, ,

5.2.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. An additional hose
station will be provided so that adequate fire water coverage exists in this
area The combustible pipe insulation used in this area will be replaced
with a non-combustible insulation. Transient combustibles will be removed
from this area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, accentable.

5. 3 Reactor Building - Elevation 303 Feet

5.3.1 Safety-Related Equioment

The safety-related equipment in this area in.ludes the spent fuel pool cool-
ing system, the post loss-of-coolant accident containment atmosphere dilution
system and safety-related electrical cables.

.
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'5.3.2 Combustinies .. . .
:

The combustibles at this elevation include wood, paper, cardboard, plastics
and cable insulation.

5.3.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A postulated' fire in this area would not have an adverse effect on the safety- -

related equipment except for the electrical cables. Adequate physical separa-
tion exists to preclude fire damage to redundant safety-related cable systems.

5.3.4 , Fire Protection Systems

Firs protection is provided by a manual hose station and portable fire extin-
guishers. Two stairwells, one enclosed, provide access to this area.

5.3.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection
.

Manual suppression would be adequate to control a fire in this area. The

existing hose station does not provide adequate coverage for the entire an.
Fires at this elevation would be detected by smoke detectors at the uppe-
elevation of the reactor building.

5.3.6 Modifications

( ..
The licensee has proposed the following modifications. An additional hose
station will be provided so that adequate fire water coverage exists in this
area. Transient combustibles will be removed from this area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.4 Reactor Building - Elevation 280 Feet

5.4.1 Safety-Related Equipment -

The safety-related equipment at this elevation includes the reactor level and
pressure instrument racks, vital AC motor generator set, the containment air
dilution system monitor, the star.dby gas system trains, the reactor cleanup
system pumps and heat exchangers, essential motor control centers and safety-'

related electrical cables.

5.4.2 Combustibles

The combustibles in this area consist of wood, paper, cardboard, rubber,
cloth, cable insulation, and 2,200 gallons of lubricating oil associated with
the recirculation pump motor generator snts.

.
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. ,5.4.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression . .

A fire i the lubricating oil in the motor generator sets could damage both
divisions of the reactor level and pressure instrument racks and safety-related
electrical cables in the area. Reactor level and pressure instruments are
provided at another elevation of the reactor building which could be used to
assure safe shutdown.

_

5.4.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire protection is provided by a single hose station and portable fire extin-
guishers. Four smoke detectors are provided over the motor generator sets.
One hose station and portable extinguisher are provided in the area. Tempera-
ture detectors and alarms are provided for the charcoal filter units in the
standby gas systems. Two stairwells, one enclosed, provide access to this
area.

.

5.4.5 Adequacy cf Fire Protection -

Reliance on manual fire fighting in the area of the motor generator sets is
not adequate to protect both divisions of reactor level and pressure instru-
ment racks. Unsealed pipe penetrations in the floor within the berm for the
motor generator sets would permit an unnecessary spread of an oil spill fire.
A single hose station does not provide adequate coverage for the entire area.

,
.5.4.6 Mcdifications

.

(s The licensee has proposed the following modifications. An additional hose
station will be provided so that adequate fire water coverage exists in this

Protection for the motor generator sets will be provided by the addi-area.
tion of an automatic foam suppression system. The bere around the motor
generator sets will be increased to contain an oil spill fire and foam suppres-
sion agent. A berm will be provided between the motor generator sets to
limit the spread of an oil fire. All floor penetrations within the berm will
be sealed. Transient combustibles will be removed from this area.

We find tnat, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.5 Reactor Buildino - Elevation 252 Feet
5.5.1 Safety-Related Equipment

This elevation is the ground floor of the reactor building. The safety-
related equipment in this area includes the banks of control rod drive modules,
the auxiliary scram valves, the scram discharge volume, two motor control
centers and an area where many of the safety-related cables enter the reactor .
building from the cable spreading room. The above equipment would be used
for safe shutdown of the plant. An alternate means of reactivity control for
the control rods is provided by the standby liquid control system. This

'system is located at an upper level.
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3 5.5.2 Combustibles .. ..
. ./ '.

The major combustible loading is the safety-related electrical cables. A

high concentration of redundant safety-related cables enters the northwest
corner of the area from the cable spreading area. The only other combustible
loading is from miscellaneous transient materials. A drain line from the
motor generator set at elevation 280 feet terminates at a normally closed
valve in this area. An oil spill at the motor generator sets would fill the _

drain line with oil and if the drain valve were open, oil could overflow the
collection barrel used to remove oil. Proper storage locations are not

,

provided for wooden ladders.

5.5.3 Ccnsequences if No Fire Suppression

The loss of the safety-related electrical cables in the penetration area
could affect redundant systems normally used for safe shutdown. Alternative
shutdown capability would exist by the use of the reactor core isolation

-

cooling system.

5.5.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire Protection is provided by portable fire extinguishers and a manual hose
station. Access is provided by doors leading to the turbine building and to
the service building.

5.5.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection
,s
t

Due to the amount of redundant safety-related cables in the northwest corner,' ' '

manual fire protection alone is inadequate. A fire could involve an entire
division of electrical cables and may damage the redundant division of cables.
A single hose station does not provide adequate coverage for the entire area.
Inadequate cuntrols are provided to supervise the oil drain line valve.

5.5.6 Modificatfors

Tne licensee has proposed the following modifications. An additional hose
station will be provided so that adequate fire water reactor coverage exists
in the area. An area preaction water sprinkler system will be nrovided in
the cable penetration area. Smoke detectors will be provided t'. the cable
penetration area. A cap will be added to the motor generator et oil ~ drain
line as a precaution and the drain valve will be locked close . Storage
locations will be provided for wooden ladders used in safety- elated areas.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

s

.
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' 5. 6 Northeast and Southeast Corner Rooms - Elevation 232 Feet und 213 Feet -- --

'
~ 5.6.1 Safety-Related Equipment

,

Each of the corner rooms contains two residual heat removal pumps, two residual
heat removal service water pumps, and one residual heat removal heat exchanger.

5.6.2 Combustibles
_

The major combustible loading consists of the lubricating oil in the pumps
and motors, and electrical cable insulation.

5.6.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A fire in a corner room could damage the pump motors. Due to the location of
the rooms on adjacent corners of the reactor building, sufficient separation
exists to prevent a fire in one room from affecting redundant systems located
in the other room. .

5.6.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire protection is provided by portable fire extinguishers and a hose station
at the ground elevation. Access is by an open stairwell from the ground
level and doorway to the torus area. Pipe, electrical cable and conduit wall
penetrations are sealed.

,5.6.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection
~ Dee to the separation of the redundant systems, the loss of a single division

due to fire would not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor. A postulated
fire could impair the residual heat removal system and the core spray pumps
for a single division. Ventilation ducts in the fire barrier walls are
unprotected. No fire detection is provided. The hose station at the ground
elevation does not provide adequate coverage of these areas.

5.6.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. Smoke detectors will
be installed at the 232 foot and 213 foot levels. A fire resistance mastic
will be sprayed on the waterproof doors to the torus area and three-hour fire
dampers will be installed in ventilation ducts in these areas. Additional
hose stations will be provided such that adequate fire water coverage will be
provided for these areas. Pipe, electrical cable, and conduit wall penetra-
tions will be upgraded to a three-hour rating.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

.
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'5.7 Northwest Corner Rooms - Elevation 232 Feet and 213 Feet "' '

''5.7.1 Safety-Related Equipment

Both divisions of the residual heat removal systems electrical cables pene-
trate the wall of the reactor building at the 232 foot level. The reactor

'

core isolation coolant pump and related switchgear is located at the 213 foot
level.

'
_

5.7.2 Combustibles

The combustibles in this area consist of lubricants and electrical cable
insulation. The combustible loading in this area is relatively small.

:

5.7.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A fire in one division of electrical cables at the 232 foot level would not
affect the adjacent cables of the other division due to the physical separa-
tion provided and the limited combustible loading. A fire in the reactor -

core isolation cooling pumps would eliminate this system for reactor shutdown.
The high pressure coolant injection pump remotely located from this area
could perform basically the same shutdown functions.

5.7.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire protection is provided by portable fire extinguishers and a hose station
at the 252 foot level. Access is by an open stairwell to the ground level
and a doorway to the torus area.

5.7.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

No fire detection is provided. Since the reactor core isolation cooling
system provides one of the safety-related methods for safe shutdown, fire
detection should be provided in this area to permit prompt extinguishment.

5.7.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed to install smoke detectors in the area of the
reactor core isolation cooling equipment.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.8 High Pressure Coolant Injection Room and Southeast Corner Room -
Elevation 213 Feet

5.8.1 Safety-Related Equipment

The high pressure coolant injection system room contains the turbine driven
high pressure coolant injection pump, its auxiliary equipment and associated
switchgear. Safety-related electrical cables are routed through the adjacent

'

southeast corner room.

5-7
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',5. 8. 2 Combustibles ..

.,

The combustioies loading in these areas consists of lubricating oil, cable
insulation, wood and rubber.

5.8.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

The turbine driven pump and associated equipment could be damaged by fire, _

however, su, ficient separation exists to insure that safe shutdown could be
accomplished by equipment located in another fire area.

5.8.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire protection is provided by portable fire extinguishers and the hose
station at the 252 foot level. A fire door with a fusible link is provided

at the opening of the high pressure colant injection area to the southwest
corner room. Piping and electrical penetrations in the wall separating these
areas are sealed. Access is by an open stairwell from the ground level or by -

a door opening to the torus area.

5.8.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

Due to the location and the construction of the room, isolation of the room
itself would provide sufficient protection to remaining plant areas. The
fire door installation and the location of the berm at the opening do not

_
adequately protect the area. Barrier penetrations are presently inadequate
to contain a severe fire in the high pressure coolant injection area. The

lack of fire detection prevent. prompt response to permit extinguishment."

5.8.6 Mcdifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. Smoke detectors wil'
be provided in the area. The berm will be relocated at the fire door open-

ing. The fusible link will be relocated into the door opening and the hemp
cable on the door closing mechanism will be replaced with a chain or steel
cable. The cable penetrations will be upgraded to a three-hour fire rating.
A fire hose station will be provided to insure adequate fire water coverage
for this area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.9 Torus Area - Elevation 213 Feet
5.9.1 Safety-Related Equipment

This area contains the reactor containment suppression chamber and safety-
related electrical cables for both divisions of the residual heat removal
systemst

s
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5.9.2 Combustibles . . .

,

The major combustible loading in this area is electrical cable insulation.

5.9.3 Consecuences if No Fire Suppression

A fire in tne. cables in this area could affect one division but propagation
to a redundant division would not occur due to the large distance separating -

divisions and the low fire loading. Damage would be limited to ons
division of the residual heat removal system.

5.9.4 Fire Protection Systems

Fire extinguishers are located in adjacent areas. Access is provided through
doors in each corner room and two hatchways from the ground level.

5.9.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection ,

No fire detection is provided in this area. Due to the remoteness of this
area, detection of a fire in the early stages and subsequent extinguishment
should oe provided to limit damage to shutdown systems. Portable extinguishers
alone are inacequate to provide sufficient protection for this area.

5.9.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. Smoke detectors will
_.

be provided in this area. Hose stations will be installed such that fire
water will be available to provide adequate coverage for this area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.10 Primary Containment

The primary containment is unaccessible during normal plant operation due to
the level of radiation therein. The licensee did not conduct a survey and
has not submitted a fire hazards analysis for this area. The plant is sched-
uled for a refueling outage during September of 1977, at which time a survey
will be made followed by the submittal of a fire hazards analysis of this
area.

The adequacy of the fire protection for primary containment will be addressed
in a supplement to this report.

5.11 Turbine Building

5.11.1 Safety-Related Equioment

Safety-related equipment within the turbine building includes the diesel
generators and the diesel generator day tanks, each of which is enclosed in a
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''. separate room. Electrical cables for the diesel generators are routed in
' conduit not exposed to potential fires in the turbine building. " ''

_

5.11.2 Combustibles

The combustibles of primary concern are those which exist in the vicinity of
- the diesel generators and large quantities of transient combustibles which

could threaten the integrity of the turbine building structure. The
-

auxiliary. boiler is located in an enclosure adjacent to the entrance areas
for the diesel generator rooms. The makeup demineralizer is located in the
same general area and this area is used to store Powedex resins in plastic
shipping containers. One wall of the auxiliary boiler room is used for
combustible gas cylincer storage. Motor vehicles are parked in the laydown
area near the diesel generator rooms.

5.11.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A severe fire in the turbine building if uncontrolled could result in a loss -

of the turbine building structure. This structure if collapsed by a fire
could result in a loss of the heating, ventilation and air conditioning
system for the control rook,and threaten the availability of both diesel
generator units.

5.11.4 Fire Protection Systems

_ The hydrogen detrainment portion of the hydrogen seal oil system have heat
detectors that alarm locally as well as in the control room. The equipment
is protected by a deluge system which may be operated locally or at control
station outside the control room. The fire protection in this area is backed
up by four fire extinguishers and two hose statians.

Another area of the turbine building contains the stator coolers, hydrogen
seal oil units, and Pyranol filled station service transformers. The hydro-
gen scal oil storage tank is protected by a deluge system which is operated
in the same manner as described for the oil detrainment system. Fire detec-
tors are provided in this area and a wet pipe fusible link sprinkler system
is installed over the stator coolers. A preac' tion sprinkler system is pro-
vided in the condensate pump room.

The turbine lube oil sump is located in a separate room which is used to
store plant lube oils. A fire detection system and a manually actuated
sprinkler system are provided. A manual foam suppression system is provided
in the turbine building and hose lines are provided with sufficient reach to
be used in this area. Ventilation openings to this area are unprotected.

The new and used lube oil storage room is located below the turbine lube oil
sump area. This area has a high combustible loading and is protected by a
fire detection and manually initiated sprinkler system. Additional suppression
capability is afforded by hose reach from the manual foam suppression system.
The ventilation openings in this area are unprotected.

3
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; }.11.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection , , , ,

The ventilation openings in the lube oil sump and oil storage areas of high
combustible loading are inadequate to confine a severe fire in these areas
from affecting other areas of the turbine building.

The areas with major combustioles are provided with fire detection and
sprinkler, or deluge water protection. The fire suppression systems aid to -

minimize the potential for large uncontrolled fires which could threaten the
integrity of the turbine building.

5.11.6 Modifications
i

The licensee has proposed the following modifica', ions. The transient
combustibles will be removed. The resins and gas cylinders stored in
this area will be removed. The ventilation opening in lube oil, sump,
a7d oil storage areas will be modified to provide three-hour rated fire
door dampers. As an added precaution, smoke detectors will be provided -

in the feedpump rcom which is adjacent to these high combustible loading
areas. The . lay-down area used to park motor vehicles will be protected
by an automatic sprinkler system or the area will not be used to store
motor vehicles.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

_,

'5.12 Diesel Generator and Day Tank Rooms
5.12.1 Safety-Related Eouipment

Each of the two diesel generators are located in separate rooms within the
turbine building. Their day tanks are each located in a separate adjacent
room. One diesel generator is capable of supplying power for safe shutdown
on the loss of offsite power.

5.12.2 Combustibles

Each day tank contains 800 gallons of diesel fuel oil which is gravity fed to
the diesel generators. Each diesel generator area contains a lube oil tank
with 525 gallons of oil. A motor control center is located in each diesel
generator room for auxiliary equipment. Open cable trays near the ceiling
are used for electrical cables associated with the operation of the diesel
generators.

5.12.3 Consequences Without Fire Suppression

An uncontrolled fire in a diesel generator room would cause the loss of
diesel generator and could seriously threaten the integrity of the three-hour
fire baprier wall and penetrations separating it from the remaining diesel
generator.

,
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f,35.12.4 Fire Protection System -- - -

Smoke detectors are provided above each diesel generator which alarm locally
and in the control room. Fire fighting equipment consists of a portable
extinguisher in each diesel generator room and a 150 lb dry chemical portable
tank fire extinguisher located outside the rooms. The manual foam fire
suppression system in the turbine building has sufficient hose reach to be
used in these areas. Combination nozzle hose stations in the turbine building -

-

reach these areas. The entrance to the diesel generator rooms are provided
with 1-hour rated fire doors. A three-hour rated fire door is provided in
an opening connect'ing the diesel generator rooms.

\

The manual fire extinguishing systems noted above are used to protect the day
tank rooms.

5.12.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection ,

.

The diesel generators are inadequately protected from the effects of an oil
fire. A ventilation opening and piping and electrical penetrations in the
common wail between the diesel generator rooms are unprotected. An oil spill

fire could communicate between the rooms under the connectina door and could
communicate between these rooms through the unprotected pr.ietrations. A

severe fire could threaten the integrity of the fire barr eers if uncon-
trolled. Fire detection is not provided in the day tank rooms.

s5.12.6 Modifications
(_-

The licensee has proposed to upgrade the fire protection for the diesel
generator and day tank rooms. The penetrations in the diesel generator rooms
will be modified to provide three-hour rated protection and a curb ofil be
installed at the door connecting the two rooms. The fire protection for the
structure steel supporting the ceiling of the diesel generator rooms will be
coated to provide three-hour rated protection. The doors at the entrances to
the diesel generator rooms will be replaced with three-hour fire rated doors.
Fire detectors will be installed in each day tank room. A manual dry pipe
water sprinkler system will be installed in each diesel generator room.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.13 Control Room
5.13.1 Safety-Related Equipment

The control room contains all controls necessary for station operation and
shutdown. Operating indicators, controls, and alarms are mounted on an
L-shaped walk through control board. Reactor protection and auxiliarv elec-
tricaliequipment enclosed in free standing panels are located at one end of
the control room.

S
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k,/.13.2 Combustibles
__ . .

The combustibles in this area include electrical cable insulation, electrical
components in panels, and a wood construction wall separating offices and
support areas from the control room. Class A combustibles are stored in
boxes at the rear of the control room. Log bocks, drawings, operating proce-
dures and computer printouts are used in this area. There are plastic lighting
panels, masonite paneling and wooden doors in the control room.

-

5.13.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

An unmitigated fire in the control room has the potential for damaging redun-
dant divisions of safety-related equipment.

As noted in Section 4.1, the fire protection measures for the control room,
including modifications, do not provide assurance that fires will not result
in damage to redundant safe shutdown systems. However, local control of

~

equipment permits safe shutdown independent of fire damage in the control
room.

15.3.4 Fire Protection Systems
ThereHeat detectors are provided in one control panel in the control room.

are two portable fire extinguishers located in the control room and one
portable fire extinguisher and a fire hose station located outside the control

~' room.

5.13.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

The detection and suppression systems provided in the control room are not
Fire detection systems have not been provided to permit promptadequate.

detection of fires. The small extinguishers available do not provide adequate
Fires in control room cabinets and consoles couldsuppression capability.

significantly damage or disable safety-related systems before a fire is
The wood partition wall separating office anddetected and extinguished.

support areas provides an unacceptable fire exposure hazard to the control
This hazard is magnified by the lack of fire de'ection in these enclosedroom. Smoke detection is not provided in the makeup air supply tosupport areas. A fire hazardthe control room and jeopardizes the habitability of the area.

exists due to the location of a small kitchen in one corner of the room whichUnrated fire
does not have a door and its exhaust fan duct is covered over.
doors leading to the service building and to the turbine building do not

A glass window facing the
provide adequate isolation from these areas. Ventilation openings to the equipment inservice building is not fire rated.
the turbine building are unprotected. Cable penetrations to the cable spread-
ing -area do not have a fire rating and do not provide adequate protection.

:
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[ 13.6 Modifications ,_ .

~

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. The plastic ceiling
lighting panels will be replaced with a noncombustible material. The control-
room access doors will be replaced with three-hour fire rated doors and the
window will be provided with three-hour rated protection. The combustible
office construction in the control room will be removed and replaced with
one-hour fire rated noncombustible construction. These office walls will -

extend to the underside of the roof above and the observation window in the
office wall will be replaced with wire glass and steel frames. The office
complex will have self closing Class C fire doors and smoke detectors which
alarm in the control room. A Class C fire door will be provided to isolate
the kitchen from the control room.

Portable fire extinguishers rated for Class A fires will be provided in the
control room. Two 100 pound CO, or equivalent Halon extinguishers will be
provided in the control room. These units will provide adequate reach and
duration to extinguish fires in the walk-through control boards. The venti- ~

lation penetrations will be modified to provide three-hour rated fire dampers
in the penetration between the control room and the turbine building. Smoke

detectors will be provided at the opening in the top of the walk-through
control boards and at the ceiling for general area protection. Smoke detectors
will be provided in electrical equipment enclosures and in the intake ducts
of the control rcom ventilation system. On detection of smoke, the ventilation
system may be manually transferred to the recirculation mode.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,[ . the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in''

Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.14 Cable Spreadino Rocm
5.14.1 Safety-Related Eouipment

The cable spreading room is located directly below the control room. The

area contains redundant divisions of safety-related electrical cables. The

area provides access to an adjacent battery room. The reactor protection

system motor generator sets are located in this area.

5.14.2 Combustibles .

The combustibles in this area consist of a large amount of electric cable
insulation.

5.14.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A postulated fire in this room could involve cables of both redundant divi-
sions. Nonsafety-related cables provide pathways for the spread of fire
between re.dundant divisions. Physical separation between redundant divisions
of electrical cables does not assure that fire damage would be limited to a
single division. ,
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} As noted in Section 4.1, the fire protection measures for the cable spreading " ' ',

area, including modifications, do not provide assurance that fires will not'

result in damage to redundant safe shutdown systems. However, local control
of equipment permits safe shutdown independent of fire damage in the cable
spreading area.

5.14.4 Fire Protection System
_

Smoke detectors are provided in the area which alarm in the control room. A

cylinderstotal flooding CO fire suppression system consisting of 28-100 lb CO2
2is located in the room. This system is manually actuated from inside or

outside the area. Two portable fire extinguishers are located inside the
area, and one portable fire extinguisher is located outside the area. A hose
station is located outside the area for backup pretection. A door provides
access from the service building and a 1-hour fire rated door leads out onto
the radwaste building roof.

-

5.14.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

An automatic suppression should be provided to insure prompt response to
minimize the potential for fire damage to safety-related systems. All cable

trays and risers are of totally enclosed galvanized sheet metal construction
which limits extinguishment by fire suppression agents. Installed smoke
detectors would give warning cf an incipient fire. Manual fire fighting
could be inhibited due to the arrangement of cable trays in the area and due
to the production of heat and smoke. The ventilation supply is through an

,_s
(, unprotected opening in the wall to the adjacent computer room and poses an

unacceptable fire exposure hazard. The doors and penetrations to the battery
rooms are unprotected.

5.14.6- Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. Automatic three-hour
fire rated protection will be provided to protect the ventilation opening
between this area and the computer room. The access door to the service
building will be replaced with a three-hour fire rated door. All cable pene-
trations between this area from adjacent areas will be upgraded to provide
three-hour fire rated protection. The covers will be removed from the trays

to facilitate extinguishment by the CO, system or manual means. Fire stops

will be installed in any cable trays which connect between different divisions
of safety-related trays. The C0 system will be changed to an automatically

7
actuated system. Since the design for an automatic CO system has not been
completed, a supplement to this report will address th, method of systemE

actuation and those interlock features incorporated to disable the system
when personnel are working in the area. A CO systen to be provided for2
the switchgear room will be used to provide a backup manually actuated
suppression system for the cable spreading area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications.
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable. '
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I'[;5.15 Battery Room - - .

5.15.1 Safety-Related Equipment
_

The battery room is located inside the area of the cable spreading room.
Both divisions of safety-related batteries are located in the room. A con-
crete block wall provides partial separation of these two divisions.

5.15.2 Combustibles -

The combustibles in the battery rooms consist of plastic battery cases and a
minimum of electrical cable insulation installed in conduit.

5.15.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

An unsuppressed fire in the battery room could affect redundant divisions of
safety-related batteries. A fire in the battery room cou,ld expose the cable
spreading area which encloses the battery room on three sides and communi- ,

cates with the battery room through unsealed penetrations and a ventilation
damper.

5.15.4 Fire Suppression Systems

The manually actuated carbon dioxide suppression system protecting the cable
spreading area provides protection for the battory room. Smoke detection
devices are provided in the battery room which alarm in the control room.

m
' , ,; 5.15.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

The present separation of the safety-related divisions in the battery room is
inadequate to prevent an unmitigated fire in one division of batteries from
affecting the redundant division. Automatic suppression backed up by manual
fire fighting would provide adequate protection for this area. The ventila-
tion system is used to prevent hydrogen accumulation, however supervision of
exhaust air flow is not provided to adequately warn of conditions leading to
hydrogen accteulation. The doors of the battery room are not fire rated and
the unprotected ventilation and cable penetrations are inadequate to prevent
a fire exposure hazard to the cable spreading area. The CO, system discharges
directly on the batteries with the potential for damage to the batteries.

5.15.6 Modifications

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. The doors to the
battery rooms will be replaced with one-hour fire rated doors. Electrical
and ventilation penetrations will be scovided with one-hour fire rated protec-

discharge on thetion. Shields will be provided to prevent direct CO2
batteries. Air flow supervision will be provided in the exhaust duct for the
battery room with a control room alarm. The manual CO, system protecting
this area will be modified to provide automatic initiation of the system.

.
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f'}) We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications, " ''

the fire protection for this area s Isfies the objectives identified in
~"

Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.16 Switchgear Room
- 5.16.1 Safety-Related Eouipment

The switchgear room is located below the cable spreading area and contains
_

both divisions of safety-related switchgear, battery chargers, and motor
control centers.

5.16.2 Combustibles

Combustibles in this area consist of a large amount of cable insulation and
components of electrical power distribution equipment.

5.16.3 Consequences if No Fire Suopression - -

An unsuppressed fire could result in unacceptable damage to both divisions of
safety-related switchgear and would affect the electrical cables for both
divisions of safe shutdown systems.

As noted in Section 4.1, the fire protection, including modifications, do not
provide assurance that fire will not result in a loss of safe shutdown capabil-
ity, however, provisions will be provided to permit safe shutdown independent
of fire damage in the switchgear room by the use of the reactor core isolation7s
coolirg system.

5.16.4 Fire Protection Systems

Smoke detectors provided in the switchgear room alarm locally and in the
control room. Fire suppression is provided by portable fire extinguishers
located inside and outside the switchgear room. In addition there are hose
stations located in adjacent areas and outdoors in the plant yard. Access is
provided from the service building, the turbine building and outdoor at
ground level.

5.16.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

The fire protection for the switchgear room is inadequate to prevent a severe
fire from affecting redundant safety-related and safe shutdown systems. The
opening for the ventilation to the switchgear room from the supply in the
turbine building is unprotected and presents an unacceptable exposure hazard.
Electrical penetrations to the computer room are not sealed. Electrical

equipment is not protected from water spray from hose streams which would be
used for backup suppression.

.
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( ') 5.16.6 ,odifications " *

The licensee has proposed the following modifications. All electrical pene- .

trations of fire barriers will be upgraded to provide three-hour protection.
Fire stops will be installed in nonsafety-related cable trays which communi-
cate between cable trays of different divisions. The interior doors to the
switchgear room will be upgraded to three-hour f'te rated doors. Lightweir.ht _

covers will be installed for the manholes in the switchgear room to provide
ready access to these areas. The interior ventilation openings will be
protected by three-hour fire dampers. A low flow capacity hose station with
hose nozzle shutoff will be provided at the entrance to the switchgear room
to provide a water suppression capability which will minimize the potential
for water damage to electrical equipment in this area. An automatic C0
suppressionsystemwillbeinstalledtoprotectequipmentintheswitchhear
room. Since the design of the automatic CO,, system has not been completed, a
supplement to this report will address the method of system actuation and
I[ hose interlock features incorporated to disable the systeinlhen ~ -

personnel are present in the area.

Cables in the cable trays and risers aboverthe switchgear and electrical
equipment in the area should be covered with a flame retardant coating. At
this time a review of the effects of cable derating has not been completed by
the licensee to insure that this will not have a detrimental effect on the
cables insulation rating. The results of this review and any subsequent
alternative modifications will be addressed in a supplement to this report.

G we find thet sub;ect to tne ebove review end impiementation of tne ebove
described modifications, the fire protection for this area satisfies the
objectives identified in Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore,
acceptable.

5.17 Intake Building

5.17.1 Safety-Related Equipment

The intake building is a seismic Category I structure containing the service
water pumps, the circulating water pumps, the fire pumps, and the associated
fuel oil day tank for the diesel fire pump. The two fire pumps are located
in the same room and are adjacent to the service water pumps. The diesel day
tank for the fire pump is located in a separate three-hour fire rated enclo-
sure. The circulating water pumps are located in an adjacent room.

5.17.2 Combustibles

Combustibles in this area include electrical cables, diesel fuel oil and

circulating water pump lubricating oil.

5.17.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

A fire in the intake building could result in the loss of both divisions of
the service water systems and in a loss of the fire water pumps. An alternate
cooldown method using the cooling towers could be used in this event to
permit safe shutdown.

'
.
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j 5.17.4 Fire Protection System
, , , ,

Smoke and flame detectors which alarm locclly and in the control room are
located in the service water pump room above the diesel fire pump and in the
room enclosing the diesel fuel oil supply. One fire extinguisher is provided
to extinguish fires in this area. Access to the service water and fire pump
area is through the circulating water pump room.

-

5.17.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

The detection system would provide an alarm in the event of a fire in the
area. The fire suppression capability is inadequate to provide prompt
extinguishment should a fire occur. A diesel oil spill fire in either the
day tank room or at the fire pump presents an unacceptable exposure hazard tu
the service water pumps. The oil in the circulating water pumps is an exposure
fire hazard to the safety-related service water pumps.

-

5.17.6 Modifications

The door between the circulating water pump area and the service water pump
area will be provided with a berm and will be either electrically supervised
or locked closed. The outside door for the service water pump room will be
modifiec to make it available for fire fighting access. The diesel fire pump

day tank room will be provided with automatic gas suppression system and the
berm height at the door to the room will be increased to contain the fuel

, tank contents. The diesel fire pump will be isolated from the service water
(' pumps by a noncombustible wall equivalent to a one-hour fire rating and an

automatic sprinkler system will be provided at the top of the enclosure. A''

Class C fire door and a berm at the door opening will be provided if direct
access is provided to the diesel fire pump area. Pipe penetrations in the
day tank room wall will be sealed and a guard pipe installed to protect the
fuel oil supply line.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfies the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.'

5.18 Radwaste Building
5.18.1 Safety-Related Equipment

The radwaste building contains no equipment necessary for shutdown of the
plant. The radwaste building contains systems for processing solid and
liquid radioactive material from the reactor plant.

5.18.2 Combustibles

Combustibles include solid waste in closed 55 gallon drum containers, resins,
dry Ecodex, and cable insulation. There are some wood, paper, cloth, plastic
and rub 6er in this area.

,
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, ' 5.18.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression . . .
-

,The licensae has not addressed the radiological consequences of a fire in .the
radwaste area, however, he has indicated that an analysis will be made and '

that this information will be provided.

5.18.4 Fire Protection System
.-

,

Fire suppression is provided by 12 portable fire extinguishers located through-
out the building. Hose stations from adjacent areas are available as backup
to the fire exting'uishers. Detection is not provided in the area.

5.18.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

In the absence of information concerning the possible consequences of a fire
i.1 the radwaste facility, we cannot make a final conclusion as to the adequacy
of the fire protection in this area. .

5.18.6 Modi ficatio,js

The licer,see has proposed the following modification for this area. Smoke

detection will be provided in the radwaste area. Transient combustibles wil!
be removed from this area.

The adequacy of the fire protection in this area will be addressed in a
supplement to this report.

,

5.19 Advanced Of f-Gas Building
5.19.1 Safety-Related Equipment

There is no safety-related equipment located in the advanced off gas buildirq
needed to shut down the plant. The building houses ,adiaactive waste gas
hoidup and processing systems.

5.19.2 Combustibles

The advanced off gas building contains charcoal filters, cabling, Armaflex
insulation materials and various decontamination articles used for work in
the facility such as polyethylenes. Also, radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen are
contained in the advanced off gas systems in the building.

5.19.3 Consequences if No Fire Suopression

The licensee has not addressed the radiological consequences of a fire in tne
advanced off gas building, however, he has indicated that an analysis will be
made and that this information will be provided.

E
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i " 5.19.4 Fire Protection Systems -- -
-

There are portable fire extinguishers on each floor of the advanced off Jas
building and the building is within reach of the manual foam fire system
which is located in the turbine building.

.

5.19.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection
-

In the absence of information concerning the possible consequences of a fire
in the advanced of.f gas building, we cannot make a final conclusion as to the
adequacy of the fire protection in this area.

\

5.19.6 Modifications

The licensee has not proposed any modifications for the advanced off gas
building. The adequacy of the fire protection in this area will be addressed
in a supplement to this report. -

5.20 Yard Area
5.20.1 Safety-rep _ted Eouipment

The safety-related equipment in the yard area includes the condensate storage
tank and underground power cables to the service. water pumps at the intake
structure. The west cooling tower which is safety-related provides an alter-

-

nate cooling method in the event that all river cooling is lost.

(.5.20.2 cot.bustibles

Combustibles in yard area include fuel oil in a 75,000 gallon storage tank,
transformer oil in the transformers adjacent to the turbine building, wood,
warehouse buildings, and hydrogen storage.

5.20.3 Consequences if No Fire Suppression

The consequences of an unmitigated fire in the yard area do not impact safe
shutdown or safety-related systems.

5.20.4 Fire Protection Systems

The fire protection systems for the yard area include manual foam for the
fuel oil storage tank and the yard loop hose stations which are supplied with
sufficient hose to reach all outside areas. The cooling towers are provided
with four portable fire extinguishers in each tower. There are three fire
hydrants equally spaced between the two cooling towers. The hydrogen storage
facility is provided with a manually actuated deluge system and is equipped
with rate of rise heat sensors which alarm locally and in the control room.
The sou.th warehouse is equipped with automatic sprinklers.

a
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I 5.20.5 Adequacy of Fire Protection

The yard area fire protection systems are adequate.

..
5.20.6 Modifications

The licensee is installing an automatic deluge system to protect the startup -

transformer. A positive means will be provided to keep cylinders upright in
the hydrogen storage area.

We find that, subject to implementation of the above described modifications,
the fire protection for this area satisfie; the objectives identified in
Section 2.1 of this report and is, therefore, acceptable.

.
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6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

The administrative controls for fire protection consist of the fire protec-
-tion organization, the fire brigade's training, the controls over combusti-

bles and ignition sources, the prefire plans and procedures for fighting
fires, and the quality assurance provisions for fire protection.

The licensee's initial description of the administrative controls is not
adequate,to permit a conclusion by the staff. We have recommended that the
licensee's administrative controls follow the gnidelines, set forth in " Nuclear
Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities, Administrative Controis
and Quality Assurance." The licensee agreed to address these guidelines, and
in a submittal dated September 13, 1977, presented information in all areas ,

relating to administrative controls except quality assurance. The licensee
expects to submit this information in the near future. Our evaluation of the
administrative controls for fire protection will be issued in a supplement to
this report. In the interim, we are issuing administrative controls related
to organization, training and audits as agreed to with the licensee. When
our evaluation is completed additional requirements may be necessary.

(,
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7.0 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- The licensee submitted a description of the fire protection program for the
facility. As. discussed in preceding sections, this program is under detailed
review by the NRC. Following the implementation of the modifications of fire

_

protection systems and administrative controls resulting from this review,
the Technical Speci.fications will be modified to incorporate the limiting
conditions for operation and surveillance requirements for these
modifications. t

In the interim, until we complete our detailed review, we have concluded that
it is appropriate to amend the facility license by incorporating into the
Technical Specifications operability and surveillance requi.rements for the
existing fire protection equipment and systems. In addition, the amendment -

would include administrative requirements for the implementation of the fire
protection program.

By letter dated September 30, 1976, se requested the licensee to submit
Technical Specifications for the presently-installed fire protection equip-
ment at this facility. By letter of December 2, 1976, we issued sample
Technical Specifications and reiterated that these specifications were for
existing systems only. Subsequently, the licensee proposed Technical Specifi-
cations by letter dated March 18, 1977. Based on our review and considera-C tion of that response and the responses of other licensees, we modified certain
action statements and surveillance frequencies in order to provide more
appropriate and consistent specifications which we forwarded to the licensee
by letter of June 16, 1977. That letter also requested submittal af appro-
priately revised specifications. The licensee responded by letter dated
July 14, 1976, as supplemented by letter dated November 30, 1977. We have
reviewed the licensee's responses and have made modifications where necessary
to assure conformance to the fullest extent practicable with our requirements
as set forth in the sample Technical Specifications. These modifications
have been agreed to by the licensee.

The guidelines for Technical Specifications that we developed and sent to all
licensees are based on assuring that the fire protection equipment currently
installed for the protection of safety-related areas of the plant is operable.
This assurance is obtained by requiring periodic surveillance of the equipment
and by requiring certain corrective actions to be taken if the limiting
conditions for operation cannot be met. These guidelines also include adminis-
trative features for the overall fire protection program such as interim fire
brigade requirements, training, procedures, management review and periodic
independent fire protection and loss prevention program inspections.

The equipment and components existing at this facility and included in the
scope of .these Technical Specification requirements are fire detectors, the
fire suppression systems, the hose stations, and penetration fire barriers

*
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Operability of the fire detection
-- ' -

for piping and cabling penetrations.s
'

instrumentation provides warning capability for the prompt detection of
fires, to reduce the potential for damage to safety-related equipment byIn the event that theallowing rapid response of fire suppression systems.
minimum coverage of fire detectors cannot be met, hourly fire patrols are
required in the affected area until the inoperable instrumentation is restored

~to operability. The operability of the fire suppression systems provides
In the event that portions ofcapability to confine and extinguish fires.

the fire suppression systems are inoperable, alternate backup fire fighting
equipment is required to be made available in the affected areas until theIn the event that the fireinoperable equipment is returned to service.
suppression water system becomes inoperable, a backup fire protection water
system is required within 24 hours and a report to the NRC is required within
24 hours to provide for prompt evaluation of the acceptability of the correc-
tive measures for adequate fire suppression capability. The functional
integrity of the penetration fire barriers provides protection to confine or
retard fires from spreading to adjacent portions of the facility. During .

periods of time when a fire barrier is not functional, a continuous fire watch
is required to be maintained in the vicinity of the affected barrier to
provide fire prevention methods and prompt detection and suppression in the
event of a fire.
We have reviewed the licensee's proposed interim Technical Specifi-
cations against our requirements as implemented in the sample
Technical Specifications. We have made some modifications to the
Specifications that wereproposed by the licensee in order to make them con-< ' -

k- form to our requirements. These modifications have been agreed to by the
licensee.

In our previous sample Technical Specifications we did not identify the
We havenumber of members on a fire brigade that we would find acceptable.

now concluded that minimum number for a typical presently operating com-
mercial nuclear power plant to be five (5). The basis for this conclusion
is presented in Appendix B to this SE entitled " Staff Position flinimum Fire
Brigade Shift Size." The licensee proposed a minimum fire brinade size of
three persons and has not agreed to a minimum fire brigade size of five.
We are requesting the licensee to agree or disagree in writing with our
position and, if he disagrees to state his specific objections for our
consideration. In the interim, to expedite implementation of a fire brigade
we are issuing the Technical Specifications with the fire brigade size as
proposed by the licensee.

Therefore, we have found these specifications acceptable on an int.erim basis
until such time that all licensee information on incomplete items has been
submitted (Section 3.2) and our final review is complete, required equip-
ment is installed and operable, and final specifications have been
developed and issued.

:
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The licensee 'has performed a fire hazards analysis and has proposed certain -

modifications to improve the fire protection program. Additional modifica-
tions have been proposed by the licensee during the course of our review,
which are based upon the fire hazards analysis and our onsite evaluation of
the fire protection program. These proposed modifications are summarized in
Section 3.1. In addition, we have concluded that the licensee should implement
certain evaluations or improvements related to the fire protection program.
These are summarized in Section 3.2. Significant steps are being taken to
provide additional assurance that safe shutdown can be accomplished and the
plant can be maintained in a safe condition during and following potential ~

fire situations. Subject to favorable resolution of the incomplete items and
implementation of the licensee's proposed modifications which are identified
in Section 3 of this report, we find that the fire protection program is
acceptable and that:

(1) Combustibles in safety-related areas are limited to the extent
practicable;

(2) Fire detection and suppresssion systems will minimize the effects of
(~' . fire on safety-related systems and will not in themselves significantly

impair the capability of safety-related systems;''

(3) Redundant safe shutdown systems are separated from each other and, where
practicable, from significant combustibles by barriers or distance, or
are adequately protected by fire suppression systems, such that a fire
in any fire area will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant;

(4) A fire in any fire area will not damage safety-related structures such
that they cannot perform their safety function;

(5) The fire protection organization has the professional qualifications to
implement the fire protection program, and administrative controls are
adequate to maintain control of combustibles, ignition sources, and the
fire protection organization; and ,

(6) A fire in any fire area will not cause the celease of amounts of radio-
active material in excess of those considered in previous safety-

evaluations.

We find that the licensee's proposed modifications described herein are
acceptable both with respect to the improvements in the fire protection
program that they provide and with respect to safe operation of the facility.

s
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In the report of the Special Review Group on the Browns Ferry Fire (NUREG-0050)
--

. . . ,

dated February 1976, consideration of the safety of operation of all operat-
ing nuclear power plants pending the completion of our detailed fire protec-
tion evaluation was presented. The following quotations from the report

- ~ summarize the basis for our conclusion that the operation of the facility,
pending resolution of the incomplete items and the implementation of all
facility modifications, does not present an undue risk to tb. health and -

safety of the public.

'"A probability assessment of public safety or risk in quantitative terms
is given in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400). As the result of the
calculation based on the Browns Ferry fire, the study concludes that the
potential for a significant release of radioactivity from such a fire is
about 20% of that calculated from all other causes analyzed. This indicates
that predicted potential accident risks from all causes were not greatly
affected by consideration of the Browns Ferry fire. This is one of the

"

reasons that urgent action in regard to reducing risks due to potential
fires is not required. The study (WASH-1400) also points out that
'rather straightforward measures, such as may already exist at other
nuclear plants, can significantly reduce the likelihood of a potential
core melt accident that might result from a large fire.'

" Fires occur rather frequently; however, fires involving equipment
unavailability comparable to the Browns Ferry fire are quite infrequent

'

(see Section 3.3 of [NUREG-0050]). The Review Group believes that steps
( _ already taken since March 1975 (see Section 3.3.2) have reduced this

frequency significantly.'

" Based on its review of the events transpiring before, during and after
the Browns Ferry fire, the Review Group concludes that the probability
of disruptive fire. of the magnitude of the Browns Ferry event is small,
and that there is no need to restrict operation of nuclear power plants
for public safety. However, it is clear that much can and should be
done to reduce even further the likelihood of disabling fires and to
improve assurance of rapid extinguishment of fires that occur. Considera-
tion should be given also to features that would increase further the
ability of nuclear .:ilities to withstand large fires without loss of
important functions shou:d such fires occur."

We have determined that the license amendment does not authorize a change in
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will not
result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this determina-
tion, we have further concluded that the amendment involves an action which,

is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental impact and pursuant to
10 CFR 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact statement, or neoative declara-
tion and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection
with the issuance of this amendment.

,
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We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that (1)
because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of accidents previously considered and does not involve a

_

significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment does nnt invnive a sinnifi-
cant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable assurance that the
health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the
proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be conducted in compliance with -

the Commission's regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be
inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public.

.
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9.0 Consultants Reoort
-

Brookhaven National Laboratory under contract to the NRC has provided the
services of fire protection consultants who participated in the evalua-They have also participated in the
tion of the fire protection program. Their report,

preparation and review of this safety evaluation report." fire Protection in Operatina Nuclear Power Stations - Vernont Yankee,_

BNL NUREG 23693, dated December'1977, discusses nany itens which haveThe consultants reconnendations which
been addressed in this report. Our basis
we have not totally adopted are discussed in Appendix

"C".

for not adopting these reconnendations is given therein.
3

Dated: January 13, 1978
.
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Appendix A

CHRONOLOGY

'

_

In February 1976 the report by the NRC Special Review Group was issued as
NUREG-0050, "Recommandations Related to the Browns Ferry Fire."

On May 1,1976, Standard Review Plan 9.5.1 " Fire Protection" was issued,
incorporating the va'ious recommendations contained in NUREG-0050.

11, 1976, the licensee was requested to compare theBy letter dated May
existing fire protection provisions at their facilities with new NRC guide-
lines as set forth in Standard Review Plan 9.5.1, " Fire Protection," dated *

May 1,1976 and to describe (1) the implementation of the guidelines met, (2)
the modifications or changes underway to meet the guidelines that will be met
in the near future, and (3) the guidelines that will not be met and the basis
therefor.

30, 1976, the licensee was requested to provide theBy letter dated September
results of a fire hazards analysis and propose Technical Specifications
pertaining to fire protection. The licensee was also provided a copy of
Appendix A which includes acceptable alternatives to the guidelines of

(' '' SRP 9.5.1.-'-

By letter dated December 2, 1976, we provided model Technical SpecificationsTheand requested submittal of fire protection Technical Specifications.
licensee provided the requested Technical Specifications by letter dated
March 18, 1977.

On January 31, 1977, the licensee provided a submittal responding to our
requests of May 11 and September 30, 1976 with tne exception of Technical
Specifications for fire protection.

On April 5 to 8,1977, the Division of Operating Reactors fire protection
review team visited the facility.

On May 25, 1977, a meeting to discuss the review group concerns and Vermont
Yankee's fire hazards analysis was held in Bethesda, Maryland. The agenda

for this meeting was included in our letter of May 10, 1977. Our minutes of
this meeting were transmitted to the licensee by letter dated July 8, 1977.

16, 1977, we provided revised model Technical Specifica-By letter dated June
tions and requested submittal of fire protection Technical Specifications.
Vermont Yankee submitted revised Technical Specifications by letter dated
July.14, 1977.

,
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( ,, By letter dated August 4,1977 we provided guidelines entitled " Nuclear Plant -- -
~

Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities, Administrative Controls, and
Quality Assurance" to clarify information required to complete the review.of
these subjects of the fire protection program.

- By letter dated August 18, 1977, the licensee responded to the NRC staff
positions stated in our meeting summary transmittal of July 8,1977.

_

By letter dated August 28, 1977, we transmitted to the licensee new and
revised NRC staff. positions on the facility's fire protection program.

On September 1 to 2, 1977, a meeting was held at the plant site to resolve
outstanding concerns of the review group for the Vermont Yankee fire protec-
tion program. A tour of the reactor containment was made at this time since
the plant was in a refueling outage.

By letter dated September 13, 1977, the licensee submitted a copy of the .

" Vermont Yankee Fire Protection Plan." This submittal addressed our request
of August 4,1977 (with the exception of that portion dealing with Quality
Assurance which was submitted Ncvember 21,1977).

By letter dated November 3d, 1977, the licensee: (1) submitted revised fire
protection Technical Specifications, and (2) responded to staff positions
raised in our August 28, 1977 letter and the September 1 to 2, 1977 site
meetings.

f Several telephone conversations were held between NRC staff members and the
licensee's personnel during the course of the evaluation.

s
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APPENDIX R

.

Staff Position('; .. . .
--

Minimum Fire Grigade Shift Size _

'

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear pcwer plants depend on the response of an onsite fire brigade
for d:fense against the effects of fire on plant safe shutdcwn -

In scme areas, actions by the fire brigade are thecapabil i ties.
only means of fire suopression. In other areas, that are orctected
'by correctly designed automatic detection and suopression systems,(1) fires toomanual fire fighting offerts are used to extinguish:
small to actuate tne autcmatic system; (2) well developed fires if the
aute. atic system fails to function; and (3) fires. that are not comoletelyThus, an adeocate fire brigade is9
controlled by the automatic system.
essential to fulfill the defense in depth requiremants which protect
safe shutdcwn systems frem the effects of fires and their related -

combustien by-procucts.

DISCUSSICH
-

There are a number of factors that should be considered in establishing
~

the minimum fire brigade shift size. They include:
e

1) plant gecmetry and si:e;
2) quantity and quality of detection and suceression systems;c,

(_; 3) fire fighting strategics for postulated fires;
4) firt brigade trsining;
5) fire brigadg equic=ent; and
6) fire brigade suppiaments by plant personnel and local fire

department ( s) .

In all plants, the majority of postulated fires are in enclosed windcw-
In such creas, the working environment of the brigaceless structures.

created by the heat and smcke buildup within the enclosure, will require
the use of self-contained breathing apparatus, sacke ventilation equipment,
and a personnel replacement capability. .

Certain functions must be performed for all fires, i.e. , command brigade
._

actions, inform plant m'anagement, fire :uppression, ventilation control,~ Until a site
provide extra equipment, and account for possible injuries. specific review can be completed, an interim minimum fire brigade sizeThis brigade size should provide

.

of five persons has been established.
a minimum working number of personnel to deal with those postulated
fires in a typical presently operating commercial nuclear power station.

=
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If the brigade is conposed of a smaller number of personnel, the fire
" "

.

(

attcck may be stopped witenever new equipe.ent is needed or a person is
''

We note that in the career fire service, the
minimum engine company manning considered to be effective for an initialinjured or f atigued.

members.
~ attack on a fire is also five, including one officer and four teaa

It is assumed for the purpo'ses of this position that brigade training _

and equipment is adequate and that a backup capability of trained
individuals exist whether through plant personnel call back or from
the local fire department.

.
- .

POSITION

The minimum fire brigade shift si:e should be justified by an analysis
of the plant specific factors stated above for the plant, after1.

.

mcoifications are ccmplete. .

In the interim, the minimum fire brigade shift size shall be five
These persons shall be fully qualified to perform their2.

perso.:s.
assigned responsibility, and shall include:

One Su_qervisor_ - This individual must have fire tactics training.He uili assume all command responsibilities for fighting the fire.
During' plant emergencies, the brigace supervisor should not have
other responsibilities that would cetract frca his full attentionThis sucervisor should not be actively

-(,
being devoted to the fire. His total function shculd be
engaged in the fighting of the fire.to survey tne fire area, ccmmanc the brigade, and keep the upper
levels of plant management informed.

Two llose Men - A 1.5 inch fire hose being handled within a window--The two
less enclosure would recuire two trained individuals.team members are recuired to physically hancle the active hose line
and to protect each other while in the adverse environment of the
fi re.

eroers - One of these individuals would beu
Two Additional Team
requirca to sucply filieo air cylinders to the fire fighting
members of the brigade and the second to establish.sacke ventilation

-These two individuals wouldand aid in filling tne air cylinder.
also act as the first backup to the engaged team.

.
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APPENDIX C .
-

b DISCUSSION OF CONSULTANT'S REPORT .. ..

Under Contract to Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Brookhaven National Laboratory
has provided the services of fire protection consultants who participated
in the evaluation of the licensee's fire protection program and in the
preparation of the safety evaluation report (SER). Their report, " Fire -

Protection in Operating Nuclear Power Stations-Vermont Yankee," BNL NUREG-
23698, dated December.1977, discusses several matters which have been
addressed in the SER. The consultant's report contains recommendations
which have, for the most part, been implemented during our evaluation.
The consultant's recommendations which we have not adopted, along with
our basis therefor, are identified i erein. We have also responded to concerns'

identified in the consultant's repoi t which aere not addressed in their-

sunmary of recommendations. Some of *hese concerns have been satisfied by
subsequent proposed modifications by the.14censee. .

1.0 Recommendations Not Adopted

The following recommendations are summarized in Part I, Section
III of the consultant's report.

1.1 Valve Supervision

" Electrical valve supervision should be provided on all valves
(~ controlling fire water systems and sectionalizing valves. TheU

present proposal of administrative controls or locks is
unacceptable."

Staff Response: The NRC guidelines on valve supervision are given
in Appendix "A" of Branch Technical Position (BTP) 9.5-1 of the
Standard Review Plan. These guidelines permit, as an alternative
to electrical supervision, an administrative program to assure
that valves are maintained in the proper position. Such a program
includes locking valves with strict key control or sealing valves
with tamper proof seals. Periodic inspections are to be performed
to verify that the method of securing the valve is intact.

These measures are consistent with the requirements imposed for
supervising valves in safety-related systems, and provide adequate
assurance that valves are maintained in the appropriate position.
The licensee's program for valve supervision is consistent with
NRC guidelines, see SER Section 4.3.1.c. In addition the plant

Technical Specifications are being revised to require a monthly
check of all valves in the flow path to fire suppression systems.
We find that a significant increase in plant safety would not
result from the use of electrical supervision of all valves in
the fire water systems.

,
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1.2 Hose Staticn Relocations

"The existing hose stations in the reactor building should be~

relocated adjacent to the enclosed stairs. The proposed hose
stations should be located adjacent to the open stairs. Suffi-
cient hose should be provided to reach the entire floor area.
This exception is based on the need not.to have to enter a fire
to reach a manual suppression system. The system should be
easily reached and should be capable of utilization in any -

location of the given fir.e urea."

~The combustibles in the reactor building consistStaff Response:
of transient materials, electrical cable insulation, and lubri-
cants. The licensee is taking acticn to eliminate the significant
quantities of transient combustible materials,'see SER Section
3.1.8. Automatic suppression systems either exist or are being
provided for fixed fire hazards, see SER Sections 5.1 to 5.9.
Because of the low combustible loading, the multiple provisions .

for access to each elevation of the reactor building (see SER
Sections 4.12), and the provision of fixed automatic suppression
systems, manual fire fighting capability would not be significantly
improved by the relocation of hose stations adjacent to stairuells.
Additional hose stations are being provided such that fire hose
streams can be used for extinguishing a fire in all areas of the
building, see SER Section 3.1.3.

2.0 Recommendation Adopted

C' Part II of the consultant's report addresses administrative controls and
manual fire fighting capabilities. As noted in Section 6.0 of the SER,

this subject will be covered in a supplement to the SER due to the lack of
information to conclude a review of this subject at the present time. That
supplement to the SER will address the consultant's recommendations on this
subject. However, some of the consultant's recommendatibns as given in
Part II, Section VI of the consultant's report made recommendations in areas
of fire protection which the staff has addressed at this time.

Those recommendations and the staff responses are as follows:

2.1 Fire Bricade Size

" Provide a minimum of five trained fire brigade members on duty
at all times with replacements scheduled for vacations, weekends,
and holidays."

,

Staff Response: This recommendation is being transmitted to the
licensee as a staff position together with a request for a response
within 20 days.

a
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2.2 Hose Houses

" Abate obstructions to the operation of the hydrant spanner wrench
and curb gate key in the yard hydrant hose houses."

Staff Response: This recommendation will be implemented, see
SER Section 3.1.19. -

2.3 Portable Extinguishers

" Provide one 21/2 gallon water extinguisher for use on (Class
A) ordinary combustibles in the control room".

Staff Response: Portable extinguisher rated for Class A fires
will be provided in control room, see SER Section 3.1.7. .

.

2.4 A,i_r Breathina Apoaratus
_

" Provide ten additional air bottles for emergency breathing
apparatus."

Staff Response: The capability to maintain a supply of breathing
air will be provided to cover a minimum time interval of six hours,
see SER Section 3.1.14. The staff will require additional infor-
mation from the licensee to assure that this capability is acceptable

("' including provisions for spare air bottles prior to implementation
of this modification.

2.5 Hose Threads

" Convert plant 1 1/2 inch N H fire hose threads to 1 1/2 inch
iron pipe threads to assure uniformity with the fire hose threads
of serving public fire departments."

Staff Response: The licensee has implemented this recommendation.
The compatibility of hose threads is noted in SER Section 4.3.1.c
& d.

2.6 Transient Combustibles

"Either remove all wood boxes, benches, table tops, crating, pallets
- blocks, and dunnage from safety-related areas or provide approved

pressure treated fire retardant lumber for these uses. This does
not apply to the limited use of wooden ladders, provided they are
hung on brackets against a concrete wall in the area they service."

Staff Response: This recommendation will be implemented, see SER
Section 3.1.18.
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3.0 Concerns Without Recommendations
'

3.1 Deletion of Line Type Heat Detectors

Staff Ccmment: The consultant's report indicates that the
-licensee has proposed the use of line type heat detectors in

cable trays. In the licensee's letter of November 30, 1977,

the proposal to install line type heat detectors was withdrawn
based on proposals to provide fixed suppression systems in
areas which were in need of additional detection or suppression.
We find that adequate fire detection has been provided in all
areas and that our conclusions on the adequacy of the fire
protection for the facility are not altered by not having
line type heat detectors.

.

3.2 ' Portable Extinouishers

"In areas where an initial attack by hose streams in undesirable
because of potential damage from excess water (Control Room),
portable fire extinguishers containing water or Halon 1211 should
be provided".

Staff Response: The licensee has proposed the addition of a 100

[ '-
CO2 or Halon equivalent extinguisher for the control room, see SER~

Section 3.1.7. Also portable extinguishers,0f the C02 and drys-
chemical type, are provided throughout the facility. We find that
the licensee has satisfiec this concern.

3.3 Floor Drains Caoacity

"The floor drains should be analyzed or tested by the utility to
verify their capacity to remove fire suppression water."

Staff Response: The adequacy of floor drains is discussed in SER
Section 4.5. Safety related equipment is not located such that
it would be suLject to damage from the accumulation of water from
automatic water suppression systems. In many areas where hose
streams would be used, shutdown equipment is mounted on pedestals
or has curbs above the floor to protect from possible water damage.
During our site visit, we did not find any area of the plant where
the capability of floor drain is essential to prevent fire water
damage to safety related equipment required for safe shutdown.

3.4 Fire Stop Tests

''No details have been provided on any testing of these fire stops
so that an objective evaluation of their effectiveness cannot be
made". -

Staff Response: The fire stops referenced are those used to impede'
s

the spread of fire in vertical cable runs. They are only one step
taken in the overall fire protection progr'am which is based upon
defense in depth. (Note: Fire penetration seals for electrical

-
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cables which are routed through fire barriers will be replaced
by seals tested for a specific fire resistance rating, see SER
Section 3.1.8). Based upon our review of the material of
construction used for fire stops, we conclude that they would
be effective to impede the spread of cable fires. Fire stops

will be installed in the cable spreading area and the switchgear -

room to impede the spread of a cable tray fire between redundant
division of cable trays. In both these areas the effect of fires
will be reduced by the installation of automatic suppression
systems. In any event we will verify that the capability exists
to shutdown independent of fire damage in these areas, which is
not dependent upon the effectiveness of fire stops in these areas.
(See SER Section 4.1)

3.5 Fire Suppression - Electrical Penetrations ,

"At the electrical penetrations into the secondary containment (202
feet elevation). Automatic fire suppression should be provided to
prevent the damage to adjacent redundant division cable trays."

Staff Response: The licensee has proposed an automatic suppression
system for this area, see SER Section 5.5.6. ,

3.6 Fire Suppression - Control Room Cabinets

" Control Room - Any enclosed cabinets containing both safety divisions~

should be protected by a gas agent fire suppression system."

Staff Response: The adequacy of fire protection for the control room
and modifications for improved fire protection are addressed in SER
Section 5.13. Although the potential exists for fire damage to
redundant safety related systems, we conclude that the fire detection
and suppression capabilities exist or will be provided to reduce
such an occurrence. Due to the limited physical separaticn of
redundant circuits which may exist within control room cabinets,
it is not evident that an automatic gas suppression system would
have sufficient response to preclude or significantly reduce the
potential for fire damage to redundant systems. Further, the staff

will verify that the capability exists to shutdown safely independent
of such fire damage, see SER Section 4.1.

'3.7 Fire Suppression Switchgear Room

"Switchgear Room - An automatic suppression system should be provided ,

within the room, and water shields should be provided to protect the
switchgear from water damage."

,
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Staff Response: The licensee has proposed the installation of an
automatic suppression system for the switchgear room, see SER
Section 3.1.5. The staff has recomended the use of a flame
retardant coating on electrical cables in the switchgear room
which requires further evaluation by the licensee. A low flow
capacity hose station with hose nozzle shutoff vill be provided _

at the entrance to the switchgear room to provide a water suppression
capability which will minimize the potential for water damage to
electrical equipment. We find that these actions adequately address
the suppression capability and potential for water damage in this

'area.

3.8 Fire Suppression - Diesel Oil . Storage

"The diesel oil storage tank could be easily lost due to the lack
of a fixed foam suppression system." -

Staff Response: The consequences of an unsuppressed fire involving
the diesel oil storage tank would not result in damage to safe
shutdown systems. Manual foam suppression capability exists
which would be effective to extinguish a fuel oil fire. We find
that a significant increase in plant safety would not result
from the provision of an automatic foam suppression system to
protect the diesel fuel storage tank.

f_ ~~~

In conclusion we find that we have adopted most of the recommendations made'

by our consultants. Those recommendations and concerns we have not adopted,
and as discussed above, do not require further modifications of the facility
fire protection and that adequate protection will be provided by existing
systems and proposed modifications.
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